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ABSTRACT 
Marie Garlock:  Performing Cancer Cultures, Activating Healthcare and  
Environmental Justice (Under the direction of Della Pollock) 
Performing Cancer Cultures: Activating Healthcare and Environmental Justice addresses 
the possibilities for performance to intervene in U.S cancer cultures in three primary ways. First: 
as renewed, reiterated rituals performed in the NC Moral Mondays and HKonJ coalition 
movement for, among other things, Medicaid expansion, coal ash clean up, and a fracking ban. 
Second: in oral histories told and testimonies given in and beyond U.S. Commission on Civil 
Rights hearings on coal ash waste, part of ethnographic research and action-affiliations in Walnut 
Cove, an environmental health sacrifice zone in Stokes County, NC. Third: in the open format, 
stage performance of Flipping Cancer that I have offered in multiple sites 2014-19, developed 
from ongoing, clinician-, caregiver-, and patient-tailored InterPlay workshops and interviews 
centering stage IV disease. I argue that the embodied performance of story by persons living/
dying with advanced cancers in both fossil fuel and healthcare worlds importantly challenges the 
particularly vigorous claims U.S. cancer cultures make on raced and gendered bodies, leading to 
the “redemptive-prophetic” stance I pursue in my current work. In body dispatches, spatial 
reclamation practices, and testimonial witness, I explore the multi-layered inequities that spark 
creation amidst cultural and policy contradictions, as underrepresented community members 
mobilize change. 
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INTRODUCTION: WHY CANCER STORIES MATTER 
Why do cancer stories matter? Cancer stories clarify the stakes of either a health 
philanthropy or a health justice approach to addressing inequity with integrity. In its cellular and 
communal contours, cancer is a process of unveiling ourselves in culture. Patients, clinicians, 
affected communities of caregivers, and powerful decision-makers are called into specific roles 
of being, knowing, and doing by the types of cancer stories they tell, embody, or visualize, and 
through the cancer stories by which they dodge and dismiss, or bear witness and activate.  
Performing Cancer Cultures takes up traditionally underrepresented cancer stories that 
arise from communities facing stage IV cancers exposed to the harms of U.S. healthcare markets 
(Fine 2017), and from communities residing in cancerous environments called sacrifice zones 
(Lerner 2010), exposed to heavy industrial pollution. In performing multi-year critical, 
participant ethnography and oral history research with such communities, I have been steeped in 
the bounty and spirit of people who narrate and participate in bodily, ritualized, and story-based 
forms of imagining a more just, well world.  
These stories pulse in my own body as an intimately intertwined caregiver to people with 
stage IV cancers, a healthcare access and quality advocate, and creator and performer of the 
Flipping Cancer project—a story and movement-based performance developed from interviews 
and workshops with people living with advanced cancers—that tours to clinical education 
settings. These stories also wind through longtime freedom strivings for racial justice among 
fellow North Carolinians displaced by legal, cultural, and industrial harms, and shape my path as 
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a community-generated arts, oral history, and health communication researcher seeking to 
address coal ash waste, first with The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, and now with The Lilies 
Project (I will address the latter briefly in conclusion). In story partnerships around cancer and 
culture, involving ritual and memory, motion and stillness, listening and responding, this is what 
I have learned: 
Cancer stories matter because they are embedded in the flesh and memory of people who 
know what stage IV cancer does to the body--and who know what stage IV cancer stories can 
undo within a society that values microscopic measures of progress above macroscopic action to 
improve healthcare quality and access. Cancer stories inform whether clinical and cultural 
institutions understand “quality of life” to also include a quality of dying as integral to that 
living, however and whenever it may occur. People navigating stage IV cancer care clarify the 
urgent need, magnified by advanced disease, for U.S. drugs and devices, healthcare policies and 
practices that promote improvements in overall survival, physical and psychosocial wellness, and 
address so-called financial toxicity inflicted on patients and healthcare systems. Humbled and 
motivated by their clarity, I find that narrators of stage IV cancer stories tend to expand 
otherwise-narrow foci on fighting disease in cells alone, with their powerful efforts to 
democratize access to comprehensively pursued well-being and better contextualized health. 
Cancer stories matter because they are embedded in the marrow, water, and lineages of 
entire communities turned into so-called environmental health sacrifice zones, because public 
regulators are intimidated or bought off by private U.S. petrochemical and fossil fuel industries.  
Environmental health sacrifice zones reveal the ways otherwise vibrant, tenacious communities 
of people are marked from the outside-in by toxicities of environmental racism compounded by 
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classism and sexism.  People living on the fenceline of heavy industrial coal and gas production, 
and its dangerously mishandled wastes, know what cancerous environments do to their shared 
homeplaces. Affected narrators also know what sacrifice zone cancer stories have the power to 
undo in a society that advertises mass convenience calculated at direct cost to targeted 
minorities’ lives, health, and the potability of their water, air, votes, and intergenerational wealth. 
Profoundly moved by their integrity, I find that narrators of sacrifice zone cancer stories tend to 
push beyond merely “resisting” U.S dirty politics and “corporatocracy”; theirs are inspired, 
practical visions toward respect and restitution in balanced abundance. 
In ongoing invitations to conduct community-collaborative forms of performance, 
cultural, and health communication research, I have been immersed in two sites of cancer 
experience in North Carolina for the last eight years and four years, respectively. The first is with 
people who receive and provide clinical care for advanced cancers, and who participate in 
healthcare activism and collective support practices in the state capitol and central Piedmont 
area, in/around what is commonly known as the Triangle. The second site of cancer experience is 
with people who live within a few miles of nearly five decades of accumulated coal ash waste 
seeping into their water and air, and who participate in environmental health activism in the rural 
Town of Walnut Cove and its surrounding un/incorporated neighborhoods near the Duke Energy 
Belews Creek Steam Station in Stokes County, north of Winston-Salem and Greensboro, NC. 
What Do Cancer Stories Do? 
My hope is that the stories, events, practices, and trends in cancer communication about 
which I write might help readers connect to underrepresented cancer stories in their their own 
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communities, institutions, and lives. By underrepresented stories, I mean those which are 
insufficiently known, (mis)spoken on behalf of, and insufficiently portrayed or excluded relative 
to their actual prevalence/presence. I approach and invite others to consider these cancer stories 
as palimpsests—a term for material on which something else has been either layered or effaced 
to make room for later markings, but where past traces remain.  
Many U.S. cancer stories operate in mainstream media to support corporate and 
commercial interests, often in the guise of goodwill and charity. But these stories leave traces of 
what they have left out or covered over. Throughout this project, I follow these traces across 
narrative palimpsests to better understand what I propose are inherent contradictions that 
characterize mainstream, contemporary U.S. cancer communication. 
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Audience responses, Flipping Cancer 
forms co-designed by Stacey L. Kirby 
Artist Caroline Rutledge Armijo’s gray matter: grave rubbings 
atop Your God Is Too Small text, Belews region map
To understand contexts and implications of contemporary U.S. cancer communication, 
throughout the dissertation I pursue three primary questions: (1) How does a politics of life 
infuse mainstream U.S. cancer cultures, and the stories they disseminate? Following this line of 
inquiry, I explore the biopolitical and neoliberal nature of what I have come to call a survivors-
only logic in mainstream U.S. cancer stories about healthcare, and a banal abstraction logic in 
mainstream U.S. cancer stories about environmental health.  
(2) How might traditionally underrepresented cancer stories perform collective 
intervention into sites of healthcare and environmental health concern? In this line of inquiry, I 
foreground the potential of a tactical politics of life/death to infuse a health equity logic into 
emergent cancer cultures. 
My third research question goes to the heart of this project, and clarifies what is at stake 
in the first two lines of inquiry: (3) Why perform health? Specifically: What resources does  
performance-driven communication provide to broader communication praxis in U.S. cancer 
cultures, in the pursuit of health justice? As a health communicator and performing artist who 
seeks to center the stories and priorities of people facing life-threatening illness, I take up 
performance as a field of embodied activation. Activation attunes to what is not being said as 
well as what is, organizes with the most affected communities in leadership, and matches public-
facing events and tactical communication across media with behind-the-scenes solidarities that 
seek longterm change. 
Throughout this work, I turn to interviews with narrators of their own conditions within 
cancer cultures. I value the power of stories to recalibrate histories of who gets to story cancer’s 
circumstances and implications. I also appreciate the place of any one story in larger maps of 
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meaning-making that have political, economic, and cultural implications and consequences. I 
take up Veena Das’ approach to “How the Body Speaks” (2015).  The body narratives Das 
considers are not reducible to their extractive “usefulness” in analyzing contexts of inequity or 
identity on which they nonetheless shed light. Nor are they straightforward narratives. Das 
argues that stories about health, disease, and poverty “need not have the character of a well-
organized narrative with clear plot lines and well-recognized social actors” because such 
“disordering of narrative is part of the sense of bewilderment about what it means to have this 
illness in this body” (2015:28, original emphasis). For Das, such stories open a third space of  
“dispersed” and more accurately “vulnerable” subjectivity, which I see as both the analytic space 
of this dissertation and the performance space in which ways-of-being with affliction and disease 
exacerbated by inequities in access, treatment, and care can be heard. Most of the stories you will 
hear in this dissertation emerged in interviews conducted in narrators' homes and sites of 
worship/work at their invitation. I will also meet narrators in “intercept interviews” that result/ed 
from on-site, shorter term engagements in public settings of health justice advocacy. These 
storying approaches inhabit the gerund as a space of doing as well as of knowing and being. 
They are deliberatively embodied in forms of what Dwight Conquergood calls dialogic 
performance (1985), which positions narrator and interviewer/performer relationships at the 
heart of an ethics and politics of ethnographic performance and as a corrective to dangers of co-
optation, assimilation, over-identification, and exoticization. I will explore  Conquergood’s 
charge to clarify the relations among identity, difference, detachment, and commitment by which 
dialogical performance as “genuine conversation” may emerge with all of its transformative 
possibilities (1985:9). I am drawn to show up in performance as invocation, as risky invitation, 
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as a dynamic process of response and call through bodily movement, visual/spatial, soundscape, 
ritual, and story vocabularies.  
Accordingly I will focus on story-performances featured in Flipping Cancer, a production  
I initially developed in smaller, themed installations 2012-14, and which has been multiply, 
variously revised in an open format to suit site-specific residencies with clinical education 
symposia and certification programs, and professional development initiatives for healthcare 
providers. In creating Flipping Cancer I approached performance a process of conducting and 
translating research by performing interviews of which I am the primary conduit-listener. I 
perform Flipping Cancer in a “collaborative storyteller" format, to include local participants who 
are diversely-positioned as patients, family/friend caregivers, and as healthcare providers in 
oncology and overlapping professional fields. I perform these stories because the best way I 
know how to honor their living and complex energies is through my own body-self as a site of 
dynamic communication, where I am neither the primary focus of the stories I perform nor 
separable from them. I am consciously there and moving/storying with interviewees whose 
presence I invoke in performances constituted by a “doing of what is done” (Diamond 1996). In 
workshops and participatory rehearsals with patients, caregivers, and healthcare professionals, I 
invite others to do the same with what they have heard in cancer care and cancer advocacy 
settings. This “collaborative storytelling” approach is part of what Arthur Frank calls narrative 
generativity (2010): one narrative begets another, and their positioning within mutual and distinct 
social realities informs a developing body of knowing. 
I will also address and engage narrative drawn from interviews, testimonies, policy 
sessions and press conferences, and performance rituals in community gatherings and public 
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vigils that fed a major civil rights investigation into the abuses committed by state regulators, 
private industry, and the pollution surrounding the Belews Creek Steam Station in northwest NC.  
The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights identified several communities severely affected by the 
accumulation of coal ash waste, including the Walnut Cove/Stokes County communities 
surrounding the Belews Creek Steam Station (Kravchenko 2018, Gottlieb, et al 2010),  and the 1
Uniontown, Alabama communities (Jordan-Bloch 2017) dealing with open-air relocation of coal 
ash waste from the massive Kingston, TN 2009 spill and "clean up” from which more than 180 
cleanup contract workers have since died (Satterfield 2018) . Following a federal hearing in 
D.C., the Walnut Cove Public Library was the second site of the Commission's two, full-day, in-
person hearings.  A community-hosted USCCR hearing at the Walnut Cove Public Library in 2
Stokes County, NC ensued and found, by majority opinion that both the NC Department of 
Environmental Quality (DEQ) and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) were 
subject to partisan influence by which funding, regulatory oversight and enforcement had been 
gutted and by financial influence from fossil fuel polluters and their private industry lobbies had 
inappropriately directed legislation in their own favor at direct cost to the civil and health rights 
of predominantly Black and Brown, low-income residential communities targeted for coal ash 
production and waste storage. 
 Coal ash facts, see Appendix B. Belews Creek Steam Station is surrounded by 12+ million tons of coal 1
ash waste suspended in multi-story depths of water in unlined, seeping Duke Energy-created storage 
ponds, with 7+ million additional tons of dry coal ash waste that leaks from both unlined (most) and lined 
sites. Coal ash flurries composed of heavy metals rained down 1970s-1990s at a radius of 5+ miles; from 
the 1990s to 2010s with “cleaner" emissions, hundreds of tons of invisible heavy metals poured out.
 Logistical limitations required the Alabama communities affected by coal ash waste to hold their 2
meetings by phone and send representatives to the federal meeting.
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Greiner and Singhal (2009), among others in the field of Communication for 
Development and Social Change, have argued status quo “participation logics” or “diffusion of 
innovations” models may extend scholarly reach but not necessarily enhance or democratize 
content-making in community organizing settings. I draw on Communication for Social Change 
principles through Greiner’s proposal for “invitational” or “dialogic” communication (2009) —3
and in my research collaborations this shapes more actively creative approaches to various ritual/
event, symbolic/poetic forms and to co-hosting workshops in circular modes of generating story, 
song, dance, and discerning “spiritual strengths” in movements for health, environmental, and 
racial justice. I am particularly interested in listening practices, and in co-devised, research- and 
site-responsive celebrations and ceremonies that are artistic/aesthetic, analytic, and activist 
(Conquergood 1998). 
The oral histories and intercept interviews included throughout this project are 
transcribed “ethnopoetically” (Rothenberg 1968, Smith 1992). I have tried to relay the beats, 
breaks, and rhythms of speech and circumstance in participants’ original storytelling, and in our 
interview  relation (my forms of listening then, transcribing again, and listening now, as one 
among many). This technique attunes readers and listeners to the oral poetry that emerges in 
dialogue-based, participatory research. Ethno-poetic transcription shapes for the reader both a 
 Greiner clarifies in Exploring Dialogic Social Change (2009:iii) this communication strategy affirms 3
“human beings cannot be developed, modernized, or empowered by external parties” because pro-social 
change is instead guided by “autonomous, trustworthy beings […] capable of deciding when to engage 
with new ideas and opportunities for action.” Greiner’s research engagements—in Senegal, a script-
writing contest where young people at risk for HIV were content creators not “targets”; in the U.S., 
diffuse performances by the ironic “Billionaires for Bush” group eliciting more equitable civic 
participation; in Colombia, a playful “civic culture” where residents’ use of soccer "yellow cards" across 
Bogotá reduced street violence—seek to “contribute to practice by illustrating the process and outcome” 
of strategies that “invite and inspire action” (rather than “require” it or limit its scope to “awareness” 
alone), such that the "dialogic design of these interventions explains their generative potential—their 
ability to make action possible” (2009:iv, original emphasis). 
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reflexive researcher and, most important, participant(s) who speak and conduct themselves “as 
they are, not as who the researcher wants them to be” (Trujillo 2008:75 original emphasis). 
When witnesses—including both interviewers and the NC State Advisory Committee and the 
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, or clinical educators and trainees in hospital systems’ and 
medical schools’ symposia—engage oral history, they are not only “readers” or “listeners” but 
producers of the act of mattering, of re-membering the embodied experiences told by 
interviewees in ways that reveal our larger cultural scripts, with the potential to flip them. 
Listeners and tellers of oral history may find themselves “strung between” a “recollection and 
anticipation of historical change” as they are invited to “reckon with our place in the network of 
social relations a story invokes” (Pollock 2005:7). These oral histories open up their audiences 
into more intimate, urgent, and shared understandings of the health and civil rights at stake in 
communities living, dying, and advocating for change amidst coal ash waste in North Carolina, 
amidst life with metastatic disease in clinical cancer care settings, and within systems that sustain 
these and similar health inequities. 
Cancer Cultures 
At the root of cancer stories are multiple different, coherent repertoires of cultural 
knowledge that infuse and make sense of cancer experiences through common principles, 
expressions, and roles. Participants in various cancer cultures make and are made by a matrix of 
shared beliefs, values and traditions, norms and taboos, communications and practices. As in any 
culture formed by production and exchange of meanings, culture is a way of "making sense of 
the world in broadly similar ways,” (Hall 1997:2). This project seeks to engage fundamental 
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contradictions at the heart of cancer as a cultural apparatus. Critical anthropologist S. Lochlann 
Jain, whose experience with breast cancer as a gender nonbinary young professional and new 
parent inform Malignant: How Cancer Becomes Us (2013), proposes that at its most 
fundamental levels across U.S. history and society, cancer functions as a site of paradox. Audre 
Lorde—a poet-scholar and activator of Black, queered feminisms who dealt with breast cancer 
and its fatal metastases six years later to the liver--proposes in Cancer Journals (1980) and in 
Burst of Light (1988) that cancer in the U.S. is a call to face fears unequally imposed by injustice 
on some people, and not others. Lorde understands that her experience with cancer is not about 
individual “warrior-hood” but a practice of survival that exceeds the notion of a “survivor" in 
body alone: "I am listening to what fear teaches. I will never be gone. I am a scar, a report form 
the frontlines, a talisman, a resurrection. A rough place on the chin of complacency” (1988:51). 
From within the contradictions at the so-called “center” of cancer cultures, I trace implications 
for what emerges in the interstices and borderlands of culture (Trinh 1989), beyond its branches 
and into its breaks and “bifurcations of reason” (Deleuze 1992b).  
For me, listening to and performing stage IV and sacrifice zone cancer stories is a 
practice of inhabiting and elaborating Lorde’s “rough spot” in the status quo, of lifting up the 
“talisman” of varied rites, rituals, narrators and activators, performative claims and dialogic 
performances by which health justice is pursued because of cancer. My work builds on a wide 
body of research in U.S. cancer communication trends and histories, on environmental 
degradation and racial injustice, on healthcare access and quality for people with advanced 
illness, and on the role performance and narrative play in envisioning and supporting collective 
efforts for social change. Moved by the extraordinary context into which my work has taken me, 
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I see it as contributing depth and specificity of critical ethnographic analysis about social roles, 
knowledge making practices, and power relations that characterize stage IV cancer experiences 
and sacrifice zone cancer experiences as they are retold. 
My understanding of cancer as a cultural apparatus can in turn be understood by the  
near-equivalent in French, what critical cultural theorists Michel Foucault and Gilles Deleuze 
call a dispositif. Foucault identifies with primary elements of a concrete social apparatus/
dispositif (1977:194-5): 
• A dispositif is a “deployment” of inter-connected, varying social institutions 
• a “formation” of layered administrative, scientific, and moral priorities 
• and given that these institutions and priorities are “responding to urgent need” 
• the dispositif has a powerful and sustained “strategic function” 
As a cultural apparatus, the phenomenon of cancer participates in what Deleuze calls an 
“ensemble of the changing variables and mobile functions of Knowledge, Power, and 
Subjectivity,” (1992b:159). An apparatus functionally sustains concentrations of knowledge/
power in the formation of cultural/political subjects. Following the root of the English word 
“apparatus” in the Latin “apparare”—which means to “prepare or make ready for”— at each 
turn, I inquire: what do the complex formations, responses, and strategic functions of cancer 
make ready in our ways of knowing (knowledge production), prepare in our ways of being 
(subjectivity), and coax or compel in our ways of doing (power relations)?  
In the rest of this chapter I review cancer as a cultural phenomenon and introduce several 
modes by which cancer stories “call into being” their various participants and witnesses. Based 
on a brief foundation of what health justice is, I problematize the knowledges that undergird 
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legal, industrial, and cultural norms that result in increased cancer severity and/or incidence, 
especially given the massive numbers of people who fall in the United States’ healthcare 
insurance coverage gaps (Faultlines "The Coverage Gap”, Rushing et al 2014) and who live in 
myriad geographies considered Environmental Justice Communities of Concern (NC 
Environmental Justice Network 2015). I then introduce the notion that status quo power relations 
may be reproduced by mainstream cancer stories, some of which may also reveal unexpected 
contradictions or hypocrisies. I argue that it is in these openings/contradictions that 
underrepresented cancer stories can intervene to enliven some of the many change-making 
practices necessary to a “pro-health economy” (Alliance of Nurses for Healthy Environments, 
Fracking and Health Symposium 2014). Toward the latter, a health justice approach to cancer 
centers the priorities, needs, and capacities of people most severely and inequitably affected by 
the disease but whose stories are often sublated beneath or split up and subsumed into popular 
cancer narratives that prefer genteel language to direct queries, and tend to present easy “fixes” 
to symptoms, at the expense of addressing cancer-inflected injustices at their roots. 
Why Health Justice? 
This project embraces the terminology of health justice, as a guiding principle by which 
healthcare and environmental justice pursuits occur. First, health is not only a physical and 
mental condition, but also a state of being in which one has the freedom to live into their human 
capabilities (Nussbaum 2007, 2011, Chambers 1997)—what they are able to do. Health is often 
closely linked with subjective well-being, and its reasonable pursuit and protection are core 
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components of human dignity.  Health is a bodily condition with seen and unseen aspects; it is 4
not simply the opposite or absence of illness and injury, but also an active experience of wellness 
and function that shifts over time. Without exception, every person’s health will be threatened in 
ways both recuperable and irreparable, recovered in periods both long-sustained and short-lived 
(Canguillhem 2012, 2005).  
In this regard, health rights clarify the nature of what a society and its institutions are 
willing to fund, build, and sustain, for whom. Health rights are considered a part of both human 
rights and civil rights advocacy, each with their own rich and contested histories of advocacy in 
the U.S. and globally. Civil and human rights approaches hold in common their commitment to 
as-yet partial provisions for dignity, health, equitable access to basic resources, and reform 
supporting state-sanctioned and/or institutional protections in the aftermath of (often imperial) 
inequity. In as much as health rights stem from global and local pursuits of human rights 
(Gruskin, et al 2005), they are an umbrella term which functions across contexts to describe legal 
protections and responsibilities, as well as gaps in their implementation at state/regional, 
 Martha Nussbaum (2000, 2005, 2007, 2011) contributes seminal work to a canon on "capabilities" 4
alongside Amartya Sen and others. Nussbaum focuses on gendered contexts of human rights and begins 
with a core of 10 capabilities—what people are able to do in lived contexts. Imposed poverty, gendered 
inequities, and racial-colonial under-development histories inform a multiplicity of factors for 10 core 
capabilities: 1. Life, 2. Bodily Health, 3. Bodily Integrity, 4. Senses, Imagination, Thought, 5. Emotions, 6. 
Practical Reason, 7. Affiliation, 8. Natural World and Other Species, 9. Play, 10. Control over 
Environment (political, material). Beyond what Nussbaum finds to be “structural defects” in more 
contractraian theories (e.g., Rawls), this adaptable ensemble of capabilities are a “set of basic human 
entitlements, similar to human rights, as a minimum of what justice requires for all” (2007). 
     In Whose Reality Counts?, Robert Chambers articulates a Web of Responsible Well-Being which links 
“capabilities” and “livelihood” as a means for ensuring an overarching end of “well-being”, wherein 
“equity and sustainability are principles which qualify livelihood to become livelihood security, and well-
being to become responsible well-being” (1997:10, original emphasis).
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national, and global scales of evaluation and accountability.  In this project, I propose that health 5
rights might also serve as an analytic to point out failures of the state, in active negotiation with 
the intentions, promises, and limits of the law. 
By acknowledging but also expanding upon health rights as primarily a legal framework, 
health justice is an approach to health which takes a systems perspective regarding principles of 
inequity and redress.  Health justice strategies cultivate a close connection with the lived realities 6
of affected communities in an anti-oppression framework for organizing, education, and action. 
In conversation with definitions of health equity and health justice on the U.S. Office on 
Minority Health (2016), I understand health justice to refer to four processes: 
• Pursuit of health equity—the attainment of the highest level of health for all people, no 
matter their race, ethnicity, income, gender, or educational status 
 Health as a human right (Gruskin, et al 2005) seeks: (A) the highest attainable standard of health (e.g., 5
related to morbidity, mortality, disability and positive health measures for child development, 
reproductive health, and healthy lifestyle behaviors/practices in adults); (B) access to health systems (e.g. 
which provide affordable, good quality preventative, curative, and palliative care services and related 
social support); (C) a societal, physical environment conducive to health promotion and protection (e.g. 
access to education, information, positive expressions of rights necessary for health, and protection from 
violence, environmental hazards, harmful cultural practices, and other factors that may directly and 
indirectly impact health and its preconditions).
 See Dorman, Wallack, and Woodruff's “More Than a Message: Framing Public Health Advocacy to 6
Change Corporate Practices” to differentiate “market justice” and “social justice” in health provision, 
policy, and management (2005:320-336): (a) individual freedom or collective responsibility values duly 
“influence public dialogue on the health consequences of corporate practices”; (b) proactive 
communication in public health approaches must “articulate the social justice values motivating” changes 
sought to influence “specific policy debates” and “news cycles”; (c) shared values are core and health 
advocates must frame benefits according to shared values amidst “contentious and controversial policy 
contexts” and in "public debate”. This relies on Beauchamp’s articulation of “Public Health as Social 
Justice” to suggest “that our that our fundamental attention in public health policy and prevention should 
not be directed toward a search for new technology, but rather toward breaking existing ethical and 
political barriers to minimizing death and disability” (1976:3). 
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• Addressing avoidable inequalities—valuing everyone equally with focused, ongoing 
societal efforts to address avoidable inequalities that manifest in health and healthcare 
disparities 
• Seeking political redress—attending to historical and contemporary injustices through 
proactive policy making, more than reactive response to crises and symptoms of 
inequality  
• People-centered elimination of health and healthcare disparities—incorporating 
knowledges and priorities of those whose health rights are most threatened, to reform 
policies and cultural practices shaping physical environments, healthcare systems, 
social and political institutions 
Breast Cancer Action is a leader in overlapping spheres of health justice advocacy, 
emphasizing the inseparability of healthcare, environment, ethics, and economies of cancer. 
"BCAction," as the group is often called, is one of the primary organizations with which I have 
conducted participant ethnography as a member since 2011 and as Community Leader for 
Change in NC since 2014. BCAction frames itself as “Fighting the Cancer Industry since 1990” 
by “Challenging Assumptions, and Inspiring Change.” BCAction’s work across the U.S. is 
headquartered in San Francisco, where LGBTQ communities’ urgent collaborations in the early 
days of the ACT UP: AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power movement allowed for BCAction’s 
founders to apprentice themselves to leaders and visionaries (Brenner 2016, Jaggar 2019) who 
prioritize critical, creative, and courageous approaches to health injustices both revealed and 
augmented by disease. ACT UP’s groundbreaking work modeled for Breast Cancer Action, as 
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one of many groups that work across the U.S. and globally: direct action and distributed 
coalitions working in tandem toward public and private policy change and accountability (e.g., 
grassroots activist tools and training, grassroots campaigns, regulatory and legislative advocacy); 
contextual analysis of illness and its conditions, particularly for people who are oppressed 
because of social identity attributions and sexual orientation; intimate and insightful energies 
devoted to caregiving and community support practices for people most affected by disease (e.g., 
educational materials, information and referrals, material and emotional social support); and the 
unique vitality of people living/dying with crises of life-threatening illness who step into 
collaborative leadership positions in health and social change endeavors. Accordingly, Breast 
Cancer Action prioritizes the following principles and practices in their work (BCAction 2019): 
• Health justice is a human right 
• Honesty, fearlessness, and truth-telling about the breast cancer epidemic 
• Honoring cancer patients' diverse voices and lived experiences 
• Not sacrificing people’s health and well-being for corporate profits 
• Integrity and freedom from conflicts of interest 
• Collective action that changes the world for the better  7
 At a Breast Cancer Action "Health Justice Coalition Building” meeting in June 2019, the Department of 7
Health and Human Services of NC, and Cornell Wright, Director of the Office of Minority Health and 
Health Disparities, hosted BCAction’s Karuna Jaggar (Executive Director), for her first time in NC 
following an oncology care and environmental toxicology joint conference among clinicians (Charlotte). 
The event was co-hosted by Channte’ Keith (NAATPN/Black Body Health) a BCAction board member, 
and me, a BCA Community Leader for Change, at NC's Institute of Medicine (Morrisville). The event 
joined a cohort of statewide directors of cancer support, communication, and oncology navigation, 
regional leaders in county Women’s Health Clinics (directing breast/cervical/ovarian health outreach and 
detection services), and advocates for/as healthcare workers who wish to shift the narrative about how to 
treat cancer in a prevention-treatment continuum. Channte’ and I co-facilitated a testimonial-in-dialogue 
opening via InterPlay methods for participants to identify their priorities.  
Karuna gave a talk/training “Do More Than Worry: Breast Cancer and Health Justice”. Our cohort ended 
with a collaborative iteration of perspectives—what patients have taught them, what they have learned as 
healthcare directors, workers, advocates—in the frame of “Health Justice Is: _______.”  
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Because “big problems require big solutions”, BCAction takes three overarching 
approaches, enlivened by the group’s coalition work and its commitment over nearly thirty years 
as “the watchdog for the breast cancer movement, driven by women living with and dying from 
this disease” (BCAction 2015, 2010).  First, BCAction’s health justice approach puts patients 
before profits, with a commitment to “analyze the science from a patient-centered perspective 
free of industry influence, and [to] insist that the government do the same” (2010), “making 
history by putting patients first” (2015). Second, BCAction aims to create healthy environments 
and “demand strong, comprehensive chemical regulation to limit involuntary exposure to toxins 
that increase a woman’s risk for breast cancer” (2010) by “demanding accountability and 
transparency in pink ribbon profiteering” (2015) and “working tirelessly to stop cancer before it 
starts” (2015). Third, BCAction has resolved to eliminate social inequities: to “research and work 
to end social injustices that lead to inequities in breast cancer incidence and outcomes” by 
making “a difference in the lives of women at risk of and living with breast cancer” (2015). 
BCAction is an extraordinary example of health justice initiatives that aim to intervene 
on the means and ends by which some people’s experiences with disease and health challenges 
take precedence over others. Of course, illness is inevitable in most people’s lives, and eventual 
death is unavoidable for all humans. Yet for people treated as what scholars of Black feminisms 
call not-quite-humans and nonhumans (Weheliye 2014, Wynter 2015), the fact is that many 
deaths and illnesses are avoidable in incidence and/or severity. An approach that considers 
"Race/Ethnicity, Socioeconomic Status, and Health” (Crimmins, Hayward, and Seeman 2004) 
thus clarifies what a world with health justice would mean: everyone would have an equal 
opportunity to be healthy, regardless of race, ethnicity, socioeconomic status, or education. 
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Unfortunately, “health” as an analytic has frequently abused both genuine good will and suspect 
"do-gooder" energies to perpetuate social determinants of unequal health outcomes, rather than 
to challenge them at the structural level (Metzl, Kirkland, eds., 2010, Metzl, Hansen 2014). 
Health justice approaches engage critiques of “health” as a means by which illness 
prevalence and experiences register who is socially/institutionally non- and not-quite human 
(Wynter 2015, McKittrick 2015). Health justice approaches also breathe new life into critiques of 
“health” as a site of control logics (Deleuze 1992b, Foucault 1978), including the sense that “one 
can never be” too healthy/healthy enough (Lupton 2013), just as they can never be too educated/
educated enough, or too safe/safe enough, too monetarily secure/secure enough, or too high in 
social status and influence/high influence enough, all of which position the subject to want more 
from existing social-economic systems. The Praxis Project’s seminal Communicating for Health 
Justice: A Communications Strategy Curriculum for Advancing Health Issues (2012), 
emphasizes that “health justice advocates must shift from the dominant, 'portrait' frame […] to a 
'landscape' perspective that includes how policies, institutional behaviors, structural and 
historical issues fundamentally shape health outcomes,” which goes beyond an emphasis on 
healthy “individual choices” to seek healthy communities characterized by healthy environments 
and accessible care (2012:2). I place underrepresented cancer stories within a health justice 
perspective, which I understand to be an approach that: (a) calls into question and problematizes 
current unjust health/illness realities, (b) re-positions narrators who have lived these injustices to 
clarify their stakes and to guide the agendas for alternate paths and solutions, and (c) brings a 
broad swathe of people together around values and actions that sync justice’s call for health with 
a moral compass pointing to what is equitable, honest, and ethical. A health justice logic is 
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consistently tuned in and responsive to all patients’/ people’s needs for comprehensive wellness, 
quality healthcare access, and healthy environments.  
Interpellation And Imperatives 
To explore whose illnesses are valued, and how these illnesses’ conditions are perceived, 
I turn to the concept of interpellation articulated by Althusser. Interpellation invokes the ways in 
which a particular “hail”—such as the shout of  “hey you, there!” by a police-person to civilians 
on a public street—calls into being both the person who yells out and those to whom the hail is 
made as subjects of the authorizing institutions or social apparatus, functionally creating e.g., an 
arresting officer of the law and a “hey you there, criminal!” Black or Brown body, or a medical 
expert and a “hey you there, hysterical!” female patient (Althusser 1971:48). As interpellations 
arise from within the existing logics of different cancer cultures, they “form subjects”. This is a 
process that involves both subjectivity—the ways social systems expect and affirm certain modes 
of personhood and dignity—and subjectivation—the ways individual people’s decisions, actions, 
and identities are molded into practices of self-disciplining and self-relation (Foucault 1983).  
In Althusser’s Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses, the function of a hail is 
described as follows. 
1. “[T]he interpellation of ‘individuals’ as subjects 
2. their subjection to the Subject 
3. the mutual recognition of subjects and Subject, the subjects’ recognition of 
each other, and finally the subject’s recognition of [them]self 
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4. the absolute guarantee that everything really is so, and that on condition that 
the subjects recognize what they are and behave accordingly, everything will 
be all right: Amen -- ‘So be it’” (1971:55) 
Interpellation is the doing of ideology, the placing of its participants in position, or literally: 
putting them in their place. It impresses cultural subjects with widely accepted or hegemonic 
ideology, which simultaneously manifests as unquestionable common sense, echoed in an 
explicit or tacit “Of course!: that’s obvious.”  In breast cancer health philanthropy settings, this 
"of course” operates similarly: Mammography saves lives. Fossil fuels have improved human life 
and progress. From what was “always-already” there, interpellation calls into being the 
interpersonal, individual, and institutional interactions ideology shapes and offers the seductive 
guarantee that everything really is so. The “Hey you, there!” hail in various cancer cultures then 
coaxes adherence to overarching beliefs. Among those who answer it, cancer cultures’ call into 
being enforces a “mutual recognition” of others and self based on shared biologies and/or health 
circumstances (Rabinow 1996), common beliefs about problems and their solutions (King 2006), 
and power hierarchies stipulating the order in which affected and sometimes abased bodies are 
made to matter or not (Sulik 2011).  
U.S. health philanthropy’s framing of the most effective prevention of breast cancer 
suffering and death loops back on itself: increased detection screenings raise overall cancer 
incidence rates by catching the disease earlier, padding a widely-publicized improvement on 
mortality and morbidity rates, even while stage IV deaths remain consistent across an almost 
forty year span (Kalager et al 2014, Miller et al 2014). The increased total number of affected 
people diagnosed with breast cancers lends urgency to lobbying for a future cure, and creates a 
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body of more people fearful, worried, and fired up enough to seek out action responses to their 
cancer experience. Philanthropic donations to large-scale fundraising efforts for cancer cure 
research and communication campaigns for mammography promotion are solicited and accepted 
from, for example, fossil fuel companies whereby diesel use, gas drilling and extraction, coal 
production and its carcinogen-laden waste storage function as a form of “pinkwashing” (Breast 
Cancer Action 2002)—a cancer-cure positive alternative to whitewashing by which “the same 
companies that claim to care about breast cancer are themselves producing, manufacturing and/
or selling products that may actually increase the risk of the disease” (Jaggar 2019). Pinkwashing 
emerges at the ideologically-dense intersection of healthcare philanthropy, commercial sponsors, 
biopharmaceutical and biomedical partners, and their assimilated subjects—supported by claims 
for worthy causes at the center of corporate social giving practices (King 2006) or infrastructural 
limitations that limit the scope of cancer prevention or treatment interventions (Brenner 2016). 
The result is a compression of even apparently well-intentioned systems and their willing 
subjects. They operate “on condition that the subjects recognize what they are and behave 
accordingly, everything will be all right: Amen—‘So be it’” (Althusser 1971:55).  
In what follows, I introduce three tropes prominent in cancer cultures for analysis in this 
project: Survivors Only formations in healthcare navigation, Banal Abstraction in communities 
living with cancer-linked industrial pollution, and Health Justice organizing led by people who 
activate for health and social change because of facing cancers, especially in forms of 
communication that are performance-driven and located in praxis of story and politics which 
move to redirect flows of power.  
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As one way of getting inside the tropes or “styles of thought” (Landecker 2003, 2013, 
Rose 2007)  that shape the conditions and possible actions within U.S. cancer cultures, in 2012, I 8
began to create a Pink Gala Lady performance persona. My campy caricature of the familiar 
fundraiser emcee and “white-lady-samaritan” (Garlock 2012)  emerged for a project then in 9
development in residencies at universities, conferences, art galleries and performance venues that 
I called Economies of Dis/ease. Each iteration allowed me to partner with collaborators across 
locations and disciplines, and to try out new pieces of interview material and installation notions 
with which I had been toying. What I gained fed into the touring and evolving piece I now 
perform in clinical education settings called Flipping Cancer.  
As host to an interactive event in which an audience that presumably "thinks pink” is 
celebrated, the Pink Gala Lady invites her guests into a world of pink ribbon kitsch (Ehrenreich 
2001) disseminated by U.S. pink ribbon philanthropy that infuses biomedical,  economic, and 10
corporate social giving approaches to the disease. The Pink Gala Lady’s most salient 
 This includes scientific “styles of thought" by which cancer care is viewed through an ever more 8
molecular scale of potential interventions that, as Landecker argues, position cells as primary “patients”. 
 See Tourist persona in Global Storytelling in Health Justice Performance in Tanzania (2012). In one 9
campus installation performance of PGL (2018), 4 UNC students responded: “I was surprised, then: oh! Is 
this chick serious? Maybe that’s her real personality.” “My dad’s an oncologist in New Bern, and gets so 
frustrated with this approach.” “I’m from Stokes County! I was at those hearings too!” “I work with ZTA 
to plan our Think Pink 5k and had no idea. Will you present to my sorority? Or could you be a speaker / 
perform at the closing ceremonies of The Think Pink Run in April?” (We are finding an alternate time).
 I understand the biomedical to be a form of organizing knowledges about physical processes, including 10
the cellular and molecular. In biopolitical formations of the biomedical, human physicality as a “molar” 
whole (“the body”) is forsaken for its “molecular” sub-components (organs, disease sites, treatments, 
tissues) as “manipulable, transferable elements” which can be delocalized as “targets of judgment” and 
improvement (Rose, 2007:15, 26, see also Deleuze, Guattari, 1986:334). These biomedical knowledges 
about what disease is set in motion particular responses about what sorts of treatment and research 
regimes will unfold given a particular disease diagnosis (Canguilhem 2012, Landecker 2003, 2013). The 
biomedical has developed as a primary structure for naming, communicating about, and attempting to 
“fight a war” on cancer. Named and waged as such, this war primarily began in the 1940s with the 
American Cancer Society and National Institutes of Health (now including the National Cancer Institutes) 
and spread as an international effort initially through the World Health Organization (Gruskin et al, 
2005:26, Turshen 2007, Sulik 2011).  
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characteristic may be that she just keeps on going! She is a figure of the capacity of neoliberal 
consumer-capital to exercise an infinite number of ways to privatize public goods, turn a buck on 
loss, and celebrate charitable largesse. 
So why not have some fun!? 
Sashaying around, first with a hip swiveled outward, eyes bright and wide, the Pink Gala 
Lady carries a throw bag over one shoulder. She juts one hand to the sky and the other to the 
audience—peppy, warmly commanding, and undeterred. She shifts the darker mood of the 
preceding scene: an opening story from a stage IV cancer patient and patient advocate. She 
knows the gala is one among a longer bill of events that day but is not quite sure what’s next (the 
production soon returns to more critical, analytical narratives told by people living with stage IV 
cancers and health inequities). But Pink Gala Lady really does not need to know to do her own 
best work. Pink Gala Lady may be at least a “thirteen out of ten” on enthusiasm, so the 
audience’s curiosity about whatever-the-heck may happen next is often piqued to pliant silliness, 
especially at the suggestion that there are prizes!  
Pink Gala Lady 
PINK GALA LADY  
Flipping Cancer Performance 
SOUND: Short intro from “She’s A Brick House” by The Commodores plays at full blast. 
Volume lowers after first stanza: “Ow, she's a brick house / She's mighty-mighty, just lettin' it all 
hang out / She's a brick house / That lady's stacked and that's a fact / Ain't holding nothing back / 
Ow, she's a brick house! / Well put-together, everybody knows / This is how the story goes…” 
ACTION: Morph into Pink Gala Lady, with a full body smile. She reaches into the crate to throw 
a pink bag over her shoulder. It is stuffed with items, to be revealed… She throws hands in the 
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air, throws hips out, walks around with big pageant arms opening wide to shout… Body 
movement like a sexy-classic Vanna White from Wheel of Fortune mixed with the silly-spunk of 
Cheri O’Teri playing ever-enthusastic cheerleader next to Will Ferrel on SNL. The Pink Gala 
Lady joins in on the fun, and when the audience begins to laugh, she starts laughing too, glowing 
at their clear enjoyment. Accepting it as praise (success!), she takes it all in stride. 
VOICE: Voice and generous command of the space have the depth of an in-charge talk show host 
and beauty paegaent emcee, peppered with peppy teacher of an aerobics class energy when 
things really get going, and an up-down question mark tonality. 
LET’S GET IT STARTED IN HERE!! 
[flips around on beat with Brick House.] 
WHO IS READY FOR A PARTY TO PICK UP 
THIS AFTERNOON? 
CAN YOU GIVE A ROUND OF APPLAUSE 
IF YOU ARE? 
[her own applause and cheers are echoed by 
the audience’s, as she gestures for more] 
That’s RIGHT! I love this crowd already. So, 
we are here today to CELEBRATE 
the world’s TOP brand of charity: 
our pink ribbon campaigns 
for breast cancer a-ware-ness. [emphasizes 
with hand gestures on each syllable] 
And so what I want to ask is for all of you to 
know: you are our honored guests 
today. Because we have met and exceeded  
all of our fundraising goals--! So you know 
there are gonna be some prizes for you. 
[Eyes widen, eyebrows raise]  
So!: everyone, can you look under your chair 
and see if you have 
something that might look like this? [holds up 
laminated pink ribbon playing card] 
Reach right on under... 
[in background: Isn’t that cute?, laughter, starts 
to unloads all the pink materials from bag on 
shoulder] 
Fabulous ok, everyone, hold ‘em up if you’ve 
GOT ‘em!! 
Pay attention to your number? Ok? [starts 
slideshow of images of prizes] 
So when we gather for pink ribbon galas we 
need every type of support. 
Government partnerships— stamps, election 
signs, the White House across every 
administration.  
Our food programs... 
So who can hold up a number 3? 
Excellent! Your prizes today 
are pink ribbon fritos, doritos, lays and 
cheetos! 
[audience laughter] 
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Fabulous, you can see us afterward—so do 
hang on to it for now, BUT we will definitely 
need all our pink cards back for our next 
fundraiser. In about an hour. 
[Joins audience laughter, says as an aside] 
We work hard, gotta keep Thank you.  
Ok, so this is our cleaning supply program But 
also, an extarra-special one. Who has a 4?’em 
rolling.  
Fabulous 4’s — ok, hold onto those — and we 
will see you in just moment 
with our safety supplies! 
We have pink ribbon pepper spray!! 
One of our new lines this year is 
the pink ribbon taser: 
just tuck THAT under the pillow 
to keep yourself safe at night. [audience 
laughter]. Zzzt!! 
Ok, who’s our number 5’s? Fives! 
This is one of our best campaigns—Buckets 
for Change.  
KFC—because there’s no transfat or growth 
hormones in fried chicken, or anything. Just 
fine and good for you!  
‘No conclusive evidence.’ [Arms crossed, head 
shaking “No”].  
Go ahead, try it with me, turn to your neighbor 
and repeat after me,  
‘No. Conclusive. Evidence.’ [signals, repeats, 
audience echoes: No Conclusive Evidence!] 
Mmm Hmm!! 
So we’re glad to help fundraise 
for Breast Cancer awareness One of the best 
ways you can do that is to bring your loved 
ones to the life-sized bucket of change— 
you can write, “I love you mom!” [points to 
image where this is written] 
...“I love you mom!”  
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Ephemera from Pink Package (movement score from 
the sky) in Flipping Cancer (see Appendix A)
Flipping Cancer at UNC School of Medicine, Pink 
Gala Lady (ad in Nairobi, Kenya) 2016
and for you 5’s, FYI, this IS the  
lifetime supply that will be delivered to your 
homes later today— 
so make some space! [audience laughter]. 
Next— 
We got some info that we needed to be 
more inclusive in our programs 
for people of different races and ethnicities.  
So we started this program in Chicago. 
Now it’s spread all over the country  
where we have pink ribbon... not only 
trashcans... but trash pick-up trucks in inner-
cities. 
So what we have people do 
is walk. that. little. tush. to the curb. for 
change! [Prances/shimmies on tip top at each 
word, arm behind as if pulling that pink  
trashcan right along behind her] 
1 in 8, yep. 1 in 8. [momentary sad pause] 
So because of that, what we’re gonna do now 
is practice for our parade work! 
Because everyone here is going to play a key 
part for the parade:  
Some will be the audience, but we’re gonna 
need first some volunteers who are ready to 
come up and walk it out for pink 
if you come on up — we have all kinds of 
presents and attire for you 
[participating performers who are local 
patients, caregivers, healthcare providers join 
in passing out boas and crowns and capes from 
the contents of the big pink bag] 
WE have some excellent slogans, 
for those of you who wanna just watch from 
the seats, that is just fine 
We’ll practice slogans. 
Turn to your neighbor and repeat after me: 
“Save a life!” “Grope your wife!” 
[Most get awkward, but say it and laugh. She 
is thrilled.] Exactly! 
Okay—next is our shopping line—which 
we’re going to see modeled in justa sec. 
….You know type “A and B” personalities? 
Well, we also think there’s “Type C” -- people 
who don’t take care of themselves, helpers. 
Who always put everyone else first. So you 
know what fixes that? A shopping spree!  
[Participant performers help line up audience 
volunteers. She comments on the 6-15 people 
that usually join delightedly to get dressed in 
irridescent pink and hold products that have 
spilled from the bag].   
(...OOOH go. That’s what I’m talking about. 
Shero Capes. Fuschia mama.  
The Banner is unfurled…watch out y’all.) 
We’ve got delivery in the Philippines, our 
Avon Pink Ribbon programs selling glitter 
pins at no commission and promoting 
mammography door to door (without clinics in 
the region--we still get the word out!) 
Then, our Susan G Komen For the Cure--™--
who founded pink for survivors now has a 
More Than Pink program, in case, you know, it 
gets serious…[whispers]. 
But: that’s why we start them young—! 
Hooters is one of our best sponsors—they 
gave us the classic—Stop The War in My-
Rack! [images: Hooters employees join pink 
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fundraisers in camo shirts with this slogan—a 
small child stands nearby a large motorcycle 
with a pink fairy skirt and sign “Honk for 
Boobies!”--she joins in laughter with audience 
at the My-Rack slogan]. 
I mean—write it down. Use it. 
OH: are we ready for the PARADE walk 
across!? YES! We need at least 2 people 
to model each of our 4 product lines. 
[partipating local performers who helped dress 
audience members in pink parade gear help 
organize and escort behind them for 4 
sequential parade / runway struts] 
AND: YES! Our first set in the parade are 
going to model our SEXY LINE. We’re 
asking you to warm up the PARADE by 
walking across the stage, they’ll escort you 
[indicates with hand Stage Right to Stage Left, 
and points toward participant performers so 
audience volunteers feel comfortable in what 
to do and where to go] 
And show us your ab-so-lute SEXIEST PINK 
CAT WALK  across stage!! 
Audience members, are you supporting them? 
Clap if so! [She claps and nods, and many 
audience members nod too] 
Alright: SEXY PINK!! [audience members 
who volunteered cross the stage model-walk 
and vogueing style. Seated audience goes 
especially wild with cheers if a male-
presenting volunteer, who may be their 
colleague, gets extra with a hip sway, “sexy 
growl” or “hair shake” off the shoulder.] 
WORK IT. WORK IT. [now on Stage Right, 
volunteer audience members stop and are 
guided to stay by participant performers]. 
... I don’t know if you saw, but there’s actually 
a pink ribbon thong in this line, because when 
we want you to think about pink, we want you 
to think about sex, 
when you think about sex,  
we want you to think about pink… 
just great branding [draws a circle in the air 
with her pointer finger]! ...Look, this thong 
says “I wear Pink for Mommy”. [gestures to 
image to look closer.] 
Because that’s not weird at all! 
[audience laughter, she joins: “Cute!”] 
As you know [refers to Sexy Line Paraders], in 
our programs we must continually strive to 
be culturally appropriate. 
In that spirit, THIS was a billboard in Kenya, 
in the capitol city Nairobi [giant probably 
augmented-by-surgery white bosom with 
manicured nails covering nipples appears, with 
pink cartoon font; audience tends to gasp or 
laugh] 
PERFECT right!? Since we know you’re on 
board; this was to fundraise for wigs for cancer 
patients, a fashion show at a Nairobi mall a 
few years ago: “TREASURED CHESTS: IF 
ONLY WOMEN CHERISHED THEIR 
BOOBS AS MUCH AS MEN DID.” 
Okaaay! So in that spirit, next UP  
is our DOMESTIC line.  
Because you know what Ladies? ...It also 
touches him. [gestures to image] 
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The big him, right? For all of us in straight 
couples. AND the little him—the babies. 
For all of us with breasts, so women,  
See that over there—babies. [pout/cute!] 
We have baking lines, our apron action.  
So many choices. 
Are we ready for our DOMESTIC line!? [all 
start cheering, as participants chassé across 
while doing cleaning, cradling, or other 
gestures they tend to improvise]. 
All scientific research succeeds with cupcake 
fundraisers, doesn’t it? 
That’s why Pink has custom aprons and bake 
pans. 
Thank you. [Domestic Line joins Sexy Line, 
pauses, in pink costumes waiting for what’s 
next, escorted by participant performers. She 
refers to them to introduce the audience 
volunteers yet to parade, stage left]. 
[As an aside walking by domestic line/girly 
line] Ooooh wait, did that pink cape really say 
‘healthcare coverage for all now--’ [trails off 
as eye catches handwritten slogan] mmm, 
we’re gonna need you to tone that down: 
gettin’ dangerouuuus! [‘Tisk!’ finger] 
ALLLLRIGHT y’all. This one is for all our 
GIRLY BABY-GIRLS. Because as you know: 
grown people love to be treated like little girls. 
Also--so weird--we tried to do this with 
prostate cancer—giving matchbox cars to guys 
at prostate cancer screenings and treatments—
but it didn’t pan out. ...Not really sure why. 
[Moving on!] 
We adore giving the fight like a girl shirts, 
teddy bears, and teddy bears to ALL our grown 
patients, AND our nursing and reception staff. 
So sweeties, are you ready to walk those  
girly girls on over here? 
[She cheers/claps and audience joins; people 
tend to improvise childish skipping, girly 
coyness, or mockingly “girl-punch” at the air 
and tip toes or curtsies] 
YES!! Little. Cuties. 
Claps— !!![makes adorable tiny claps in rapid 
succession, indicates eveyrone should join. 
Directs this to people who have done SEXY 
and FIGHT LIKE A GIRL] Oh: just to clarify, 
when you get your prizes later, you get teddy 
bears, and you get ...the “other” type a’teddy 
…right!! mmm: don't tell though [winks] 
AND NOW. What we’ve all been waiting for. 
The Ride. Or. Die.  
SURVIVOR CHICKS. 
FEARLESS CHICKS. 
Who have that FULL facade of STRENGTH 
no matter WHAT chicks. 
Alright—are we ready to KNOCK SOME 
PEOPLE OUT with these pink boxing gloves? 
[gestures arm across stage to indicate parade 
walk, whisper-sings to self to tune of LL Cool 
J’s Mama Said Knock You Out… audience 
cheers loudly and volunteers tend to kickbox 
and strut and flex their muscles] 
THAT’S RIGHT: Let’s get ready to KICK 
SOME ASS. innnnn PINK HIGH HEELS!  
[She kicks high at the air, sassy and she knows 
it. This parade really has been SO fun and 
reflects the ways people are genuinely drawn 
in. Audiences of paraders and cheerleaders 
usually feel they are in on the joke/s at this 
point, with innocuous laughter. No one is the 
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“butt” of this joke-world, rather they are co-
creators]  
Thank you Models, and you can take your 
seats now knowing you are JUST: SO FLY. 
[participant performers congratulate and help 
them take off pink gear, because it will be 
needed for the next event, but yes they did 
wear it best; and help audience volunteers find 
seats while she continues right on.] 
Well: supporters, while they get settled, 
preview this. 
The PROMISE ME perfume, designed for one 
of our Pink Ribbon campaigns actually had 
some “fragrance” in it with some um so-
called “poisonous” chemicals like 
formaldehyde that are officially banned in 
cosmetics in the EU… 
BUT I’m here to share some GOOD news: 
those chemicals are allowed in the U.S.!!! 
Yaaaay! [Aside] 
But… UGH: Super-annoy-noy pro tip. 
Apparently a recent documentary film and 
campaign “Raise A Stink” came out saying 
there are “breast cancer linked chemicals” in 
the “Promise Me a Cure” pink fundraiser 
perfume. So [eye roll/sigh] they had to pull 
it… [collects herself] 
We have to be prepared.  
Repeat after me: 
 “Not. Our. Studies.” [adds waving hands to 
hold off questions present, past, future] Your 
turn:  “Not our studies!” [audience members 
turn to each other and say this, usually 
mirroring the waving hands too].  
You also saw our Estee Lauder line 
and our many nail polishes. There was also 
some thing about mainly East and Southeast 
Asian women immigrants, who have lower 
breast cancer rates in their home countries, 
working all day in nail salons once they get to  
the U.S., and getting breast cancer at high 
rates--but [circles hands to cut it off]: 
We’re here to put the real polish on that. 
Hormone disruptors, neurotoxins, carcinogens 
in nail polish and remover...I mean...there is 
some evidence on each one individually but…
who KNOWS what they do when all 
combined!? 
Repeat it to your partner—“Not our studies!” 
Y’all got it!! Not. Our. Studies. 
  
YES: now for our pride and joy. The 
     Look Good Feel Better program. 
Some of you received these makeup bags 
already, I know...raise your hands?? YEP! 
Because you got them in our giveaways inside 
your cancer clinics!  
Heart-warming!  
Our sponsor for Look Good Feel Better is the 
Personal Care Products Council— 
which exists solely to lobby Congress and the 
U.S. FDA to have absolutely  
no regulation  
on carcinogens in ANY makeups. 
Do you know how awesome that is? 
There are NO requirements for ingredient 
safety for any cosmetics or toiletries  
in the U.S.! It’s up to each company. 
SO, because they still do DEFINITELY care 
about people with cancer, 
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Personal Care Products Council  
got with our buds at American Cancer Society 
to sponsor free makeup give-aways in cancer 
clinics! 
[audience silence or whispers usually-- LGFB 
is popular in most cancer clinics, and often 
many folks are involved in ACS] 
Fabulous right!?  
So there’s PTFE—Teflon, but ground up as 
into makeup on your skin, PTFE is known as a 
chemotherapy-sensitizer which some people 
say makes cancer treatments more painful 
when the chemicals combine. It’s also a 
“carcinogen,” but remember...because 
chemicals usually aren’t studied together in 
labs, even though they combine in our bodies: 
No Conclusive Evidence.  
Preservatives with hormone disruptors like 
parabens, that apparently contribute to breast 
cancer pro-lifer-ation, in “animal studies” are 
in each of the top-selling make-up brands 
Look Good Feel Better gives as samples!!  
But since we haven’t seen real proof that 
hormones are related to breast cancer, ovarian 
cancer, colon, or prostate cancer, or anything 
….  
Right!? : Not Our Studies!  
Also: you’re our cream of the crop, so a quick 
alert--there is a group that’s been trying to call 
out these well-meaning campaigns, with  
[mimes a wretching gesture] 
“Poison Isn’t Pretty”. 
So WE are trying to get out there.  
And show them: 
...how beautiful WE are.  
...People in cancer treatment need help 
because their faces are puffy, they have rashes. 
How can anyone say no to this? When these 
cancer patients are feeling so depleted and 
self-conscious?? 
Beauty is a right. Beauty gives you 
confidence. Confidence gives you belief. 
[Aside] (...whether that’s in yourselves or in 
our cancer charities, we’ll take it!) 
This next one is about strength. If you’re IN IT 
TO WIN IT, can everyone show your biiiig 
MUSCLES to the person next to you? 
[participating performers join in, and often 
audience does too, with laughter] 
...RRRR.  
So! The NFL had a little bit of a publicity 
issue …[whispers loudly] with domestic 
violence. Bit then with that whole flag thing 
[mouths “so controversial!!”]—so of course, 
what we do is PR, Public Relations 
and then PR—Pink Ribbons. PR, PR! 
Since things were not really being framed so 
well in terms of love of women,  
Pink said, we will be there for you.  
And we will be there as the NFL puts out 
potentially scientifically inaccurate 
information about mammography for the 
whole population, at all ages 
-- rather than those actually at risk. 
And for the whole “kneeling” issue...you know 
how it gets these days...people are JUST so 
divided. Well: 
Pink to the rescue. 
….Can we get some sirens? [particpating 
performers join in] 
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‘Bweeuuuuu. Bweeuuu weeeuuuu.’ 
Aren’t they fabulous? 
This is our pink ribbon police line. 
Because we also wanted to help the police 
get a little softer—you know? 
[aside with wide eyes, “ICYMI”] 
There’ve been some comm-unity-rela-tions 
problems! Some …[eyes roll upward] 
race relations... problems. 
So we decided: we've gotta HELP OUT… 
With our pink gun, pink hand-cuffs,  
and pink squad car lines. Exactly.  
And get this: an Ohio community got extra, 
which we love, and did a town-wide CUFFS 
FOR A CURE: a game where local police  
pretend to arrest participants who pay $100 
“bail”, get a receipt and t-shirt to show their 
support for breast cancer fundraising!!! 
[“Vanna White” arms as slides appear, 
audience stares.] 
[Really fast speech]: Sweet story for you. 
We actually got pink into juvenile detention. 
Guards in CT had some of the young guys 
paint jail lobbies pink for awareness — [guard 
voice] “We hope when they're 30 they'll 
remember this period burned into their minds 
and the symbol will get them to donate... do 
something." Right. On. Which is super helpful 
because women 
… and “women” …in jail right now who have 
breast cancer must fight for basic treatment 
with guards who tell them they’re faking their 
cancer symptoms.  
One inmate was returned to her cell post-
mastectomy still bleeding died five months 
later, and so really remember guys, 
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Ephemera from Pink Gala Lady f-u-n-draiser in 
Flipping Cancer (see Appendix A)
UNC Chapel Hill sorority ZTA Think Pink: 2018 
prepping their color run 5k (instagram)
mammograms. If only she'd found it earlier! 
Like, ...before jail. 
[face shows confusion about why some people 
are disturbed; shrug: moving on!]. 
But don’t worry: because right when you think 
it can’t get better, guess what!? A NEW LINE!  
The Pink Ribbon DRILLING PROGRAM. 
You asked, and YES,  
we do have fracking drills!  
Can you give us a little 
“gzzzzzhhhhh!!!” [drilling as if jack  
hammering, participating performers join in] 
So here at PINK we went big: shared the 
tradmark Komen color to go on the drill bit, 
traveling globally with these ten thousand 
custom orders. Because our fracking and gas 
drilling operations are global--and coming to a 
neighborhood near you! [whispers aside] (Get 
ready. So fun to have this in your backyard and 
next to your kids’ schools. Beautiful American 
vista!) [Hand to heart] 
Baker Hughes Oil and Gas 
gave several times at $100,000  
so we can research a future cure 
AND to show how much they want to fight 
cancer, BH is ALSO stuffing the pink fracking 
drill rig boxes with our mammogram 
pamphlets so that the 99% male rig workers 
can let the women in their lives know to get a 
mammogram.  
They too can make a difference, as they drill. I 
mean, full circle, how cool is that? 
SO appreciative of our gas and oil drillers. 
...You never know what will make a difference 
in the fight against cancer!  
But, because there are naysayers out there, 
let’s practice again: Turn to a partner for 1 last 
phrase. …’Who’s to say!?’ [shrugging gesture, 
says it warmly] ‘Who’s to say?” [repeats 
together with audiences, then an aside]: (A 
perfect answer to most things!) 
I mean really because [speed growing in her 
speaking]: Who’s to say on fracking and 
drilling, with “hundreds of known 
carcinogens” they inject to explode the ground 
for gas, that then seep into ground water, that 
that’s linked to cancer? Or that the hormone 
disruptors in the wastewater cause to birth 
defects? Who’s to say that the 24 hour methane 
off-gasing that makes some people faint, have 
nosebleeds, and rashes, will result in future 
brain disorders and cancers? SO to help:  
We also have a fracking and drilling 
wastewater initiative, where drilling 
companies pressure the local water authorities 
to legally allow leftover gas drilling 
wastewater to irrigate crops--! [aside if people 
gasp, using “good thinking” gesture tapping 
finger to temple]: (Right, reuse is part of the 3 
R’s!). Then the agricultural businesses that use 
the fracking wastewater to grow produce in 
California put pink ribbon fundraising on their 
packaging. Thank you halo oranges, thank you 
Bee Sweet company clementines: YUM! 
I mean, turn to a partner: ‘Who’s to 
say?’ [audience semi-joins, a bit reluctant]. 
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As we wrap up, that brings us to Duke Energy 
HQ. Right here in Charlotte. [Spells out “HQ” 
like YMCA letters].  
HQ!! What What!! 
So, of course we are aware of water issues 
coming up in the media. “Do Not Drink” 
letters for people living near completely 
unlined coal ash ponds with 12 to 19 million 
tons at a time in 12 sites all over the state. I 
heard rumors about it seeping into 
groundwater tables, people’s drinking wells. Et 
Cetera! But as always: GREAT news!  
Duke Energy gave millions to UNC-Charlotte 
engineering professor to consult with the state 
about the lack of danger in the coal ash ponds; 
then their lobbyists pressured the state to make 
the safety standards more lax. So: memo, you 
don’t have to clean up the water, you just have 
to remove safety regulations. It’s all legal! 
Science at work. 
RIGHT: Hundreds of tons of arsenic-lead-
vanadium spill into the air from our state’s 10 
Steam Stations to process coal for electricity. 
[thumbs up throughout]. Virginia and South 
Carolina protect residents better than we do in 
North Carolina--but we have the pride of Duke 
Energy’s head quarters LIT UP PINK FOR 
THE CURE!  
We can count on that for SURE!  
‘Cause in the meantime: who is to say that 
high radioactivity found in homes across the 
street from coal production cooling lakes is a 
health hazard? Who is to say it’s an issue coal 
plant lakes are marketed as recreation, tourists 
swimming, fishing, not knowing people who 
live across the street can’t safely drink their 
water, must shower for under 10 minutes, keep 
fans going so radon’s not circulating in the 
HVAC?? Belews, Norman, Hyco, and more… 
…picture perfect lakes. 
Who’s to say when science isn’t built to 
unequivocally prove which toxins cause which 
cancers when they’re all combined together 
anyway!? It’s just not our fault that humans 
don’t live in petri dishes, and are exposed to 
multiple forms of pollution--right!? We can’t 
conclude which toxin is the problem, so no 
one has to do anything! Throwback: No 
conclusive evidence!! 
…Mmm? [Eyes big, cues audience with a 
point, but only a few, if any, join now] 
Because just like Duke Energy PR executives 
say, coal ash? You could eat it like cereal. 
Right?? 
[audience laughter] 
… This GENIUS method is spreading y’all! 
To our  GLOBAL programs. 
News reports like 10 years ago showed some 
of our sponsors like Waco and Victoria’s 
Secret bras “had formaldehyde in them.” Don’t 
worry--we mostly got it out. But again this 
past year, Aramark’s airline steward uniforms 
were causing similar rashes and fainting, 
because of being coated with formaldehyde--
ooops! [Breath in, collects herself, palms 
together, explaining] 
...Sometimes you have to cut costs in sweat- 
shops: companies have much to manage. 
BUT! If any workers were to get cancer in the 
future from making formaldehyde soaked 
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garments every day in places with  no safety 
rules about ventilation, well,  
we want them too to have  
peace of mind. 
In China, India, Indonesia, Phillippines, South 
Korea, Vietnam: the company or subsidiary 
they contract for is donating to research a 
future cancer cure! 
And not to be left out, in Tanzania, Ethiopia, 
Zimbabwe...Tech multinationals partner with 
Komen and PEPFAR, to involve all the 
Presidential first ladies in African Nations. 
We’re talking BIG mammogram events: 5,000 
women at a time, whether or not they have 
follow up healthcare, or more than say, 5 
oncologists in a country of several million. 
...PINK is global because as Nancy says, 
“There’s a coming cancer Tsunami in the 
developing world! We must be READY.” 
And, as our closing gift:  any 8’s? 
Oooh, you thought prizes were done!  
Silly, we want to take a special moment, 
because a lot of our folks try to be survivor-
chicks--but in truth, they may not succeed. 
Participation counts though. Two tiers.  
[Holds up a pink horse race prize ribbon]  
For #8s: IF you or your family member are a 
cancer survivor . . . 
On that survivor’s lap--you get that ribbon, 
you WINNERS, you. [about to cry, holds out 
horse race ribbon: winning IS inspiration] 
But if you don’t um--make it--you know, if 
you lose the battle, “succumb”... Well, you 
don’t get the RACE RIBBON, but we ask your 
family—um, afterward— 
to buy some candles.  
To put on the mantle. 
In memoriam.  
Right? Yeah.  Our fallen warriors.  
No matter what, we really want you to know—
we’re here to support you, 
and your memory! 
Because. You know what?  
When we get together? 
We can CURE IT! 
We can! [Pictures cycle quickly now, of 
monuments uplit pink in dozens of countries 
around the world, runners/racers en masse] 
A cure is on the horizon!! 
What we want you to leave here knowing 
today is just that: keep believing. 
Because we won’t stop. We get 
tens of thousands of people together 
marching, well...walking and running... in 
every capital and major city, and Pink is in 
more than 100 countries around the world 
and ev - ery - sing - le year - we get  
10s and 100s -- of 1000s -- of people together, 
in -- the --  streets  
NOT to ask questions…! 
Not to advocate for policy change…! 
Not to ask why people are getting cancer, 
or how to improve treatments and healthcare 
But instead  
to FUNDRAISE. 
...And isn’t that  
a beautiful thing? 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ACTION: Pink Gala Lady shakes her head while smiling and nodding amidst what is usually 
now a more quiet audience. She walks off proud of the celebration’s success. The pink gear 
remains strewn throughout stage left and right where participating audience members left it. 
By contrast to this hyperbolic representation of the cheerleader for ideological 
submission, Liz Dalmas Lloyd offers a direct critique. I first met Liz when she phoned to 
respond to a “Call for Participants” who are patients, caregivers, and healthcare providers 
dealing with advanced cancers, to workshop and then perform individual/ensemble material in 
the Flipping Cancer production. Liz’s humor struck me as wry and galvanizing. As a PharmD 
based in the Research Triangle Park (NC), she was dealing with stage IV breast cancer in her late 
forties, and got a recommendation from her oncology psychiatrist to join the piece because it 
might give her “spunkiness” a place to shine. Liz had experienced many elements of cancer’s 
clinical, cellular, and cultural dimensions, including, most recently, her employer’s wish to 
fundraise on her behalf with a local Komen Race for the Cure™  event. The employer did not 
solicit Liz’s consent, assuming the righteous path. When Liz called, I asked if I could take notes 
on our conversation and she agreed; I did not know what was about to unfold but Liz’s palpable 
energy was apparent in her speedy runs punctuated by deep-voiced laughter: 
LIZ DALMAS LLOYD 
Phone call inquiry November 2016 
Dr. Rosenstein at the Cancer Comprehensive 
Center told me about this, that I’d be a good 
fit.  … I took a theater class in college, and 
have definitely done speeches and all that 
stuff in my career. But… [tone of voice“to 
be honest”...] 
I’m trying to find some creative   
outlet that I feel like is missing for   
me. I need something. I know all   
the rational stuff. I do all of that.  
There is something that I want to give back. 
… There’s a part of me that is not being 
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expressed--I, I think that’s the creative part 
of it. 
I’d love to be involved because it would be a 
good fit for me -- [laughter] “selfish!” [I 
interject, ‘Not at all!’]. But also because it 
would contribute back to UNC, I’m twice a 
grad alum. And anything to give back, feels 
like a good fit.  
...Because I need some-kinda-something: I 
mean I’m getting great therapy. Head 
therapy, a shrink. [Dr. Rosenstein is a 
psychiatrist, directs UNC Comprehensive 
Cancer Support] 
All of the stuff--except that creativity.  
So: I’m a Pharmacist--yea. Bizarre 
alignment. ...Navigating it well because of 
that 
in some ways. I’m part of the system and I 
know how to navigate it.  
Tremendous advantage. ….But it’s so 
rational. What I do is a job.  
...I’m TIRED of the rational world 
 all of the damn time! [Laughter] 
[After we identify that advanced cancer will 
be a theme of the project]  
You know… humans. ...Everybody in their 
little group. Just so funny!! You have to 
laugh. There’s stage IV. Stage 0.  
I have to laugh at this shit, 
let me tell you.  
Because I really don’t like it sometimes.  
But you know what? Tough. [To herself] 
First thing, when I was diagnosed five years 
ago. As stage IV. 
“Oh: Well then. ...There’s no stage FIVE. Is 
there?” 
It’s just the very first thing I said.  
Came right out.  
Guess that tells you some about me!  
[Liz references]:…(I steal that joke. 
Christopher Hitchens, he died of cancer.) 
Because I am stage IV, currently, my 
understanding is that I will always be in 
treatment. … I haven’t done traditional 
chemo, but last year there was a targeted 
immunotherapy drug approved. ...I know, 
being a pharmacist that I will never be 
“cured”. 
But there are so many drugs coming down 
the pipeline ...I think the best scenario is to 
live chronically with it. Like HIV in the 90s, 
where we were on this cusp after so much 
tragedy--one of my best friends was 
diagnosed in 1994 with HIV, and is still 
alive--all his friends who got HIV in the 
1980s are dead. He was diagnosed at that 
time were drugs started coming down the 
pike, and he’s thriving. … My dream would 
be for metastatic cancer to be one of those 
diseases that is gonna be a chronic thing to 
treat--manage.  
[Given a stage IV breast cancer diagnosis, I 
ask Liz’s opinions on Pink] 
Yeah: Immediately for me, metastatic breast 
cancer was diagnosed at stage IV [then at 
age 44], it was in my bones, liver, infiltrated 
two organ systems. [Many people with stage 
IV breast cancers find out through a broken 
bone, body pain, or other ailment caused by 
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metastasis--and it is rare to catch stage IV 
breast cancers with mammography, because 
the cells are usually so quick growing, they 
tend to be undetected by traditional scans.] 
  
Really: I don’t have any qualms about what 
you’d have me perform in this--I don’t have 
anything to hide. I’m a ham! Put me out 
there. [we laugh, and I share the anecdote 
my mom would quote in a southern accent 
whenever a family member was being silly. 
Scout, on being cast in the school play in To 
Kill a Mockingbird: “I was to be a haa-
am.”] 
Whatever you want about cancer. … All 
Information Is Good.  
I don’t believe in hiding anything. 
I’ve worked in Pharma, giving info on 
clinical trials: Topics change. Oncology, 
neuro-science drugs, men’s health, 
schizophrenia: …Will it be brains or dicks 
today? [laughter] 
[...We speak about absurdities experienced 
when given a stage IV diagnosis]  
Oh Marie, just this past week! I’m learning 
just how screwed up this culture is about 
death and dying. Very obvious to me lately. 
Like we’re immortal … it’s like WHAT? 
We’re ‘supposed to be young forever, not 
gonna die...how effed up are you guys!?’ I 
have friends planning themselves to death, 
at 50 now, planning for retirement, to make 
it exactly so.  
Because I may or may not make it to 65 it 
gives me a perspective.  
Ha: these commercials on ‘planning your 
retirement’. Who says that’s gonna happen? 
This gift of knowing I have it kinda 
relieves...who gives an ...eff, you know, 
really? Really. I mean really. People say 
 ‘Live now’. [laughs buoyantly] 
It’s like look at me: aren’t you learning 
anything? God.  
I honestly don’t think that conversation  ever 
happens in America: ‘you’re gonna get 
older, it’s gonna get harder’. Basics.  
I think if we truly understood this, we’d 
make our day to day better. 
[Conversation turns to how it ‘all fits in’ the 
same puzzle] Pink—like Komen 
foundation? God, so, good for me,  
I have avoided them. [Breath/pause/sigh].  
 Til now.  
Complexity is a big part  
of my going through life.  
Talking to a couple of them [people at 
various Pink runs and walks]: “I have 
metastatic cancer, its in bones.” 
They just look at me:  
“What the ..f… is that!?” 
After mastectomy, if you haven’t had your 
breasts augmented, “Well, you’re not one of 
us.” [Liz scoffs at their scoffing]. Really: 
I’m dealing with bone cancer more than 
breast. It’s been 5 years -- just, just  
[gets exasperated trying to find the words so 
cuts to the chase] 
...F… the pink ribbon booby people! 
[She laughs at “Booby People", but then a 
serious tone emerges. Liz is really getting 
going now…] 
Have you seen the football...the biggest 
hypocrisy I’ve ever seen,  
 In. My F-ing. Life.  
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 … The Wife-Abuser Who Puts His 
Pink Shoes on...WTF, f-you!! 
Komen, they are a part of that, and: you get 
that big, you’re going to have negatives. So 
now, my company is going to sponsor Race 
for The Cure ™ for me. …In my name. 
[Laughs a LOT] 
Stay tuned…! We had a luncheon for it two 
weeks ago … [one can almost hear Liz's 
eyebrows raising]  
 We’ll see what happens.   
 I might shake it up…  
…At work I am completely professional.  
But in the ‘locker room’ I’d say [to Pink 
itself, as much as to athletes embroiled in 
‘PR crisis’]: ‘You can’t wear that! You know 
what this is about!?!?’ 
Really I see problems of cancer through my 
experience as a pharmacist [seeing people at 
her counter to get medicines], where I 
witnessed so…  
[trails off and re-routes]  
Ugh. I consider myself lucky, and I don’t 
know how to begin to … 
 It is just so immoral and amoral I 
can’t even wrap my brain around it. 
Absolutely, I don’t know how to fix it, such 
a systemic problem, don’t know where to 
begin, so many providers have only done 
our own little parts in the world. 
You know, when  
 someone can’t afford a drug, as a 
behind the counter pharmacist,  
 I want to do things to help them,  
 that I could, within my power. 
Sometimes I couldn’t make the insurance 
pay for it.  
 This makes some providers feel so   
 powerless and paralyzed.  
Physicians try to do as much as they can: but 
the system is SO BIG. Another American 
Problem, our dark heart: 
Health 
has a price tag on it.  
It’s a commodity. 
It’s dark and it’s bad and it sucks. I don’t 
know how you extract that dark heart 
and put something better in.  
It’s just so deep. Really—frustrating.  
I’m lucky I’m a pharmacist, professional, 
have insurance, have a company [employer] 
that’s very supportive--it puts me in a 
position that is so much better than  
so many people [referring to patients who 
came to pharmacy where she used to work, 
and could not afford their medicines, or 
could not navigate chains of insurance and 
medical provision financing/command].  
So: Yea.  
I'm trying to find ways to give back 
Outside the Pink Ribbon. 
…I’m finding myself trying to carve a way 
in this experience I am having.  
[quick turn of thought: right to the core] 
... It is so obvious what is wrong 
when you are facing DEATH. 
So many things I can just let go:  
[laughs with a genuine depth] 
This is superfluous. [to self] 
…What are you doing?!  
I don’t have a lot of tolerance for it,  
to, to tell you the truth. 
People chasing their tail.  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 Liz’s meticulous analysis is couched in her wry tone and turns of phrase, perhaps the 
most pointed of which is “Outside the Pink Ribbon”. Later, she objects to the gendering of 
normative pink ribbon philanthropy particularly as it is linked to the NFL “Crucial Catch” 
campaign. Here she emphasizes that rationality has been too "damn" overloaded in her life as a 
scientist and she seeks the creative outlet and witness of participating in this (as yet mysterious!) 
performance production. She sees the production as a chance to perform wellness. She also sees 
it as a different kind of giving, as a form of “giving back” important to her as “twice a grad 
alum” of the institution where she receives her care. She shows the stark contradiction between 
commodity, “health has a price tag on it”, and creativity, “I’m TIRED of the rational world / all 
of the damn time!”  
 Liz misidentifies with the majority of participants in Pink walk/run/race and health 
philanthropy settings, who tend to have earlier stage cancer diagnoses and tales of “victory!” 
literally worn on their shirt sleeves. Liz's familiarity with healthcare market burdens in terms of 
cost and medical access spurs her sense that this inequality—which quantifiably and spiritually 
cannot be made sense of— flummoxes the very notion of healthcare “providers”: they are 
paralyzed by the heartbreaking dysfunction that leaves the people who have the least and who 
need the most to ensure appropriate medical care in the shadows. Liz puts death on notice. She is 
not afraid of fighting it but uses its prospect to embrace what is so obviously “wrong” with 
healthcare provisions and “people chasing their tail” to set a new course, knowing now that “so 
many things I can just let go.” 
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Survivors Only Logic 
As one expression of her inner authority, Liz spoke to the way cancer devastated the body 
that cancer culture seemed to mandate performing as well, underscoring the implicitly gendered 
ways that people with stage IV breast cancer are still expected to “look presentable” or even 
“pretty” despite the myriad discomforts their bodies endure. I am reminded of Butler’s sense that 
gender is a performative claim and construction made through gestures and speech as much as 
by inherited disciplinary expectations conditioned by contemporary politics (1993). Butler poses 
drag performance as a revelation of the artifice of gender made to seem, by force of repetition,  
“natural.” Butler’s sense of drag, which performs the performativity of gender—the fact that it is 
real only to the extent that it is performed—is echoed in many stage IV breast cancer 
experiences. A loss of hair is not a beauty issue alone, but an inconvenience on many fronts, 
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Liz Lloyd (c) devises in FC rehearsal (2017), recent 
patient Jesse Sorrell (L) caregiver Toby Rodney (R)
Liz (c) in FC rehearsal (2018), caregiver/dad David 
Dalmas (L), healthcare worker Pavani Gingrich (R) 
especially when what people think of your hair/baldness is one of the least of your worries. But it 
is also the case that wearing a wig might keep people's condolences, interactions, and concerned/
scared eyes from wandering in one’s direction. Dealing with strangers’ impositions, as Liz 
pointed out in some of our rehearsals, also takes lots of energy. And when you are so sick you do 
not want to be seen—when it hurts to spend energy on thinking of what others think of you, laid 
out all prickly and aching—sometimes it is easier to cover one’s tracks, to avoid the zone of 
inquiry, and most particularly the drain of being an object/subject/projection point of pity.  Liz 
plays through the poles of expectations to “be tough” and to “be pretty” that converge in 
contemporary U.S. cancer cultures on a survivor who apparently does not know how lucky she is 
to get a shot at life on the other side of disease. 
LIZ: ‘I know that Cancer Is’: Shitty. This treatment is Kicking. My Ass. Around. The 
Room! [kicks feet emphatically one after the other to punctuate 3x] (And) Sometimes I 
feel like curling up like a kitten--I am vulnerable and soft, and want to be pet…but also, 
please don’t touch me…[curls up head toward one shoulder, with hands curled in, as if 
cuddling into a bed, or oneself, seeking tender comfort] 
LIZ: I could tell you about: Wearing a giant, sweaty, itchy blonde wig on 95 degree days!  
Now that’s absurd. 
— Clinical Pastoral Care NC Certification, 2017 production of Flipping Cancer 
The “giant” wig Liz conjures suggests gender drag. In fact, it is a form of gender 
compliance performed under excruciating conditions (“95 degree days!”) to avoid cancer drag: a 
bald head performing instead the culturally preferred role of “survivor”—a role that meets 
interpellative requirements. When stage IV breast cancer patients refuse to heed the interpellative 
call, performing what Althusser (1971) calls a “bad subject”, they are met with repressive 
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discipline. There are consequences to not replying as such when called. I propose, first, that 
mainstream U.S. cancer communication is infused with what I have come to call a survivors only 
logic and, second, that this logic sustains healthcare injustice.  Pink Gala Lady situates the 11
social problem of a survivors only logic in contemporary U.S. cancer cultures as not just a matter 
of neoliberal extraction that covers its tracks, but of communicative discourse that may tangibly 
affect clinical care decisions on the one hand, and potentially worsen cancer incidence and 
severity on the other. The problem of pink unfolds in four avenues: first, the way pink 
supplements major industry; second, the alliance of pink and spectacular personas of femininity/
warrior-hood that affect clinical treatment decisions; third, the smoke and mirrors of PR—pink 
ribbons and public relations; and fourth, the way pink compromises our sense of science and 
toxicities in our midsts. The Flipping Cancer project features patients’ insights that coalesce to 
revisit these processes as ones that compromise the health of people with cancer, especially stage 
IV cancer, and people living in environmental health sacrifice zones.  
To be clear: corporate sponsorship of Pink undermines or writes over comprehensive 
health promotion. Pink limits understanding of and support for functional and integrative 
medicine and much supportive care for advanced cancers; yet patients do desire access to these 
types of cancer care in integrative health settings that are often beyond the reach of people who 
cannot afford "boutique" care or have health insurance coverage limitations on complementary 
 The U.S. National Cancer Institute’s Dictionary of Cancer Terms defines it thus: “survivor (ser-VY-ver)11
—One who remains alive and continues to function during and after overcoming a serious hardship or 
life-threatening disease. In cancer, a person is considered to be a survivor from the time of diagnosis until 
the end of life” (2018). The National Coalition for Cancer Survivorship, “Defining Survivorship” (2014): 
“Before the founding of NCCS, the usual definition of ‘cancer survivor’ was clinical: ‘someone who had 
been free of any sign of the disease for five years.’ People who weren’t ‘cancer survivors’ were often 
called ‘cancer victims’. …[Redefining the term] provided hope for the newly diagnosed, and empowered 
patients to be active participants in their care. […] NCCS also recognized the impact a diagnosis has on 
family, friends and caregivers, and later extended this definition to identify them as survivors as well.” 
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and palliative care reimbursements. Among other things, a survivors only logic conflates 
treatment aggression with treatment efficacy (see “red death” in “The Mortality Effect" Jain 
2013, and Lorde 1980, 1988).  
Yet even as it is the most salient exemplar Pink is certainly not the only site in U.S. 
cancer cultures of an exclusionary, contingent politics through life. A survivors only logic 
stigmatizes stage IV cancers, and undermines comprehensive palliative care with treatment and 
information about and access to hospice when needed. A survivors only logic falsely associates 
new, more costly drugs—whether they are still being studied in or recently completed clinical 
trials—with life-extending “breakthroughs” for vulnerable patients. The last several decades 
have seen a rapid fast-tracking of new oncology drugs, which has significantly shifted practices 
of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) away from its stated principles of promoting 
safe and effective medicines and devices for patients. Partisan influence on what are ostensibly 
nonpartisan regulatory protocols at the FDA has increased even as funding is gutted from the 
agency mandated to process new requests for pre-market review (and pricey, usually multi-
decade proprietary branding of new approvals). Differently than EPA regulations, partisan 
attacks on the FDA circulate by baiting a generally vague public interest in access to new 
therapies as a “consumer” right (but this is rarely connected to public understanding of what it 
would take to lower drug costs for paying patients). Thus, when stage IV cancer stories are 
extracted and made into a form of currency for sponsors of biopharmaceutical research and 
cancer philanthropy fundraiser marketing, they are robbed of their capacity to act as urgent 
interventions in the healthcare status quo. Remarkably, I have found when performing Flipping 
Cancer in clinical education sites that significant portions of each audience, though not all, 
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welcome these critical perspectives on survivorship-logics as interrelated with conundrums of 
rising healthcare costs and diminished capacity to keep a handle on constantly changing 
standards of (cancer) care. Such survivors-only approaches to cancer communication potentially 
jeopardize the quality of healthcare provision, patient dignity, and health outcomes in ways that 
are significant yet poorly understood by the majority of the U.S. population as they encounter 
biotech, medical, charitable and regulatory systems. Thus, I argue that to the extent that stage IV 
cancer stories are radically centered and valued, they can shift cultural ideologies, institutions, 
and interpersonal and individual lives into activation for healthcare justice. 
Investment Paradigms 
Here are some of the echo chambers into which wisdoms like Liz’s might enter: 
Significantly more than $200 billion has now been spent on cancer research in the U.S. since the 
1971 declaration of the war on cancer (more than $500 billion in inflation adjusted terms); and 
the overall five year survival rate for all U.S. persons diagnosed with cancer has climbed from 50 
to 65 percent in that time (Jain 2013, Jaggar 2019). However, this difference in mortality rates in 
the intervening 45 years has increasingly been attributed to higher cancer screening rates across 
the board. Some tumor types have seen significant advances in improved mortality rates over 
these 45 years, through discoveries of effective treatment interventions—HER2, one of three 
breast cancer hormonal profiles, and liquid tumors such as those found in some (not all) 
leukemias, and some (not all) skin cancer, and testicular cancer (Jain 2013, Proctor 1995). 
However, many tumor types, like breast cancer and prostate cancer have seen a sharp increase in 
screening, thus bringing the numbers of total cancers diagnosed to a vastly increased sum, 
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especially by including those found at earlier stages, which in many cases may not have 
developed aggressively and become life-threatening or even legible “as" cancer in cases like 
DCIS Stage “0" breast cancer (Sulik 2011). As Lochlann Jain sets it out: “It might do exuberant 
futurists some good to spend a little time pondering the fact that roughly $20,000 in anti-cancer 
research money has been spent for every single person in the U.S. who has died of cancer in the 
last 40 years; and yet cancer is still the No. 2 cause of death in America” (2013:4-5, CDC 2019). 
To date vast U.S. and global economies of state-led and venture capital investment 
intertwine with expansive national and transnational networks of charitable giving to produce 
multi-billion dollar enterprises that allocate funds toward targeted cancer research priorities, 
principally focused on better treatments and future cures — with breast cancer as the top-
grossing enterprise among them (Lerner 2001, Klawiter 2008). Political will and funding are put 
behind cancer detection measures as a primary mode of public health promotion, with 
mammography as the most-recommended form of “early detection.” Across classifications of 
cancer, countless human hours of scientific inquiry and social creativity are put into creating 
cutting-edge pharmaceutical interventions, and cancer communication which furthers the use of 
ever-new medical technologies to stop cancer’s spread in the human body (Kozubek 2017). Yet, 
given all the resources devoted and interventions made to date — monetary, scientific, 
humanitarian, biomedical — there have been no significant reductions in many of the most 
common stage IV cancer mortality rates, including stage IV breast cancers, in at least four 
decades (Silberman 2014, Ley 2009). This illustrates the context for understanding U.S. cancer 
cultures as sites rife and ripe with contradiction, including between stated goals—e.g. “Ending 
cancer forever”—and actions which might genuinely fulfill them. 
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In Pink Ribbon Blues: How Breast Cancer Culture Undermines Women’s Health, medical 
sociologist and ethnographer Gayle Sulik sets up the facts: “[A] woman diagnosed with invasive 
breast cancer gets more treatment, spends more money, and has about the same chances of dying 
from the disease as she did 50 years ago. Why aren’t we winning the war?” (2011:159). Forty 
years ago now, in 1980, Audre Lorde asked why it was “not common knowledge”  that 
“mortality for breast cancer treated by conventional therapies has not decreased in over 40 years” 
(1980:74, citing Kushner 1975:161). Similarly, alongside state directors in cancer care, nursing, 
women’s health, and patient survivorship programs, I was disturbed by what the numbers skewed 
by an emphasis on stage 0 DCIS cancers which fluff up the “survivability” ratio say about breast 
cancer (BCAction 2016). Cheery reports on breast cancer mortality statistics rarely point out that 
this otherwise-welcome trend is not the result of significant reductions in the number of breast 
cancer deaths per year in the U.S. Instead, by relaying those breast cancer deaths in the context 
of a much larger field of people diagnosed in the first place, their proportion becomes the object 
of interest, more so than their fact.   Do More Than Worry was the theme of Breast Cancer 12
Action’s recent “Lunch and Learn” hosted by the NC Department of Health and Human 
 Emphasis on “proactive” measures in U.S. cancer cultures often skews toward genetic testing for breast 12
and other cancers—but ethics and efficacy concerns arise, given controversies like the patenting of human 
cancer genes BRCA 1 and 2 by Myriad genetics to bracket the testing market for themselves (BCAction 
2014, 2019). Reliance on BRCA genetic tests (with spotty applicability) result in aggressive, prophylactic 
treatment for many, usually pre-emptive mastectomy and/or tamoxifen chemotherapy, supported by 
celebrity interventions like Angelina Jolie’s BRCA pre-emptive mastectomy/reconstruction (Kelty 2009). 
“Environmental” is often broadly construed. It includes“lifestyle behaviors” (food, exercise, stress, 
sleep), and “exposure to environmental carcinogens” (toxins in air, water, households/workplaces, transit, 
consumer products). BCAction notes that 90-95% of breast cancers are not inherited (\\2017). Sandra 
Steingraber (see Living Downstream 2010), explores how standard language from (a) U.S. DHHS 
literature and (b) Human Genetics textbook from which she teaches differ: “80% of cancer cases are tied 
to the way people live their lives” and “You can control many factors that cause cancer [...] which habits 
you will keep and which ones you will change (DHHS); or “As much as 90 percent of all forms of cancer 
are attributable to specific environmental factors” and “Reducing or eliminating exposures to 
environmental carcinogens would dramatically reduce the prevalence of cancer in the United 
States” (2010:270-272).
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Services’ Office of Minority Health and Health Disparities. Visiting NC for the first time, 
BCAction executive director Karuna Jaggar laid out the circumstances in which U.S. residents, 
and cancer advocates among us, find ourselves:  
• “In 1960, 1 per 20 women (female anatomied people) in the U.S. could expect to get a 
breast cancer diagnosis in their lifetimes.  
• In 1984, 1 in 14 in the U.S. got a breast cancer diagnosis in their lifetimes.  
• In 2019, 1 in 8 U.S. women can expect breast cancer diagnoses in their lifetimes.  
• In 1985, 43,500 died from breast cancers annually. In 2018, 41,800 people died of 
breast cancer. What is happening as a result of the money and talent and time invested 
to date?” (Jaggar 2019). 
Jaggar’s question is a potent but taboo one. To put it in context, the U.S. President’s Cancer 
Panel Report Reducing Environmental Cancer Risk: What We Can Do Now (2010) shows: 
• Morphing cancer incidence: People moving to U.S. from countries with lower cancer 
rates develop our cancer rates within 5-10 years, depending on cancer type. Everyday 
consumer products and workplace exposures have generated 80,000 “chemicals of 
concern” in the U.S. These are in a backlogged registry, from which 5,000 have been 
researched in part or whole to confirm which mechanisms are harmful to human health 
and/or ecosystems. Of these, only six have binding legal action (e.g., asbestos is not 
banned, PCBs and dioxins used in Agent Orange are banned). There is no regulation at 
all on cosmetic products by the U.S. FDA. Chemicals of concern continue to show up 
in cord blood of new infants within the U.S. and in every region of the planet, even 
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remote, nonindustrial areas.  (PCP Recommendation: Conduct research on 13
understudied environmental chemical exposures; improve toxicity testing methods and 
technologies for new and existing chemicals. See Environmental Working Group “10 
Americans" 2005, 2009, 2016). 
• Petrochemical carcinogens: Chemicals at the heart of “Big Ag” industries, CAFOs 
(Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations), and mass-produced crops generate large-
scale exposures to persistent carcinogens, neurotoxins, and so-called 
“obesogens” (Steingraber 2010) that affect human health through waterways, air, and 
ingestion of foods. Workers and nearby residents are most consistently exposed; 
consumers get thousands of tiny exposures over time. (PCP Recommendation: Conduct 
new or updated assessments of occupational and industrial exposures). 
• Fossil fuel carcinogens: Toxins at the heart of “Energy Production” industries, 
petrochemical production facilities and fossil fuel extraction, production, and waste 
storage sites generate longterm exposures to carcinogens, neurotoxins, heavy metals, 
and hormone disruptors that affect human health through waterways and air. Diesel 
exposure linked to breast and other cancers and other fossil fuel wastes from 
transportation and industry are widespread and pervasive across geographies. Nearby 
residents and workers are most consistently exposed; consumers get thousands of tiny 
 EWG 2005: “Of 287 chemicals in umbilical cord blood we know 180 cause cancer in humans or 13
animals, 217 are toxic to the brain/nervous system, 208 cause birth defects.” E.g., Mercury via coal/
industry, PAHs via gas/garbage, PBDD/F, PBDE flame retardants in foam, plastics, electronics, PFCs in 
teflon, fabric/carpet coatings, pesticides like DDT, PCBs via wood varnish/waste incineration, PCBs in 
industrial insulation/lubricants. Several banned in U.S. decades ago persist environmentally and in utero. 
Toxicology testing rarely controls for or includes study of mitigating or compounding factors in multiple 
toxic exposures, such as how multiple chemical or heavy metal toxins may interact to augment severity.
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exposures over time. (PCP Recommendation: Conduct research on understudied 
radiation exposures and heavy-metal exposures such as mercury found in coal ash). 
• Interim action is possible and urgent: Much more research is needed on environmental 
toxins, but several clear steps can be taken in the meantime to avert further damage, 
mitigate current damage, and plan ahead for alternatives to reliance on toxic materials. 
(PCP Recommendation: Conduct research on toxins and endocrine disruptors). 
These findings were a surprise to much of the President’s Cancer Panel members that year who 
indicate that they entered into the report process without any axes to grind and with genuine 
curiosity about whether environmental factors and toxins in fact play a role in U.S. cancer 
incidence (Leffall and Kripke 2010, Jaggar 2019). The landmark report indicates that at least 
50%, if not much higher, of  U.S. cancers are linked to environmental causation, including 
“lifestyle behavior” exposures and also more vastly distributed, involuntary toxic exposures to 
industrial pollutants, synthetic chemicals, hormone disruptors, heavy metals, and other 
carcinogens increasingly common in U.S. residents’ homes and workplaces (Leffall and Kripke 
2010). Toxic materials offer convenience and ways to “save money” on the front end for people 
and businesses who stand to make profit from the use of toxic materials; yet they may be causing 
health harm on the back end at scales we cannot yet know. However, in 2010 when this report 
came out, the cancer findings to which health-related decision-making fields, medical 
professionals, and philanthropies were most tuned in was the debate about 2009 national 
Mammography Guidelines (NCI).  
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Over the past three decades, less than 5% of funds raised through major philanthropies 
like the American Cancer Society, Avon, and Komen have gone to environmental cancer 
causation research or its associated primary prevention practices (BCA 2014d, Eisenstein 2001, 
Ley 2009, Lorde 1980, McCormick 2009, Sulik 2011). Instead, for breast cancer charities, much 
of the prevention budgets have focused on mammography, a secondary prevention practice. . In 14
this vacuum, Breast Cancer Action asks: How can we do more than worry? How can we begin to 
stop cancer where it starts? (Jaggar 2019).  15
Of the remaining 90-plus percent of funds generated by the world’s largest cancer 
philanthropies, several of which focus on breast cancers, on average, approximately 10-15 
percent goes to operating costs, and up to 30 percent goes to outreach and education—principally 
screening and detection measures but increasingly transportation, counseling and other supports 
for vulnerable populations facing cancers (Baum 2012, King 2006, Pezzullo 2007, Klawiter 
 Guidelines were changed because in women under 50, mammography produces false-positives on pre-14
cancers in breast ducts, resulting in significant overtreatment for nearly 30% of women screened (Kalager 
2014, BCA 2015, BMJ 2014). The results of a ground-breaking, twenty-five year longitudinal study with 
ten thousand women have thus far been supported and replicated to show that population-wide 
mammography does not effectively reduce morbidity and mortality (BMJ 2014). Mammography 
screening typically misses more aggressive advanced cancers, but often results in over-diagnosis and 
over-treatment for small “pre-cancerous” lumps which result in patients either being prescribed or 
themselves insisting upon the highest available tier of of radiation / surgery / chemotherapy for their 
situation.  
        Atop overwhelming emotional, mental, and physical toll that a cancer diagnosis takes on anyone, 
cancer treatments themselves cause lasting physical, psychosocial, and financial strain (Parker-Pope 2015, 
2016, 2017, 2018). For example, when controlling for mediating factors, women treated for early stage—
0 (DCIS), I, and II—breast cancer who took recommended courses of chemotherapy are half as likely to 
be employed 5 years after diagnosis than their peers (Jaggar 2019).
 Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary Prevention (Jaggar 2019 photo from Oncology Care and 15
Environmental Health Conference): Goals of cancer prevention, Lippman SM et al AACR White Paper: 
“Shaping the Future of Cancer Prevention - A Roadmap”: (1) Primary Prevention: Reduce cancer 
incidence by avoiding carcinogen exposure and promoting the ability to resist cancer. (2) Secondary 
Prevention: Limit the progression or impact of a disease process that has already begun. (3) Tertiary 
Prevention: Mitigate the impact of cancer and the consequences of cancer treatment. 
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2008).  This leaves hundreds of millions of dollars fundraised by major cancer philanthropies to 16
be funneled to R1 universities’ and agencies’ biotechnological research about cancer’s behaviors 
at molecular and genetic levels to shape what will eventually become pharmaceutical 
interventions. This research funding connects basic and translational science in biotechnology 
and pharmacology to later developments in clinical trial pipelines. 
The promise of a future cure is of course motivating, given that: “[An] ethos of hope 
links together many different actors—of actual or potential sufferers for a cure, of scientists and 
researchers for a breakthrough that will make their name and advance their career, of doctors and 
healthcare professionals for a therapy that will help treat their patients, of biotech companies for 
a product that will generate a profit, of governments for industrial and commercial developments 
that will generate employment and stimulate economic activity and international 
competitiveness” (Rose 2007:27). I situate this “political economy of hope” in cancer care 
through a postcolonial feminisms approach that understands culture as a “multiplicity of 
trajectories” that shape collective and contested understandings through acts of self-
determination and representation (Shome and Hegde 2002:265). Across this multiplicity of 
trajectories, contradictory signals in cancer communication can be cues to look beneath 
prevailing assumptions. I find that communities affected by advanced cancers in healthcare 
 The lack of transparency across multiple organizations’ anti-cancer efforts, fundraising, and provision 16
of research funds makes tracking an overall number difficult. But each group’s annual reports (2016-18) 
show: Komen for the Cure (TM) >$3.5 billion raised since 1982, 60 countries actively, 110 nations are 
sites of partnership, ~15-18% proceeds to research, of this 4% prevention, < 5% environmental causation. 
Avon Breast Cancer Crusaders: > $1 billion raised since 1997, working in 30 countries actively, ~ 23% 
proceeds to research on prevention considered as “lifestyle behaviors.” Breast Cancer Research 
Foundation (Estée Lauder): > $500,000 raised since 1993, 16 countries with research partners, ~ 88% to 
research on primarily cancer heredity/genetics. American Cancer Society (all cancers) > $941 annual 
budget FY’16, 4.6 billion to research since 1946 (founded 1913), ~ 16% research annually (much to 
direct support services and education).
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settings and cancer-correlated pollution in environmental sacrifice zones are especially under- or 
mis-represented within U.S. mainstream cancer communication. I argue that this is because U.S. 
cancer cultures are primarily biopolitical, when biopolitics is a form of organizing power 
relations and political engagements through a focus on measuring, legislating or agitating about, 
and ultimately seeking to optimize life itself (Foucault 1977, Rose 2007). The under-belly of the 
biopolitical approach is its calculation that some populations or peoples are “disposable”, 
particularly in settings of environmental destruction and (un)natural disasters (Giroux 2008, 
Smith and Vasudevan 2017). Borrowing from Lerner, I call these “sacrifice zones”—places 
where Brown and Black lives in particular are sacrificed for industrial development, liability 
concerns, and accumulations of land and wealth.  17
Banal Abstraction Logic 
A logic of banal abstraction in U.S. cancer communication seems to sustain 
environmental injustice. Banal abstraction logics falsely normalize some people’s deaths as 
inevitable and unavoidable, leaving few, if any, entities to hold accountable. They trivialize 
sacrifice zone cancer stories as anecdotal rather than interventional, often at the cost of lives 
predominantly in communities of color and mixed race low- and middle-income neighborhoods. 
The health, land, homes, and lives taken are too often accepted as unremarkable, routine, and 
recurrent; the losses accrued from environmental racism often lack ritual or remediation for the 
 Banal abstraction logics obscure differential exposures: In 2018, Black residents in the U.S. were 1.5 17
times more likely to be exposed to particulate matter air pollution than white residents; Latinx residents 
have 1.2 times more such exposure than non-Hispanic whites; NCEA found 1.3 times more exposure for 
people living below the poverty line, but for Black people high “exposure is only partly explained by the 
disproportionate geographic burden of polluting facilities, meaning the magnitude of emissions from 
individual factories appears to be higher in minority neighborhoods” (Newkirk 2018). Pollution density 
increases due to policy racism. white people in majority Black and Brown areas.
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scale of inextricable interdependence at which they occur.  Such banal abstraction seems to 18
jeopardize racially and economically equitable access to clean air and clean water, voting rights, 
and accountability by government agencies, including in coal ash affected communities.  19
Abstracting life/death to the level of the banal—the ordinary and mundane—minimizes impact 
and delimits recourse.  Thus, I argue that, to the extent that sacrifice zone cancer stories are 
radically centered and valued, they can shift cultural ideologies, institutions, and interpersonal 
and individual lives into activation for environmental health justice. 
I understand the interpellative call into banal abstraction through Frantz Fanon’s Black 
Skin White Masks, which frames the white gaze as one that fixes “with a preparation dye” (89) 
and that, through this epidermal-racial thematization, his body functioned in spatial, and 
temporal worlds that as Fanon puts it, “returned my body back to me, spread-eagled, disjointed, 
redone, mourning […] on a white winter day,” (1967:93). In the next chapters, I explore the 
means by which a generally wealthy, white and/or medical gaze pins the residents of Walnut 
Cove and people living what might be called broad spectrum cancer worlds to a wall of moral 
 Cancer-linked industrial pollution disproportionately harms majority communities of color across the 18
U.S., when controlling for economic poverty. Low- or middle-income white communities experience less 
pollution than majority people of color communities: white people endure “17% less pollution than what 
is caused by their [own] consumption of goods and services,” and Black and Latinx people “experience 
56% and 63% respectively, more pollution than their consumption would generate” (Bullard, PNAS 
2019). 
      Racialized and socioeconomic concentration of fracking wells (Johnson, Weber, Sebastian 2016), 
industrial farming and meat packing, production of coke, plastics, wood chips, aluminum, coal, and 
landfills for toxic waste and municipal garbage are disproportionately sited in majority Black and Brown 
neighborhoods more than white neighborhoods; zoning for industrial results in lack of basic water piping 
versus well water (Bullard 2019, Lerner 2010, USCCR 2002, Leker and Gibson 2018).
 Kravchenko and Lyerly (2018): “Over the past 30 years, scientists reported that the people living in 19
close proximity to coal-fired plants had higher rates of all-cause and premature mortality, increased risk of 
respiratory disease and lung cancer, cardiovascular disease, poorer child health, and higher infant 
mortality. The elevated health risk was associated with exposure to air pollutants from the power plant 
emissions and to a spectrum of heavy metals and radioactive isotopes in coal ash.”
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failure, social lack, and disinterest. They and their stories are seen as banal or unremarkable and 
so are largely ignored. People who have deep, intergenerational roots in the land they live on and 
abiding connection to the communities they enliven find themselves “tetanized” (in Fanon's 
terminology) by the racializing gaze that places them as less worthy of precautionary or remedial 
protection or equal and due process under the law.  20
 Discounting coal ash sacrifice zone cancer stories as anecdotal blurs the many 
overlapping sites in which imperial “accumulation by dispossession” occurs (Escobar 2001). To 
countervail this colonial politics through life, I aim to return focus to affected residents’ storying 
of the true costs of coal ash and of the luminary visions they hold for different economies of 
value and action toward clean energy futures, comprehensive healthcare, safer homes, and 
authentic accountability.  
Performance Vocabularies  
The ways that the body performs cancer, and performs back against it have brought me 
into public rituals of civil disobedience and symbolic prayer rites, and into practices of oral 
history in/as performance as forms of initial witness and address, public testimony, and public art 
making (Pollock 2012). In each, I understand performance primarily in the sense of cultural 
performance: as a time and space set aside, in which embodied, communicative action is 
witnessed among audiences and performers who share a stake in meaning-making in the 
moment, and what will come of it afterward. 
 Gutting EPA enforceability of environmental rules relies on fossil fuel and chemical lobbyists’ pressure 20
directly to policy makers to be “pro business” and public acceptance that “knowing more” about pollution 
and how to avoid it will save affected people, as contamination is “inevitable” in free market economies.
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Performing—collaborating in performance as a way of doing and translating research—is 
also the primary way I have learned to keep breathing as I navigate both grief about cancer-
related loss and oversimplification in cancer worlds that, if unchecked, will produce more such 
loss for others. But most of all, performance-driven communication seems to be equally 
sustaining to the communities with whom I seek to apprentice myself in various types of action, 
organizing, and outreach for healthcare justice and environmental justice. Accordingly, I explore 
performance-driven modes of communication about cancer through three primary vocabularies: 
those of body, story, and ritual. By exploring how bodily ethics, narrative power, and public rites 
and ceremonial installations take shape in communities affected by healthcare injustices and 
environmental health injustices, my goal is to advance knowledge about these rich practices, and 
to suggest that they join a lineage of similar endeavors across the U.S. South and Global South to 
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Participants in Fracking Sing-In/Walk-Out 2015. 
Walnut Cove, NC Town Council (Rosenwald School)
Ada Linster (R) after asking local residents to “raise 
your hand if there’s at least 1 cancer in your family” 
form a potent genre of performance as health communication.  This ultimately helps me develop 
my research contributions across fields through the lens of tactical biopolitics (da Costa and 
Philip 2010). 
The framework of tactical biopolitics riffs on tactical media movements, in which people 
living at the interstices of their locally-pertinent realities and the distorted images of these 
realities circulated by outside conglomerate news sources curate alternative means of 
representation on their own terms, and plan responsively about how to get them seen and heard 
and shared as a counter-story. The promise of a tactical biopolitics is research about “enormously 
creative practices at the intersection of technoscience, activism, and art” (xvii) that intervene in 
the politics of science and the “management of life” as a means by which “artists-activists” and 
“scientists-technologists” might track and struggle with “what it is that governs scientific 
statements and their thinkability" internal to regimes of biopower  (da Costa and Philip 
2010:xix). I understand this dissertation as research about enormously creative performance 
practices at the intersection of technoscience, activism, and art and as a contribution to means of 
realizing the interventional promise of tactical biopolitics. 
In collaborations with the NAACP Forward Together Moral Movement based in North 
Carolina and the Breast Cancer Action movement across the U.S., informed by prior health 
communication and performance research with persons leading HIV/AIDS movements in East 
Africa and transnationally, I have witnessed what I understand to be “health justice performance” 
in action. I argue that three key principles distinguish the phenomenon of “health justice 
performance”, particularly as it is taken up by persons facing life-threatening illness as current 
and former patients, communities of caregivers, healthcare providers, scientists, and advocates. I 
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have found these three principles of health justice performance to be consistent and thematic 
across sites of performance—whether cultural or staged, public rallies or embodied installations 
of performative protest, or intimate acts of narration.  
(1) Revelation by/on behalf of ill persons: In health justice performance, persons who 
experience serious disease become advocates so that both they and future others will not suffer 
additional health rights violations that stem from unjust cultural, economic, and policy status 
quos. Participants believe they are called to action to reveal and envision alternatives to existing 
cultural, economic, and policy priorities directly related to higher incidence of their own and 
similar others’ illnesses. (See Radical Street Theater ed. Cohen-Cruz 1998, The Art of Moral 
Protest: Culture, Biography, and Creativity in Social Movements, Jasper 1997). 
(2) Embodied investment in/as representation: Second, persons who experience serious 
disease—whether they are patients, family caregivers, or healthcare providers—choose to invest 
their physical bodies in the variously symbolic, resistant, and visionary articulations of the policy 
and cultural changes they hope to see. With their own irrefutable embodiments, participants are 
“performing back” both their health realities and their human dignity for others to witness 
publicly. (See “enunciation” as a form of embodied speech act in Bhabha 1996). 
(3) Dialogic encounters with expertise: Third, persons who experience serious disease 
invite others to honor particular forms of expertise earned by the very fact of facing illness. Their 
stories, embodied installations, and interactive performances for the sake of health justice are 
created to host dialogue-based encounters that engage the authority of lived experience. Dialogic 
performance about health justice is an especially radical and vital act when so many of the 
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experiences of persons facing advanced illness occur in societal margins to which life/death. (See 
cultural performance in Alexander 2005). 
Despite emphasis on genetic intervention at the level of cells through the necessarily 
narrowing nanotechnologies of detection and treatment, cancer reflects more concrete, large-
scale crises of inequity in healthcare access and quality, and of unequal exposure to human-made 
environmental toxins. Because a more contextual approach is embedded in fusion social change 
movements like the Poor People’s Campaign and because most interviewees’ insisted on the 
interconnected nature of their experiences, rather than the singularity of them, I understand the 
cancer stories in this project to be clarifying in at least two ways: 
First, healthcare injustices are especially amplified for persons with stage IV or advanced 
cancers and yet their struggles are also only an acute or compounded version of what many 
millions of U.S. residents face with private and partially-public healthcare provision structured as 
an economic market. Stage IV cancers often reveal the need for a more utilitarian healthcare 
system for public benefit, with the mission to improve health outcomes, cost efficiency, and 
universally affordable care (Fine 2017, Earp et al 2008). 
Second, environmental injustices are dispersed through many, everyday consumer 
products—like foods, cosmetics, cleaning chemicals, furniture, toys, trucks and cars, with 
product-based toxins accumulating much more quickly and dangerously for workers exposed to 
their carcinogenic components day in and day out (BCA, BCF, CEH, EWG 2019). However, the 
dangers of carcinogenic toxins are most clear and concentrated in environmental justice 
communities of concern, where petrochemical and fossil fuel extraction, production, and waste 
dumping seeps poisonously and simultaneously into drinking water supplies, air, soil, and 
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supposed political representation for fenceline communities (Lerner 2010, Bullard 1993, 
Muhammad at NCEJN 2015). 
The cancer stories I relay throughout this dissertation connect the personal and intimate 
in transverse, interdependent lines with what is ideological and shared in contemporary U.S. 
cancer cultures. To this end, at the level of intervention or diagnosing what is on its way 
(Deleuze 1992), my understanding of a health justice logic in mainstream U.S. cancer cultures is 
informed by Black Knowledges / Struggles, Sylvia Wynter’s work on self-determination and 
lineages of creation as what may turn/overturn “codes of symbolic life/death” imposed by the 
category of “White Secular Man as Human” (2015). In Wynter’s frame of our species as homo 
narrans (2015), I hear an emphasis on the urgency of finding new origin stories to describe 
ourselves and our relation to the cosmos, the sciences, and morality—so that “the human” (white 
Man) is not so overrepresented in accounts of ecospheres and “exposomes” in which a toxified 
planet turns on the axis of governance rooted in corporate influence, and thus on an ethics of 
“accumulation” and “survival of the fittest”.  I will explore the implications of these ethics in 21
future chapters, but for now gesture toward Wynter’s expectation that a Ceremony Found will be 
the result of an ongoing struggle that requires new forms of “counter-cosmogeny” (Wynter 
 Denise Ferreira da Silva holds open the space between Foucault’s juridical-economic “order of things” 21
and Wynter’s notion of this transmutation as one that must “systematically consider[…] colonial 
domination” (2015:96) within every order that shaped and shapes modern power/knowledge (building on 
Fanon and Cesaire among others). The re-descriptive “evolution paradigm” in Darwin et al's natural 
selection science was an ideological shift that "revised humanness” to “differentially categorize” 
colonized darker-skinned peoples, as well as darker-skinned, poorer European peoples in a “new master 
code” that is a “biocentric descriptive statement,” casting “some as naturally selected and most of the 
world as naturally dysselected”; but importantly, this is a “particular collective self-representation, and 
not an eternal (extrahuman) truth” determined by “natural laws" (da Silva 2015:95 original emphasis). 
Wynter breathes into the distinctions constructed as “the Negro, the native, the colonial, or Third/Fourth 
World question” a realization that these racialized, colonial inequities are not the primary effect of techno-
industrial capitalist economic production (which is indispensable but secondary); instead Wynter proposes 
that they are formed ideology, one that arises from different master codes and descriptive statements 
about symbolic life/death that organize each human order (2015:95-97 added emphasis). 
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2015:208). I will connect Wynter’s expectation that an “emergence” and “second emergence" 
will bring us out of “continued subordination” into whatever is next, specifically by recombining 
ancient and new knowledges for new answers about “what it is to be [an] organism” (2015:221, 
223). Specifically, I am curious about the ways in which this analysis aligns with some of the 
ways that cancer as a cultural apparatus might split off and head in a “different direction” as a 
result of its contradictory enunciations, which might help its current formations—in survivors-
only  and banal abstraction logics of a politics through life—break down in ways that trace new 
“paths of creation” or what Deleuze, following Foucault, calls “creativity content” at the core of 
the cultural apparatus, generating a “content of possibilities" (1992:163-4).   
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DEQ Hearing, Stokes County Courthouse 2016, L-R (1st 2 rows): Amy Adams, Rev. Greg Hairston, M. Garlock, 
Rev. Alfred Warren, Jacob Penn, Ridge Graham, Tracey Edwards, Rev. Leslie Bray Brewer, David Hairston, 
Caroline Armijo. (Introduction of speakers and invitation to then Governor Pat McCrory).
In other words: how can our ideological, institutional, interpersonal and individual 
spheres of influence become sites of activation, of creativity that performs health justice? 
Chapter Previews 
Chapter 2: Tactical Movements for Health Justice 
What does ritualized performance do in sites of healthcare and environmental health 
dispossession? In what ways do the different lineages of cancer-focused and AIDS-focused 
patient advocacy matter? By what means and to what ends does a tactical biopolitics enrich the 
communicative practices and collective experiences at life/death thresholds for people who 
embody and relay stage IV and sacrifice zone cancer stories?  
In this chapter I focus on the processional as a tactical maneuver. I analyze and advance 
approaches the Forward Together Moral Movement (HKonJ, Moral Mondays, Poor People’s 
Campaign) has taken up—particularly the rite of the funeral procession—to encode new 
renderings of symbolic life/death. I explore the extent to which health rights might be 
performatively claimed in a space that is at once a reckoning with the failure of the law and its 
promise: the NC Capitol and Legislative Buildings. FTMM acts as a site of mobilization and 
interventional communication about healthcare affordability and Medicaid Expansion, and about 
ecological devastation interconnected with racism and a war economy. In chapter two, we first 
meet Carolyn and Lila, oncology nurses who narrate the stakes of their respective parts in 
collective, tactical performances for healthcare justice in the NC Legislative Building. Then we 
meet Barbara, whose performance-protest expands the “political ask” breast cancer patients 
might typically make, which leads me to explore healthcare workers’ and otherwise 
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underrepresented patients’ roles in “embodied health movements” (Brown et al 2011) that 
distinguish between grassroots and “astro-turf” patient advocacy. Next, we meet the Linsters and 
their grand-daughter Shuntailya, residents in Walnut Cove, North Carolina who narrate what is at 
the heart of communal, embodied calls to environmental health justice, inclusive of 
intergenerational accountability that precludes new toxic exposures from fracked gas drilling and 
addresses more than four decades of accumulated harm from coal ash waste. I explore the 
elements by which sacrifice zone cancer stories reorient multiple layers of witness and evoke 
absent/present body-selves in physical spaces through public rituals and through oral history in/
as performance. I suggest that well-designed performances of death on behalf of irreducible life/
death thresholds open potential avenues for health justice change-making in policy and culture. 
Chapter 3: Narrating Change from Sacrifice Zones 
What does narrative witness and testimonial performance do/communicate in sites of 
environmental health harm? What distinguishes a sacrifice zone cancer story—and by what 
means do narrators in environmental justice communities of concern (EJCOC) describe the 
oppressive circumstances in which they find themselves? How do they in turn articulate 
emancipatory visions for reparative respect? Banal abstraction life-logics characterize 
community wisdoms and life-ways in the shadow of coal ash and fossil fuel lobbies. In 
responsive and visionary witness, by what means do EJCOC narrators reimagine the potency of 
their symbolic codes of life/death? 
In the third chapter I explore the ways in which a biopolitics of banal abstraction 
biopolitics often trivializes sacrifice zone cancer stories as “anecdotal”. I suggest that, in 
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tactically-allied mediums of public hearings, Town Halls, vigils/press conferences, and oral 
histories, and testimonial performance/witness opens potent avenues for sacrifice zone cancer 
stories to matter and mobilize interpersonally, institutionally, and ideologically. First, we meet 
the narrators and advocates who hosted the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights in Walnut Cove, 
NC, to address health and civil rights violations. In conversation with the infrastructural and 
intra-communal implications of environmental health justice that is necessarily bound up with 
racial justice, James and Priscilla Smith advance their vision of supportive, creative departures 
from their Town’s four-plus decades of misinformation about potable water and fossil fuel 
pollution. Next we meet Danielle Bailey-Lash, whose oral history testimony ripples out to 
countless witnessing audiences who learn what coal ash is, and what clinical care has to do with 
environmental health. I elaborate Danielle's narrative in the context of events before and after the 
hearing that call leaders of the NC Department of Environmental Quality and Duke Energy 
officials to task. I then turn to Tracey Brown Edwards, who relays her intergenerational insights 
about what it means when somebody is hurting our people, and we won’t be silent anymore. 
Chapter 4: Stage IV Body Dispatches 
What do body vocabularies offer protagonists of moral/technological dilemmas at the 
heart of advanced cancer experiences? What distinguishes a stage IV cancer story—and by what 
means do narrators in healthcare markets and clinical/experimental economies describe the 
dysfunctional/demoralizing circumstances in which they find themselves, alongside their 
strivings for bodily comportment/cultivation that dignifies quality of living to include quality of 
dying? Survivors only life-logics characterize stage IV cancer patient experiences of knowledge/
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power as a fractal version of biopharmaceutical and philanthropic narratives about bold progress 
and aggressive commitment to life (with the implication to “perform (life)—or else”).  By body 22
being/becoming/belonging, by what means do stage IV narrators reimagine their symbolic codes 
of life/death? 
In the fourth chapter, I explore logics of survivorship at the discursive heart of U.S. 
cancer communication, and explore contradictions in advanced cancer care by which clinical/
cultural/cellular gazes may shape scientific styles of thought and health outcomes. I suggest that 
real-life cancer plots’ nature is nonetheless plural and emergent—and thus a means by which 
many underrepresented protagonists’ wish to center more than just their own survival/
destruction. I then explore survivors-only biopolitics that mobilize stage IV cancer stories as 
“currency” for corporate sponsorships, biotechnological advertising, health philanthropy and 
other discourses of health humanitarianism. By contrast, Danielle offers a “major story” (versus 
“minor story”) patient narrative approach to expertise about advanced cancers and clinical 
settings. We then meet Barbara, whose healthcare justice insights clarify the ways in which the 
body might function as a strategic system. In the face of the “winning/dying” discourse that 
haunts millions of peoples’ advanced cancer experiences in the contemporary U.S. and 
transnationally, Barbara takes us on a tour “behind the curtain” of medical decision-making. 
With her, I explore body matrices that question the politics of experimental ethics infusing 
symbolic codes of life/death with an imperative call for life as a site of self-entrepreneurship of 
somatic optimization. Barbara puts imagination and intentionality center stage. I close the 
 Jon McKenzie’s Perform—Or Else (2001) focuses on cultural efficacy, organizational efficiency, and 22
technological effectiveness as the means by which our socio-political era will come to be known through 
a paradigm of “imperative performance” that must optimize, valorize, and exceed. 
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chapter by wondering about how to remain fluid at the cusp of grief/love and suffering/
celebration. 
Conclusion 
To conclude, I gesture toward a vision of transformative justice in cancer cultures that 
promotes a pro-health economy and hails cancer narrators who activate conditions for universal 
insurance coverage for quality care, and restorative, anti-racist environmental conditions that 
remediate toxic histories. I briefly identify directions for further research and close with a 
discussion of a project in which I am currently involved as a Creative Place Making initiative of 
ArtPlace America: The Lilies Project represents only one of many ways in which multiple forms 
of performance can continue to enhance health justice movements.   
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CHAPTER 2: TACTICAL MOVEMENTS FOR HEALTH JUSTICE 
And so that’s-why I am out here: 
because I know that  
the State could DO somethin’ about it. They WON’T.  
They want people to be 
 poor.  
 And bare-foot-ed. 
If you’re sick, you can’t work—it affects  
         ev-ery-thing. 
— Carolyn Smith, RN and Medicaid Expansion advocate 
Chapter Preview 
 In this chapter I ask: How does performance of ritual as part of the Moral Mondays 
Movement/HkonJ Coalition answer to healthcare and environmental health inequities? How do 
participants in transposed funeral rites understand their role? What is my role as a participant 
ethnographer? How have North Carolina-based performance-centered models of organizing 
shifted public policy and culture?  
 I proceed by proposing a tactical biopolitics mobilized by underrepresented cancer 
stories in ritual performances. Healthcare and environmental health stories from cancer-affected 
narrators reveal a nexus of deep and ultimately traceable contradictions that regularize 
injustices endured by people with stage IV metastases and living in environmental justice 
communities of concern. While there are a range of tactical modes—and larger movement 
strategies—addressing both healthcare access and environmental health protections, I find that 
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performing cancer stories in collective, embodied health movements and in witnessed narrative 
testimony provides a “redemptive prophetic” approach that uniquely benefits/supports 
participants, audiences, and even targets of these creative-communicative actions. Reframing 
and ritualizing public understandings of cancer stories as interventional requires engaging their 
spatial, communal and symbolic dimensions toward intersecting domains of health rights and 
cultures of private/public accountability that must undergird them. 
Processional And Funerary Rites In The General Assembly 
On one warm day in the fall of 2014, I found myself in a mass of hundreds of people, 
aligned two by two, preparing to enter the NC Legislative Building in ceremony. We were led at 
the front by a drumline that echoed outdoors and in, as a funeral dirge: rat tat, a tat tat, rat tat, a 
tat tat. The participants wove in past front desk security, where our bags were checked--building 
security had recently banned rolled up posters and protest placards bigger or thicker than a sheet 
of typing paper. The North Carolina General Assembly reportedly wished to reduce likelihood of 
a “disturbance”; their fear was that signs might be pressed against the glass windows of 
lawmakers’ sessions in the senate and house chambers (LSC III-C.1, 4, 2014). Yet, with a 
temporary visitation permit, and the promise to “keep it moving”, leaders of our event were 
granted space to wheel several large silver caskets inside. This was the second year of 
accumulated energy in and around what participants now called The People’s House; while the 
legislature was in session, dozens of weekly rallies and massive demonstrations usually brought 
upwards of 300 people inside the building, and up to 6000 people outside. Over the course of 
three years, more than 1600 people have been arrested in Raleigh government buildings, in acts 
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of civil disobedience associated with the “People’s Agenda” priorities a part of the Forward 
Together Moral Movement.  On this fall 2014 afternoon, we were part of North Carolina’s 23
home-grown and eventually globally known Moral Mondays actions--the organizing 
infrastructure of which is now in more than forty U.S. states, with the Repairers of the Breach 
and Kairos Institute co-convening a fifty-year renewal on the promise of the Poor People’s 
Campaign started in 1968. 
Inside, a line of mourners was still streaming through a grid of internal corridors, in view 
of nearly every office and chamber. Taped atop each coffin was a single sheet of typing paper 
with stark black italics: Expand Medicaid Now! We were buoyed in procession by a saxophonist, 
Freddie Greene, and singing soloist, Yara Allen, whose song reverberated across granite floored 
halls, amplified by the horn’s wail and lilting: Hold on… just a little while longer. March on… 
just a little while longer. It was mid-afternoon on a legislative workday, and North Carolina 
residents from all walks of life crowded the hallways. Many felt called from their jobs and their 
hometowns, whether nearby or six hours away, in lament for and witness to personally-lived and 
commonly-endured injustices. Urgent need drove the action: affordable, accessible healthcare 
insurance coverage, and in particular, Medicaid Expansion at the state level. For nearly 500,000 
otherwise un- and underinsured North Carolinians, Medicaid Expansion would ensure life-
saving, cost-effective healthcare coverage that would ultimately shrink state expenditures and 
save nearly 2,000 residents’ lives per year statewide (Dickman, Himmelstein, McCormick, 
Woolhandler 2014, Garfield, Orgera, Damico 2019, Ku, Bruen, Steinmetz, Bysshe 2019, 
Sommers, Baicker, Epstein 2012). 
 See 14-Point People’s Agenda in Appendices: 3. Health care for all. 10. Environmental justice.23
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This funeral was not simply a protest or demonstration, but a powerfully relocated ritual. 
One that was performing the failure of current lawmakers; participants embodied preventable 
suffering of and on behalf of the people these legislators are tasked to serve and lead. This 
creative public action was simultaneously an altar call and an indictment. An honoring of 
ancestors and a reckoning with policymakers. Cultural practices of mourning were transposed, 
sometimes in full. 
Carolyn Smith is a nurse with a bright smile that surprised me at the start and finish of 
our conversation—given that her tone is serious to its core and draws nearby listeners right in as 
she speaks. Carolyn and I are were paired together outside by volunteer event marshals, in 
preparation for the processional. Participants waited in silence, side by side as we were arranged. 
When we started proceeding into the General Assembly, I turned and asked if I might make an 
audio recording with Carolyn, for a research project on themes of health justice--about what 
brought her out to participate in the processional. With her “yes,” I started the audio recording on 
a smart phone. Yara Allen, the Theomusicologist with the Forward Together Moral Movement, 
continued to belt out the processional songs throughout the interview; the echo grew in volume 
in its final refrains. Carolyn strained to be heard over the cacophony of hundreds of people 
walking through the echoing chambers of State bureaucracy. Her voice also held the accumulated 
strain of a healthcare provider who had witnessed pain, lack, and confounding inequity in their 
patients’ presences and absences. Carolyn’s intensity arced upward by the end, as she leaned into 
vowels with such emphasis that sometimes her voice broke the words in two. 
In Procession, NC General Assembly, October 2014  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YARA ALLEN (Freddie Greene saxophone; 
young drum line musician): 
“Hold on, just a little while longer.  
Fight on, just a little while lon-ger.  
Fight on, just a little while lon-ger. 
Everything will be al-right.  
Go ‘head on and march on, just a little 
while longer.  
March on, just a little whi-ile longer.  
He-ey, March on, just a litt-le  
whi-le long-er.  
Eve-ry-thing wi-ll be al-right.” 
CAROLYN SMITH  
My name is    Carolyn.    Smith.  
I know first ha-nd what lack of healthcare 
does.  
I am a retired R-N,  
worked in healthcare for over forty oneyears, 
 and I’ve se-en first-hand: 
       people wait.  
They know something is wrong.  
They don’t have any way to PAY for it. 
They don’t want a BIG BILL.  
They will wait until it’s TOO LATE.  
I’ve asked a lot of people. 
Especially with the breast care—the breast 
cancer.  
  I remember one lady, 
  … she came in.  
She was like middle-aged, and she had a 
HUGE,  
  a HUGE-lump in her breasts.  
  And her arm was swollen up and 
every-thing.  
So I ask-ed her, I said,  
  [in a higher tone, exasperated 
at the problem  
  and worried for the person] 
‘Well, WH-Y did you wait so LONG before 
comin’ to     
 the doc-tor??’     
   
  [in a quick meter, a matter of 
fact response] 
And she said, ‘Well, honey,  
…I didn’t have any way to PAY for it.’ 
And that has stuck in mind for ye-ars.  
And so that’s why I am out here: 
because I know that  
the State could DO somethin’ about it. They 
WON’T.  
They want people to be 
 poor.  
 And bare-foot-ed. 
If you’re sick, you can’t work—it affects  
         ev-ery-thing.  
So that’s why I’m out here.  
Carolyn looked at me pointedly, as if beckoning a moment of our shared silence, before she 
broke again into a smile. My hand was to my heart by this point, and I was nodding and silently 
mouthing, “Yes, wow, wow, wow” as she neared the end of this parable. I experienced her smile 
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not as an attempt to soften or make anything “okay” but as as an acknowledgement that this was 
the work of mourning made-sacred (Alexander 2005, Milošević 2011, Kneževic 1998). The 
processional itself was an act of sacralization but so was Carolyn’s unabashed speaking through 
shared, painful experience. By even this short listening in to what her patient and her patient’s 
story told her as a nurse, and then in turn to what Carolyn narrated to me, we participated in 
something bigger than each of us.  
We rounded the bend of the last hallway that led out to the General Assembly’s gold-
plated doors. Sun glinted at the edge of one, and I was reminded of what Rev. Dr. Barber and 
Yara Allen had both called “The People’s House”—a charge to protestors in ritual procession that 
their presence was to remind lawmakers whose house it is while inside. Yara’s voice rang out: 
“Hold on, just a little while longer.  
Fight on, just a little while lon-ger.  
Fight on, just a little while lon-ger. 
Everything will be al-right.  
Go ‘head on and march on, just a little while longer.  
March on, just a little whi-ile longer.  
He-ey, March on, just a litt-le whi-le long-er.  
Eve-ry-thing wi-ll be al-right.” 
Yara’s song echoed again as a foil to how many of us participating understood the situation—
things are not currently alright. The call is to believe they will be, not if people hang on and wait 
passively, but only and actually if they march, and they fight, as they hold on, including to one 
another. The song’s verse is also meant as comfort to grieving folks. People grieving because of 
systems’ crushing indifference to them as people, not just cost/benefit calculations within private 
insurance algorithms. People who were now, in the collective, processing such that they could 
not be ignored by those who legislated that their grief should be repeated and spread to others  
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still, who should be left to struggle with medical bankruptcy and/or prolonged illness and 
disability-related distress, en masse. The song echoes at the pace of funeral dirge drumbeats, 
stark and tinny: an acknowledgement that everything feels like it is collapsing within and around 
us, as we or our loved ones suffer, die, are isolated, tethered to massive medical debt. And yet, 
the verse repeats: a comfort, a salve, a blessing and vision that it will not always be this way, and 
that what will be alright, awaits—just a little while longer. 
When emergency room access within a 50 mile radius, and thousands of local jobs at the 
heart of their rural economy left Beaufort County along with Pungo Hospital, the small-town 
Republican Mayor of Belhaven, Adam O’Neal, walked to the state Capitol on foot with a 
rotating delegation of affected multi-partisan local officials, healthcare workers, and patients. 
This long processional synced Mayor O’Neal with the NC NAACP, with whom he “disagreed on 
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Moral Monday for Medicaid Expansion, NCGA 
2014, Kim Porter, Rosalyn Pelles, Laurel Ashton
Carolyn Smith RN (right) at processional, 
following our interview, 2014
most issues” but whose leadership made them “the only ones to respond genuinely to our 
hospital’s crisis of funding” which was then “our community’s crisis” (O’Neal 2014). Financial 
partner Novant Health had relied on the likelihood of NC Medicaid Expansion to project its 
budgetary sustenance of rural hospitals like Pungo for the longterm (even donating $1 million 
toward costs to keep it open); yet lack of NC legislative support to accept federal Medicaid 
funding under the Affordable Care Act ultimately closed the 110-plus year history of Pungo 
Hospital (O’Neal 2018). Mayor O’Neal’s processional informed our own on this day; our 
deliberate and steady motion through the General Assembly building mirrored his own 
delegation’s walk through rural backroads. Both mirrored on the one hand, iterative, everyday 
performances of funeral and on the other, pilgrimage to a sacred site of anointment and 
divination. By walking we brought the power of transformative ritual practice to a stale and 
intransigent site of bureaucratic control. Our performance asked of the responsible authorities but 
also of any and all witnessing publics: whose emergency is this, whose deaths are these? 
The sustained contradiction to which we responded with our ritual action, bodily 
presence, and lived stories was the naturalized but imposed notion that lack of healthcare 
insurance coverage for half a million residents was too costly to the State itself, too costly for the 
State to remedy. Our presence emerged from and performed the tensions this assumption sought 
to cover over: that, in fact, lack of healthcare insurance was too costly for the families, 
communities, and healthcare providers who bore its ultimate costs of added physical and mental 
suffering, accelerated illness or worsened dis/ability, preventable death, and bankruptcy the result 
of untenably high healthcare bills and/or unmet healthcare needs. Our performance choices made 
present the personal, policy, and infrastructural realms in which fellow NC residents’ experiences 
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joined our own conceptually, and en masse. We posed the question of whose bankruptcy this 
really was. Was it that of rural hospitals, low-income schools, home-care and special-needs 
public and nonprofit programs gutted and left with monetary or even spiritual collapse? Or was it 
the result of obstinate legislators’ “moral bankruptcy” in the face of residents of low-income 
districts, and  hospitals in low-resource rural counties, where health conundrums compounded so 
unequally?  
Lower and middle-income North Carolinians pay the highest costs of lack of healthcare 
coverage (Ku et al 2019). While the state Department of Health and Human Services would take 
on some initial cost-sharing on the front-end of Medicaid Expansion, the state money would be 
met and far exceeded by federal supplement for decades to come. These federal funds matched in 
small part by state funds would generate immense return on such an initial “investment”—or 
rather, delivery of public money toward public good, rather than delivery of public money 
toward public harm allowed for the sake of private profits. Funds covering basic healthcare 
access and preventative healthcare under insurance reimbursement structures would save 
countless sums of money for North Carolinian families and public and private institutions in 
which they are valued participants (beyond their monetary “returns” on life itself). Medicaid 
Expansion avoids mortalities, morbidity and job and/or productivity loss resulting in down 
spirals of home-ownership losses and foreclosures, family and business bankruptcies due to 
stunningly high healthcare bills, and increased burden placed on emergency and other forms of 
reactive, triage-focused care for illnesses and disabilities exacerbated by lack of primary and 
preventative care access, affordability, and patient-focused quality. 
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The doors ahead of us were open, and we exited out toward the NC Old State Capitol 
across the street. The drums and saxophone were now not so much a ceremonial undercurrent as 
a call to action, to motion, in the light of day. The crowd stopped, the caskets were now 
appropriately at the foot of the steps where our then-Governor McCrory walked daily into his 
office and continued to promise a veto to any legislation passing state-level Affordable Care Act 
increases to Medicaid eligibility. We installed ourselves defiantly at the steps of State 
government. In addition to a protest for recognition of critical issues, this was a performance-
centered practice of being with what is in loss and making room for what is uncontainable. 
Movement Context 
I am curious about the neoliberal component of biopolitical orientation, this power not 
over life (per Agamben), or even of life (per Fassin), per se, but power which operates through 
life. Sylvia Wynter for new origin stories and new symbolic codes of life/death. Deleuze, 
extending Foucault’s work in dialogue with the notion of cultural apparatus/dispositif calls for a 
diagnostic practice of discerning what is coming next, what is next sayable and doable and 
knowable within a cultural formation. Analyses of past cultural formations are analytic and make 
sense in hindsight. Moving with several seasons of Moral Mondays, and before that, and since, 
the annual HKonJ Mass Moral March, and watching the Poor People's Campaign: A National 
Call for Moral Revival take shape throughout the U.S., and make sense to leaders of equivalent 
fusion justice movements across the global south (Mtambo 2018, Mbando 2018), feels like 
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arriving at the inside curve of new lines of departure and innovation.  We cannot say or predict 24
what will happen next, but can be “attentive to the unknown which knocks at the door" (Deleuze 
1992:165). The next steps are emerging, taking shape in tangibly evolving, responsive, iterative 
movements: through which analysis and imagination begin to coalesce. 
The result is a kind of “diagnostic” energy (Wynter 2015, Deleuze 1992b) that drives our 
passage forward. Our procession was organized under the umbrella Forward Together Moral 
Movement (FTMM), which gave organizing power to the Moral Mondays events, birthed and 
sustains the HKonJ march with its 14-Point People’s Agenda, and given the NAACP NC a 
unique reputation in the 21st century as famously radical, intersectionally inclusive and 
consistently responsive (MacArthur 2018). FTMM has acted as the nexus of hundreds of 
coalition organizations representing tens of thousands of direct participants and hundreds of 
thousands of supporters across North Carolina. Indeed, FTMM joins a legacy of social 
movements that “blend” state and social accountability to affected communities “across 
courtrooms and streets” (Robbins 2008). FTMM events like the HKonJ and Moral Mondays 
movement in North Carolina are known through public-facing work, with a reputation for more 
memorable in-person mobilizations than stand-alone digital hashtags (Schradie 2018). And as 
such, these live events mirror behind-the-scenes organizing methods that include judicial redress 
with several cases ruled upon in state and district courts, and eventually the U.S. Supreme Court. 
Multi-tiered local and regional legal advocacy is paired with cultural production through arts, 
 In personal collaborations, Tim Mtambo and colleagues at Center for Human Rights and Rehabilitation 24
in Lilongwe, Malawi and John Mbando and colleagues of White Orange Youth psychosocial support and 
youth organizing program in Moshi, Tanzania both indicated in 2018 they actively follow Rev. Dr. Barber 
and the Poor People’s Campaign and preceding Moral Mondays/HKonJ Coalition Mass Marches specific 
to NC, events they shared were reported by BBC across the African Continent for the past five-plus years.
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multi-faith, and educational events around the 14-point People’s Agenda, and robust rural and 
urban organizing in 100 branches across the state’s counties. The underlying principle that sets 
the NC NAACP apart from recent histories or practices among its other state counterparts is its 
tendency to circumvent and reject the “respectability politics” to which generations of rising 
people of color have felt in hoc. Instead, Rev. Dr. Barber II writes (2016), the goal is to lead the 
way for community organizations and cultural leaders to make overdue shifts “from banquets to 
battle” to act alongside the most vulnerable and oppressed groups with whom they partner. 
The dull shimmer on these caskets was reminiscent of caskets from rural funeral homes, 
sourced to roll through the streets of Raleigh, the State Capitol, for the annual “Historic 
Thousands on Jones Street (HKonJ)” march. Since 2006, the HKonJ “People’s Agenda” mass 
gathering has drawn between 5,000 and 80,000 (2017) participants, with a record set at 100,000 
participants (2016). Residents of all walks of life gather, both in bodily solidarity and in co-
educational purpose, to manifest the interconnection of rapidly growing extremes of inequity and 
uneven protection under the law (Gatewood and Sadler 2017). Concerns among marchers are for 
racial, health, economic, environmental, gendered, educational, and infrastructural injustices 
endured throughout state history and augmented since the mid-2000s with an onslaught of 
private money and external advising to ensure racialized voter suppression. North Carolina 
became one of the country’s first testing grounds for “rubber stamp” policies from large, private 
corporations’ political action committees such as the American Legislative Exchange Council 
(ALEC). 
Starting in 2009-10 with a sweep of well-funded “Tea Party” sentiment nationwide, and 
with increasing influx of private funds into state politics, the majority of legislators in North 
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Carolina became increasingly beholden to political action committees.  The Supreme Court’s 25
2010 Citizens United versus Federal Election Commission ruling allowed unlimited spending by 
large corporate conglomerates, now treated as citizens with rights to “free speech” manifest as 
this money. Thus, candidates for North Carolina’s state legislature, its judicial races, and even for 
many of its local school boards became the beneficiaries of campaign donations from privately-
funded, out-of-state groups like ALEC and Americans for Prosperity (Skocpol and Hertel-
Fernandez, 2016).  26
 ALEC State Level: ALEC and its state-counterpart the Pope Foundation in North Carolina (Art Pope 25
was the state Budget Director 2013-14 and a House Rep 1988-92, 1999-2002) brought national attention 
to NC for the number of model bills it passed, often at the "cutting edge" of corporate-designed policy. 
Targets for ALEC-supported destruction in NC ranged from pro-people protections like the Racial Justice 
Act (attending to the blatantly racially unjust allocation of capital punishment) to safety and health 
standards—or even reporting capacities on corporate operations—for workers and nearby residents of 
concentrated agricultural and farming operations (CAFOs). As early as 2009-10, ALEC monies brought 
former George W. Bush White House Chief of Staff Karl Rove’s consultation to Wake County 
schoolboard members and both a mocking Colbert Report and straightforward mix of coverage on CNN 
and beyond. Wake County Schools’ “Diversity Policy” was removed in 2009-2010 by a “new far right 
majority” on the county school board; it was designed to address the socioeconomic diversity-based (and 
thus, amidst structural racism, also implicitly racially and ethnically diversity-based) busing to magnet 
and other schools across the state’s most populated county. In 2010, practices of public marches, narrators 
and testifiers who were most-affected community members (e.g., schoolchildren, alumni, parents, 
community leaders and clergy), and organized and symbolic civil disobedience in sites of destruction that 
ignored voters' wishes and legal principles as basic as "separate is not equal.” Building on development 
between planned/permitted HKonJ annual marches that began in 2006, and the series of civil 
disobedience arrests at the Wake County Board of Education in 2010 that ensued among current and 
former students, parents, teachers, and clergy.
 American Legislative Exchange Council (Sanchez, Wingett, O’Dell 2019): The American Legislative 26
Exchange Council (ALEC) is a collective of corporate members who create so-called “model legislation” 
they send to and pressure state assembly members and federal representatives to pass. USA Today, with 
support from scholars at Columbia University and journalists at Arizona Republic, found that “[c]opies of 
[bill] models were introduced nationwide more than 10,000 times in an eight-year span, [...] amounting to 
perhaps the largest unreported special-interest campaign in American politics”, given that ALEC "fill-in-
the-blank legislation” was "introduced nearly 2,900 times, in all 50 states and the U.S. Congress, from 
2010 through 2018, with more than 600 becoming law” (USA Today and Arizona Republic 2019). up by 
candidate-support and funding infusions to sway local elections in state legislatures all the way down to 
the level of local school boards. Examples of ALEC laws and effects include: 
(1) Stand Your Ground — protected Trayvon Martin’s murderer G. Zimmerman in FL 
(2) Ag-Gag Bill — anyone who films worker safety or animal welfare or environmental violations inside 
CAFOs will be prosecuted
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Back in the NCGA for our processional I imagined that “dark money” barriers were high, 
and prevented many legislators from listening to us authentically. Yet we knew that our presence 
could not be ignored. It bounced off of marble hallways and seeped through the bottom openings 
in legislators’ spitefully, sometimes loudly closed office doors. A few remained open, and this 
minority of staff and legislators cheered us on, often silently, from their door-frames, nodding 
their heads, eyes wide, or paused mid-stride to observe from glass-enclosed balconies above. 
This was an in-between space: our presence was symbolically drawn from real loss, which 
demanded real accountability; but it demanded this from public officials who were, at best, 
symbolically accountable to their sworn duties. By transforming a place of regressive legislation 
into a space of moral and political reckoning, our performance created a third momentary time-
space: one in which the presence of absent bodies reverberated among those haunting these 
marble hallways. 
This form of embodied protest as and in ritual contributes to a broader sense of how 
cancer advocacy can operate in the U.S. South. Additionally, understanding the performance-
centered nature of public actions like these can build a repertoire of participatory and healing 
tactics to promote health justice at the level of both culture and policy.  
In his primer on biopolitics, Lemke contends that in fact the “meaning of biopolitics lies 
in its ability to make visible the always contingent, always precarious difference between politics 
and life, culture and nature, between the realm of the intangible and unquestioned, on the one 
hand, and the sphere of moral and legal action, on the other” (2011:31). The operations of 
biopolitics are thus made apparent in what Lemke understands to be questions regarding who 
should “participate in decision making and evaluative processes” about how “normative concepts 
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of individual freedom and responsibility interact with biological factors”; and additionally, which 
concepts “emerge from modern human and natural sciences” as valid and sturdy enough to 
“structure political action and determine its goals” (2011:31). Contemporary U.S. cancer cultures 
are a primary illustration of the extensions and effect of a biopolitical orientation, which inflects 
nearly every level of the routinely extraordinary—or extraordinarily routine— experience of 
being diagnosed with cancer, and subsequently fighting it for our lives.   
Participant ethnography puts the researcher’s body next to the bodies of people brave 
enough to put themselves on the line in sites of protest. Taking part in real time instead of 
attempting to observe events “neutrally” or at a “safe” distance positions this form of doing field 
work is a fundamentally embodied practice that, in turn, not only respects but mobilizes 
embodied ways of knowing often dismissed in patriarchal, administrative regimes of truth. 
Dwight Conquergood’s collaborative ethnographic partnerships, and their adaptations to public 
performances and film mark a lasting turn in a lineage of ethnographic research that otherwise 
tended to pride itself on acting as a “microscope”—a technology of seeing capable of zooming in 
and out but not getting enmeshed in that which it observed and recounted. Conquergood’s 
methods ranged from embarking on story-listening and art-film practices developed alongside 
fellow residents in Chicago tenements that were majority refugee and undocumented immigrants, 
to leveraging his white, male American aid-worker status to intervene on international agencies’ 
mismanagement of health and sanitation access in Hmong refugee camps through adaptation of 
traditional folk theater, and interview-based listening practices while participating himself in 
capital punishment protests outside of death row blocks at U.S. prisons. This type of field work 
emphasizes the researcher’s physical presence among and with narrators and co-participants, and  
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recognizes that cultural knowledge cannot be gained or transmitted by textual means alone. 
Critical, performance-centered ethnography “privileges the body as a way of and site of 
knowing” (Conquergood 2006:352). Following Conquergood, I posit an ethnographic biopolitics 
by which I am both part of and schooled by co-participants in the Medicaid Expansion 
Processional—and its proliferation in other forms. Together we are driven by the states of health 
care access towards co-creative performances of embodied power/knowledge.  
Madison articulates critical ethnography as that which moves from “citing what is to 
citing what could be” (2006:5), through reflexive research practices which constantly “probe 
other possibilities that will challenge institutions, regimes of knowledge, and social practices that 
limit choices, contain meaning, and denigrate identities and communities” (2006:7). One of the 
challenges of doing critical ethnography is to remain dialogic in the field, in writing, and in live 
performance. This is a practice of neither erasing where I stand—and sit/sit-in, listen/speak, and 
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Moral Monday Medicaid funeral processional 2014, 
Rev. Dr. Barber, Dr. Susan Eder, Leslie Boyd
HKonJ Coalition patient gowns procession 2017. 
Pictured: collaborator Meli Kimathi and family 
where I can march/move—nor making myself the primary focus or arbiter of others’ truths 
sublated to my own description of them. My mom Barbara would say of people tuned in to their 
own tales (colloquially “navel gazers”) at the expense of their experiences’ systemic implications 
and energetic charge: “There is not enough lint in that belly button to weave a rug!” I aim instead 
to lend my body and voice to amplifying individual stories, connecting systemic issues, and 
elaborating the conditions of change. Hence: I realize that while I may feel the heft of something 
that lands on another, what I feel is not the same as what that designated “other” feels. That the 
description of persons who are meant to be “kept barefoot” entails raced, classed, gendered 
implications throughout a southern U.S. state’s history, and an economy that has always relied on 
inequity to maintain viable monetary profit for a select few at the top of any “free-market” 
hierarchy.  Particularly, for Carolyn, who is a Black nurse in North Carolina serving low-income 
patients, the elements of race, class, and gender are what extends up through the flesh, like the 
tumor her patient experienced. Like the tumor her patient did not/could not address through 
medical attention. The huge lump, her swollen arm, a tumor burgeoning, this alarm is set loose in 
the tenor of Carolyn’s voice:“WHY did you wait so LONG before comin’ to the doc-torr?”.  
This is a rhetorical question at this point for Carolyn: knowing the answer may not help 
this particular patient with the broken breast. It may, though, position the vitality of change to the 
status quo of healthcare provision to the systems level. Carolyn speaks so that skin and bank do 
not break for the sake of abstractly calculated spreadsheets, and the divestment from people and 
communities they are used to justify. Can we hear the patient’s voice whom Carolyn carries this 
hurt for? What of her speech is fleshed, and what of it is unheard, un-hearable?  27
 See Spivak 2006, translation and commentary on The Breast Giver.27
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Life Cycle Ritual 
What Bell calls life-cycle rituals, or rites of passage, imbue this funeral procession with 
“a sociocultural order that overlays the natural biological order without being identical to 
it,” (2009:94).  In the process of honoring deaths that occur unjustly, funeral processional 28
participants inside the NC General Assembly revealed multi-layered nature of freedom strivings 
for healthcare access. The importance of beloveds’ and colleagues’ lives underscored the sense of 
personal loss and systemic injustices at work whenever someone dies from a lack of healthcare 
access.   
This funeral procession circled through the corridors of officials whose positions of 
authority could not, face to face, be pretended away; the procession may also now circle in 
participants’ memory, as a physical and sacred expansion of solidarity among mutually affected 
populations.  As much as death is a natural element of the life cycle, human dignity rests on 
relations of accountability between lawmakers and those who live and die by the effects of the 
laws they prohibit or pass. 
This funeral performance hailed elected officials as responsible to the people they 
represented in legal terms and as subject to a moral register that exceeds policy-making.  As a 
rite of passage it marked admission into a social group defined by shared recognition of 
preventable death and identification with the possibility that nearly 2,000 deaths per year among 
 I am also drawing on Victor Turner's foundational work on ritual, in The Ritual Process (1969) and The 28
Anthropology of Performance (1987), to understand social dramas through their distinctly “threshold" 
character, which Turner notes is derived from the notion of “thresh" by which “grain is beaten out from its 
husk, where what has been hidden is thus manifested” (Turner 1987:26). The ritual process expresses a 
state of “betweenness” and expands the limits of binaries by temporarily troubling, or even modeling how 
to suspend them. Transposed funerary ritual inside the General Assembly transgresses neat lines between 
“silence/speech”, “acceptance of pain and suffering/avoidance of pain and suffering”, “equality/
inequality”, “absence of rank/distinctions of rank”, “sacredness/secularity”, and “sacred instruction/
technical knowledge" (Turner 1969:106-7).
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North Carolinians in the “coverage gap” would not go without witness and redress. This 
alternative Culture of Action or COA (Klawiter, 2008) conferred a new identity, on both 
participants in and witnesses to this funeral march.  More than passive observers or 29
congregants, those present became activators persisting through an expanded moment of now 
and "just a little while longer” as they march for policy and cultural change.  
Go ‘head on and march on, just a little while longer.  
March on, just a little whi-ile longer.  
He-ey, March on, just a litt-le whi-le long-er.  
Eve-ry-thing wi-ll be al-right.” 
 Tactical Intervention Opportunities within Healthcare Markets—Employees, Patients, and Communities 29
In Healthcare Revolt: How to Organize, Build a Health Care System, and Resuscitate Democracy (2017), 
Michael Fine, MD, a former statewide HHS director and longtime physician-advocate for underserved 
patients, indicates the primary role healthcare workers’ discontent does and can play in location-specific 
organizing to improve healthcare access and quality across the U.S. in communities hardest hit by tiered 
delivery systems (see Swedish artist Fever Ray/The Knife's parody about their fear of similar 
privatizations as the U.S. already instantiates, 2018). Healthcare workers are conscripted into bureaucracy 
designed to sustain private insurance reimbursement in a piecemeal market, and this drains energy from 
the motivating reason and meaning-making dimension of their work: excellent patient care and fruitful 
human connection. Each blatant injustice is a leverage opportunity in which healthcare workers can join 
with patients to make their roles as professionals, patients, and members of a democracy more feasible 
and livable (Fine 2018:133-5):  
(1) Another million dollar raise in a hospital CEO's salary = healthcare workers join with community to 
boycott a hospital system until the board/budget are restructured 
(2) Monthly accumulation of diverted hours of nurses’ time to overhead that could have been spent with 
patients = affected patients and workers join to speak out in press conferences and public actions that 
make these numbers/realities better-known  
(3) Private lobbying for contracts outweighs functionality (e.g., electronic medical records systems) = 
encourage the majority of users in a hospital or clinic to “start handwriting their notes” to disrupt 
poorly designed EMRs that support billing processes but not better clinical information 
(4) Health insurance rate hike, or another unhelpful conditionality added to Medicare/Medicaid =  
organize across professional boundaries, as healthcare workers “are not without financial resources, 
are motivated by ethical concerns, and exist in a seller’s market for their services,” so can proceed 
with relative job security and donate money collectively to improve conditions (Fine 2018:135-8). 
(5) Workers may be scared to "be impolite” or feel hopelessly busy = there is “nothing more impolite 
than what is being done to the American people in the name of health care” (2018:139).
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Based on her work in Portobelo, Panama—which, in the Lenten season is host to a full-
town installation of residents performing in a multi-century lineage as “diablos” who trick back 
on the role of Spanish Conquistadors as devils inflicting violence—Renée Alexander Craft 
describes heightened, immensely derivative forms of “parodic cultural performances” that 
“maintain a space to subvert contemporary matrices of power” and often prioritize and identify 
more with the need to “carve out livable spaces within existing systems than with an agenda for 
political change” (Craft 2016:54).  The movement songs and embodied processions they guide 30
are, as Yara sings them, often weaving similar needs but in alternating priority. Their disobedient 
installation is not made on familiar ground; once inside the General Assembly, funeral-marchers 
are hosted rather than hosts, even as Moral Mondays participants’ call and response performs the 
often contested reality: “Whose House? The People's House. Whose House? Our House.” With 
clear priorities for political change, mourners-as-activators also urgently seek livable spaces 
beyond the isolation, regret, and nonsensical but abiding shame with which they experience 
State-abetted suffering. Such “prophetic mourning" (Barber 2015) is to create amidst destruction, 
to sustain amidst imposition, to politicize what is otherwise flattened or deflected as an 
individual loss or lack more than a shared travesty, with shared solutions and stakes. The 
elements of politicizing the means of representing health crises move like notes harmonizing 
across musical bars. An interconnected set of small dark circles with stems could show on paper 
the music Yara sings and Freddie’s saxophone croons; yet the processional of hundreds of North 
Carolina residents, marching two by two between rolled caskets, shows this chorus in flesh and 
 Visual, performing, and installation artists with whom Alexander Craft collaborates shift between 30
“official consciousness” and “practical consciousness” guided from within by participants’ needs and 
desires; in these ways Craft proposes a phenomenon of art as survival (2016).
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memory. The embodied, ritual practice of funerary expression is the process at the root of a 
processional circling through mutually held space and time. Ritual characterized by the betwixt 
and between nature of space and time set aside, made special by intention for marchers or by 
subsumption for witnesses. 
Taylor documents the ways in which public squares host what she calls spectacles of 
mourning which contribute to repertoires of cultural memory and meaning-making. Repertoires 
include what operates beyond official archives, even as they might add to them in the longterm.  31
In other words, what is recorded in ledgers of mainstream history, or in actions legible to 
 To story the potentials of human rights/civil rights and capabilities, beyond their constant NGO-ization 31
(Roy 2016 in Abujbara et al 2017), Eunice N. Sahle (2019) argues they must be understood within rather 
than as exception to their “checkered colonial” and “gendered” pasts. Within critiques across centuries 
and continents, Sahle turns to two things I wish all learners read in the most basic of history textbooks:  
(1) In Sahle 2019 (e-book introduction): Olympe de Gouges wrote “Declaration of the Rights of Woman 
and Citizen” in fiery, short-order response to the exclusionary 1789 French Declaration of the Rights 
of Man and Citizen: ‘man alone has raised his exceptional circumstances to a principle. Bizarre, 
blind, bloated with science and degenerated—in a century of enlightenment and wisdom—into the 
crassest ignorance, he wants to command as a despot a sex which is in full possession of its 
intellectual faculties; he pretends to enjoy the Revolution and to claim his rights to equality in order 
to say nothing more about it.’ Though “characterized by tensions” Sahle frames this as vital “feminist 
intervention […] (so much so that she was labeled an ‘unnatural woman’ and ‘counter-revolutionary’ 
and killed by the French government in 1793).” Across neo/de/post/colonial histories, State-sponsored 
persecution among matriarchal activators continues to reveal the stakes of their liberatory leadership, 
especially in the global south (Mbilinyi 2015, Dunbar 2006, Taylor 1998, Mugo 2012, Miloševic 
2011, Kneževic 1998, Ahmad in Abujbara 2017). 
(2) Sahle then turns to the founding ethic o f Emancipation and (first U.S.) Reconstruction eras. (Many 
standardized approaches to K-12 history skip from war to war, e.g., U.S. Revolutionary War, Civil 
War, WWI ,WWII, a brief beginning to the most visible machinations of the Black Civil Rights 
freedom strivings of the 1960s, but situated around the Vietnam War). Sahle positions human rights 
activist Sojourner Truth and her legacy of action at “the intersecting forms of dispossession and acts 
of human indignity that African American women faced in the U.S.”, with her 1851 call: “That man 
over there says that women need to be helped into carriages, and lifted over ditches, and to have the 
best place everywhere. Nobody ever helps me into carriages, or over mud-puddles, or gives me any 
best place! And ain’t I a woman?” The false ploy of racialized and gendered chivalry as a tool of 
violent white supremacism is clear (sadly, Truth’s incisive naming/reclaiming is often popularly 
truncated to just the last sentence above). From a political economy perspective, Sahle argues for 
what Wynter and Fanon set forth: that the “democratic revolutions in the 17th and 18th centuries” 
were themselves supported by the "same dominant actors who supported European colonial projects” 
that have shaped “the meaning of ‘human’ underpinning international human rights norms” (Sahle 
2019 citing Ishay 2004).  
A deep look into who gets the protections of democracy within so-called democracies is a fundamental 
site of reckoning.
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institutions that intend, allow, or benefit from violence usually will not include the 
choreographies of people, art, or social movements that seek to dismantle their violence in the 
immediate, embodied moment. For Taylor, Mothers of the Plaza de Mayo in Argentina who 
marched weekly for decades with photos of their disappeared children affixed to white veils 
"realized that only by being visible could they be politically effective. Only by being visible 
could they stay alive in a society in which all opposition was annihilated by the 
military” (1998:78). The combined symbols of the matron and the virgin draped the mothers of 
the Plaza de Mayo with legitimacy and vulnerability that at least forestalled State violence. What 
intimidation and torture they may have experienced in private did not occur in the public eye; 
surveilling military could not single out the Mothers individually from among a flock of 
mourners. 
In processing next to Carolyn, I do not conflate myself with her, or with the breast cancer 
patient for whom she cared, or even with my own mom’s experience as a breast cancer patient 
who “waited too long” due to being under-insured and whose tumors metastasized throughout 
her bones and ovaries. I do however, hope to notice alongside each of them the challenges our 
stories pose to governmental institutions and social practices that normalize the scarcity logic of 
health insurance as a market that avowedly “must” exclude people with illness and disability. In 
the critical doing of our cancer stories, spoken and unspoken in part or whole, our respective 
bodies and communities of patient advocacy carve out from below what naturalizes some 
people’s death and/or suffering as a calculable casualty to “healthy markets” functioning 
“freely”. 
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As a participant ethnographer, I also engage my own history and investments particularly 
as Barbara’s daughter. I attended the funeral procession carrying Barbara’s insights on cancer 
spreading untended while being under-insured, and on a poster-board she had hand-lettered. The 
fact that she would have leapt at the chance to attend this march if still physically present rustled 
somewhere between my ribs and the lump in my throat. Barbara’s sign read “Why Do You Hate 
Sick People?”, which she described as the quickest way to get to the core of the conversation 
with legislators who refused Medicaid Expansion. Barbara’s participation in annual HKonJ 
“Mass Moral March” rallies from 2006-13 was augmented by biweekly protests in the winter and 
spring of 2013, until 2 months before she died. Barbara marked her space as one of direct 
dialogism. I was marked in return, with her words in my hands, and my body where hers had 
been; her sign was passed also to an NAACP field secretary, Laurel Ashton, to carry at the start 
of the caskets’ line. She set it carefully outside in a recycling bin and alerted me to its presence 
once our line finally trailed into the building where no posters were allowed: they might 
“distract” lawmakers.  
Barbara’s structured improvisations with NCGA staff and legislators—dialogic 
encounters at the entrance to the General Assembly—often cycled around chemotherapy 
appointments and increasingly small windows of availability and physical energy which she used 
purposefully. Unadorned, she stood at the entry path to the legislative building, without makeup 
or her characteristic colorful jewelry. This was her full “cancer patient” persona without the 
trappings of anything to make the situation more palatable. Her characteristic “resting smile” was 
not what she led with in this circumstance. But it also did not take long for it to emerge when she 
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entered into conversation with people who joined in solidarity to wonder at her inquiry and its 
implications alongside her. 
 Because she often could not attend protests at the legislature that conflicted with her 
clinical cancer care, she would go on her own, to extend and amplify collective demands for 
insurance affordability and humane systems of healthcare coverage otherwise the source of 
group lobby days, organized rallies, and strategic communication campaigns working on behalf 
of residents trapped between skyrocketing health insurance costs, the cultural expectation that 
healthcare provision should rely on profit-models ahead of health outcomes, and the realities of 
jobs to do and families to care for whose cost-benefit ratios did not match equivalently. Costs 
were higher than benefits; wages were lower than insurance premiums; and people’s 
interconnected family and community lives were held in lower esteem than the effective 
functioning of businesses for whom they were employees. 
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What NC leaders step over daily. 2014. #Medicaid 
#CoalAsh #FreedomSchool. (Photo by CJ Suitt). 
Barbara Garlock at her Friday morning post outside 
NCGA winter 2013.
Walking in and out of the NCGA, staffers, legislators, visitors, would see Barbara’s 
cancer persona/body, her head wrap, her bloated cheeks from therapy she could, at that later date, 
access through insurance coverage from disability due to stage IV cancer diagnosed at age 46, 
eventually augmented with insurance from my father’s next job. Passersby, employees, elected 
officials would have to read her sign—or avert their eyes upon glimpsing it— and in either case, 
the question was posed, the question mark was evident. Carrying her sign, I carry her questions: 
“Why do you hate sick people? Do you? If you do not, why would you refuse healthcare 
coverage for those who are sick? Do you have people in your life who face illness, cancers or 
otherwise? I am them, even as I am myself. Why do you hate me? Do you hate me, them, us? If 
you think/say you do not, why would you legislate as you do, because I am sick? Are we less-
than, expendable, inconvenient in our suffering? Does our suffering, our un-luck, our 
vulnerability, our interruptions to (profit-making forms of) productivity in our own lives cause 
you anger? Perhaps it elicits pity, all that distances us without conscience? Does sickness mean 
we must be dismissed; does it disqualify us as people in your midst? Does my body-as-question 
make you uncomfortable? Will you look away? Will you act—act on my behalf? Will you act 
differently?”  
For many with stage IV cancers, healthcare circulates around conundrums of access, 
technological appropriateness, and sites of immense and often revelatory rupture—be it physical, 
financial, emotional, or social (Sellers and Shea 2017). Upon diagnosis, Barbara’s mid-40s life 
path was tragically cut short/condensed yet also extended in the seven years that she lived ("as a 
series of miracles!”) to touch still other communities of health justice praxis. Barbara left a 
Divinity and Social Work graduate program after just six weeks due to diagnosis of stage IV 
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breast cancer that had already spread to bones and ovary (this was a terrible surprise after a stage 
I cancer in 2004 which mammography did not detect, and which she recovered from). In 2006, 
like many who cannot justify a “what if" medical test ahead of “our roof right now" mortgage or 
rent payment, or a “my immediate future” tuition payment, Barbara skipped a cancer-detecting 
blood assay at $2000 out of pocket while under-insured.  Carolyn's conversations echo through 32
the commonality of this (highly constrained, structurally inflected) “decision" from the 
perspective of an oncology nurse, both before ACA’s passage, and in the lengthy interim since in 
which Medicaid still has not been extended to half a million in NC, and to similar numbers of 
residents in thirteen additional states (Kaiser 2019).  33
In Alabama, another state that has refused Medicaid Expansion, Callie Greer remembers 
ER doctors asking "What is that smell?” about a tumor rotting up through her young adult 
daughter Venus' breast. After multiple ER visits and misdiagnoses, Venus’ cancer was at stage IV 
and had spread to her brain, a metastasis for which she had to wait lengthy amounts of time for 
paperwork approvals while under the state's Medicaid coverage gap. At the start of the Poor 
People's Campaign: A National Call for Moral Revival in Washington DC on June 14, 2018, 
Mrs. Callie Greer let out a guttural wail of grief, a scream that pierced into others who could not 
 Pre-existing condition discrimination: Before 2010 passage of the Affordable Care Act, pre-existing 32
condition discrimination was legal—and thus supplemental/interim insurance was $40,000 out of pocket 
annually for catastrophic coverage for two adults and two dependents while my mom and dad were 
between jobs (both as healthcare professionals amidst a career path shift, each in their mid-40s). 
 Healthcare expenditures are an anomaly in the U.S.: Costs rise swiftly yet health outcomes are 33
comparatively low; this is because the health insurance market “distorts the delivery system,” such that 
“market power and not public health value rewards specific health care services and causes more of those 
services to be available” (Rudowitz, Orgera, and Hinton 2019, Fine 2018:86). The U.S. spends 3.2 trillion 
per year on healthcare, at double the average rate of (post)industrialized countries, three-to-four times that 
of nations with the “best public health in the world,” and with health outcomes “no better than forty-third 
in the world”—which, in Fine's terms, is like “picking up two dollars worth of eggs, getting charged four 
dollars at the checkout counter, and then getting home to find out half your eggs are broken” (Fine 
2018:11).
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help but cry with her as this beyond-human call went out-up-across the streets of people she was 
called to bless and inspire to action that day. She called out for her daughter Venus, who should 
not be gone; and Mrs. Greer called to account the idea that such grief could ever be “moved on” 
from or “healed completely”; it seems she and her daughter shared in this moment of being an 
unrelenting siren for health justice. When I asked PPC field organizers the most surprising, 
significant moment of the forty-day D.C. launch of their multi-year effort, they mentioned this 
“mother’s wail of losing her children because of poverty and lack of healthcare” that became a 
collective wail—people in buildings a block away reported hearing her call and having to stop 
what they were doing to honor this performance of death that is (Ashton, Wright 2018).  
On behalf of a movement that seeks to address healthcare coverage amidst the 
interconnected demands to address the “sins" of racism, classism, excessive militarism, and 
ecological devastation, Mrs. Greer spoke recently in a U.S. Congressional Hearing alongside 
PPC co-conveners Rev. Dr. Liz Theoharis, and Rev. Dr. Barber, and at least three other narrators 
whose poverty reflected these injustices —a white disabled, LGBT young adult from a rural 
Pennsylvania town with excessive opioid deaths; a Latinx undocumented mother from California 
whose community had to repair their own streetlights and fundraise for each other’s school and 
health costs; a veteran of the U.S.-led Afghanistan and Iraq wars and later a public school teacher 
and mechanic in Kansas, who spoke about the lack of oversight in military spending but gutting 
of public utilities. Ms. Greer noted that all 14 remaining states without it could support Medicaid 
Expansion for the price of one year of Pentagon contracts with Boeing alone, $25 billion USD. 
Mrs. Greer was clear: “We shouldn’t have to ask for this. Let me say that again: this is something 
we should not have to ask for, healthcare is a basic right” (Greer 2019, in Congressional Hearing 
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on Poor People's Campaign, in conjunction with the hearing on Slavery Reparations to Black 
Americans). Rev. Barber was clear in response in the hearing and in the launch, in a teach-in to 
put "figures and facts with faces” and to “build the power of the people from below”:  
“We were loud yesterday: No mom should have to bury their child. We need and demand 
single-payer universal health care. We were loud yesterday: No mom should not be able 
to afford what she needs to provide for her kids, because her job pays so little. We 
demand $15 and a union, and living wages for all. ... We heard about fracking, copper 
mining, how other [such] actions are wreaking havoc on people's lives and communities, 
especially on Native American land, because water is life. We demand to change our 
dependence on fossil fuels. We demand to build a true green economy that doesn't exploit 
mother earth. These demands are coming out of struggles, and are informed by deep 
research, by deep understanding. That is connected to the kind of learning that we’re 
doing this evening” (Barber 2018 Launch of Poor Peoples Campaign, Washington DC). 
In this audacious, fusion approach to generate and sustain “a movement not a moment”, the PPC 
centers the praxis of listening and testimony, of story and ritual reclamation: to change the 
agenda we must change the narrative, to change the narrative we must change the narrators (PPC 
2018).  34
 The "PPC: Moral Revival Budget" Souls of Poor Folk Audit revisited from the 1960s and adjusted to 34
2018 was introduced by PPC staff preceding the mass direct actions spread across D.C. and state capitols 
in 2018, in particular around healthcare access.  “As we will hear soon, [the report] is telling us that things 
have become worse; it’s also showing us that what we've understood about these conditions has been 
wrong. It’s been distorted to lead, to make us believe that this is ‘how things have either always been or 
will be’ because ‘we’re flawed’ and that it is 'way beyond our control to change things which cannot be 
changed’. While we may be flawed, the souls of poor folk audit is showing us that we are not the 
problem” (Poor People’s Campaign and Center for Story Based Strategy 2018).
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Lay Down To Rise Up And Fusion Movements 
Lila Lytle, a nurse and recently diagnosed breast cancer patient I met at a Die-In for 
Medicaid Expansion in February 2015, spoke honestly right away, in an unabated and articulate 
stream of thought. As we stood outside following the action on the rotunda of the General 
Assembly, Lila reflected on her understanding of the intertwined nature of health, justice, and 
performance. It was so perfect and unsolicited that I later imagined Lila was part of what Barbara 
and I would call “divinity at work”. 
After a die-in in the rotunda of the NC General Assembly, in which we each donned 
yellow hazard/patient gowns, Lila and I spoke outside in an “intercept interview”—an interview 
designed to ask persons at public events why they are present and participating. Co-participants 
tend to have different conversations, I learned, than may journalists and participants. Strangers 
prior to the event, we had been led with a few dozen others by Rev. Dr. William J. Barber in a 
press event replete with a die-in performance. Black Lives Matter organizers and participants 
have articulated this strategy is a powerful form of stillness-in-motion; an interruption to daily 
life that functions at the violent expense of some for the benefit of otherwise-largely-unaffected 
others. This “shut it down” approach melded with the interfaith practices of the Forward 
Together Moral Movement in North Carolina, seeking to both produce a “crisis” of conscience in 
long-standing civil disobedience history, and to argue for the central premise of shared 
biopolitical ends: these are lives that matter, against imposed odds. The ritual is one of 
embodying death/loss/lifelessness, breathing stand-ins for chalk outlines. We laid on the marble 
floor outside a burbling fountain, beneath a rounded balcony two stories up, lined with gold 
banisters and red carpet. We were on view from above in more ways than one—many of us had 
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persons we love pass away or lose significant aspects of their health due to gaps in healthcare 
insurance coverage or due to healthcare un-affordability from under-insurance. Rev. Dr. Barber 
was the only one who did not lay down—he narrated the event, standing, leaning against his 
cane, reflecting his words back against beams of news cameras’ added light. But his gaze 
remained on those dying-in. He called over us the numbers and stakes of loss when five hundred 
thousand people navigate uncertainty and bankruptcy simultaneously to healthcare and physical 
crisis that affects them as patients, and thus of course also their families, co-workers, their 
prospects for education, their entire communities, economies, and sustained ways of life.  
Rev. Barber led all present, including news media, in several moments of silence. His 
hands held out intervening energy, one pressed against his cane, one lifted skyward, palm wide. 
On the cold floor on a February afternoon, I heard workers I could not see shuffling between 
offices with end-of-day business. Among those on the ground, I noticed many of our breaths 
were shallow. The director of the Cancer Registry for the state laid himself out on the ground. 
Persons with disabilities lowered themselves from walkers with help—insisting on participating. 
Youth and elders, Black, Brown, white, all genders, all health statuses, physicians, nurses, 
patients, caregivers, mourners and advocates, scientists and artists, we listened, and softly, still 
breathed. Signs rested on many of our torsos even as our hands and legs and faces went limp: 
“Fight Breast Cancer: Expand Medicaid” or “Save Money, Save Lives!” or “Veterans want 
Healthcare for All” or “NC AIDS Action Network: Affordable Healthcare for All!” or “Expand 
Medicaid NOW!” Rev. Dr. Barber, following this prayerful silence, explicitly unbound by any 
specific religious tradition, but welcoming all of them—and invoking some of what the Forward 
Together Moral Movement has invoked as prophetic mourning—allowed his voice to raise. It 
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began to bellow: “And what will raise our people UP? What will raise these people—will raise 
more people that would otherwise join them—UP from the dead? Medicaid Expansion, now. 
Healthcare Access Now. Legislators, our Governor have the power. And, the people who witness, 
have the power. We call on you to Expand Medicaid Now. In the name of those living and dead, 
lift yourselves. Be healed. Be healed. Be healed. Be healed.” We slowly rose. Stiff, unsure of 
ourselves—were we people gone or people saved? We couldn’t make eye contact with cameras 
or journalists, in this performative, in-between state. We hugged, the yellow gowns partially 
falling off elders’ shoulders. We gathered around Rev. Dr. Barber to offer joint prayers for change
—for reconsecration of this ground, this stone edifice of partisan, gerrymandered politics, that 
seemed then and even now like it may never crack. This echoed dozens and dozens of healthcare 
access-related disobedient performances over the preceding three years, and now four years later, 
as reclamation within legislative offices and the rotunda—as members of the Forward Together 
Moral Movement call it, “The People’s House.” Lila Lytle, a nurse and then-cancer patient, 
spoke outside the legislature with a persistent sense of her own and others' charge (2015):  
I have always been a big supporter of Moral 
Mondays and when. I. heard of this?  
With the Medicaid Expansion. 
Specifically a Die In to represent peop-le: 
 As a nurse, 
 I have done that in the past. 
Now as a nurse facing a health crisis myself, 
cancer, 
 it was even more important to me to 
  stand for those people 
 who could not be here. 
  As well as myself. 
There is, um, [slight sigh] 
There is a Lot Of power  in pictures  
and in vis ual ization 
that cannot beee 
replaced with words. On a piece of paper. 
You cannot say, oh, just ‘so and so’ said that. 
I recognize that person thought it was 
important.  
and so they’re here, at a die-in at the 
legislature. 
...YES I think it was a performance  
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I think  it was 
a performance of, um 
as-as-being a reminder that we are still here! 
Contrived? No.  
There are a lot of other things contrived. 
Yes, this isn’t  
[whispers without pause] bull shit. 
It’s—it’s what’s going on. 
I have heard people say [sigh, higher, flippant 
voice] “that really irritates me because those 
people get out there and 
and they do all these things…[block streets 
and buildings].” 
[Quick retort] Well good! I’m GLAD. 
Stop-the-traffic-on-the-highways 
lay-down-in-the-malls-and-hallways. 
Y’know? 
Remind people that there are other things 
going on in the world 
besides Their. Little. Circle of Things. 
[leans into southern voice a bit] 
It dudn’t hurt: dudn’t hurt at all.  
[with a breath, it lands] 
  
 A performance of the reality.  
“A performance of the reality”: in this apparently paradoxical statement, Lila articulates the 
power of imaginative action to reveal conditions buried under the false-visible of state control.   35
Creative tactics that materialize the stakes of healthcare insurance coverage have 
abounded in the U.S. in the years since the Obama Presidential Administration spearheaded 
adaptation of a Republican think tank model for public subsidies to private healthcare insurance 
coverage that passed as the bipartisan compromise “Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act” 
in 2010. In this section, I argue that some North Carolina-based models of organizing in 
performance-centered, story-driven, fusion coalitions have shifted public culture and policy in 
ways that benefit communities suffering from health and other rights violations that have 
 Valuing illness perspectives: Flipping Cancer (Appendix A), Barbara, Patrick, James, Sheryl. I share 35
something of the hope Arthur Frank expresses in At the Will of the Body (1991:15): 
“The question is who will get what and who will pay. But in all that has been written, the ill themselves 
have had little to say, or else no one has listened. From the perspective of an ill person, the root 
issue is suffering. Is society willing to recognize the perspective of the ill as a common condition 
of humanity, and can we find value in illness? I believe that when society learns to value the ill, 
the other questions of rights, the complicated questions of payment and technologies and 
treatments—will fall into place with remarkable ease.”
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otherwise obscured these communities' leadership for assets-based community development. By 
documenting and theorizing alongside interviewees and collaborators in invitational and 
alternative cultures of health communication  and cancer-focused organizing, I hope narrators’ 36
insights might inspire and support similar others’ work for healthcare justice, with echoes across 
the U.S. south and global south. 
  
HIV/AIDS And Breast Cancer Movements 
In part, I wish to imagine avenues to responding to the dire health crises made evident by 
cancers through renewed, similarly dispersed, dedicated, and daring coalitions as those which 
took shape in ACT UP—the AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power, with chapters all over the U.S.—
or TAC, the Treatment Action Campaign, across South Africa. ACT UP (Cohen-Cruz 1998) and 
 Healthcare workers leading social movements: The healthcare movement Fine envisions may reflect at 36
a larger scale what was iterated by Lila and Carolyn as nurses, and physician contemporaries like Dr. 
Charlie van der Horst, Dr. Susan Eder, and Dr. Perri Morgan, part of “white coat delegations" of 
healthcare professionals in the Moral Mondays/HKonJ/Poor People's Campaign movement/s. They 
stream (at least) annually into the NC legislature to lobby for rudimentary funding and infrastructure for 
their patients, and often lead the front of the HKonJ Mass Moral March in their professional attire, 
grouped by the hundreds. Addressing the 5-plus year Medicaid “Coverage Gap" is a basic minimum that 
moves clinicians from across NC to participate in life/death rituals bookended by teach-ins, lobbying, and 
press conferences featuring affected patients, families, and healthcare providers.  
Disobedient installations: Of these, nearly 100 NC clinicians have been moved to direct action after 
which they willfully stay to be arrested. This requires that they prepare together beforehand in de-
escalation techniques and their consensus on how to collectively draw attention to the far more significant 
laws broken by the state (with life/death consequences), by breaking a small law themselves (usually 
misdemeanor trespassing for remaining inside the Governor's Office or state legislature past its 5 pm 
closing). In so doing, clinicians and healthcare workers compose overlapping cultures of bereavement 
(Rosaldo 1993) alongside patients and their families in joint organizing efforts to address systematically 
unjust death and suffering. 
Unlikely narrators: the sight of clinicians—who have clearly had enough—putting their own bodies 
on the line tells the story of healthcare justice that is popularly supported across scales of socio-cultural 
authority, save for special interest lobbies and the disinformation campaigns they fund. In media coverage 
about their cultural performances, the doctors call not only to the elected officials who stand in their 
patients' way, but to a populace either exhausted by their own similar circumstances as patients/doctors, or 
to those un- or under-involved moderates who might take notice of this potent tactical intervention that 
calls forth participation in the longer-term, through behind the scenes organizing and coalition building. 
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TAC (Robbins 2008) performed anger, grief, and also joyful belonging at and in the very halls of 
power where these illness experiences were denied in legislative, judicial, private industry and 
cultural settings, from pharmaceutical companies to the steps of Congress and Cathedrals, to the 
busy street intersections outside the New York Stock Exchange (Butler 1993). This repertoire of 
historic action includes public ritual, processional performance and disobedient installations led 
by people with HIV and AIDS. In ACT UP and TAC, these tactics were matched with legal and 
judicial strategy that successfully and persistently agitated for sweeping legal changes--and yet 
did not ever rest in the promise of the law or of industry-led research advancements alone.  
For both organizations, at the scale of person-to-person interaction, meetings were 
characterized by narrative testimony affirmed by instrumental and emotional social support in 
intra-group organizing among HIV/AIDS infected and affected communities. Internal 
narrativizing and witnessing practices were amplified externally by touring art, educational, and 
community advocacy training opportunities regionally and nationally. The work of TAC and ACT 
UP was at once aesthetic, analytic, and activist (Conquergood 1998). As such, these creative 
health communication strategies, led by and accountable to illness-affected communities, 
functioned as a large scale intervention into public consciousness about the most stigmatized and 
unequal aspects of society at the height of HIV/AIDS epidemics in both the United States and 
South Africa. In the case of TAC and ACT UP, each movement emerged in a nation whose 
systems of law and culture have historically produced some of the planet’s most racially unjust, 
economically unequal conditions. ACT UP and TAC style movements tricked back on the 
limiting conditions from which they arose with audaciously memorable, performance-centered 
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tactics, which fed into their own longer-term strategy, self-consciously centered in their 
collective, culture-shifting power.  
ACT UP has generally been considered a model for patient-led activism and game 
changing patient advocacy efforts including Breast Cancer movements of the late 1980s through 
the mid-1990s. Nikolas Rose, in The Politics of Life Itself: Biomedicine, Power, and Subjectivity 
in the Twenty-First Century (2007)  traces a “political economy of hope” by which both cancer 37
and AIDS patient activism face situations in which "illness and the fear of illness, can generate 
despair, desperation, and terror in the face of the future” at the same time that "expectations that 
new medical technologies will deliver them from their suffering” (2007:136). Yet Rose’s 
arguments essentially equate the overarching strategies and resulting outcomes of AIDS and 
Cancer movements in the U.S., despite the varying ways that each approaches this economic and 
communicative realm of “hope” and patient advocates' resulting relationships to biotechnologies, 
pharmaceutical and molecular genetics interventions and the  so-called "somatic ethics" and 
 In The Politics of Life Itself, Nikolas Rose suggests that “medical and political perception and practice” 37
in contemporary biopolitics are multiply constituted by a set of key “mutations” (2007:5-6):  
(1) Molecularization, or “medicine that envisages life at the molecular level, as a set of intelligible, vital 
mechanisms among molecular entities” to be “identified, isolated, manipulated, mobilized, recombined.”  
(2) Optimization, by which “technologies of life” are not limited to the “poles of health and illness,” but 
rather operate to “secure the best possible future for those who are their subjects.”  
(3) Subjectification, or the ways in which “biological citizenship" and a “somatic ethics” that centralize 
bodily existence shift and “recode the duties, rights, and expectations of human beings in relation to their 
sickness, and also to their life itself […], and [to] biomedical authorities.”  
(4) Somatic expertise, or the rise of new forms of “governing human conduct” across “multiple sub-
professions” and specializations that “claim expertise and exercise their diverse powers in the 
management of particular aspects of our somatic existence” across fields which I would argue are 
sometimes silo-ed and divided in the ways that they seek to “advise and guide, to care and support 
individuals and families as they negotiate their way through the personal, medical, and ethical dilemmas 
that they face” in a type of “bioethics” that governs and legitimates lab, clinical, and market decisions.   
(5) Economies of vitality, or the ways in which “truth and capitalization” sync around "demands for 
shareholder value and the human value invested in the hope for cure and optimality” to form a type of 
“biovalue" and “biocapital” in a distinctly clear economic space, the “bioeconomy” that links science, 
stock markets, start-ups, corporate social responsibility, and types of ethics focused on mass public 
participation on the one hand, and reverence for elite expertise on the other.
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“biocitizenship" practices each patient advocacy movement produced. Earp, French, and Gilkey 
track a legacy of patient advocacy and public activism as well: “Whether in regard to HIV/AIDS 
or breast cancer, patient advocacy in this context is often tied to broader social movements such 
as the gay rights, women's or consumer health movements” (2008:6).  
While ACT UP did collaborate with breast cancer advocates, it was usually with fellow 
direct action, grassroots, and more locally-situated groups who were lesser-known at the time 
than ACT UP’s counterparts in widespread public action about breast cancer, such as Komen, 
Avon, NBCAM, and BCRF. ACT UP’s collaborators in the 1980s and early to mid 1990s include 
the then-Bay Area specific Breast Cancer Action (BCAction), which today, with more than 
60,000 nationwide members, is a regularly sourced watchdog regarding the Breast Cancer 
Epidemic, and has a larger share of public imagination about the disease than it did in the early 
1990s. In their broader social influence, I see stark differences between the goals of these 
movements, with far more conflict of interest and narrower social representation in popular 
(Breast) Cancer advocacy than in HIV/AIDS advocacy. I have experienced this essential divide 
in HIV/AIDS and (Breast) Cancer approaches to health justice at the level of mainstream 
institutions, having worked in both fields professionally and at the grassroots level (eight to ten 
years in HIV/AIDS and cancer advocacy fields, respectively). The nuanced but evident divide 
between AIDS and Breast Cancer activism became all the more clear to me in my positionalities 
as an involved artist/educator, family or friend caregiver, and in health organizing, education, and 
direct-service settings in the U.S. South, and later the Global South.  
In particular, I notice ongoing foci on social and behavioral health research cores within 
HIV/AIDS institutions and grants, which are not as central or well-funded in (Breast) Cancer 
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settings. An analysis of socioeconomic inequity, gendered-communication tropes (and how to 
circumvent them), and relevant cultural norms and practices are paramount in most HIV/AIDS 
research ethics, outreach/education, and popular communication, thanks in huge part to HIV/
AIDS activists in the lineage of ACT UP and TAC. Where prevention focused-research focuses 
on a myriad of dozens of approaches in HIV/AIDS, it focuses on one primary mode and one 
secondary mode for (Breast) Cancer. While “treatment versus prevention” was historically the 
internal “in-fight” for mostly equally-distributed resources among HIV/AIDS focused grassroots 
groups, coalitions have emerged over the course of three decades to connect treatment and 
prevention priorities on what is now a clearly collaborative spectrum (Housing Works 2007, 
HealthGap 2011). For (Breast) Cancer, a siloing effect separates more well-funded and jointly 
focused “detect early or fundraise for a cure” approaches, which intentionally and indirectly put 
off inquiry into systemic inequity and environmental “primary prevention”.  
Samantha King (2006) focuses on the ways in which corporate social giving at the root of 
breast cancer cause-marketing and advocacy is linked to the lack of a “big political ask”, or even 
a cultural shift beyond “awareness” and “hope”, when it gathers its hundreds of thousands of 
annual participants in more than 100 countries. As one way to honor complexities that cannot 
necessarily be contained in mainstream U.S. Pink Ribbon breast cancer movements, I include in 
the PINK GALA LADY performance I discuss in chapter one. An off-hand comment to any 
audience participant who puts on a “FUZE Tea S/HERO” cape—a reference to the branded, pink 
Komen/Fuze sponsorship pink capes I and my four family members received as participant swag 
in the 2009 Susan G. Komen Race for the Cure™ in Raleigh, North Carolina. On the back of 
each cape I wrote with sharpie marker the names of people dear to us, living and not, who faced 
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breast but also other cancers, and a clear, capital-lettered message: “HEALTHCARE 
COVERAGE FOR ALL NOW!” or “WE NEED UNIVERSAL HEALTH CARE!”  
Toward the end of this Komen race held annually in June—our third and last as we 
learned more about the various corporate sponsors’ environmental, medical equipment, and 
health insurance conflicts of interest embedded in the event (Garlock 2014)—we neared the 
finish line, where regional news anchor celebrities now joined local Komen organizers for an 
event that drew tens of thousands of participants most years. These announcers stood atop large 
platforms hooked into a concert-sized sound system with a multi-block radius. They cheered for 
those who crossed the finish line, announcing the names on their capes or racer tags, or 
describing particularly fun and flamboyantly femme-pink outfits (especially on clearly cis-
gendered men), or clever signs and decorations. When we crossed the 5k walkers’ line, they 
remarked on the whole “adorable family” wearing capes, and then began to read two of ours: 
“Ooooh, this team has messages on the capes! ‘We Love Bob, Barb, Yvonne!’Aww. The other: 
‘Healthcare Insurance Cov ..for..ahhh um,’ Congrats!”. The announcer cut herself off, though the 
slogan font was larger and far more readable than the names--which were apparently more event-
appropriate or legible within the event structure. The transgression went unremarked. 
In contrast, I vividly remember the speech of a Student Global AIDS Campaign national 
advisory organizer, on the UNC chapter’s first trip to D.C., to join the 2005 SGAC March around 
the U.S. Capitol and White House, which was the second largest U.S. AIDS march in U.S. 
history. Amidst signs and costumes about an intersecting plethora of systemic issues: Missing--
$1.5 Billion -- Fund the Global Fund Now!; Comprehensive Sex Education: Include “C for 
Condom” first!; Abbott and Gilead Pharma: Affordable ARV Drugs Now!; Basic Science is a 
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Public Right; PEPFAR: ABC Sex Ed does not mean “All But Condoms”; WTO: People Over 
Profit; World Bank and IMF: Forgive Odious Debt Now! In our plenary gathering after the 
march, a Health GAP and Africa Faith and Justice Network organizer laid it out: “HIV/AIDS is 
not just a disease. It is a light: it reveals all of the ugly underbellies of stigma in every society. 
HIV/AIDS is and HIV/AIDS shows the underbelly of racism, homophobia, sexism, it shows the 
fear of communicating about sex and drugs and sex work, HIV/AIDS is and HIV/AIDS shows 
the underbelly of ageism and poverty; HIV/AIDS is and shows us foreign aid colonialism and 
the unjust cycles of odious debt and unfair trade” (SGAC 2005). 
HIV/AIDS and breast cancer activism are historically distinct and necessarily similar. 
Both are creative, tactical movements that feature the bodies about which they are concerned. 
Both the Red and Pink movements are fraught with contradiction, however, and bear the 
clarification I have tried to provide in the following chart of communication priorities: 
Priorities of 
patient-led 
health 
movements in 
the U.S. 
(1980s 
onward, 
grassroots or 
NGOs), and 
later in U.S.-
initiated 
transnational  
presence 
(2000s 
onward)
HIV/AIDS 
*Sources: training materials from Housing 
Works + Youth Action Institute (2006-7), 
NC AIDS Action Coalition + Student 
Global AIDS Campaign (2004-8), Orange 
House AIDS Group Home (2005); UNC 
Center for AIDS Research CODE Office 
(2009-13) 
*Additional information from ACT UP 
Oral History Project (2019)
Breast Cancer 
*Sources: training materials from Breast 
Cancer Action (2011-19), Metastatic 
Breast Cancer Conference and other UNC 
Cancer Network conferences (2013-16), 
National Center for Health Research & 
USA Patient Advocacy Network 
(2015-19); regional Chronic Stress 
Reduction Cancer Support Group 
(2010-17) 
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Most popular 
groups--
widely known 
by non-
members, and 
sustained by 
large  and 
distributed 
numbers of 
members 
across regions 
AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power -- ACT 
UP (1987) 
(Later shapes Housing Works and 
HealthGap), to promote attention and 
action from government 
officials’ (President, Congress, FDA) and 
pharmaceutical companies; broad-based 
public, church/faith, and media change; 
to make AIDS drugs that are effective, 
affordable and timely 
Split off into Treatment Activists Group -- 
TAG (1994, focused primarily on 
negotiating for quicker access to 
experimental drugs) 
(RED) as part of the ONE Campaign to 
fight poverty and disease, business 
sponsorships for consumer-philanthropy 
to the  Global Fund (2006) 
National Breast Cancer Awareness 
Month -- Imperial Chemical + 
AstraZeneca (1985) with American 
Cancer Society, promote mammography  
Estee Lauder, Self Magazine Pink Ribbon 
Campaign (1992) into Breast Cancer 
Research Foundation (BCRF 1993), for 
research and awareness 
Susan G. Komen for the Cure (1983), 
leading source of business sponsorships 
and consumer-philanthropy spent on 
mammography outreach and “cure 
research and breast cancer awareness”; 
followed byAvon Breast Cancer Crusade 
(1992) with pink ribbon makeup, global 
employee education/donor initiatives 
about awareness, mammography 
National Breast Cancer Coalition (1991) 
identifying breast cancer as nationally 
significant, leveraging billions of federal 
dollars for research and care, training 
breast cancer survivors as effective 
advocates, for themselves/others
Primary 
Tactics 
Organizing in chapters: initially for LGBT 
support circles toward triage medical 
assistance for people with AIDS in 
deterioriating health and legal support for 
people with AIDS evicted from homes 
and jobs 
October as Breast Cancer Awareness 
Month: mammography is identified as the 
“best tool” to stop the spread of breast 
cancer to more advanced stages, through 
early detection (data at the time showed 
this, it no longer shows significant 
difference in lives saved by 
mammography for early stage breast 
cancers, for people of average risk)
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Primary 
Tactics 
(cont’d) 
Shift toward anger-as-fuel for symbolic 
direct actions: die-ins, and street 
blockades, interventions including fake 
blood poured on lab coats and posters-as-
gravemarkers worn in protest, and within 
offices, on government buildings’ steps;  
civil disobedience and direct action 
inside and outside of NYSE/Wall St, 
Pharmaceutical multinationals, the FDA/
Food and Drug Administration, Centers 
for Disease Control; Educational protests, 
outreach, and direct actions outside of 
churches, schools, and media companies, 
for HIV/AIDS destigmatization, with 
accompanying safe sex packets, advocacy 
info, film/news coverage for public (ACT 
UP) 
Inside-Outside tactics of agitation then 
citizen-scientist meetings with NIH, 
CDC, and pharma companies, press 
conferences on medical advances  once 
access granted (ACT UP then TAG) 
Organizing in national, then global 
coalition to reduce ARV treatment costs 
from $25k or more per year to $150 per 
year (HealthGAP, HousingWorks) 
Fundraising $600 million for The Global 
Fund to Fight HIV/AIDS, TB, Malaria, via 
consumer- philanthropy, organizing 
satellite ONE campaign sites, celebrity 
media coverage (RED campaign) 
Initial anger at patronizing, patriarchal 
medical establishment: need for informed 
consent on breast removal and 
reconstruction surgeries, and for less 
brutal procedures than Halsted 
mastecomy, which Rose Kushner had 
advocated about with incremental 
advances a part of the Women’s Health 
Movement since 1975 (National Breast 
Cancer Coalition); public authors, 
celebrties adn WHM efforts to 
destigmatize and remove shame/isolation 
from breast cancer, mid 1970s onward 
Seeking citizen-scientist meetings with 
pharma companies, NCI, and others on 
medical advances once access granted 
(National Breast Cancer Coalition) 
Longterm research funding through 
fundraising, and/or legislative leverage: 
with DOD grants (NBCC, in billions of 
leveraged $ through legislative advocacy); 
specific efforts focused on genetic 
predisposition, and treatment or cure 
options in breast cancer research garner 
money through massive consumer-
philanthropist and cause-marketing efforts 
(Komen with $4 billion to date, Avon with 
$800 million to date) 
Celebration, education, fundraising; 
Cancer Survivor is centered (with 
secondary “Fallen Warrior” 
commemoration). Approaches include 
fundraisers focused on relays and all-night 
walks, multi-day team treks, and races run 
down major cities’ main streets all over 
the U.S. and world (American Cancer 
Society, Komen, Avon); government, 
private industry, and iconic/national art 
monuments lit up bright pink during 
October (BCRF/Estee Lauder, Komen)
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First 
Campaign 
Foci
HIV+ People are: dying; 
in homes set on fire/bombed; kids who 
cannot attend school; patients who 
cannot afford sky-high healthcare costs; 
patients who are often not fed, touched, 
or appropriately treated appropriately by 
clinicians due to widespread HIV stigma 
through early 1990s; people who 
received unchecked blood transfusions; in 
voluntary commercial sex work or 
coerced into sex trafficking;  cannot 
access HIV/AIDS experimental drugs 
People with Breast Cancer are: dying; 
suffering unnecessarily aggressive, 
permanently debilitating and disfiguring 
radical mastectomies that remove parts of 
chest muscle; dismissed by male-
dominated medical profession; struggling 
with body image & belonging with 
breastlessness; lacking insurance 
coverage for reconstructive surgery & 
sometimes cancer screening 
Founding 
groups in the 
1980s -- 
shared 
biosocial and 
cultural/bodily 
difference 
identities of 
first wave of 
leaders 
(mainstream/
national)
Gay White Cis-Men are the first leaders in 
San Fran and NYC; Lesbian White Cis-
Women are some of the first supporters, 
and Gay Black and Brown Cis-Men and 
Cis-Women then join frontlines; many are 
usually middle- and lower-income
White Cis-Hetero Women, usually 
middle- and higher-income 
Shared 
identities of 
second wave 
of leaders -- 
mid to late 
1990s onward 
Black women, trans*women, and gender 
nonbinary Black and Latinx leaders of all 
sexualities; big growth in cities like 
Philadelphia, DC; later joined by higher 
income advocates and celebrities, 
university students and activist medical 
professionals
Black Cis-Hetero Women, and 
secondarily Latinx, South and East Asian, 
and Arab Cis-Hetero Women join the 
frontlines along with their families, 
coworkers, fellow faith community 
members, sports teams/fans of all genders 
and ages
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Primary 
Concern: 
Stigma 
Stigma reveals homophobia, taboos 
about sex & sexuality, injecting drug use, 
and added layers of, in order addressed: 
sexism, racism, classism 
Scale of stigma if status known: loss of 
job, loss of housing, travel bans and 
refugees/immigrants barred, death threats, 
anonymous or “random” violence, family/
community/place of faith shunning, or 
excommunication and disinheritance 
(often where sexuality or drug use also 
“outed” if HIV status is)
Stigma reveals sexism and 
heteropatriarchy regarding objectification 
of women’s breasts related to gendering 
aspects of “fitness” for reproduction & 
mothering, sex & desirability, norms of 
femininity without breasts 
Scale of stigma is status known: potential 
to be childless, potential to remain or 
become single, social stigmas with 
whispers/stares, requests to not bare chest 
with mastectomy in changing rooms or 
elsewhere, etc.
Primary 
Concern: 
Healthcare 
and Treatment 
Healthcare democratization: drug costs 
must be lowered drastically both in the 
U.S. and globally; drugs and new life-
saving developments must be made 
available for people who will otherwise 
die and are willing to endure unknown 
side effects (e.g., with improvements 
overdue on AZT only effective for 6 mo. 
for most, advocacy for ARV drug access);  
Systemic advocacy for public and private 
insurance coverage for HIV/AIDS care  
Eventually global consortia of trade treaty 
partners and NGOs wrote into national 
policy/constitutions or otherwise to bring 
suit against patent-protection inflating 
cost of life-saving HIV/AIDS antriretroviral 
drug cocktails
Healthcare feminism: Halsted Radical 
Mastectomy finally ended; informed 
consent for biopsy and subsequent 
surgery and reconstruction or flat 
procedures must be obtained (no more 
surgeries while women are under 
anesthesia, waking up without breasts 
with out their consent);  
Drugs and new life-saving developments 
must be made available for people who 
may or may not die, but will endure 
suffering and disfigurement which they 
are willing to take the risk of side effects 
to avoid
Primary 
Concern: 
Prevention 
and Education 
Comprehensive sex education needed in 
all schools; condoms and clean needle 
supplies widely available; sexual 
negotiation and safety skills for vulnerable 
populations -- LGBTQ and Men Seeking 
Men (MSM), youth, women, sex workers
Mammography and “early detection” is 
emphasized as the “best form of 
prevention” (secondary prevention)
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Legal action 
pursued
Funding and legal support for: Harm 
Reduction -- Needle Exchange Programs 
approved state by state and additional 
Drug Rehabilitation Programs lobbied 
everywhere; Sex Education policy 
changes for K-12 state by state; 
Medicaid coverage of ARV medicines, 
HIV/AIDS testing and counseling 
initiatives increase in prevalence and 
geographic diversity 
Funding and legal support for: 
Department of Defense and National 
Cancer Institute in gigantic and historic 
(disproprotionate) proportions for Breast 
Cancer Research (focused primarily on 
genes, treatment and cure breakthrough 
potentials, with little allocated to non-
screening based prevention, or to 
environmental and equity links to cancer 
incidence).  
Medicaid, Medicare and government 
susidy so mammography is free or 
reduced cost for all 
Private 
Industry 
action 
pursued
Direct Action and Performance-centered 
events: multinational Pharmaceutical 
companies’ headquarters; at universities 
and labs; at trade and finance institutions’ 
headquarters who profit off of HIV/AIDS 
epidemic and/but barricade medical 
access/affordability. 
Fundraising:  
eventually accompanied by HIV/AIDS 
fundraising walks, bike rides and 
marathons in later years but these were 
eclipsed by LGBT led initiatives to 
fundraise on behalf of HIV/AIDS affected 
communiteis across Broadway, 
Hollywood, Dance, Music, and 
performing arts genres. 
Direct Action at:  
Genentech for early access to Herceptin 
(effective for 1 of at least 3 hormone 
profiles of breast cancer, HER2+), joined 
by ACTUP with Project Inform, Breast 
Cancer Action (BCAction acts as a watch 
dog to mainstream breast cancer 
movements, and ACTUP and PI are HIV/
AIDS organizations joining in solidarity) 
Fundraising: 
The Pink Ribbon stems from Estee Lauder 
and Self Magazine’s cooptation of 
Charlotte Haley’s original Peach Ribbon 
which focused on breast cancer as a call 
to action, not only awareness (Her cards 
had legislators’ numbers and read:“The 
National Cancer Institute’s annual budget 
is $1.8 billion, only 5 percent goes for 
cancer prevention. Help us wake up 
legislators and America by wearing this 
ribbon.”). 
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Private 
Industry 
action 
pursued 
(cont’d)
In latter years the U2/Bono-led ONE 
Campaign and (RED) received 
widespread corporate donations to the 
Global Fund for TB, Malaria, and HIV/
AIDS working across the African 
continent. (RED) however used sweat 
shop labor in Lesotho for garments sold 
by its sponsor GAP and others, and got 
questionable sponsorships from 
corporations like Apple. Apple did not 
address its purchaser-power in the AIDS 
epidemic, as its electronic products used 
a growing portion of the 85% of global 
coltan from “7 nation war” regions in 
eastern DR Congo, where rape and 
intentional spread of HIV is a longtime 
tool of war that goes unchecked given the 
global economy’s thirst for falsely 
“affordable” conflict minerals.   
The new “pink ribbon” then spread across 
magazine ads, makeup counters, and 
eventually to fundraising walks and runs, 
which have been the principal site of 
breast cancer focused public 
mobilization, with groups like Komen 
raising more than $4 billion through the 
late 1990s, 2000s and 2010s. 
Cultural 
change 
pursued
End HIV/AIDS by: Ending Stigma and 
through Research for a Future Cure, 
pursued iteratively in prophylatic, ARV, 
and other treatments.  
Healthcare and Prevention Access for All; 
Science and Pharma research and sales 
practices must be accountable to affected 
communities 
End Breast Cancer by: Widespread 
messaging to get a Mammogram because 
Early Detection Saves Lives; and through 
Research for a Future Cure, pursued as 
always-almost achieved;  
Science and Pharma research and sales 
practices are marketed to, subsequently 
cheerled by affected communities 
Language 
used
PLWHA -- People Living with HIV/AIDS 
HIV Infected and Affected Communities 
Silence = Death
Breast Cancer Survivors 
Early Detection Saves Lives 
Fighting Cancer, Fighting for a Cure 
Fallen Warriors
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I imagine a collective of clinicians, environmental scientists, epidemiologists, 
toxicologists, health behavior educators, anthropologists, and community organizers joining 
together in what Brown et al call Embodied Health Movements: “social movements centered on 
health that challenge medical policy and politics, belief systems, research, and practice” (Brown 
et al 2012:16).  Inclusive Embodied Health Movements answer to the bio political impulse in 38
U.S. cancer cultures that has recuperated patient advocacy energies and bent them so effectively 
toward deregulation. To the extent that the deregulatory nature of such “astroturf” versus 
"grassroots" patient advocacy (Pezzullo 2007, NCHR 2015) does not challenge the status quo of 
health inequities, generous funding from corporate sponsors pours in. So-called social 
responsibility and “cause marketing" (King 2006) typically ignore the root-level of health 
injustices. At the same time, since the early 2000s, cancer drugs have generated between 15- 
20% annual growth in profitability (Jain 2013, Rupp 2016, Sulik 2011), and HIV/AIDS drugs 
have plummeted from 25,000 USD/year to 150 USD/year in many low-income and low 
infrastructure global south settings, and 9-12,000 USD/year for most of the U.S. This drop in 
out-of-pocket cost is a result of global advocacy across multiple scales:  in direct action and 39
 Brown et al historicize the lived, everyday and thus “embodied experience of illness” within the 38
operations of: "access health movements” focused on keeping hospitals open and ensuring integrative 
clinical care; "constituency health movements” that target health inequalities and focus on group 
membership given the effects of -isms (racism, hetero-sexism, classism, ableism) on collective illness 
experiences; and within “embodied health movements” that “insert the biological body into social 
movements” in accordance with embodied illness experiences, and in turn “challenge the ways medicine 
and science define these experiences” even as they seek to partner selectively “with scientists and health 
professionals in pursuing treatment, prevention, research, and expanded funding” (Brown et al 2012:18).
 Parallel HIV/AIDS destigmatization efforts have been intentionally sited at the intersections of anti-39
racist, anti-imperial, anti-sexist, anti-heterosexist, and anti-classist approaches to everything from 
pharmaceutical and translational science regulations to family planning and foreign aid stipulations, to on-
the-ground services in communities seeking testing, counseling, affordable and high quality treatment, 
and embedded peer education and functional support that promotes HIV/AIDS affected community 
members’ well-being as inherently political, economic, psychosocial, and cultural as well as physical. 
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agitation tactics led by infected and affected communities in sites of local/national governance, 
scientific research, medical practice, corporate social giving, and transnational trade regulation 
negotiations, and in legal organizing to shift legislation, safety and public education regulations; 
and in adjudication within and beyond regional and national borders (Robbins 2008, NCHR 
2015, ACT UP 2019).  
Yet popular cancer-focused patient advocacy efforts have rarely prevailed at a global, 
national, or at a regional scale (with the notable exception of California, see Klawiter 2008, and 
Massachusetts, see Ley 2009 and McCormick 2009). Nor does cancer patient advocacy feature 
the types of intentional and unapologetic anti-oppression values and methods that characterize 
HIV/AIDS grassroots gains. I suggest that affective and ritual modes of representation of illness-
in-context, and illness-as-context for policy change and social change are not a side effect but 
actually a core part of the circulation of meaning that emerge in health social movements. What 
Butler calls “hyperbolic ‘performance’ of death […] and injury to overwhelm the epistemic 
resistance to AIDS and […] graphics of suffering" sets apart AIDS activation in response to 
latent and insidious mis-understandings of queerness, "understood through homophobic 
causalities as the 'cause' and ‘manifestation' of the illness,” and such that an “acting out" of 
death/injury in “theatrical rage is part of the public resistance to that interpellation of 
shame" (Butler 1993:23-24). In the U.S. AIDS activators/ritual performers poured blood (ACT 
UP 2019); in South Africa Treatment Action Campaign danced/marched to courtrooms and 
clinics where they placed white-washed crosses inscribed with beloveds' names (Robbins 2008). 
To the contrary, the prevailing mode of breast cancer movements has been to double-back and 
double-down on rage: it is disallowed, as “un-feminine" and shameful (Pezzullo 2007). In 
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survivors only U.S. cancer cultures, positivity is encouraged as a key component to “recovery" 
and cancer survivorship (NCI 2001, Sulik 2011). In the banal abstraction of U.S. cancer 
cultures, alarming environmental health concerns run up against the trivializing forces of "saving 
the ta-tas” or the individualizing effects of “cancer warrior-hood” or the defer-to-later 
implications of "fighting for the cure" common in cancer communication. And yet, in Walnut 
Cove, NC, resident-activists rejected the shame that organizes and domesticates much cancer 
communication and put their own ill bodies on the line for change.  40
Intergenerational Rites In A Fracking Sing In And Walk Out 
In 2015, at a Town Commissioners meeting in Walnut Cove, an intergenerational 
coalition embodied a tide of disobedient witness to halt fracking tests on town land that directly 
abuts an unannexed majority-Black neighborhood. Residents already facing life-threatening 
illness—while living in close proximity to toxic coal ash waste, and with contaminated local 
water supplies—creatively called for a stop to the joint state and town attempt to start North 
Carolina’s first fracking operations. Against the backdrop of a mural depicting local and national 
s/heroes in Black history, a (then) all-white board of five Town Commissioners occupying the 
former Black elementary school was met front-on with an unrelenting sea of song by 120 
residents, for nearly ten minutes. Following their stories, poetry, and proverbs to correlate 
patterns of existing coal ash harms and proposed fracking dangers, residents’ chorus rang: 
“We’re standing for our children / our ancestors / for our water / our air / our future / our health /  
 See David Hairston (2016) for Walnut Cove resident-activists’ representation of themselves primarily 40
as realists not “just” activists (USCCR question portion). David frames it well: “So you wanna drill just to 
see what’s down there? So someone comes to your door: ‘I’m here to rob you!’ But you say ‘Let’s see if 
they really mean it, or it’s just a vacuum salesman, not a robber! Why would you open that door?” (2015).
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for Black and white together / for the vote / for our lives / and We Shall Not Be Moved.” Filing 
outside in a ritualized mass “walk-out” to visually interrupt the Commissioners’ meeting, the 
residents’ large coalition was met by an equally interracial group of teenagers playing 
“Glory” (John Legend and Common, Selma) at full-blast in the street. These young people 
surrounded half the building, commissioners still inside, to perform hip-hop praise and break 
dance for the sake of what they wished to see: a frack-free town, coal ash-free environment, and 
a community characterized by racial equity in access to health and voting rights.   
After exiting the confines of the Town building, crowds lingered outdoors with these 
young, self-proclaimed “dancers for social justice”; the group swelled in numbers that literally 
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Children play in The Walnut Tree neighborhood at the 
community playground dedication 2016.
Walnut Cove-area and then-unannexed Walnut Tree 
residents, Fracking Sing-in/Walk Out 2015.
turned sites of authority inside out.   As residents poured into a church basement for a 41
subsequent organizing meeting, many wore pins and stickers proclaiming “Cancer Sucks.” 
Building on the momentum and lived histories invoked that evening, one resident stood before 
her audience to connect their longterm coal ash burdens and the imposition of future fracking 
harms.  
In knowledges echoed in her own and her daughters’ bodies as cancer patients, Ada Linster 
asked, “Who in here has faced cancer yourself, or in your immediate family?” Two-thirds of 
Walnut Cove area residents in the room raised their hands. Rather than a statistical survey, or a 
“merely” anecdotal count, these persons facing life-threatening illness inhabited the present 
space between a toxic past and a future they hoped to differentiate. Their palms hovered for a 
few moments, emanating an ever more fierce and loving will to stop cancer where it starts. And 
to address the life-and-death stakes of existing cancers in commitment to health justice: equal 
opportunities afforded for healthcare and wellness-based standards of health itself, for persons of 
every race, education level, and socioeconomic status. 
 See Kumarini Silva’s “Blackness in Brown Times: The Medicalization of Racism” in Brown Threat: 41
Identification in the Security State (2016). When vigil marchers responded with public grieving and 
peaceful marching after teenaged Michael Brown’s murder in 2014, Ferguson police met Black residents 
with riot gear, guns, shields, and eventually tear gas, rubber bullets and tanks. Black residents’ 
experiences were multiply disregarded, as "little to no thought was given to how those participating in this 
expression of sorrow and a public and peaceful acknowledgment of injustice would respond to being met 
with the expectation that they will eventually turn violent” (Silva 2016:138-9).  
In Walnut Cove, the majority of involved residents wanted to engage in direct action while avoiding 
misdemeanor (or more) arrests characteristic of the civil disobediences happening during legislative 
sessions in Raleigh, NC between 2013-16. More than bowing to the pressures of white surveillance per 
se, this predominantly Black and Brown leadership-group, situated in a majority white and majority 
conservative county, chose to reclaim the spaces/places that afforded more collective witness than street 
demonstrations (e.g., where the fracking equipment was coming through) may have allowed. 
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Performance activism for environmental justice is a method and site in which performing 
bodies can re-present rights claims and human dignity in the public sphere.  At the 42
commissioners’ meeting, outside, and in the church basement, performance action unfolded 
within a wider effort to cultivate resources for legal redress and social solidarity led by southern 
people of color, supported by the Forward Together Moral Movement, a fusion coalition led by 
NC NAACP, and regional advocacy groups like Residents for Coal Ash Clean Up, Stokes 
NAACP, No Fracking In Stokes, and a local ministers’ ecumenical conference. Since 2014, when 
the first Moral Monday was held with Rev. Barber, Yara Allen, and local organizers like Annie 
Brown, alongside Appalachian Voices collaborators, Walnut Cove area residents’ creative action 
affiliations have frequently been featured in state and national media tracing the politics of 
fracking and coal ash legislation, and the influence of private corporate interests in shaping 
public policy. 
 On risk and performing direct action:  42
In The Play of Nature: Experimentation and Performance (1995), Robert Crease theorizes commonalities 
in scientific experimentation (as performance) and live performances (as experimentation). Crease 
demarcates transitive metaphors as equivalent to demonstrations—theory and direct object matter most, 
the act is repeatable and verifiable. Creative metaphor is a more rare and potent form of experimentation 
that genuinely offers a spark for action/change that could shift the very tissue of the entities involved. For 
Crease, both experimentation and performance are set apart by risk. Risk is not about controlling the 
parameters of the situation (as in demonstration), but rather about harnessing the possibilities of 
synchrony and collective flow by staying responsive to emergent moments—what is, in part, a function of 
communitas in critical performance ethnography (Madison 2012, Alexander Craft 2019, 2016, 2007, 
Turner 1987).  
Differently than “risk-tabulations” in healthcare insurance or fossil fuel economies, performances like 
those mobilized in this chapter are informed and organic risks: the endeavor may wildly succeed, or 
backfire, or lead, across any range of timetables, to an unplanned happening/discovery/formation. 
Residents who convened in Raleigh risk/ed their grief being waylaid, dismissed, or misappropriated in 
rituals like the Medicaid Funeral Dirge (e.g., McCrory 11, Patients Over Profits Day 2014).  
In Stokes County, residents risked a backlash if their tactics were perceived as too “confrontational”, 
but they chose a direct activation (more than activism alone) that put their bodies directly into the chasm 
of misrepresentation and deceit/denial that characterized the acute-crisis of fracking and longterm seep of 
coal ash harms to environmental health across the region (Markowitz and Rosner 2002). Responsively to 
their own lived situations—not outside pressures—residents led the charge among gathered supporters 
and neighbors to fill the chasm with their transparency of intent.
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Walnut Cove area residents invoked these lineages and desires in an ongoing, 
performance-centered movement at town, county, and state meetings that represented or made 
physically and dynamically present rights claims and human dignity. Their action resulted in: (1) 
unseating two Town Commissioners who secretly fast-tracked fracking tests, and voting in two 
Black Town Commissioners for the first time in local history (with one eventually becoming the 
new Mayor); (2) securing two reversed votes in County and Town 3-year moratoria on fracking 
operations, in defiance of the state legislature’s impositions; (3) a broader regional movement to 
address unequal, longterm exposure to high-risk toxic coal ash waste ponds, which may have 
burst if nearby fracking operations were approved; (4) provision of state/regional legal and 
capacity-building support for residents seeking annexation systematically denied to local Black 
neighborhoods for more than 40 years. Mrs. Ada and Mr. Willie Linster reflected on the power of 
their performative presence: 
M: And what would you say, about the power 
of, at these meetings, when you’re there, 
WITH your body, and they see you at the 
podium, or when ALL those people stood up 
and sang—that could be considered a 
performance. Or the young people outside to 
Glory or to the Radioactive song… what does 
that do when people’s bodies are there? It’s not 
just social media, people are present … 
A: [quick speech] They Do Not Know How to 
Take Us.  
It’s one thing about the Blacks.  
Whether it’s low class, middle class.  
Whenever it affect anybody.  
Your leaders don’t know how to take you.  
It’s like um—what’s his name—the one that’s 
runnin’ for president now—- 
W: Trump? 
A: It’s like Trump right now. If he don’t watch 
out… the Hispanics gon’ come through him 
and wipe him out.  
M: Mmm.  
A: And that’s exactly the way the Town of 
Walnut Cove and everybody else… 
If we decide to stick our nose out there—and 
to be a “pokey nose” and put our nose out 
there… 
You can’t do nothin’ with us. None of us.  
You. Me. Or No-bod-y else. 
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‘Cause when you UNITE yourselves  
to-geth-er  
and all put God first,  
and then we unite-our-selves….!!! 
Let them have all the patrol-mens, and every-
thing else.  
It’s nothin’ they can do about it.  
Nothin’ what-so-ev-ah.  
We will stand.  
We will overcome.  
You can throw whatever you want to at us.  
We WILL overcome it.  
As I said, I do not have a big S— 
I may not have everything you have 
…And your board that’s sittin’ over there…
don’t have that much… 
May not have everything… 
But they can keep on thinking that we’re 
stupid if they want to— 
They in for the shock of their life.  
They in for the shock. 
M: Mmm. And what do you think it does when 
all the people are there in person at the 
meeting, that people are doing their stories, 
doing poetry, their songs, dance is outside? 
What is that doing? 
A: What is that doing? 
That’s telling them that they can’t get over—
that’s telling them open up your eyes.  
Open up your ears.  
 Hear what we’re saying.  
 We put you there.  
Some of the people that was sittin’ in that 
meeting put them there. Some of the people 
put them there but also can take you out.  
And not take it out as—getting rid of you—
taking you out of your position and putting 
you in the same position we are,  
and see: can you manage? 
County Commission—you will not be able… 
…let them screw this over, and they won’t get 
back in their seat. 
M: So in a way, it’s performing that you do 
have rights.  
A: We do have rights. 
M: It’s showing up and saying, we do have … 
A: We do have rights—and you know we’re 
coming,  
don’t sit in that little old building knowing that 
you can’t get but 75 people in that building 
[quickly, words running together], 
do not go here to the Colored School  
[Historic Rosenwald School] 
that belonged to the Black people, 
and you walked in there and took it over 
for your own purpose— 
that’s no damn place for no town meeting! 
W: laughter 
A: That’s no place! 
That’s no place for no town meeting. 
Carry your ass back on down town where your 
town office is at,  
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and hold your meeting, 
buy your own building and put it there 
don’t let your Blacks get there,  
and build your building,  
get your building up there, and you gon’ come 
in and “we gon’ help you do this, and help you 
do that…” and: you take over. 
And for a Black to walk in that place, you 
gotta pay $75 to use that building.  
Come-Oon.  
..But you got your junk sitting up on the stage 
up there [Town Commissioners table, mics] 
behind the Black people that’s painted up 
there, sittin’ up there, that worked in that  
pla-ace…! 
And you gonna sit there with ALL this big 
mural 
sittin’ behind you of Black people, 
…for what? 
To walk all over the Blacks— 
showing them that “I can still walk over 
you??” 
They better get their thumbs out their hind-
end. 
W and M: [laughter at the phrasing!] 
A: It was the Black school, 
bought by a white man, 
sold back to the Black folks for one dollar 
same as the Town of Walnut Cove bought the 
water rights for down there for one dollar, 
[bought the ETJ and water supply area to the 
Walnut Tree neighborhood] 
but then still when the Black folks get down 
there and get everything running, 
what’s over there down there? 
The white folks. 
What kinda meetings can you hold in there? 
You can’t hold nothing now, because the Town 
Board got their junk sitting up on your stage. 
So if I wanted to carry some children in and 
practice on the stage up there, 
you can’t practice 
with the mural of their ancestors hanging up 
behind ‘em. 
W: Their great grand parents! 
A: Their great grand parents [in that art] 
Their ancestors hanging up there. 
But can these children go in there and sit 
outside, in the town mess there? 
Who in the shit have they walked over still? 
Nobody but the Black folks… 
Senior Citizen building. It wasn’t a senior 
citizen building. 
Walnut Cove Colored School is what it is. 
It’s Walnut Cove Colored School.  
That’s no Senior Citizen Building. 
[M: That’s an attempt to erase history] 
That’s the Black School that the Black folks 
decided to do something about, 
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but your white folks up on High Street up here, 
go down, 
why not fix it up and go in up there? 
Why you wanna go in this Black 
neighborhood now? 
M: Mmm! What is your ideal vision instead of 
how all this went down?  
A: My ideal vision for the people of Walnut 
Cove is: 
Good Health. 
Clean it Up. 
As yours used to be, then they took over the 
Well House down there [a contested area 
where local water has been mismanaged, and 
multiple bacterial contaminations have been 
found in Walnut Tree water, atop concerns 
about coal ash and fracking].  The corner up 
here, they called it the T. The cops had to come 
in and clean it up because everybody  
was walking in.  
Let us go down to our County Commission. 
Have Duke Power come in here and clean this 
area back up. 
Give the people—our children, is what… 
will benefit from it. 
We will not be able to benefit from it. 
But our children can benefit from it, our 
grandchildren can benefit from it. 
But until you walk in, and you tell the Town of 
Walnut Cove, and Danbury, County 
Commissioners, Duke Power, to clean this 
mess up 
Raleigh, to sic EPA on ‘em 
and clean it 
cause it can get done. 
That a way our future 
will be going 
our legend will be there 
Just like the Walnut Cove Colored School, 
that is our legend in Walnut Cove.  
Of Mrs. Corey Hairston, Mrs. Catherine 
Guz… Mrs. Polly, all of em 
they hanging up over on that row, 
my Momma that’s sitting down there in one of 
the chairs, 
my Aunt that’s hanging in there on the wall, 
that was ours, our legend. 
This here, clean this mess up, so our legend,  
our children will be able to live.  
Feel free. 
Be able to walk outdoors. 
Play basketball, and take the computer out 
their hands, and let ‘em come back outdoors 
and be children.  
…Because of the smog. I don’t wanna go out 
there it’s stoppin’ me up. [speaks as if she were 
one of the kids who tell her this] 
So Duke Power clean up their junk 
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You come out and you don’t let ‘em walk in 
here and frack  
You be okay.  
A: Remember, we don’t have a big S stuck up 
on our foreheads. [referencing a speech she 
gave at the Town Council meeting several 
weeks prior to our interview, begun with a 1-2 
punch: Do You See Me? Do I have a big S 
stuck up on my forehead? —Which she traced 
with her fingers, eyes wide and gazing directly 
at each of the then-Commissioners, one by 
one. No. No I don’t. Walnut Tree does not have 
an S on our forehead.] 
W: We are not a stupid set of people. 
Better air, better place to live. 
A: A better future.  
Ada and Willie dance back and forth in their joint telling. Each has wit that acts like a wick to the 
flame of storying the conditions of racialized space. Turns out: this is, was, has already been the 
Black community space, a sacred place of belonging and remembering. Look around you! The 
State Historic Site marker for the Rosenwald “Walnut Cove Colored School" from 1903. The 
portraits lining every inside wall, of Black elders and families, especially foremothers, 
matriarchs, and children from the late 1800s and early 1900s on. The legions in the clouds of 
local forefathers. The dozens, sometimes scores of fifty or more residents, that are Black and 
Brown, descendants of four or more generations on this land, who sit in all the folding chairs that 
surround tables in the far back half of the room. The front rows of folding chairs closest to the 
stage that remain unfilled until the room is at capacity, with white residents sitting in the first 
few, joined by select Black clergy who make it a point to see the Council as they ready 
themselves for the strategically placed opening or closing prayer. Who do you think you are? Ada 
asks, in so many words (and more). They know with a faith that supersedes even the righteous 
cynicism with which Ada burns down every scrap of the genteel veneers that excuse white 
domination that inserts itself in (their/shared) Black community life. They know with an audacity 
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that fills the night air as they speak, that fills the Town Council space when Ada testifies, that 
washes over the mural and regal portraits with abiding respect and love, that stabilizes some of 
the unnerving precarity her family and her neighbors face:  
“Cause it can get done. That a way our future / will be going / our legend will be there / 
Just like the Walnut Cove Colored School, that is our legend in Walnut Cove. / …All of 
em / they hanging up over on that row / my Momma that’s sitting down there in one of 
the chairs [of the mural] / my Aunt that's hanging in there on the wall / that was ours, our 
legend. This here, clean this mess up, so our legend / our children will be able to live. /  
Feel free. Be able to walk outdoors. / […]”  
For Ada and Willie, freedom is children “coming back” outdoors “to live." Their combined 
prayer is “Better Air. Better place to live. / A better future.“ 
The Power Of Processional: “We Do Have Rights—And You Know We're Coming” 
In recent years, extraordinary tactics of civil resistance and nonviolent methods have 
been used to advocate for residents’ health and civil rights in Walnut Cove and across the state of 
North Carolina, through the Forward Together Moral Movement of the NC NAACP, and its 
many citizen/resident, legal, and organizational allies (Barber, Zelter 2014), including members 
of Breast Cancer Action and dozens of environmental justice organizations and resident-led 
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groups.  In Walnut Cove, approximately 1500 residents reside within town borders, and a 43
similar number live in surrounding unannexed areas. Fifty to one hundred and fifty Walnut Cove 
residents attend in town, county, and state hearings—an unusually large number for a relatively 
small community. As interviewees and participants articulate it, people turn out in such a high 
proportion because of the severity of coal ash issues, compounded by problems of water 
contamination, fracking threats, voting infringements, and the burning question of how to stop 
what is causing so many cancers and physical disorders among them. 
Recently, Walnut Cove area residents have engaged in nonviolent resistance within 
government buildings where they previously “kept quiet.” Among many who are giving public 
comments in policy sessions for the first time in their lives, residents have led crowd-interactive 
speeches and adapted traditional and vernacular performance modes—stories, poetry, feast, 
proverbs—for political intervention. In settings normally marked by “southern politeness,” 
residents invite standing ovations to demonstrate public support to/for officials they implore to 
finally align with their interests. To register their irrepressible will and collectivity before 
commissioners and legislators—some of whom have been explicitly dismissive—people have 
shown up to embody their discontent at being ignored and misled, and to advance in their bodies 
their visions of the toxin-free community for which they hope. In addition to transgressive 
 Processional participants in this chapter situate their spatial, cultural, and disruptively creative actions 43
in ways that claim and reclaim a broad notion of health rights. Public action is supported by longer-term 
organizing—invitational and dialogic community meetings, court cases with regional and statewide 
support, legislative advocacy across local, state and federal scales, pressure on private industry lobbyists 
and regulatory commissions. Affected communities draft solidarity principles and joint action plans, and 
co-design public communication/education and support-building initiatives with most-affected 
communities featured as primary experts, who guide supportive experts’ contributions in health, science, 
arts, technology, public policy, and corporate accountability (see Appendices). This unfolds in a fraught 
and yet productive overlap of the State/law’s failure simultaneous to its promise, and to multiple avenues 
of action which exceed it.
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processional, Walnut Cove residents have performed a wide range of creative tactics to achieve a 
short-term fracking moratorium, and to call NC’s DEQ to task on coal ash cleanup. Residents’ 
activism aligns with concepts of health rights (Gruskin et al., 2005) as simultaneous obligations 
and enjoyments, which must be claimed to be enacted.  
Among the symbolically dense and creatively inspired performance-political tactics I 
have witnessed, the most salient for the purposes of this dissertation is the performance of 
witness, in several senses. In reiterations of faith practices—such as a Maundy Thursday feast at 
which members of the Department of Environmental Quality were both invited to break bread 
and called on to “drop the silver coins”, Walnut Cove residents witness to faith as "the substance 
of things hoped for and the evidence of things unseen.” They testify as much to empirical 
inequities as to the justice to come. They thus also curate a body of witnesses: other residents, 
official representatives, and activists who now may see what they see—and participate in both 
political reflection and co-generation: the collective re-creation of a healthy space. 
Narrative witness offers yet another kind of creative endorsement. Beyond story per se, 
the performance of narrative on the stage of a public hearing or in the semi-artificial context of 
an oral history interview is: 
(1) Reflexive: it is aware of itself in context; it is a form of self-witness that arises as both artistic 
action and artistic event.  
(2) Emergent: it generates meaning at the nexus of narrator and audience given shared and 
divergent goals of participants; its communicative resources emerge in the doing. 
(3) Consequential: through its peculiar intensity, it draws audiences into an at least momentary 
collective transformation of social structures (Bauman, Verbal Art 1975). 
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Witness shifts the focus from an appeal for recognition by authorities to relations of what 
Oliver calls address-ability and response-ability (Oliver 2001). I offer these reflections in 
anticipation of talking with Shuntailya Imani Graves with you. As you will see, Shuntailya 
becomes a witness to herself even as she calls me to witness. We perform our respective abilities 
to address and respond in a microcosm of the larger public sphere in which her elders and peers 
reclaimed community worth. 
Reflexive Witness With Shuntailya Imani 
When we first shared interview time, Shuntailya Imani Graves was 18 years old and a 
college student studying biology with the aim of becoming an oncology research scientist. Her 
mother is her best friend, and before moving to Winston-Salem with her daughter, lived her first 
40 years (from 1973 to 2003) in the Walnut Tree neighborhood—an unannexed, majority Black 
neighborhood less than 3 miles from the Belews Creek Steam Station’s coal ash ponds and 
chemical air releases, and just hundreds of yards from the Town of Walnut Cove’s first fracking 
test site (2015). Among other wisdoms, Shuntailya’s insights resist and reorient what it means to 
“fight cancer,” as her aunt faced breast cancer, and her mom faced ovarian cancer as a child, 
thyroid cancer, eight cancerous brain tumors, and has had fibromyalgia and strokes since she was 
in her 30s. Shuntailya is a gifted student at NC Central University in Durham, NC who just 
completed her first year. Her mother Stacey Linster now lives in Winston Salem, NC. 
We sat at the Stokes Stomp, an arts festival for which Ada Linster, Shuntailya Imani’s 
grandmother, was an Arts Council leader and volunteer. Ada and Willie Linster, her husband, and 
Shuntailya Imani’s grandfather, set up baked goods and drinks for sale under an awning filled 
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with picnic tables. Bluegrass echoed up the hill to where we were sitting, from a stage several 
hundred yards away; in the distance we could hear other performances and performers readying 
themselves by warming up—the high school band, cloggers. Children ran around, laughing with 
their parents, at this predominantly white event, with some Black town members—the Stokes 
Stomp is closer to Danbury, where there is less of a Black population; and in Stokes County, 
there are only 6% Black residents overall. However, coal ash waste is located closest to 
predominantly Black census blocks within the county.  The majority Black neighborhood of 44
Walnut Tree, which has remained unannexed into Walnut Cove for more than 40 years, is one of 
the areas with the starkest differences in amenities, from a lack of streetlights and sidewalks to 
poorly maintained water lines as one of the Town’s “ETJs” or “Extra Territorial Jurisdictions” 
 See maps from USCCR 2016 Chandra Taylor maps, testimony (shared with permission of SELC).44
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Shuntailya Imani Graves testifies at USCCR Hearing. 
The audience, commissioners, and staff were rapt.
Sitting behind her mom, before speaking (lapel pin: 
Cancer Sucks). Walnut Cove Public Library 2016.
which means that the Town can contract out labor and administration to cover utilities like water
—such as the company Rayco, which has mismanaged the cleanliness and safety of Walnut Tree 
residents’ water for more than two decades. Walnut Tree residents pay nearly double in water 
bills per month, in comparison to members annexed into the town, but cannot drink their water—
which frequently smells like sulphur or has other bad odors, is cloudy, and has had bacterial 
spills detected at unsafe levels for consumption (UNC Center for Civil Rights 2017).  
Additionally to the high costs, water in Walnut Tree has burst out from sewage pipes, 
filling the streets up with sewage, and in the 1990s, residents describe that their water would be 
off for days at a time, citing problems with its piping from a nearby well at the edge of the 
neighborhood, where a car and metal waste impoundment lot was located by the Town, in place 
of a neighborhood basketball court that had been there, which was a gathering spot for youth and 
families for recreation. Residents were given no notice or vote in this relocation, or in the 
company’s management of their water once pipelines were put in from the nearby well. As 
residents of the ETJ, Walnut Tree neighbors cannot vote for the Town Council members making 
these decisions on their behalf. Continuing this pattern of water, health, and public safety dangers 
installed in their neighborhood by the Town but without any official notice to residents (or 
decision-making participation on residents’ part), as Ada and Willie, Shuntailya Imani’s 
grandparents described it, was the recent imposition of fracked gas drill testing at the edge of the 
ETJ area that is The Walnut Tree neighborhood. Shuntailya had an aqua and multicolored scarf 
wrapped around her neck brace—she sat stylishly in a folding chair. Shuntailya Imani turned her 
face to the side and looked out on the field of stages and artists whenever she was thinking about 
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a response to a question. Her close-cropped hair was accentuated by earrings that caught a bit of 
the sun and gleamed back at me while she was speaking. 
Shuntailya Imani spoke with a facility and wise humor that gave me pause at several 
points in our conversation. How old are you again? She was only 18 at the time of our 
conversation (2015), but is generally what people in the south (and likely beyond) refer to as “an 
old soul”—someone beyond their years in knowledge, which they nonetheless activate through 
their words, deeds, demeanor. Her interconnection of the very points that I had been most curious 
about after interviews with her grandparents — correlates of race, health, and environment — 
were the core of what she illuminated, most of the time without my even asking. 
S:  My name is Shuntailya Graves. 
M:  Beautiful name.  And how old are you?  
S: Thank you.  I’m 18 years old. 
My mother stayed here up until she was old 
enough to move [in 1993].  She lived in 
Virginia, and she lived in Winston-Salem. I 
would say until she was about 18 or 20.  
M:  How long have your grandparents lived 
here? 
S: Since before I was born.  Over… since my 
mother was born, so 42 years. 
M:  And is that within 5 miles of the coal ash 
pond? And the mounds, and the plant? 
S: Yes. [Walnut Tree ranges between 2-3 miles 
from the plant]. 
M:  And what are the health issues that your 
family has dealt with, that you know about? 
S: I’ll speak on my mother first.   
Uh, my mother was diagnosed with ovarian 
cancer at the age of 9, and was TOLD that she 
would not live to see her 16th birthday.  …But, 
gladly she did.   
She turned 24,  and she was going to have her 
hysterectomy done,  
but went to do her pre-op for her 
hysterectomy, they told her she was pregnant 
with me…! So after I was born, she had a full 
hysterectomy.   
Then she had thyroid cancer, and she had 
EIGHT cancerous brain tumors. [matter of 
fact, nodding head while speaking these 
diagnoses]. 
She also has fibromyalgia, she has a lot of 
strokes and seizures as well.   
…But she is cancer-free now. 
M:  Ooh… praise God. And what is her name?  
S: Stacey Linster. 
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M:  Do you love each other a lot?…I can tell 
by your smile. 
S: Yes, we are very close! It’s fantastic. 
M:  And what is she like? 
S: She is very outgoing.  If you were to  
look at her,  
you would never know  
that she was that sick or that  
she had been that sick before.   
She doesn’t open up to a lot of people  
about her story,  
because she doesn’t like people to JUDGE her, 
and to treat her differently, because she is 
JUST as capable as another person to do 
ANYTHING.   
[Pause] But, if asked about her situation  
…and what she’s gone through,  
…and what she’s overcome:  
she will 
talk about it. 
M: And  what has your experience with your 
mom taught you about the need for health care 
access? 
S: It is very important. 
And, I’ve been around it  since I was born, 
pretty much, so,  
sometimes we can go to CVS and she 
can have Medicaid or something,  
but then they’ll say Medicaid denied her 
medicines.   
So, then she has to come out-of-pocket.   
But—ALL this money to get her medicine that 
we don’t have. 
M:  Those medicines are expensive. 
S: Yeah.  She has been out of work since 2006. 
[When her mom Stacey was 33 and began to 
have life-threatening health issues, including 
strokes, seizures, brain tumors, thyroid issues.]  
She hasn’t been able to get disability or 
anything, no help, no food stamps… none of 
that.  
Because they tell her she makes too much 
money. 
…But she doesn’t have a job [from side effects 
of illness],  
so how does she make too much money…? 
I’m not sure.   
But they were using the income from  
my child support  
[in her income calculation for insurance 
coverage eligibility],  
but I no longer get that either  
[Shuntailya is 18],  
but… it’s still no help.   
…It’s like when she had her brain cancer, 
before her brain cancer was gone,  
she used to have to get SHOTS in her HEAD. 
Those shots cost thou-sands of dollars… 
but, the insurance doesn’t COVER it…  
the insurance doesn’t cover the medicine  
she has to take.   
My mother was taking twenty-two medicines 
three times a day. 
M:  That’s your whole day right there. 
S: And, her insurance barely covered ANY of 
it.  So, the STRUGGLE growing up ---  
it was terr-i-ble.   
And it was very hard to go through, [pause] 
But: she always made sure that we had. 
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M:  [silence together, a breath, nodding yes]. 
That’s an amazing mama! 
S: Yes. 
M:  I see through you the light that she has.  
You have it too.  And what has the experience 
with cancer in your family made you think 
about coal ash, if anything? 
S: What it makes me think about [with coal 
ash], because that is hazardous,  
because it can cause cancer,  
[looks up, stops herself, restarts quickly with 
her scientist-in-training mind]  
I’m not gonna say it causes cancer,  
but it can cause cancer –  
with most of my family being  
victims of cancer.  
It’s like: okay. A lot of people in this 
community have health issues,  
breathing issues, cancer issues, things like that 
—and then they’re trying to do COAL ASH 
and FRACKING and all this other stuff,  
—not thinking of the health effects that its 
going to cause to the people that stay there. 
M:  Why do you think they [town, county, 
state government officials and company 
officials with Duke Energy] would only think 
of themselves versus the people that live 
there? 
S: What I believe is—I think they’re looking at 
like, is this is going to help the community?  
That’s what I think they think—its gonna help! 
[economically for some families or for county 
taxes],   
But they don’t realize while trying the help the 
community,  
they are HURTING the community. 
They’re just thinking about themselves,  
but they don’t stay there, so of course, they’re 
not going to be impacted on. 
M: [shakes head]  
S: […] Because the AIR is not good.  The 
WATER is not good.   
…I went to my grandmother’s house before 
[in Walnut Tree unannexed, majority Black 
neighborhood abutting town of Walnut Cove] 
…and turned on the water and its smells like 
old eggs, or sulfur, or iron or something… 
clogging the water.   
[makes a twisted face, thinking of the smell].  
It’s not healthy.   
They don’t even drink the water,  
they have to go out and buy water, because 
they can’t drink the water that’s at the house. 
…Yeah, and it’s like you go to the restroom 
and you want to wash your hands,  
but the water STINKS.  They don’t even feed 
the dogs the water that comes out of the faucet.   
They won’t drink it.  They won’t drink it.  So 
what they do is get water bottles  
and fill the dogs’ bowls up with water, because 
they won’t drink it.  
They have to speak OUT.  
[People who have had illness]  
If they don’t speak out, nothing will be done.   
That’s like I’ve always told —   
a closed mouth doesn’t get fed.   
So if you don’t SAY anything,  
how’s somebody supposed to know that you 
feel some type of  
way about it?  
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Speak how you feel. […]  
But if you don’t say anything,  
nothing will be done. 
Especially if they’ve already been diagnosed 
with it [cancer],  
Medicaid Expansion should be a 
high demand because they’re already at risk of 
being re-diagnosed.   
They went through chemo and radiation, 
but it’s not a definite that it will not  
come back.  
So, I feel like, they should HAVE it 
[healthcare insurance coverage]. 
M: That they need health access more than 
anybody. 
S: Right.  People with disabilities get help, 
why isn’t [advanced] cancer considered a  
disability?   
It disables them from doing everyday 
activities.  It disables their social life.   
Sometimes, it even hurts people’s self-esteem, 
cognitive ability and all.  So… 
M:  Mmm hmm.  …A lot of that could be the 
medicine, too? 
S: Exactly.  And I can say for my mother, she 
was on medicine that had her “high” like a 
“drowsy, here, but not here,” kind of feeling.  
She hated that feeling.   
But that’s the only thing that would help her, 
so… 
[regathers herself for the main “take home” 
point] 
Medical Insurance.  Doctors, period.  All at a 
high demand for that.  
Something has to happen.  And somebody has 
to find a cure.   
And that’s why I’m going to school to do what 
I do.   
I’m double-majoring in psychology and 
biomed.   
I want to be a research scientist to figure out 
which genes, and certain things  
cause certain disorders and diseases.  
Shuntailya has been telling this story in different ways for her entire life as a daughter both 
protected by and protective of her best friend and mother Stacey. Shuntailya offers condensed 
insight into their different yet shared struggle, in her/their story, rehearsing it yet again..  “I’ll 45
 In addition to its status as reflexive, emergent, and consequential, Pollock adds that “Oral History As 45
and In Performance” is also fundamentally “rehearsed” (2008, unpublished paper). Oral history 
“aggregates and refines an expansive network of dialogue over time and space, even across multiple 
generations or cultural geographies”; and oral history functions as and in performance becasue it 
“embodies three classical components of performance: mimesis, poiesis, and kinesis—it represents by re-
creating historical events in embodied processes of mobilizing new ways of seeing, thinking, feeling, 
being, and doing the world (Pollock 2008:1-2, citing Felman and Laub 1992, Conquergood 1995 and 
2002).
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speak on my mother first.," she says, indicating "She doesn't open up to a lot of people about her 
story.”  Shuntailya speaks for and with her mother. She also re-creates the conditions of their 
struggles: the intrusion of shots into one's head is matched by the medical insurance structures 
that pit child support funds against preventative measures for a single mother to avoid further 
brain metastasis. She then reframes this despairing and righteous frustration: “but she always 
made sure we had.” 
Shuntailya also represents her self to herself—the heightened moment of our interview 
fosters reflexive narration as an essential element of witness. As a then first-year student in 
college, Shuntailya articulates to herself as much as to me that her dreams are supported: later in 
our conversation she reiterates that her mom and grandparents have always told her “You just get 
the grades. We'll do the rest.” As we navigate the interconnections of healthcare costs and 
environmental injustices, Shuntailya as narrator and I as interviewer take overlapping but distinct 
approaches to what can be proven by scientific evidence alone, and which of cancer’s contexts in 
environmental sacrifice zones are cellular, which are clinical, and which are cultural. Our 
"thinking with and through” is at times a “collaborative, co-generative exchange” (Pollock 
2008:2). 
Listening to Shuntailya, I cannot help but feel her love for her mom; the simultaneous 
belief in her mom's indestructibility and in her own capacity to do something and to say 
something because of what she has learned as daughter and accompanying co-conspirator in 
seeking the environmental and health justice her family was denied. Shuntailya’s creative 
rendering of how to clarify that you feel some type of way links two advocacy worlds that are 
often disparate—healthcare justice and environmental justice. The clarity that “a closed mouth 
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won't get fed”  is resonant across each of our respective positionalities as daughters/researchers/46
caregivers.  
Shuntailya speaks out about the need to speak out. Connecting her mother's struggle and 
her family’s cancers with environmental devastation, she rises to self-declaration and self-
determination, "I want to be a research scientist to figure out which genes, and certain things, 
cause certain diseases and disorders.”  Shuntailya’s multi-layered account is a bold act of 47
narration creation in the face of a dispersed political market-place that would shut it down. As 
David Graeber argues in Manji, Beautiful Rising, 2017:192, "The neoliberal project [is] not an 
economic project at all, but a political project, designed to devastate the imagination, and 
 Proverbs about rights: 46
Shuntailya shares a proverb, “a closed mouth won't get fed,” that echoes with a foundational site of 
learning for me and what has evolved into Performing Cancer Cultures. In a struggle 2003-14 on the 
south coast of Kenya (Kwale district), more than 5,000 people in Wadigo and Wakamba ethnic minority 
groups were forcibly moved from ancestral lands for titanium mining (which also releases uranium, 
thorium, and other health hazards). Local district/county government was influenced by a multinational 
company (MNC) with mining holdings as Tiomen and Jinchuan of Canada and China (in 2011), and Base 
Resources of Australia (by 2013). UNC-CH Burch Honors and University of Nairobi's Oral Literature 
program linked in what Peter Wasamba (2008) frames as research through “living, sociological 
literature”. Given vast differences in so-called “land buyout” from sugar cane and then titanium mining 
operations in the region, the team conducted oral histories with internally displaced persons (IDPs) whose 
cultural practices and oral literature exceeded “coping" alone and mobilized communal truth-telling as 
counter-weight to official municipal/industrial lines. 
In Msambweni/Kwale, one elder couple who relied on their harvest for living costs had a bounty of 
200 coconut trees that each brought $20 USD/year, yet they got only $2.50USD/once per tree (Wasamba, 
Wabende, Pollock et al, 2011). Residents' response follows poetic Swahili coast traditions. The couple 
finished each other’s phrases: 
  “The local government has smeared our lips with oil.” 
 “Evaluators come by: Surely they have eaten a nice chicken dinner!” 
 “Grease, only. Our stomachs are empty.”
 Shuntailya offers this as performative utterance, “by which saying is doing: telling history makes it; 47
accordingly the past is always caught in a run on the future” (Pollock 2008:2). Shuntailya imagines her 
own consequential interventions on cancer landscapes that she describes as disabling, disruptive, and 
indebting to her beloveds, but also that these interventions will serve future others since she will be 
“getting her MD/PhD before thirty… that's the plan.”
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willing... to destroy the capitalist order itself if that’s what it took to make it seem inevitable.”  48
Private electric utilities like Duke Energy—the nation’s largest, with operations across the East 
Coast and Midwest—and private health insurance companies—especially in condensation of 
“market share” given employer-, ACA-, and Medicaid contracts—pressure state and national 
governmental bodies and regulators to legislate and regulate in the companies’ favor, often at 
direct odds with what the residents who voted this governing body into power would desire and 
benefit from. Accordingly, each of the private monopolies owns such a large swath of the market 
because the governing bodies and regulators have sold their stakes in the process of delivering 
these now conditionally available public goods. What I call a “now-conditionally-available 
public good” would include resources necessary to any public's basic quality of life or life itself. 
Resources like electricity and clean drinking water, or health care access in locations where the 
care is already widely available, are made conditional by cost. Access to a public good is limited 
based on presumptions of scarcity: "using one part of the resource prevents another from using 
it” (Worstall 2016).   In Walnut Cove and elsewhere, however, the public good of healthcare 49
access and quality and the public good of available electricity alongside clean drinking water are 
gatekeeping opportunities by which a public good becomes a source of private profit. This is 
 Firoze Manji (of Pambazuka Press) traces the arc of action in neoliberal projects “[…] privatizing 48
public services and selling off state assets; eliminating jobs and suppressing wages; extracting natural 
resources; forcing open territories for exploitation. All of this results in governments being more 
accountable to corporations, banks, and financial institutions than they are to citizens—a political 
dispossession that only compounds the social and economic dispossession” (2017:193).
 Map-makers sometimes hem themselves in, unable to live past the 2D projections to which they adhere. 49
Because a "public good is something that is non-rivalrous and non-excludable”, senior fellow of the 
Adam Smith Institute Tim Worstall (2016) suggests that it is “quite alarming for an eminent economist to 
be saying, as Krugman [did: …] that drinking water supplies are a public good.” In Worstall's estimation, 
the supply of “lead free drinking water" (per Flint Michigan) is not a public good, because “[i]f something 
is a public good then it's very difficult to make a profit from it. This means that private markets will 
undersupply it, or at least potentially will” and that the distinction is important given that there is “a very 
strong argument for government intervention into public goods.” 
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about not an inherent scarcity of resources, but about resources made scarce. This is not about a 
limited number of sites with (often now, formerly) clean and potable drinking water that flows 
forth from the earth as a universally life-sustaining resource across species and geographies. This 
is not about electricity that can now increasingly be made for large scale delivery through solar 
and wind power that flow forth from the gravitational pull and weather patterns inherent to the 
earth's daily rotations. This is not about preventative wellness resources like geographies where 
human birthrights like walking, playing, and fresh foods grown from the earth are equitably 
available; or about secondary access points like primary doctors visits and community health 
workers whose home-visit operations can occur in even the most resource-stripped post-colonial 
settings worldwide. Nor is this about life-saving technologies that are expensive but that could be 
made readily publicly available for emergencies and health crises by pooling available public 
resources into a public health insurance system. This is about the the strengthening of a publicly 
subsidized bureaucracy to ensure that private profit-making is unhindered, as the liberty most 
valued in a neoliberal society. Wherever it goes unchallenged, this publicly-subsidized but 
privately accountable bureaucracy  has tended to replace a system that still claims to be a 50
representational democracy. 
 Weber’s classic formulation of bureaucracy (2007) contends that bureaucratic institutions’ decisions 50
will always prioritize their own maintenance/longevity, even above meeting their publicly stated mission . 
E.g., K-12 schools keeping students in individual desks, quiet, and "in line” above all else (including a 
stated mission to educate all children holistically and equitably); or hospitals only allowing one family 
member to the patient’s room post-operation or physicians allotted 7 minutes average per patient visit 
(even if at the expense of a stated mission to promote patient health and effective, quicker healing times); 
or fossil fuel-dependent electric utilities blockading solar grid development (often at direct expense to a 
stated mission in slogans like “a smarter energy future”, and advertisements that highlight “innovation” in 
areas like solar panel development and biofuels approached more as a boutique model in philanthropic 
giving or a marketing stunt in contradiction with actual policy lobbying and pressure to undermine solar 
access and efficacy at infrastructural scales).
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Conclusion  
Tactical movements—in large scale processionals and intimate conversations—reignite 
collective creative power and perform in the place of the State/market the reality of costs to 
human lives and dignity. In particular, health justice focused cancer communication offers an 
alternatively imaginative symbolic code. Ritual, as a key component of tactical and embodied 
movements for health justice, aligns itself with pursuit of the new origin stories Sylvia Wynter 
urges in Ceremony Found (2015). Given the reckoning power of subordinated peoples’ “gaze 
from below”—the lens through which subjugated, unofficial, and coded knowledges emerge—
Wynter suggests an emancipatory code of life/death is urgently needed. Ritualizing the bodily, 
narrative, and communal aspects of cancer injustices and their potential transformations brings 
together people whose shared struggles/knowledges may constitute what Wynter calls a 
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UIC Dancers Elijah and Malachi Bray, Nigel 
McEachern (2015), ACT Founding, Belews Creek
Local family lineages in the Walnut Cove Rosenwald 
School, Community Center / Senior Center (2015)
necessary “redemptive prophetic” approach. As I understand them, redemptive prophetic 
narrations, proverbs, and rituals take shape from within unequal conditions, and their foci on 
alternate wisdoms, worlds, and ways of knowing/being/doing respect artists’ imagination and 
public intellectuals’ call to “re-ceremonialize” the moral conditions of what it means to live/die 
in relation to (organism-level) self, other, and planet. In the sites of U.S. cancer cultures I have 
studied, ritual seems to clarify spatial and narrative relation to institutional power, through 
performance as a mode of meaning-making mobilization for public consciousness, and 
participatory political redress.  I suggest that re-ceremonial health justice performance occurs in 51
at least three ways: (1) The first is in rituals of performing death that is. Often amidst pressures 
of life-focused politics that punish/shame death as an individual failing, performing death that is 
in transposed ritual enfleshes effects of policy and culture. In funeral processions of healthcare 
workers, patients, clergy, and family caregivers through the NC state legislature that refused 
Medicaid Expansion, ritual participants gathered en masse to re-calibrate their own and 
witnesses’ sense of accountability in political and legal realms in which leaders attempt to shirk 
their responsibility and abstract themselves from view. (Ritual participants affected by healthcare 
market exclusions continue to gather now at the U.S. Congress and in state legislatures 
 Wynter focuses on Rastafarian intellectuals’ contributions in Jamaica as a “redemptive prophetic 51
approach” helpful to find/re-find ceremonies and origin stories that move beyond the limited, humanist 
approach of what it means to “be an organism.” Wynter argues for “counter-cosmogeny” that I find 
particularly productive as a creative re-imagining of justice paradigms (2015:223): 
“This proposed new answer necessarily moves beyond the limits of our present secular Western 
world-system’s now globally hegemonic, homogenized/monohumanized answer and its 
biologically absolute, cosmogonically chartered and empirically enacted, (neo)Liberal-humanist, 
Western-bourgeois “paradigm of justice.” And it is this specific ethno-class paradigm of justice 
against which the “redemptive-prophetic” Rastafarian intellectuals of Jamaica had projected their 
“gaze from below” religio-political millenarian counter-cosmogony. Thus as Bob Marley iterated 
in his song “So Jah Seh,” the Black God Jah, as a new fount of justice, assures Rastafarians that 
“not one of my seeds shall sit in the sidewalk and beg bread [...] no they won’t!!” 
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nationwide with the Poor People's Campaign funeral processions and civil disobediences, as 
Medicaid Expansion is still not available in 14 states and as the moderate improvements of the 
Affordable Care act continue to be politicized as a lightning rod issue in 2020 elections, as in 
2018 midterms). (2) The second site of ritual re-calibration toward health justice is what I call 
performing connection across realms. In collective, tactical movements for healthcare quality 
and access, and for environmental health protection and remediations/reparations, participants 
identify as inherently connected to ancestral presence, and often to descendants’ future 
expectations of them. In The Walnut Tree residents’ and advocates' ritual procession in the 
Rosenwald School, this space made seemingly “mundane" by Town Commissioners' meetings 
shifted to the sacred; residents’ singing and ceremonial walk out (and walk into their alternative 
futures) reclaimed this space as sacred, in the presence of their local Black foremothers and 
forefathers invoked and honored in the mural art literally watching over them, and with lyrics 
and dance celebrating their relationship to current and future children and grandchildren who 
deserve drinkable water, anti-cancer public policies, and lush community spaces. (3) The third 
site of tactical, ritual movement is what I call a bodily imagining of redemptive politics. In each 
of these forms of cancer communication, participants’ intimate practices of witness and larger 
ceremonies infuse a politics of divination and of re-humanization (Freire 1970) into spaces 
where calculable life/death had otherwise seemed to  reduce their experiences to quantifiable, 
even fiscally “justifiable” suffering. Holy matter is embodied as such, in procession: in “raising 
the dead” who have laid themselves out in patient gowns in a legislative rotunda—because this is 
what will happen if Medicaid is Expanded. Holy provocation is embodied as such, in procession: 
a group of youth dance to greet the daring communal refusal of racially gerrymandered votes and 
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poisoned drinking water. The elders and parents who lead the live singing from within a Town 
Council meeting—“For Black and white together, for our children, for our water, for our futures, 
We Shall Not Be Moved”—mix into the embrace of these pre-adolescent up to young adult 
dancers' hip hop/praise:  
“Hands to the heavens, no man, no weapon / Formed against, yes glory is destined / 
Every day women and men become legends / Sins that go against our skin become 
blessings / The movement is a rhythm to us / Freedom is like religion to us / Justice is 
juxtaposition’ us / Just for all just ain’t specific enough.” — Common and John Legend 
"Glory" (from Selma soundtrack, 2014), danced by “UIC: United In Christ” multiracial, 
multigender, multiage youth dance team with choreography by Nigel McEachern and 
Elijah Bray, from The Well Ministry led by Rev. Leslie Bray Brewer. 
In bodily imagining that politicizes redemption, these participants in the Walnut Cove 
processional “take the wisdom of the elders and young people's energy” to “right the wrongs in 
history” (Legend, Common 2014); their heads and hips twist, their shoulders, chins, toes and 
fingertips curve to this shape of a homeplace they would rather see. 
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CHAPTER 3: NARRATING CHANGE FROM SACRIFICE ZONES 
Money’s not going to  
change your health.   
It’s not gonna do it—not when you have fibers  
in your lungs and can’t breathe.   
You know, walking around with an oxygen tank 
… and your health is deteriorating daily. 
You know? What good is that? 
— Tracey Brown Edwards 
Resident and environmental health advocate near Belews Creek Steam Station 
Chapter Preview 
 In this chapter I ask: What are the conditions of “sacrifice” in Walnut Cove and 
proximate areas affected by Belews Creek Steam Station? How do residents mobilize tradition 
and narrative in the face of their negation? How did they achieve reckoning beyond recognition 
as the USCCR and Department of Environmental Quality hearings to investigate civil rights 
violations they experience? 
 I proceed by proposing a politics rooted in the power of testimonial narrative/witness, 
activated through underrepresented cancer stories in environmental health sacrifice zones. 
Cancer-affected narrators—and their peer narrators with heart, brain, reproductive, and lung 
crises linked to the toxins found in coal ash—reveal the contradictions that normalize the 
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intimately felt and far-reaching effects of policy racism. While there is increasing public airtime 
given to deficits-based stories addressing cancerous sacrifice zones, these rarely trouble the role 
of the State/law for its simultaneous promise and failure upon which residents are ostensibly 
supposed to rely. Instead, I find that the abundant performances in resident-hosted narration/
witness, including the oral histories and vigils/press conferences that inform public policy 
hearings, might better mobilize the communal audacity and cultures of accountability necessary 
to address fossil fuel lobbies like Duke Energy. Reframing environmental health through sacrifice 
zone cancer stories that speak “true costs” of coal ash and “true strengths” of the communities 
that envision and activate for alternative restoration, reparation, and respect ignites alternative 
modes by which death-in-life, intergenerational connection, and local psalms/proverbs/
prophetics shape agendas for change. 
Sacrifice Zones: No Regulations Required 
The fullness of the Walnut Cove community’s role in clarifying the policy changes 
required to address Environmental Justice Communities of Concern (EJCOC) and in pursuing 
creative leadership and resident-led activisms. Stories spill forth, and will continue to do so for 
decades, of shocking illnesses and of profound love, of generations inhabiting beautiful 
“country” land, of “prophetic grief” (Barber and Zelter 2014) and strengthened purpose. While 
conducting oral history and intercept interviews in the Walnut Cove area at community meetings, 
festivals, and town, county, and state hearings featuring residents who live within three and a half 
miles of the Belews Creek Steam Station, this is some of what I heard:  
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“At every cookout, every funeral, every wedding, that’s what we hear—Cancer, Cancer, 
Cancer.” …“Yes, just up the street, his cousin with cancer, her sister with cancer, his two 
brothers with cancer.”…“Our daughter in her early 30s with eight brain tumors.” 
…“Across the street, and on up the street too, her Dad with cancer, and their son at 9 
years old brain cancer. The little boy died last year.” …“Our daughter had a baby who 
was born last year. Yes, well, she died 10 days later—they couldn’t tell us why.”…“My 
mother who kept losing use of her arm and hand due to partial paralysis—“ …“I kept 
fainting so regularly and was so weak I lost the ability to walk—had to be carried into 
church, in my late 30s.” …“Our grandchildren who are five and six have such have 
severe asthma they missed almost half the school year in kindergarten and first grade, so 
we homeschool them now. We took them on their first school field trip—to the County 
Commissioners meeting as they decide about all this [fracking and coal ash policies].” 
…“His wife with rashes and he had nasal infections, had to get surgery once he moved 
over here.” …“I had three strokes, a heart attack, and neurological damage in my 30s up 
into my early 40s. I hate seeing my 13 year old daughter worry about me.”… “Her 
husband who uses a breathing machine, and she just got diagnosed with lung tumors…”  
Delineating Sacrifice Zones  
In many fence line communities like those surrounding the Belews Creek Steam Station
—variously called the Walnut Cove area, Pine Hall, Walnut Tree, and Stokes County—zoning 
allows residential and industrial areas to mix, in predominantly low-income communities with 
majority people of color. In the U.S., the term “national sacrifice zone” emerged in relation to 
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nuclear test sites where entire communities and populations’ health were destroyed from the 
carcinogenic after-effects of unconfined nuclear radiation (Lerner 2010:2-3). In Orwellian 
terminology, affected people’s health was sacrificed on the “altar of national security,” and in a 
twist (or twisted sense) of nationalistic rhetoric, they were frequently lauded as “heroes” who, 
unfortunately, gave up their lives for discoveries that led to American progress and success over 
enemy forces in wars. Many of these “catastrophically polluted places” are fenced off with 
posted warnings but “others are not, and people continue to live in them and fall ill" (Lerner 
2010:3). Today many such areas exist and according to Steve Lerner, who has conducted case 52
study research in dozens of similar communities across the U.S. (2010), these areas can most 
aptly be called sacrifice zones—communities contending with everything from leaking nuclear 
waste to water contamination from underground chemical storage, air pollution from residential-
industrial zoning for petrochemical processing or municipal waste dumps, to indigenous peoples’ 
waterways of thousands of years being poisoned by oil extraction.  
 Adapted from Steve Lerner’s volume Sacrifice Zones: The Front Lines of Toxic Chemical Exposure in 52
the United States (2010:1-15): 
1. Disinformation: Polluted people in sacrifice zones can identify the conditions that are making them ill, 
but they frequently think or are told in the beginning, “That's just the way it is here.”  
2. Lack of mobility: Residents are disproportionately low income and communities of color who know 
affluent whites don't have to endure the kinds of heavy pollution they do, but can’t afford to protect 
themselves by moving. 
3. Unequal cleanup: In low income and minority areas in sacrifice zones, cleanup takes longer and is less 
intensive than in affluent white areas.  
4. Patterned: Health effects among residents at the fence line with heavy industry are patterned: people 
experience elevated rates of respiratory disease, cancer, reproductive disorders, birth defects, learning 
disabilities, psychiatric disorders, eye problems, headaches, nosebleeds, skin rashes, and early death. 
5. Zoning: Sacrifice zones are often placed right near/on county or municipal lines, dispersing measurable 
health and water/air/soil effects across jurisdictions and splitting up local advocacy and voting efforts. 
6. Reluctant activation: Residents did not want to become activists and lay leaders about environmental 
health policy and science, but were forced by pollution. Residents experience intimidation/chilling from 
local industry and public officials (e.g., departments like county/state HHS and DEQ/DENR).
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By policy-based and institutionalized discrimination, areas like Walnut Cove, Walnut 
Tree, and Pine Hall are communities now host to culturally and politically abetted processes 
where “low-income and minority Americans’ health” has been “sacrificed as a result of toxic 
contamination” (Lerner 2010:3-10, Taylor 2014).  Sacrifice zones are not areas we can “write 
off” as simply damaged beyond repair, or sites of devastation, void of humanity. Sacrifice zones 
are areas in which humanity calls out to be witnessed to and respected, from currently votive and 
violated lands that have not always been so. In turn, many sacrifice zones are abstracted from 
faraway (or adjacent but disconnected) residents’ and decision-makers view because of the 
inaccurate assumption that people can “move away” or that "nothing exist/ed” in this place 
before (a common colonial violence against indigenous and/or forced diasporas of people, land, 
and life-ways).  
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Rising Star Baptist Church, pastor Rev. Gregory 
Hairston, hosts many Coal Ash Clean Up events 2017
Tracey Brown Edwards at home, < 2.5 miles from 
Belews Station, pictures of family lining the walls, 2016
Sacrificed for what?  To pair together “sacrifice” and “zone” connects the happenings 
within them as an ongoing process—not a foreclosed or irrevocable death sentence—as well as 
the result of legal decisions that have designated specific areas rather than others to host toxin-
laden materials.  In the case of the Walnut Cove area, and similar communities’ struggles, an  53
urgent question arises: For what are the people living near coal ash waste being sacrificed? 
Indeed, any answer to this question would be unsatisfactory.  
Some answers, already given by Duke Energy public relations executives or by officials 
in the state of North Carolina, are quite alarming. As one telling example, I submit a paraphrased 
interaction I witnessed at a Stokes County Commissioners meeting in 2015. An environmental 
sciences student group succeeded in gaining an on-camera question and answer with a Duke 
Energy public relations employee in the lobby of the County meeting. The college 
documentarians asked “What do you have to say about all the cancers found in neighborhoods 
near the Belews Creek Steam Station?” The response, paraphrased: “In our history as a company, 
Duke Energy has promised to deliver power to our customers efficiently. I believe if you ask the 
people of North Carolina, they will say we have delivered on that promise for the over 100 years 
we have been in business in this state…” In this case, the ostensibly well-meaning public 
relations employee punted the task of connecting the dots between coal ash and cancers to his 
 Or, as Destiny Hemphill writes in“A Meditation on Burnt Offerings” (Scalawag 2017): 53
“this is the function / of violence— / to make you shackle / your own tongue / chain it / until it atrophies / 
train it / to recoil / make you consider swallowing it / because after so long / what else is there to say? / 
aren’t the words all used up? // & cut off your hands, too / cuz you’re tired of digging graves 
set yourself ablaze / forget the sackcloth / you’ll become the ashes / you’ll return to dust / you don’t 
remember / what dust feels like  / but you do know / that’s the point / you don’t want to remember / how it 
feels  // yet here your tongue revolts / & you will honor / the blackness they call thug / the divinity they 
call perversity / the sacred they say is unholy / ain’t it something how they say / our sacred / is unholy / yet 
they stay sacrificing us / makes you wonder / what heaven they are seeking / when this blood-letting / this 
splitting of bone / scarring of spirit / this caustic bleaching / is none righteous”
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listeners, by posing a scenario based in false choices—i.e., do you like your electric power in this 
state? Are you willing to put this necessity-made-convenient in jeopardy to address the potential 
of higher rates of cancers in communities where coal ash production and its wastes have been 
sited? (This is a false choice because Duke Energy has the financial and political power to invest 
comprehensively in solar and to transition to green energies, as well as to responsibly store coal 
ash waste above ground, on company grounds away from public water supplies).  
Duke Energy recognizes the power of stories by negation. Most settlements offer to bring 
just the basics owed to polluted homes and communities unable to use their current water sources 
in the first place, but stipulate that residents must sign away their right to say anything negative 
about Duke Energy in public, including talking about their own illnesses or discussion of their 
children’s/dependent minors’ illnesses or health conditions that have developed. In one lawsuit 
settlement with Duke Energy in North Carolina, plaintiffs who were already unable to drink their 
water safely for years, and whose homes were already polluted for up to several decades longer 
than that, depending on length of residence and home ownership in the area, would receive in 
turn installation and at-cost piped clean water for the next twenty-five years. This was followed 
by a so-called “good neighbor” offer by Duke Energy of $5,000 credits to homeowners in close 
proximity to coal ash waste ponds and pits, given depreciating house values and many residents’ 
inability or lack of desire to resell to others. Each of these minimal concessions was granted only 
in exchange for these residents’ agreement not to speak negatively about Duke Energy or to 
discuss their health issues publicly ever again. Attempting to or successfully buying off affected 
residents’ silence clarifies the narrative power of residents living and dying with illnesses and 
disorders related to coal ash toxins. 
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In response to queries about illness and cancers, Duke Energy’s employee shifted 
abruptly to the “mission of the company” but certainly not to the acts of sacrifice structured into 
the company’s practices, aided by public policy over the course of those eleven decades Duke 
Energy has been in business. Yet, as one interviewee, David Hairston, puts it, “There is no value 
you can place on my life, on my mother’s life, my sister’s. How much is human life 
worth?” (Hairston 2015). This is an act of unwitting sacrifice made for private benefit but spun 
abstractly as a public good: coal-fired electric power is provided for the broader public, at any 
cost, including high cost to specific publics. Is this act of sacrifice for coal-fired electric power—
and its replacement in fracking-affected and pipeline-affected communities—something our 
regional, state, and national leaders are willing to oversee? 
The communities that comprise the larger area of Walnut Cove, NC including the low-
income and majority Black neighborhoods closest to the coal ash in Walnut Tree and Pine Hall, 
and in homes surrounding Belews Lake extending between Stokes and Forsyth counties, and the 
homes downstream from water sources toxified by unlined coal ash waste ponds and pits at 
Belews Creek Steam Station have all of the classic components of a “sacrifice zone”. As a result, 
swift, effective action is necessary, set in motion by far more responsive leaders in 
interconnected realms of policy-making, judicial oversight, and fossil fuel and energy industries. 
The Challenge Of The United States Commission On Civil Rights Hearing 
Research study participants in Walnut Cove are not interested in telling only about their 
woes and sicknesses, their losses and devastation, or in being “pathologized” for the toxic 
damages they have experienced (Murphy 2016) due to coal ash waste, even as significant and 
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life-altering as these circumstances are. These citizen participants in and around Walnut Cove are 
interested in being known for the uniquely vibrant and urgent community leadership they offer. 
Narrators who lent their wisdoms to this project are interested in having their viable policy 
visions honored, as persons who face illness and life-threatening cancers, often with generations 
of lived expertise about the role of coal ash waste in their own and their loved ones' lives. As a 
result of coal ash disposal practices in their community, the people of Walnut Cove know the 
experience of rights violations intimately—in their homes, workplaces, families, neighborhoods, 
bodies, and memories. Such clear rights violations can only matter to the extent that the worth, 
dignity, strength, and possibility held in these residents’ homes, workplaces, families, 
neighborhoods, bodies, and memories are engaged as equally actionable evidence alongside the 
damages they have known. Documentation of the violation and verity of these residents’ civil 
rights must be mobilized to create change in public governance and in private energy utilities’ 
practices—change that positions the well-being of communities living near coal ash as 
interwoven with the well-being of our democracy itself. 
While living in close proximity to coal ash waste near Walnut Cove, NC, residents of un-
annexed majority Black neighborhoods—particularly areas called Walnut Tree and Pine Hall— 
experience racial and economic discrimination reflected systemically in: (a) voting rights, (b) 
healthcare access, (c) intergenerational capital held in land and home ownership (especially in 
the U.S. south, amidst red-lining practices and Jim Crow legacies), (d) access to clean, 
breathable air, and (e) access to provably safe and affordable drinking water. I understand these 
circumstances, and the urgent, community-led need to address and transform them, through 
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Breast Cancer Action’s commitments to health justice for all people living with and at risk for 
cancers, and to BCAction’s dedication to “stop cancer where it starts” (BCA 2016).  
Many people in the Walnut Cove area—and in similar other communities near coal ash 
waste disposal sites across North Carolina—face cancers and life-threatening illnesses linked to 
private industry practices. Private industry practices in disposing of coal ash—in NC’s case, led 
by Duke Energy—are currently allowed via loopholes, unjust regional differences, or partisan 
manipulations in public policy and litigation, usually occurring at the statewide level. As 
documented in the April 2016 USCCR hearing, and echoed in multiple submissions in May 
2016, these legal confusions in NC currently include (but are not limited to): 
• Do Not Drink Letters: Lifting “Do Not Drink” letters not because residents near coal 
ash waste have experienced changes ensuring safer drinking water, but because state 
standards were suddenly loosened after public press on the issue of contaminated water 
supplies (Weaver 2016). Other states’ lax standards were adopted, but are historically 
inappropriate for NC’s high rates of well water users—1 in 3 statewide (Taylor 2016). 
• Private meetings: Unprecedented secret meetings for back-door policy and sweetheart 
legal settlements brokered between NC’s current Governor McCrory, DEQ officials 
like van der Vaart and Reeder, and Duke Energy officials as high as CEO Lynn Good 
(Binker 2016).  
• CAC disbanded: Disbanding of the bipartisan Coal Ash Commission, as decreed by 
NC’s Governor McCrory in the midst of a statewide DEQ public hearing process on 
coal ash pond risk classification, which solicited much overdue citizen input statewide 
(Henderson 2016). 
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• Health Gag Water Bill: HB 1005/SB 779 in the NC legislature completely bans health-
based notifications of water contamination in NC. The bill removes human health-
based screening levels for water to switch to lax, outdated federal drinking water 
standards for maximum contamination levels; standards that apply to only 60 of 
hundreds of documented contaminants in NC waters. Framed as “eliminating 
confusion” for NC residents worried about water safety, the bill in fact removes the 
“right to know” for communities vulnerable to toxic, carcinogenic exposures from 
water near coal ash waste (Taylor 2016). 
Walnut Cove residents’ priorities for their health and civil rights provide stark contrast to the 
legislative and judicial happenings mentioned above—especially in a state where patterns of coal 
ash disposal reflect larger tensions about the contemporary character of North Carolina’s 
democratic process. I found that participant interviews in this study (UNC IRB 15-2371) raise a 
set of pressing questions, pertinent to the Commission's considerations:  
• Role of government: How do people made ill by the circumstances of private business 
operations and public governance in the places where they live and work understand 
the role of government in their lives? 
• Equality, amidst toxicity: How do people understand and communicate about issues of 
equality and toxicity as they work themselves out on bodies and policies in places like 
Walnut Cove, Walnut Tree, and Pine Hall, NC?  
• Intersections: What are the correlates of health, racial, and environmental justice, as 
understood by persons living at a “ground zero” of their joint pursuit? 
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Setting Priorities: James And Priscilla 
Both lifelong regional residents within a few miles of the Belews Creek Steam Station, 
James and Priscilla Smith were founding residents in The Walnut Tree neighborhood, and raised 
their children and lived together there for 46-plus years. James Smith worked for Duke Energy 
for a brief time in his younger days, currently lives with COPD, and was a leader in the 
community in the 1990s battle for clean drinking water to be piped in to their unannexed, 
majority-Black neighborhood from the nearby majority-white Town of Walnut Cove. Priscilla 
Smith was a schoolteacher, and lives with lung cancer with a recent progression. She and James 
have loved singing gospel duets together through courtship and married life of more than 50 
years. Our interview unfolded in the living room and on the porch of Mrs. Priscilla and Mr. 
James Smith’s home in the Walnut Tree, on an overcast July afternoon (2015), when they were 
74 and 77, respectively.  
I first spoke on the phone with James and Priscilla Smith at the request of one of NAACP 
NC’s field secretaries, Laurel Ashton, who was working closely with lawyer Chandra Taylor. 
Their work included me in 2015, as a connector between media-inclusive events and deeper level 
community organizing for coal ash clean up. Their request was for approximately one dozen oral 
history interviews to gather informational material that centered residents’ experiential 
knowledge in preparation for a promised “Civil Rights Investigation” on behalf of the NC 
NAACP, Appalachian Voices, and others (Guterriez 2014); this eventually took shape as the 2016 
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights Hearing. 
In a Spring 2014 summit in Stokes County, Rev. Dr. Barber II and theomusicologist Yara 
Allen joined multiple organizations’ lawyers, local and regional environmental justice groups, 
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community faith leaders, and hundreds of coal ash, fracking test and voter suppression affected 
residents in an “Environmental Justice Moral Monday.” At this summit, Walnut Cove resident 
Annie Brown sat at a panel table with regional industry, scientific, and legal counsel, notebook in 
hand. Ms. Brown spoke about her years of enduring neurological disorders and partial paralysis 
for which her doctors could not find a full answer, and the patterns of neurological pain in her 
childhood and a series strokes and heart attacks in her 40s that she had witnessed her daughter,  
Tracey Brown Edwards face. This story was never hers alone, she clarified; she began a 
notebook out of frustration and lament several years before, in which she recorded neighbors’, 
friends’ and extended family illnesses among residents within a four mile radius of the Belews 
Creek Steam Station and Duke Energy’s massive, unlined coal ash waste ponds onsite. When 
Rev. Dr. Barber II called Yara Allen up to the pulpit to consecrate the gathering’s energies, she 
did not know what she would sing because, as she recounted later, nothing yet “felt right” for the 
magnitude of this community’s courage and concern. Praying for Holy Spirit presence and 
guidance, Yara said she looked at Mrs. Annie Brown’s face, and drew strength. The words arose 
in her as she arrived at the podium: 
Somebody’s hurting my sister  
(refrains “sister”, “children”, “people") 
and it’s gone on far too long 
Yes, it’s gone on far too long 
It’s gone on far too long 
I said, somebody’s hurting my brother 
(sister, children, people) 
and it’s gone on far too long 
And we won’t be silent anymore 
Oh, somebody’s poisoning the water 
and it’s gone on far too long 
I said it’s gone on far too long 
Yes, it’s gone on far too long 
Oh, somebody’s poisoning the water 
and it’s gone on far too long 
And we won’t be silent anymore 
Oh somebody’s ignoring the homeless 
and it’s gone on far too long 
I said it’s gone on far too long 
Oh, it’s gone on far too long 
Oh, somebody’s ignoring the homeless 
and it’s gone on far too long 
And we won’t be silent anymore 
(verse: healthcare, education, living wages).  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Music seemed to follow me in and out of Walnut Cove. It was certainly central to the 
conversations Priscilla and James Smith gifted me, right from the start. At the end of our first and 
longest session together, begun with the purpose of oral history, Priscilla asked James to join her 
in one of their favorite past-times: singing a gospel duet. It became evident that the event—their 
tandem story of neighborhood-level and family-level organizing—would be incomplete without 
it. Priscilla became animated as if she had been waiting for this moment, and posed a directive 
with a question mark both to me and to her sweetheart of more than 50 years, James, to whom 
spoke directly: Can we sing you some songs? James, smiling slowly at Priscilla, responded: OK, 
I’ll try. 
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James and Priscilla Smith on their front porch 2015. Danbury Reporter with James Smith in Aug. 1994, 
“Walnut Tree Residents Want Assurance of Water”
In this slightly flirtatious moment, I saw delight, joy, and love exceed even the beauty of 
their stalwart organizing and the stories they told about it. James made it clear that people facing 
illness are uniquely capable to speak about it, to get it across, especially “to everybody else, and 
those in charge”. He emphasized capacity more than deficit among people who are “sick” and 
whose stories, because they connect otherwise disparate truths, will help others. 
I featured James’ own story—and James and Priscilla's subsequent duet—in a 
performance of Flipping Cancer at the Levine Cancer Institute, as part of the Charlotte Area 
Health Education Center’s THINK Academy for regional healthcare professionals (THINK: 
Treating Health Inequities with New Knowledge): 
ACTION: James Smith (with Priscilla Smith); James is a COPD patient and family caregiver to 
his wife Priscilla, a patient with lung cancer—and she a caregiver to him in return. Putting on a 
lightweight blue button up shirt, airy for summer and formal for James’ debonairly-simple style.  
MOVEMENT: Deep, slow, and sometimes raspy breaths between phrases; leaning back arm-
chair style while seated, indicating presence of an oxygen tank wheeled over nearby. The feeling 
of a living room in our conversation. 
James: 
Well from the coal ash and stuff here…  
I’ve been here ever since, for 40 years.   
So I’m pretty sure it had some kinda  
bearing-on my health… and everybody else’s.  
The way it spread and it’s in the breathing air. 
I have COPD, she has lung cancer. 
No, we were here when they [Duke Energy] 
bought … and built the power…the dam…  
Well, come to think of it, [that’s when] we 
started having problems with the water too.   
Then we first stated hearing about the coal 
ash… 
 I would like to see the change made where 
everybody is equal, or   
Especially where the source of our water and 
air is coming from … 
Well, one:    
because God gave us water freely and …  
everybody deserves  
clean water everywhere.   
That’s my opinion about it. 
All I can say is even though  
WE LIVE HERE and  
WE OPPOSE 
COAL ASH, FRACKING TESTS 
they still try to throw it-down your 
throat.  ...They try to put it on you anyway.   
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Say I’m SICK, and I know I’m sick, and I 
KNOW what it’s coming from.   
— Then I’m trying to get it across to 
everybody else and those in charge. 
We are needed—real bad. 
Simply because: If I don’t speak out about it, 
then who will know? 
(Under breath): Ok, Priscilla wants us to sing 
you a duet.  
(In performance “Love/Respect in my Room” 
for audiences of many/no faith tradition).  
James and Priscilla duet:  
JESUS IN MY ROOM 
Come on in my room 
Come on in my room 
Jesus (Love) is my Doctor 
and he (Love) writes me all of my 
prescriptions  
and he (Love) brings me all of my medicines  
In my ro-om 
Well there’s Love 
in my ro-om Love 
in my ro-om 
Jesus (Love) is my Doctor 
and he (Love) writes me all of my 
prescriptions  
and he (Love) brings me all of my medicines  
In my ro-om 
2nd verse: 
Well there’s 
Hope 
in my ro-om Hope in my ro-om 
Jesus (Respect) is my Doctor 
and he writes he all of my prescriptions and he 
brings me all of my medicines  
In my room 
Come on 
in my ro-om 
Come on 
in my ro-om 
Jesus (Respect) is my doctor 
and he writes all of my prescriptions and he 
brings me all of my medicines  
in my room 
in my room.  
That day, I certainly felt the love in the room. Several times before coal ash clean up events and 
statewide regulatory hearings scheduled to be hosted in Stokes County, I have had the occasion 
to call and check to see if Priscilla and James will attend. Priscilla will often ask, “Can we sing 
you something?” usually quickly followed by an evocation of gratitude like “We are just so glad 
to be alive today. God is good,” or “What a beautiful day on God’s earth, isn’t it?” Several times, 
I have been whittled to tears by Priscilla’s and James’ voices harmonizing over the phone line, 
through the rasp of each of their lung-based illnesses; they are unabated in their love for one 
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another, shored up by a love for God that seems to grow as they name and praise it. Whittling is 
what narrators like James and Priscilla can do—lucky listeners are not reduced or merely 
humbled: we/they are made more whole by dropping what is not necessary to coalesce with what 
is. After our initial interview and again on the phone when they sang, I wished everyone involved 
in the coal ash clean up movement could listen, could be present as James and Priscilla let the 
flow of bittersweet beauty engulf them. 
Priscilla and James duet: OH LORD 
Oh Lord, won’t you help me? Singing, Oh 
Lord, won’t you help me?  
P: Help me on my journey... 
J: Help me all day long. 
P and J: Singing Oh, Lord, won’t you help 
me? 
P: While I’m waiting, 
J: I want you help me. 
P: While I’m waiting, 
J: I want you help me. 
P: Help me on my journey... 
J: Help me on my way. 
P and J: Singing Oh, Lord, I want you to help 
me... 
[breath together, eye contact as they shift] 
Priscilla and James duet: ON THE OCEAN 
On the ocean and it’s movin’ this a-way 
If your soul’s not anchored in Jesus 
You will surely 
Pass away 
James: Whew. I can’t get there, sorry.  
(Breathes deeply hoping to wheeze away from 
microphone)  
Priscilla: We don’t wanna get him outta breath.  
(Lovingly touches his back, continues, hardly 
missing a beat). 
If your soul’s not anchored in Jesus [soft 
laughter] you will surely drift away...  
Perhaps Priscilla’s delight was in their ability to get that far in the song, as she laughed softly 
through the final “you will surely drift away”. It could have been in awe of how remarkable it 
was for James to muster the oxygen to join her through almost three consecutive songs. Or 
maybe her laugh arose from the kind of assurance that being anchored in an abiding love or 
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restorative moral compass offers for the longterm, when it seems so many human institutions and 
practices in your immediate midst are misguided and destructive. They cause pain now, but what 
of their eternity? Many speakers at hearings about environmental, health, and racial justice 
pursuits in Walnut Cove, Danbury, and throughout Stokes County asked similar questions of 
their audiences--Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) officials, Stokes County 
Commissioners, Town Council members, members of local, state, national media. Rev. Gregory 
Hairston opened and closed many an event with the reminder that “Not money itself, but the love 
of money is the root of all evil,” and Danielle Bailey Lash, Tracey Brown Edwards, and David 
Hairston all similarly asked in their interviews as well as their speeches: What good will money 
do you when you reach heaven’s gates? Like each of these speakers, Priscilla’s laughter was not 
damning or accusatory: it was bemused and gentle—the type that bubbles up when a parent sees 
a child seeking to do an impossible task, again and again. Her laughter seemed to wonder: why 
not try it this way instead, sweetie?  
In the conversation that surrounded what later became the interview excerpts and brief 
song refrain I performed in Flipping Cancer, James and Priscilla continually surprised me with 
the earnestness of their replies, which undid any residual elements of “fact finding” interviews or 
“demographic” categorizations of cancer and other illnesses potentially caused by pollution of 
local water, air, and politics. I felt the challenge to pause accordingly, sometimes to reframe, and 
otherwise to allow the gaps to be as they were. To respect the wishes of family that “never would 
tell” the types of cancers they had; to relish the performance of self that came when I turned the 
microphone on; to breathe more deeply into the verbal string of neighbors and family with 
cancers and other heart, brain, lung, and reproductive illness linkable to toxins in coal ash: 
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M:  Okay.  And, because this is a civil rights 
report, how do you identify racially? 
J:  Well, I really have no problem with anyone 
racially.  Personally, I get along with anybody. 
M:  Ok! Wonderful. And, what would you say 
your race is if you had to write it, on paper? 
J:  Black. 
P:  I would say I’m a Black, too. 
M:  What would you say the percentage of 
Black persons in Walnut Tree is? 
J:  … Black… I’d say 98…92 %. 
M:  And are there illnesses in your family? 
J:  Yes.  
P:  Oh, the illness in my family has been 
cancer… 
M:  What cancers, and for who? 
P:  …My three brothers, and my mother had 
cancer, and my daddy had cancer [all living 
within 5 miles of the Belews Creek Seam 
Station].  So it’s my whole family. 
M:  What type of cancers? 
P:  I really don’t know what kind they were.  
They never would tell. 
M:  And, are you comfortable saying what 
type of cancer you have faced? 
P:  No.  I’m all right with that. They found it 
and told me I had lung cancer.  And, I’ve been 
all right with it. [clearing throat]…They told 
me they found a lot of nodules inside of my 
throat and in my body.  And on the side of the 
lungs.  But I’m doin’ real well, but I didn’t 
have none of that, until we moved over here. 
  
J:  Well, my mother and father are both dead.   
My father died with cancer.   
My mother died from dialysis.  Had 2 -3 
brothershad all cancer.   
And that sister lived over here… she was 
sickly and uh… myself,I live here, I have …
COPD and [clearing throat, deep breaths] …
high blood pressure,and um… stuff like that. 
M:  That’s a lot all at once. 
J:  Mm huh.  And, I think some of my, well 
from the coal ash and stuff here… because 
I’ve been hereever since, for 40 years.  So I’m 
pretty sure it had some kinda  
bearingon my health…  
M:  And your other family members… did any 
of them live in this area as well? 
J:  In London, yes. Right, and I got a sister live 
up in Briarwood.  Which is near Belews 
Creek. [Duke Energy Steam Station and coal 
ash waste ponds]. 
M:  And what is she dealing with, in terms of 
illness? 
J:  She has… uh… she has some kind of 
cancer in her breast.   
And she has a defibrillator, and stuff like that. 
…Well, yeah, I have a few cousins over there 
that died from—worked in the school system, 
Joann Welchand her husband.  There was 
Buck,we called him Buck Welch.   
My brother-in-law he died from cancer. He’s 
been dead probably about 2 -3 years now.   
And he lived here for a long time before, so.  
And, Alonzo, he was pretty sick. 
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P:  And then my Momma… she was on 
dialysis, but she wasn’t bothered with none of 
that until she moved over here with me. 
J:  And still a lot of sick people wherever you 
go. 
P:  Just about everybody over here…. 
J:  About everybody over here [that] has 
died… has been cause of  
cancer or other illnesses linked to pollution.  
M:  What’s your response to that?  Being 
around so many people who are sick, and who 
have died around the pollution? 
J:  Well, I always think about how can we help 
‘em?  Because we are needed real bad.   
M:  Who needs to be involved to stop the 
pollution?  
J:  I think for most of all, the leaders should 
take…should be in charge.  
 If they’re gonna do the right thing.  
James’ emphasis is on a collective “we” who are needed “real bad”: he and Priscilla are a part of 
the people he calls on to help others suffering as a result of industrial coal pollution. Rather than 
seeking help as presumed victims they are offering it. Yet even in this act of speaking up and 
speaking out as narrator of one's conditions on one’s own terms, there is a nervousness that 
emerges, that tricks back on oral history in/as performance as consequential (Pollock 2008). Like 
Priscilla, people with a vital story often think, “I don’t have one” or if they do, they pause, or 
wait until the end of an interview to really get going, because they "want to get it right." This is 
humbling to be around as an interviewer because “who the heck am I!? I want to listen to you” is 
the reason for my showing up—but this process must unfold on its own organic time. James and 
Priscilla shift back and forth before they find their footing: 
M:  What have these decisions about coal ash, 
fracking, water supply, voting rights—what 
have they done to your sense of this place? 
J:   Mmmm… 
M:  You’re smiling [to Priscilla]… you can 
answer, too.. 
J:  Go ahead. 
P:  No you go ahead and answer. 
I get carried away. 
J:  No you go ahead [smiling]. 
P:  I’m letting you talk…[smiling] 
M:  I’m sure you have great ideas…. 
P:  I wanna do it right. 
M:  What has it done to the community? 
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J:  Well, one thing, it’s got everybody thinking 
about what will happen,and stuff like that.   
I’m hopin’ its drawin’ people closer together.  
But that’s something yet to be seen.  
There is something incredible about James and Priscilla’s, and many other Walnut Tree residents 
and Stokes County residents’ sense of place: when threatened, it coheres further, generating 
collaborative energies and willingness to address the imposed challenges. When James described 
the municipal performance of concession to demands for water (as he says, they brought in pipes 
but never laid them), he re-marks their racial mapping. The presence of the pipes themselves 
(just like the signs moving to dis-include The Walnut Tree from the Town of Walnut Cove) was a 
decoy, a placeholder indicating reparative action, when none would come; an abdication of 
responsibility on a technicality, in the literal dark of the night. 
J:  Yes, I think the Town and the …And in 
Danbury [County Seat]. 
M:  And why did you include advocacy with 
the town, as well? 
J: Because, uh, I guess because uh, we-
thought-our water was comin’ from town. 
But we found out that, a while back here, they, 
uh, the town somehow… 
managed to sell the water rights-to Rayco.   
Because they said they would run lines over 
here-and after they bought it from them, 
Rayco,  
and said we’d be getting the-same water-
they’d be getting in town.   
…But-come to find out, we’re still on the-
same-two pumps over here, for years and 
years-after this happened.  And, so, we started 
complaining again, and so they bought pipes 
over here and said they were gonna lay new 
pipe, line, everything.   
…They never laid the pipe.The pipe they 
brought over here went to Briarwood. 
P:  Because they had ‘em stacked right here… 
J: They had ‘em stacked right out here… 
P:  On our part of the road. 
J:  But they never did put ‘em in the ground. 
M:  Making it look like they were doing 
something? 
P:  Right. 
J:  And they put ‘em in Briarwood, that’s 
where they planned-‘em, I guess.  
… but Briarwood’s having the same kind of 
problem with the water as we were.   
And, there’s a, and another reason I think it’s 
…racially, because of-this town [Walnut Tree] 
and Baileytown [another predominantly Black 
area that is unannexed into the Town of Walnut 
Cove, but directly borders it].  They have the 
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water… they built a new school up there, past 
Baileytown.  They run the water on one side 
over to the school, and bypassed Baileytown.   
M:  Bypassed it? 
J:  Well, they-didn’t bring water to ‘em. 
The school been there how long?  About… 
P:  I been out [of teaching at Elementary 
School] 20 years…so its been a pretty good 
little while. 
J:  Yeah, but they hadn’t done this [offer to re-
pipe]‘til, uh… the [deep breaths in and out 
with oxygen tank] the school was built.  
About the water, that’s the way it was done.   
James and Priscilla track mixed signals that shape any number of Black neighborhoods excluded 
from equal infrastructure for basic utilities that affect health, property value, and quality of life. 
In our oral history conversations, James and Priscilla traced their way through the frayed ends of 
information to find possible patterns. They create an unofficial record, kept neighbor-to-
neighbor, of what official records omit, for instance: white neighborhoods get infrastructural 
resources when nearby Black neighborhoods do not; a majority-white neighborhood gets 
drinkable water piped in after decades of fighting for access and a majority-Black neighborhood 
in exactly the same situation does not. James repeats: “About the water, that’s the way it was 
done.” James and Priscilla describe a racism that is persistent, nefarious, subtle, and not so 
subtle, but still not “officially” marked. 
In these oral history conversations, James and Priscilla, like others, describe dynamics 
that they do not generally address in public arguments in Town Hall meetings and County 
Commissioner sessions, although both come to the same conclusions about policy and cultural 
changes required for health and environmental justice. Priscilla interjects swiftly and with 
authority to clarify: 
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M:  What, if anything, do you think race had to 
do with those decisions about water and 
inclusion? 
J:  Hey…this town we’re living in-is-racist. 
Very much so.  And I mean, whew. 
P:  Its worse than that. 
M:  What is it? 
P:  Seems like they don’t want to do things 
like they used to,  
they won’t let you have nothing.  
Some of ’em won’t. 
M:  Why is that? 
P:   Uh, like I said, must be all racist, I 
guess,‘cause ain’t too many people can go 
borrow money to do nothing around here.  Just 
buy food and eat.   
It’s an old-boy town, don’t   
share—with ya.  
Real nice… [Priscilla raises her eyebrows] 
J:  And I blame the politicians around here.  
They promise you the moon… and I tell you…  
Promises made and unkept have been a theme for The Walnut Tree neighborhood, which was 
first built in 1972 as part of the Federal Housing Authority’s efforts to increase access to loans, 
land, and financial feasibility for Black home ownership in the U.S. south, rural communities. At 
the time of our interview, and until early 2018, Walnut Tree remained unannexed but under extra-
territorial jurisdiction (as an “ETJ") by the Town of Walnut Cove. I asked James and Priscilla 
why—despite residents’ opposition—the Town of Walnut Cove proceeded with hydraulic 
fracturing (fracking) tests to determine the depth and content of the shale formation behind The 
Walnut Tree neighborhood. (According to several interviewees, this ETJ site is also a many-
centuries old Saura Indigenous American burial ground). Town authorities offered ambiguous 
salvos: “We just need to see if there is natural gas inside the shale, that will help us know how to 
proceed,” said one Town Council member; this was “just a test” and only on the ETJ, not 
technically “in anyone’s yard” and that the Town had “no control” over when the state-contracted 
drilling would start (it began several days before schedule and specifically before the next Town 
Council meeting). Many residents heard about the fracking tests behind the Walnut Tree 
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neighborhood and thus the equipment impact and water contamination possibility on the news, or 
from co-workers, not through any notice by the Town of Walnut Cove, which approved the 
fracked gas test. James and Priscilla said:  
J: I don’t know why. All I can say is even 
though we live here and we oppose it, they still 
try to throw it down your throat. They try to 
put it on you anyway. 
And, I think that’s a lot, a lot of political 
maneuvers also. 
P: They just won’t listen to you. Bring it up, 
and they go on to something else.“Oh, we’ll 
talk about that later.” They just won’t listen to 
this community … 
J: Look it, all people not bad, but these 
political ones, those leaders... I think once they 
get into office, they get this perspective in 
mind about what they’re trying to carry out 
and nothing else. Regardless of who it hurts or 
doesn’t hurt. 
M:  Do you see this as a pattern in any sort of 
way?  So there’s coal ash causing pollution, 
water not being available.  I heard some stories 
about raw sewage coming up in the streets… 
J:  Yeah…Well, seem like the same pattern.   
P:  This water smell-like-the  
sewage-sometimes. 
J:  You know, sometimes I… 
P:  All those chemicals… they have to use-a 
lot-of chemicals… 
J:  Have to buy a 10 -12 cases of water a 
month.  There’s $35 in a case, and  
sometimes I have to use that to-shave…  
water be smellin’ so bad. 
P:  And cook… and the water bill’s like $150 - 
$160 every two months [the Rayco water bill, 
for undrinkable water out of the taps] 
… but you can’t use-the water.  
With infrastructure challenges and exclusion from public utilities and resources over the course 
of decades, residents in this region learned the challenges of long term organizing—which may 
be strategically undermined by the long-game of policy patterns and exclusive decision-making 
processes. Black residents bordering the Walnut Cove ETJ experience literal circumvention of 
promises made to secure basic rights like water and sanitation, for which residents were paying 
double the rate of their in-town counterparts. 
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The pattern is: sewage is in the streets and in people’s sinks; people on fixed incomes run 
out of money for private resources;  residents get used to unacceptable living conditions; they 54
adapt to survive: 
M:   What’s it like to not be able to drink your 
own water?  To be afraid of what’s coming out 
of the tap? 
J:  Well, I don’t know, I done got  
used to it now…  It’s automatic.   
I don’t ever think about it. 
M:  What’s it like for you? 
P:  I think it’s-awful.  I don’t like it because 
you have to-buy so much soap, you know,  
to-try-to keep clean, to keep from  
smellin’ around people. 
J:  The water will leave stains… 
P:  It messed up all your clothes. 
J:  Brand new-white-tee shirts and put ‘em that 
water, come back-dingy.   
P:  And then when it gets hot, it starts to smell, 
and you got to go change clothes.  
It’s really sad… 
M:  Yes.  Yes. 
P:  But I say: It’s gonna be alright. 
M:  What’s gonna make it alright? 
P:  Jesus.  Pray.  Pray and Love. 
M:  What changes do you want to see made? 
J:  I would like to see the change made where 
everybody is equal, or  
—not only Walnut Tree  
but in Walnut  Cove as well.  
Especially where the source of our water and 
stuff is coming from … 
—Well, it’s different.  
Because of the places that will not talk about 
fracking, and coal ash. 
—Well, like in different locations where they 
could-do the test [for fracking],  
  but they will not.  
But, uh, they-brought it to us.   
 James and Priscilla’s conversation reminds of RaiseUpfor15 campaign’s performance happening inside 54
of Church’s Chicken Greensboro, in which dozens of people filled a small fast food waiting line area at 
the indoor counter, and spilled outside, singing on behalf of workers: “All I want to say is they don't 
really care about us” on repeat. Workers began to join in singing and chanting by the end: We can't 
survive on $7.25! Living wages. 15! RaiseUpfor15 is a member o the HKonJ coalition and sends members 
from SC and NC. Rev. Dr. Barber II is cited in Paul Ortiz’s African American and Latinx Organizing in 
the U.S., for the epic low-wage workers’ rally in Richmond, VA (2016): “It took us 400 years to get from 
zero to $7.25, it must not take that long to get to $15.” (See: bit.ly/raise-up-15-revival). I pictured James 
and Priscilla and their neighbors at this fracking meeting (or at the Rayco outsourced private water office 
during the long debacle of its “tenure” over Walnut Tree residents' double-priced yet undrinkable, clothes-
staining, sulfur-smelling water). I felt again with them tension broken with song, standing, walking, some 
with canes or walkers, others with their children’s small hands in theirs, as refusal rooted in 
righteousness: We Shall Not Be Moved. Just Like a Tree, Standing by the Water, We Shall Not Be Moved.
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What makes it so bad—when they first started, 
they didn’t let us know  
they were doing-it. That’s what was-wrong-
from the get go–right there.   
 Nobody knew a thing about it 
 until they heard it on the news. 
[the fracking tests, 100-200 yards  
from closest Walnut Tree homes]  
The pattern of racism and inequity is presumptive: “Oh, they won’t mind” or “Oh, they won’t 
even know” or “Nothing they can do about it, right?” The result: residents are not able to access 
pertinent, and in some cases, urgent information to their health and well-being. 
We keep going down to the root of it, the subterranean, together in conversation:   
M: Can you talk about the process of how 
they decided to do the fracking test, and what 
that was like for them to not notify you? 
J:  Well, all I know is we didn’t know 
anything about it… and…first time we really 
got into it was when we  
started going to the meetings.   
I’d read about fracking in Oklahoma and 
other places like that, and California,  
but I never thought it would be here. 
M:  What was your response when you first 
found out, when you first had that feeling “I 
never thought it would be here” [especially 
because of coal ash histories in this 
neighborhood] 
J:  Well, that’s just it.  I never thought it 
would be here and yet it still is-here.   
And WHY? I don’t know.   
I mean I know why, but why? 
WHY. 
M:  The big why [laughter together]… So 
there’s been no formal notice[to residents], 
even still, about the fracking test [abutting 
your neighborhood], up until this day? 
J:  No, not that I know of.  No. 
M:  And how close were the tests? To this 
neighborhood? 
J:  Let’s see… probably about 2 blocks.  2 
city blocks. 
M:  No knocking on the door, nothing in the 
mailbox… 
J:  Nothing. 
M:  No phone calls.. 
J:  Nothing at all. 
M:  What’s your response to that – not being 
notified? 
J:  Well, it-t-ells me-they  
don’t care about us in the first place.   
If they did, they would  
have-told us-some kind of way.   
On their water bill, when they’re doing things 
they-always-put it on there.   
Nothing on there about it either.   
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So, we’re just-in the dark. 
P:  Well, you had asked them about the water 
when you had gone in to pay the bill.  
One of the ladies said “The water’s all right.”  
….You never could talk to the leader.   
He would never come out and talk to you. 
J:  No. The one that takes the money, you 
could [deep breaths in and out with oxygen 
tank] 
M:  [Pause] Can you say that last part again? 
J:  I said the one that’s taking the money, you 
never get no further-with her about the water.  
M:  Why is that? 
J:  Same old, same old. 
M:  People doin’ the damage not comin’ out 
J: Right! 
M:  …to face it. 
P:  They know.  
Cause I just wanted to talk to him.   
M:  What would you have said? 
P:  I don’t know, I probably would have just 
asked him why?  
Why you never come out and talk to us  
when we wanted to  
ask you some questions [about water safety]. 
That’s about all I’d say.  
Priscilla would not get a chance to ask these questions directly but community members would 
soon be able to testify to the effects of accumulated coal ash and fracking, and to the injustice of 
redressive processes.  55
Civil Rights And Health Rights 
In the winter of 2015, residents and collaborating advocates learned that the U.S. 
Commission on Civil Rights (USCCR) had sited Walnut Cove as one of two U.S. locations for 
investigation of deprivation of civil rights by environmental injustice, specifically from coal ash 
waste. The hearing would be held in the Spring of 2016, in the form of a “Town Hall” with a full 
eight hours of multiple disciplinary “expert" and local “resident expert” testimonies in themed 
 Slim and Thompson (1993:5) Listening for A Change: oral testimony offers a counter-balance to 55
prevailing histories and informs so-called "development" paradigms by shifting evaluation of “progress” 
around most-affected communities’ own narration ahead of external agendas from NGOs and 
governments. Oral history and oral testimony can serve as a “touchstone to review collective versions” 
and officials’ “records” in order to redress power imbalances and put people at the center of development.
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panels, interspersed with multi-hour blocks of public comment. Panelists gave fifteen minutes of 
testimony each and took questions from the seated members of the NC State Commission on 
Civil Rights, and in attendance for witness, and response were the National Commission on Civil 
Rights Chair, Vice Chair, and several of its members, as appointed in a bipartisan manner across 
several generations of U.S. presidencies. Public comment happened in three minute increments, 
and the Southeast Region USCCR Director, Jeffrey Hinton, sought collaboration from several 
community organizers and, in my case, interviewers, willing to help get the word out and support 
residents' testimonies. Director Hinton emphasized time and again that the approach his office 
took in organizing, publicizing, and hosting the eventual hearing was multi-faceted: We take 
seriously everything the residents have to say; we hope to support them in sharing their truths; 
our role, as the Commission, is to shine the light. The commission coming to Walnut Cove was 
the result of the behind-the-scenes work by Chandra Taylor, a community-centered lawyer with 
the Southern Environmental Law Center with multiple pro-bono appointments on behalf of the 
NC Environmental Justice Network and research legwork for groups like Appalachian Voices 
and NAACP NC on behalf of residents surrounding Belews Creek Steam Station. As then-
President of the NAACP NC, Rev. Dr. Barber II worked closely with a network of civil rights 
lawyers across the state, including Chandra Taylor and Dr. Irving Joyner at NC Central 
University, to lay out the case for this “civil rights investigation”—beginning in 2014 (Gutierrez 
2014). The investigation would target convergence of voting rights, land rights, water, air, and 
health rights violations in and around Walnut Cove. The same energies that brought statewide 
attention through the HKonJ coalition eventually contributed to the USCCR hearing at what 
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residents called—mostly in courageous expectation —“the little ole’" Walnut Cove Public 
Library. 
The stakes for this hearing were high: Belews Creek Steam Station emits 20% of NC’s 
carbon emissions (Gutierez 2013, 2014); the site holds one of the largest coal ash waste ponds in 
the nation (larger than Kingston, TN pond that burst in 2009); as a state, North Carolina holds 
70% of Duke Energy’s total coal ash waste ponds (The Ecologist 2015); Belews Creek is a prime 
contributor to upwards of billions of dollars in damage to just three of the major NC 
communities with known coal ash harms (SCAW 2015). Historically, attempts to ensure civil 
rights take shape in two ways:  
• A legal, constitutional approach—which results in law-making nationally, 
internationally, and at local and state levels 
• A necessary activist approach—particularly in situations where rights violations are 
common in frequency and pervasive in scope (Berry 2009). 
Civil rights violations occur either (a) because people’s rights exist on paper but are not observed 
in practice, or (b) because they are not ensured by law in the first place (Gruskin et al. 2005). As 
seen in Walnut Cove, similar patterns emerge from within communities on the frontline of 
chemical and toxic industrial exposure: “For the most part, when the local pollution problem first 
comes to their attention,” people have been “living private lives and raising their families,” but 
“when the fumes become too intense,” and “when they find their family and friends falling ill 
from pollution-induced disease, they shed their quiet ways and organize a protest.” (Lerner 
2010:2). Adversely affected communities begin to envision and demand a combination of legal 
action and critical cultural and political changes to ensure that their rights are legislated and 
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respected—that their rights are made not only legible, but accessible. The people of Walnut Cove 
have co-created a necessary activist approach to advance legal redress in NC; understanding their 
approach gives more intimate, appropriate context to the stakes of why and how to shift harms 
they experience due to coal ash. 
Anticipating that they will speak about their illnesses openly at the USCCR hearing, 
many residents did not wish to have their stories become, as Walnut Tree resident Ada Linster 
called it, a “sidecar” to the momentum of policy and protocol that ignores them, “saying you got 
these sad stories, and patting us on our shoulders,” and “then walk away” (NC USCCR Hearing 
2016).  Rather, by speaking about their illnesses—by showing up in person to embody the story 
of what these illnesses mean for those who face them—Stokes County residents affected by coal 
ash toxicity felt they must reveal in order to address the ways that industry, state, and local 
government leaders have blurred legal boundaries and relaxed or disbanded urgently needed 
independent oversight (Henderson 2016, Strong 2016, Sturgis 2016). They aimed to present 
themselves / their bodies as evidence of how unregulated and regulatory practices have 
purposefully neglected or blocked public view of their lived and embodied truths—both in terms 
of the illnesses and cancers they face, and the embodied health justice advocacy they so 
courageously now lead. 
Corporate Philanthropy In The Ash Heap 
 At the USCCR hearing on 6 April 2016, a Duke Energy public relations and engineering 
executive was expected to address the company’s specific plans to clean up dangerous coal ash 
waste ponds in the Walnut Cove community near the Belews Creek Steam Station. Instead, the 
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executive reiterated the multi-billion dollar company’s dedication to philanthropy and 
volunteerism across the state. Theoletta Monet, a state advisory member to the USCCR, 
questioned the veracity and specificity of the private utility company’s commitments to the 
people on whose behalf the hearing was held—people whose lives are most adversely affected 
by unequal distribution of cancer-correlated wastes.  
MS. MONET: Thank you. It's been quite a 
day. Thank you so much for your attention. 
Mr. McIntire you were one of the first people 
to say hello to me this morning, and I thank 
you for that. But can you help me to 
understand and appreciate, based on 
everything you've heard today, what it is that 
Duke Energy has actually done for this 
community, and in particular if any of that 
$700 million --  
MR. MCINTIRE: Seventeen. 
MS. MONET: Seventeen, thank you, million 
dollars that they've given away has come into 
Stokes County. 
MR. MCINTIRE: That's a -- that's a great 
question, and I appreciate it very much. I guess 
I'll start by saying that what I have heard today 
suggests to me that we are a lot more similar 
than we are different. I introduced myself to 
Reverend Sadler [NC NAACP Chair of Health 
Affairs] and it turns out that he is at the 
seminary across the street from the seminary 
that my father graduated from. And I wouldn't 
be surprised if they had met at some point. 
We're a lot alike. We care about this 
community. We care about all of our 
communities. 
I can't tell you with any definiteness what 
portion of our grants made last year came to  
Stokes County. I don't know the answer to that. 
I'll be happy to follow up with that information 
for you. We care about this community, as we 
care about all of our communities.  
We've been a member of the communities in 
this state for over 100 —  
I challenge you to talk about the history of 
North Carolina without also including Duke 
Energy, because we are part of the fabric of 
this state. We are proud of that.  
MS. MONET: Mr. McIntire, I'm going back to 
Raleigh and I'm not gonna be faced with the 
problems that exist here in Stokes County. I'd 
like you, Duke Energy, to provide this 
committee, so that we can share with the 
Commission on Civil Rights, exactly what's 
happening on behalf of the people here in 
Stokes County. 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Before Mr. McIntire could get to his point, the audience began shaking their heads back and 
forth. In response to Ms. Monet’s question, at least thirty people silently shaped or whispered the 
words, “None!” “No-thing,” “Not one dime…” Despite, or perhaps because of McIntire’s claims 
for care,  the room expressed collective discontent: a ripple of knowing looks, twisting and 56
shuffling in chairs, audible sighs. While it may be true that it is impossible "to talk about the 
history of NC without also including Duke Energy,” McIntire's assumption is that that is a good 
thing. The attendees saw through to Duke Energy's harmful, even violent impact and I wondered: 
what if the history of NC also included the effects of fossil fuel production and its resulting 
wastes? What if it included the histories of Tracey and Annie, James and Priscilla, and all of the 
other Black residents of Walnut Cove/Walnut Tree—and of other areas so explicitly denied just 
“care”? 
The residents present at the hearing had faced cancers themselves as patients, as 
caregivers, as widowers, and children, and parents who mourned. Beyond cancers, many had 
experience with debilitating neurological, respiratory, and cardiovascular conditions tallied 
among multiple members of their families. These residents were most interested in shifting the 
ways political power and storytelling flows around them, and through them. Facilitated by their 
joint presence in the room, the audience as a unit seemed to reject the Duke Energy executive’s 
maneuver as much as the claim that revealed it. 
 See USCCR testimony (P. 200) where McIntire diverts into a veiled attempt to build rapport with 56
experiences of cancer and life-threatening illness, among other ways he suggests “we are more similar 
than we are different.” He describes family members with strokes and illness after he says, “Any time 
anybody deals with a health issue, it’s painful. I don’t know any family who has not been faced with a 
health challenge.” A commissioner asked him: Did they grow up around coal ash waste? (They did not). 
He quickly shifts to “We’ve got to follow the science,” insisting coal ash is not affecting local water.
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For whom are the “do-good” efforts to which McIntire refers intended and how do they 
cover over what is “no-good” about cancer-correlated industries? In this case, the Duke Energy 
monies described were funneled to philanthropic efforts that are abstract to the residents of 
Walnut Cove—broadly construed donations in arts, education, and energy savings programs 
across the state of North Carolina, including one-off, small payments for low income families’ 
winter electric bills, or sponsorship of regional performance series, principally for ballet, 
symphonies, and musical theater (Duke Energy Foundation 2016). Duke Energy has since 
focused much of its advertising about charitable corporate practices on Hurricane relief after coal 
ash and meat processing factory wastes flooded seven feet of water—which stood in place for 
days in some spots—through places like Goldsboro and Princeville NC following the devastation 
of Hurricane Matthew in Fall 2016. A common line from Duke Energy public relations 
employees in this time was also that instead of coal ash, these “naturally occurring cenospheres" 
were common and not harmful—a diversionary tactic to deny the presence of coal ash waste in 
water, homes, schools and streets. Rather than address this “toxic soup" of chemicals to which it 
contributed massively after Hurricane Matthew (Bullard 2019), Duke Energy highlights its 
“consistency" in restoring electric power to customers who have downed lines following storms. 
Duke Energy is also a high-profile event sponsor of cancer runs and walks across the 
state of North Carolina, especially near its headquarters in Charlotte, and in every state where 
Duke Energy does business (Komen 2016, WCNC 2013). When touted here, such private 
donations by the Duke Energy Foundation were presented as acceptable tradeoffs for the pain, 
suffering, and death experienced within Walnut Cove communities. Broad-stroke charitable 
efforts were held up as an appropriate gift, whose reception might redirect attention from the  
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human worth, organizing energy, and knowledge-in-action generated among these beloved 
residents of Walnut Cove made ill by coal ash. 
At its statewide headquarters in Charlotte, NC, Duke Energy lights its entire skyscraper 
hot pink every October for “National Breast Cancer Awareness Month.” A decade of annual neon 
rose uplighting is meant to reflect Duke Energy's support for the breast cancer charity, Susan G. 
Komen For the Cure (TM), whose primary foci are on genetic cure research and early detection 
screening initiatives, with the Charlotte organization electing that 75% of proceeds be given to 
local counties’ hospital and clinic-based mammogram initiatives—which have been proven in 
longitudinal studies as ineffective at improving the general population’s cancer-related health 
(Kalager et al, BMJ 2014) and yet are still widely advertised as a best practice—and 25% to 
national genetic cure research initiatives (Komen Charlotte, 2016) which do not take into account 
the 50% minimum of cancers linked to environmental causation in the U.S. (President’s Cancer 
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Duke Energy Headquarters, Charlotte NC, lit pink for 
breast cancer. Photo Komen Charlotte Twitter 2016.
USCCR Patricia Timmons-Goodson (V-Ch), Karen 
Narasaki, Martin Castro (Ch) Lazo-Chadderton (NC)
Panel  Report, 2010).  National organizations like Breast Cancer Action see this contradiction in 57
Duke Energy commitments as part of a larger process called pinkwashing, where “a company or 
organization that claims to care about breast cancer by promoting a pink ribbon image or 
product” in fact “at the same time produces, manufactures, or sells products linked to cancer 
causation” (BCA, 2014a, 2014d).  
Duke Energy’s pinkwashing obscures their full relationship to peoples’ experiences of 
breast and other cancers, across a number of scales, including toxic business practices and a 
narrowed focus on health awareness practices rather than actions that honor people’s health 
rights through institutional, judicial, and policy changes related to cancer causation and treatment 
access (BCA 2014d, Brenner 2016, and see Robins 2008 for discussion on forms of health rights 
advocacy).  Residents of Walnut Cove, who face multiple forms of advanced cancer and illness 58
while living near coal ash, also see through the ways that cancer advocacy limited to breast 
cancer (Markowitz and Rosner 2002) obscure the realities of not only breast but also bladder, 
blood, brain, lung, stomach and other cancer diagnoses as well as neurological, respiratory, 
reproductive health, and heart conditions they experience in such high rates. 
The argument that philanthropy absolves companies of their responsibilities to the law or 
to respecting people’s civil rights in their day-to-day business practices has high stakes and 
implications for communities across the nation similar to Walnut Cove. Prevailing cancer 
philanthropy campaigns have shaped dominant concepts of what “cancer narratives” and “cancer 
 See introduction chapter following Pink Gala Lady.57
 Robbins advances a broad and intersecting notion of how people with life-threatening illness and 58
“iatrogenic poverty” (Pieterse 2008) seek public, communal, and personal transformation through 
narrative address and redress, embodied health movements and social action in the case of South Africa’s 
seminal Treatment Action Campaign activations (see Ch 2).
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advocacy” can and should be fueled by slick advertising and footed by high-dollar corporate 
fundraising efforts (Brenner 2016, King 2006, Klawiter 2008, Sulik 2011). In turn, these 
campaigns shift the consciousness of patients and pre-patients who seek their cancer care at 
public health institutions (Landecker 2013); they also shape the policy and priorities of state and 
county governments, publicly funded hospitals, and public and private research institutions 
whose cancer research budgets comprise billions of dollars of appropriation and expenditure 
(BCA 2014a and 2014d, PCP 2010). Atop this, McIntire’s opening claim in his testimony was 
that he too “had plenty of cancers in his family ”—and immediately Ms. Monet asked him 
another clarifying question. Did you or your family live near coal ash? The panelist had to 
answer that in fact, no, he nor his family grew up within a few miles of a coal plant and its waste 
streams.This saccharine attempt at “sympathy” was ultimately a way to trivialize and abstract 
through a “kind banality”, a dilution of the facts at hand.  
Efforts to thwart cancer incidence, invent new treatment protocols, or find a future cure 
are driven by a combination of public and private grants tied up with cultures of philanthropy 
which incentivize particular concepts—such as “Early Detection Saves Lives!” or “Race for the 
Cure!”. Yet, concepts that are not popularized or well-funded through major philanthropic cancer 
cultures such as those Duke Energy supports include:  
• working to shift the political policies and business practices that promote toxic 
environments linked to higher cancer rates; 
• advocating for health insurance coverage and affordability of medical costs associated 
with cancers and their treatments;  
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• illuminating the presence of a cancer prevention-treatment continuum (Rothman, 2006) 
in which current cancer patients and the broader public are informed of the need to 
prevent future toxic exposures to avoid either first-time cancer incidence or cancer 
recurrence;  
• positioning cancers as interconnected beyond the physical site of diagnosis—such as  
breast cancer advocacy in a silo, vs. brain cancer, ovarian, lung, bladder, or colon 
cancer advocacy, etc; or positioning cancers alongside other health conditions with 
similar risk profiles—e.g. neurological, cardiovascular, respiratory conditions resulting 
from the same toxic exposures correlated with cancer incidence. 
Many persons have spoken, marched, lived, died, and moved against the grain, in order to show 
how their personal experiences with advanced cancers are embedded in systems of inequality, 
and characterized by rights violations enacted by private corporations and governments alike 
(Lorde 1988, McCormick 2009, Steingraber 2010, Turshen 2007).  These cancer-affected 59
persons are mobilized by the hope to “stop cancer where it starts” instead of only detecting it 
once its already there (BCA, 2014c). These cancer-affected persons hope to treat cancer better, 
once diagnosed, by understanding the legislative, racialized, gendered, and economic 
circumstances in which the people who face cancers continue to live (Lorde 1980, Praxis Project 
2012). These cancer-affected persons are not satisfied by only investing in the long-worn 
 Pollock (1990) proposes that, beyond “sharing” (that requires “tolerance”), or “debate and 59
revolutionary advocacy” (that requires persuasion/“tradeoffs”), to the extent that dialogue can emerge 
through performing history and story, it is a matter of “genuinely opening the self to subversion” (Pollock 
1990:34-5, citing Bakhtin 1984). In so doing, performance might “loosen history from preconception and 
presumed irrelevance” to allow for “contesting, qualifying, affirming, and negotiating various 
understandings” of the world/s rendered in narrative witness, and reckoned with in dialogic communities 
of response and interpretation, whereby “what happen(s) in performance” of story/history “supercede[s] 
scripts” (Pollock 1990:35).
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promises and economies of hope (Szabo 2017) tied up with a molecular search for improved 
chemical treatments or a genetics-based cure. These patients, caregivers, and healthcare 
providers facing cancers articulate a belief that the contextual, sometimes political, and always 
hard-earned priorities of the people who actually face cancers—especially life-threatening, 
metastatic and stage 4 cancers—should shape governments’ health initiatives and philanthropies’ 
do-good campaigns, not the other way around.  
At the USCCR hearing in Walnut Cove and in ongoing efforts in the region, ill persons 
and their caregivers are unabashedly demanding a different way for their governments to deal 
with industry partners, a different way for “neighbors” like Duke Energy to do business, and 
subsequently, a different way to do good. Donating funds to change social determinants of 
health, particularly shifting company practices to ensure their viability to meet the priorities 
above, would be a welcome change by Duke Energy and the Duke Energy Foundation.  Shifting 60
from pinkwashing practices would require structural shifts from the types of narrowed “life 
logics” that have characterized Duke Energy’s business practices in coal production and coal ash 
waste storage—logics in which, somewhat perversely, the benefits of electric power are pitted 
against the lives, health, and well-being of specific communities like Walnut Cove, Walnut Tree, 
and Pine Hall, NC. 
 Many residents whose lives and homes were chosen by Duke Energy, Stokes County, and 
North Carolina State regulators in 1974 as the site for the Belews Creek Steam Station have 
named for themselves what environmental justice would entail, based on the environmental 
 See Duke Energy Foundation foci on education, waterways, and hurricane relief that attend to 60
charitable definitions of each, without addressing the company’s underlying contributions to the long- and 
short-term disasters visited upon communities harmed by coal ash in areas of education, waterways, and 
hurricanes.
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injustices they endure. Residents' knowledge is intuitive, intimate, and responsive, and it is also 
specific and evidential, generated by “citizen scientist” approaches to sustained self-education on 
issues of health and environmental risks (Beck 1992), and is characteristic of embodied health 
movements (Brown et al 2012). The Alliance of Carolinians Together (ACT) Against Coal Ash—
a group comprised of and led by residents and the advocates whose agendas their lived 
experiences and local priorities inform in nearly one dozen communities affected by coal ash 
waste across North Carolina—coalesces around the following principles, from one of their 
luminary partner organizations, NC Environmental Justice Network:  
KEY CONCEPTS Each is defined by NC ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE NETWORK, from Educational 
Resources developed by Concerned Citizens of Tillery.  
> See ncejn.org > EJ Toolbox > “Defining Environmental Justice” 
Environmental 
Justice 
Communities of 
Concern (EJCOC)
“An EJCOC is a neighborhood or community, composed predominantly of persons of 
color or a substantial proportion of persons below the poverty line, that is subjected 
to a disproportionate burden of environmental hazards and/or experiences a 
significantly reduced quality of life relative to surrounding or comparative 
communities.  
EJCOCs provide valuable opportunities to better understand environmental justice 
problems.  
EJCOCs should be targeted by policy-makers for environmental reparations or 
remedies to compensate or restore environmental quality to comparable levels and 
should be afforded special protection from additional adverse impacts.” 
Environmental 
Racism
“Environmental Racism is racial discrimination in environmental policy-making, 
enforcement of regulations and laws, and targeting of communities of color for toxic 
waste disposal and citing of polluting industries.  
According to Rev. Benjamin E. Chavis, Jr., former Chair of the NAACP, “Racial 
discrimination can be intentional or unintentional and is often a manifestation of 
‘institutional racism.’”  
This [the term ‘Environmental Racism’] acknowledges the political reality that 
created and continues to perpetuate environmental inequity and injustice.” 
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Accordingly, all currently unlined, leaking-from-beneath coal ash waste wet ponds and dry 
dumps must be addressed and remediated, and must not be skimmed over conceptually or 
physically. Among many inadequate solutions suggested by Duke Energy’s lobby and offered in 
Environmental 
Classism
“Environmental Classism describes the results of and process by which 
implementation of environmental policy creates intended or unintended 
consequences, which have disproportionate negative impacts (adverse of beneficial) 
on lower income persons, populations, or communities.  
These disparate effects occur through various decision-making processes, program 
administration (e.g., Superfund clean-up schedules), and the issuance of regulatory 
action such as compliance inspections, and other enforcement measures, such as 
fines and penalties, and administrative and judicial order.  
Flawed policy formation processes coupled with agency norms, traditions, priorities, 
and professional biases often make implementation subject to these disproportionate 
consequences.” 
Environmental 
Equity
“Environmental Equity is an ideal of equal treatment and protection for various 
racial, ethnic, and income groups under environmental statutes, regulations, and 
practices applied in a manner that yields no substantial differential impacts relative 
to the dominant group and the conditions so created.  
Although environmental equity implies elements of ‘fairness’ and ‘rights,’ it does not 
necessarily address past inequities or view the environment broadly, nor does it 
incorporate an understanding of the underlying causes and processes [of 
environmental inequity].” 
Environmental 
Justice
“Environmental Justice describes the right to a safe, healthy, productive, and 
sustainable environment for all, where ‘environment’ is considered in its totality to 
include the ecological (biological), physical (natural and built), social, political, 
aesthetic, and economic environments.  
Environmental justice refers to the conditions in which such a right can be freely 
exercised, whereby individual and group identities, needs, and dignities are 
preserved, fulfilled and respected in a way that provides for self-actualization and 
personal and community empowerment.  
This term acknowledges environmental ‘injustice’ as the past and present state of 
affairs and expresses the socio-political objectives needed to address them.” 
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turn by the NC Department of Environmental Quality under Democrat and Republican 
administrations alike are: “cap in place” and “hybrid”.  61
Appropriate cleanup must not be represented or placed into a false conflict with 
affordable electricity costs for public ratepayers, nor should appropriate cleanup require that 
future other communities receive the waste if relocated. Frequently, sub-contractors of coal ash 
waste cleanup projects across the U.S. have allowed for poor oversight of worker safety. Future 
relocation sites for moved ash waste tend to be less protected and organized, and in even more 
racially and economically segregated and unequal conditions (Evans 2016). The only solution 
residents of current sacrifice zones desire is lined, sealed, and un-leaking, above ground waste 
storage on Duke Energy’s property and thus within its liability.  62
Legal and private industry relocation and remediation approaches must center the 
wisdoms generated from affected persons’ bodies, which show up in how they narrate their 
stories in public policy settings and media outlets, in neighborhood conversations, and in 
 See Appendix B for issues with hybrid versus cap in place versus full excavation. Full excavation is the 61
only option that will save human life (and property) in the short term if there is a disaster, and in the 
longterm of inevitable seepage that has already accumulated over 40-plus years at most coal ash waste 
sites in NC.
 Relocation issues with regional U.S. coal ash have emerged across NC, the U.S. south, and Puerto Rico 62
(among other sites). A high school in a Charlotte-region suburb has had a huge number of teenagers and 
children with thyroid and occular cancers—and upon further investigation, the toxically high levels of 
cadmium in the soil behind the school were indicators of what was later confirmed as a concentration of 
coal ash “filler" which had been sold to private contractors for disposal. In Sampson County a school was 
found to have coal ash waste as "filler" in its baseball field and playground. Charah plants in Lee and 
Chatham counties have taken on some of the relocated ash, put into reclaimed mine sites against 
residents’ mighty protestations; longterm organizing led the Lee and Chatham county residents to join the 
ACT coalition, which makes sure that the excavated ash they hope will be removed from sites like Belews 
will not simply be relocated to another even-less-protected community (ACT 2015-2019, NCEJN 2015).  
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intergenerational understandings of how to inhabit their homeplace.  Residents in the Walnut 63
Cove area ask themselves: should they move homes, and how can they afford to; should they 
advocate for change, and who will listen; should they connect with others in similar situations to 
speak up in local, state, and national policy settings, and who will be willing and unafraid? By 
necessity, residents have begun to answer these questions themselves, as evidenced in the 
USCCR testimony on 7 April 2016. 
Danielle And The Impossibility Of Cancer Clusters 
At the beginning of testimony I was asked to give on behalf of Breast Cancer Action, I 
dedicated the testimony accordingly, while thinking of James and Priscilla and Danielle Bailey 
Lash, who had agreed to give public comment during our organizing period for the hearing but 
were unable to attend due to the effects of the illnesses they each had faced.  
M: I'd like to dedicate this presentation and  
this “dinner invitation” with all of the residents 
here in Stokes County to all of the people who 
cannot be here, the people who have passed 
away, whose representatives you've seen here, 
or the people who are too sick now. In calling 
residents and research partners to come and 
speak today, many of them said, “I can't, 
because I have doctor's appointments.” And so 
I just wanted to represent that as a real thing, 
preventing even more people from coming and 
sharing their experiences here with you.  
I also want to dedicate this presentation to 
all people who are intimidated. There's been  
silencing in this community, like many similar 
others who are facing coal ash toxicity, where 
jobs and tax revenue are pitted against health 
and responsible handling of toxic industrial 
waste.  
 Esther Calhoun and her community experienced the devastating mishandling of relocated coal ash, 63
allowed to blow through the town uncovered, in majority-Black Uniontown, Alabama which already 
experiences multiple overlays of toxic and life-changing production facilities (from smelly cheese plants 
to toxic waste dumps, each compounding the harm of the other). In Puerto Rico, after Hurricane Maria 
coal ash was being dumped in one community after a holding pond failed; residents formed human 
blockades to turn the trucks around. Many families nearby the facility were told they could pack their 
floors (mostly dirt floors in that area) with coal ash, and that it was safe; for this reason many Puerto 
Rican residents affected by coal ash contacted the ACT group in NC in solidarity. 
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People whose family members who work or 
did work for Duke Energy who are not 
comfortable or who are not legally able to 
speak out while facing illness after living and 
working in close proximity to coal ash waste. 
I would also like to dedicate this  
presentation to all people experiencing 
cognitive dissonance. That's something that 
came up in a  lot of the interviews.  
Employees, people in marriages split apart 
from the stress or from the illness itself. 
Lifelong residents who think something that 
many people in this room may be familiar with 
and many people on the panel listening to this 
may be familiar with, which is,  
“But this is America. This is America.  
Of course I would have clean water.  
Of course the government wouldn't allow  
a company to dump toxic waste on our 
beloved home place where we raise our 
families. Of course this company would follow 
the rules and respect its neighbors.” 
And lastly, this is dedicated to all people 
struggling to get by while ill. To all those who 
must pay exorbitant health bills, co-pays, and 
who struggle to qualify for appropriate health 
insurance coverage due to the multiple costs of 
coal ash in their lives, and people reluctant to 
speak about illness when they have not had 
proper insurance for most of their lives. 
Because they fear further discrimination based 
on trying to get proper health insurance if 
they're open about that.  
As you've heard, Walnut Cove and Stokes 
County have become a ground zero and a 
prime case study for state and national media, 
documentarians, and filmmakers, some of 
whom are here today, covering citizens’ 
activism to address and reverse the tragic costs 
of unchecked influence, of private industrial 
interests on public governance at local and 
state levels.That's really what we're dealing 
with here today.  
Danielle had recently narrated many of these conditions in a Newsweek feature article in their 
special series on cancer. As one of several rotating covers, the one about Danielle’s experiences 
with cancer near the Belews Creek Steam Station featured aerial imagery of the coal ash ponds. 
The article "Why Geographic Cancer Clusters Are Impossible To Prove” (Newsweek 2016) 
highlighted many familiar constraints on measuring pollution in sacrifice zones. Many of these 
limits were the same ones the testimonial narrators at the USCCR hearing found themselves 
running up against—such as epidemiological science by zip code or county not fine-combed 
enough to trace illnesses like cancers, which are measured at a county level, given the 
concentration of affected groundwater tables and census blocks across multiple municipal and 
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county lines.   Because Caroline Armijo and I both spoke of Danielle and our wish for her to 64
testify in her own words, I used the middle portion of my fifteen minutes on the panel to 
contextualize and read Danielle's comments from an interview at her mother’s house where she 
was staying in September 2015 with her then-fourteen year old daughter. Though her then-
husband remained on the property, after diagnosis of a stage III-IV brain tumor Danielle felt she 
and her young adolescent daughter could no longer safely stay in their home across the street 
from Belews Lake, the cooling area of the steam station. A longterm leak of dry coal ash waste 
from an unsealed pit adjoining the lake had recently been found, and their home was filled with 
radon among other harmful carcinogens. In prior years, 19 of 20 fish species in Belews Lake 
died off from genetic mutations and deformities, and inability to reproduce (Gottlieb and Earth 
Justice 2010). After a large wipeout in the 1990s, they have mostly been restocked (the lake is 
Duke Energy property) for sports fishing enthusiasts who visit on weekends: 
Similarly, [we have seen] alarming health 
patterns in the initial data of women who were 
pregnant while living near coal ash ponds or 
mounds with contaminated water, as well as 
people with compromised immune systems, or 
people who are young children or elders. And 
these subgroups are most vulnerable to 
changes in their genes, their organs, caused by 
toxins found in coal ash.  
 Newsweek Magazine: "Why Geographic Cancer Clusters Are Impossible To Prove” by Linda Marsa 64
(July 18, 2016). A video featuring David Hairston, aerial maps of the Belews Creek Steam Station, and 
three reasons why cancer clusters are difficult to prove play at the article. Marsa writes of Danielle, 
similarly to Scientific American (2015) and Dr. Sanjay Gupta’s CNN segment (2018):  
“Danielle Bailey-Lash had agonizing headaches. The pain radiated from her neck to the top of her 
head and after weeks became so excruciating that she finally went to the emergency room. There, a 
scan revealed a tumor the size of a juice box on the right side of her brain. […] The likely culprit 
seemed to be right in front of her: Just 100 yards from her house is a storage pond used by Duke 
Energy to collect waste from its coal-fired power plant 4 miles down the road. The man-made lake 
contains 4 billion gallons of coal ash slurry, a mixture of water and ash produced from burning coal. 
According to an inventory Duke Energy filed with the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for 
2010, the plant released more than 800,000 pounds of toxic pollutants into the air, as well as 32,000 
pounds of arsenic, 7,333 pounds of chromium, 4,000 pounds of cobalt and other toxic heavy metals 
into the pond, all of which residents worry is seeping into the groundwater. This is especially 
significant in Belews Creek, where many locals rely on wells for their drinking water.”
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And this is from Danielle Bailey Lash, who 
said she ”got a pretty strange expiration date at 
35” when she had a stage 4 brain tumor she 
was diagnosed with. And she was given three 
months to live at the time, and they said, “You 
might be a miracle woman and live another 30 
years, but the major chance is that you're 
gonna live for three months,” and luckily she 
is still here with us: 
 
[DANIELLE]  
“Now, it seems intentional, like,  
[deep voice] ‘Well, those  
people don't have a voice anyway. 
They're not the most valuable people in the 
community.’ And they probably felt like, they 
won't care. We can do whatever we like.  
Like, I was trying to explain to my daughter, 
the entire community would be like,  
…you know, we're so corny here.  
If it were something like a strip club we would 
say ‘No, you can't put up a strip club in Walnut 
Cove. You are NOT putting up a strip club in 
OUR town.’ 
It's because we know how that would affect the 
community and what it looks like.  
We would immediately protest.  
But because we didn't know about Duke 
Energy and what they were doing, we didn't 
even know to protest at first. And I guess they 
know how to pick.  
Like, here. They wouldn't go to Stratford 
Road, where all the doctors and dentists 
happen to 
live, and say, we're gonna put a Duke Energy 
plant right here, because those people would 
be like, [nasally voice change]  
’Well, first of all, my cousin is the so-and-so of 
such-and-such,’ and they might be 
shareholders in Duke Energy.  
And they also have the education about, you 
know, reading up on things that say, oh, I 
know power plants cause health issues.  
But we're sitting over here like, oh, they said 
jobs are coming. And we just run with that. 
Jobs! […]” 
I believe that Danielle's interview helps  
reveal ways that people in this community are  
dealing with what can be called sacrifice 
zones, where people in fence line communities 
with zoning that allows residential and 
industrial areas to mix are affecting, as you've 
heard, largely low-income communities with 
majority people of color. 
And I would like to share a few commonalities 
in sacrifice zones throughout the country.  
Polluted people in sacrifice zones can  
identify the conditions that are making them 
ill, but they frequently think or are told in the  
beginning, “That's just the way it is here.”· 
And this is according to Lerner and his 
publication in 2010 as well as other evidence 
about sacrifice zones. Residents are 
disproportionately low income and 
communities of color who know that affluent  
whites don't have to endure the kinds of heavy  
pollution they do, but they can't afford to  
protect themselves by moving.  
In low income and minority areas in sacrifice  
zones, cleanup takes longer and is less 
intensive. Health effects among residents at the 
fence line with heavy industry are patterned.· 
People experience elevated rates of respiratory 
disease, cancer, reproductive disorders, birth 
defects, learning disabilities, psychiatric 
disorders, eye problems, headaches, 
nosebleeds, skin rashes, and early death. And I 
go through those things so quickly because so 
many people in this community 
know about them. 
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And I would like to say -- close today by 
sharing a short piece that was offered at 
many of the vigils and rallies that were held by 
residents here and inspired by the interviews 
with them.  
And before that I would like to say, I recognize 
all of the contributions of the panel here and 
the Commission on Civil Rights in your  
gathering here, and the ways that this has 
really influenced this community.  
To be able to hear that they could ask for 
reimbursement for all of the health costs. 
People haven't even thought that far yet, 
because they just want it to be cleaned up.  
Danielle’s interview in its original form and in this re-performance informs what the Praxis 
Project calls a “landscape frame" rather than just a “portrait frame” on health justice 
communication. Specifically, health rights concerns are often focused through individualized 
portraits—“personal” and “lifestyle behavior” choices taken out of their larger contexts, like food 
choices, individual tobacco and alcohol consumption, exercise habits (2012:3). However, in 
shifting to a "landscape perspective” on health justice, communication efforts directly 
incorporate the ways in which "policies, institutional behavior, structural and historical issues 
fundamentally shape health outcomes” (Praxis Project 2012:3). Danielle’s analysis—from the 
perspective of an advocate, a cancer patient, a mother, a spouse whose marriage bent with the 
weight of displacement from their family home, is not just personal: they do the heavy lifting of 
advocacy; they "describe, reveal, and connect people to the landscape, so the context becomes 
visible, and institutional solutions become possible” (Praxis Project 2012:6). In a subsequent 
performance of some of this interview in the Flipping Cancer project I revisited Danielle’s 
interview, as I have many times since the USCCR hearing: 
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VISUAL: Walnut Cove, NC, Belews Creek Power Lines, Black and White jacket, as Danielle 
ACTION: Leaning forward. Hand rotation and gesturing frequently, upright posture, and warm 
demeanor. Danielle is poised—and hilarious—and goes deep, while sometimes laughing through 
to the end of her words and phrases. She cuts into the core of dysfunction and oppression so 
neatly and nicely, that one hardly realizes they are in the muck with her, until she slings it off, 
after so many years of dealing with coal ash health effects in her own body, and alongside 
neighbors and family. 
“And I don’t know, it’s like they  
have a map or something 
Maybe it’s not quite so direct as a map— 
but it’s like an acronym— 
PBCPH 
“Poor Black Community, Put Here.” 
I just want there to be some department in the 
government, 
just someone who says, 
“We can’t be bought off. 
We are for the people.” 
Because—I’m people. 
My children are people. 
My neighbors are people. 
It’s just disturbing  
to think someone would say 
“Let them get sick over there.”  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Mural in downtown Walnut Cove NC, 2017. Danielle Bailey Lash with her first grandchild 
2019, photo courtesy of Danielle’s family.
After one of these performances, a hospital chaplain came up to me in a bit of shock, and 
whispered: “When you said PBCPH, I was like: we can say that in here!? That is SO real. I was 
like: This is allowed!? Thank you for sharing this community's perspectives” (ACPE 2017). As a 
young Black clinical care provider familiar with the many stresses endured by rural communities 
of color in NC, this chaplain took it upon himself to connect to several other colleagues to 
discuss issues of cancer care within larger contexts of support, information, mental healthcare, 
and advocacy. This interest and follow-up among the audience of chaplains and pastoral 
counselors refracted the most potent question I was asked at the USCCR hearing, which still 
resonates with me and many in the Alliance of Carolinians Together (ACT) Against Coal Ash 
community today. NC Commissioner to the USCCR Theoletta Monet asked: “What is happening 
in terms of mental healthcare for the residents you have worked with in this community? 
Because it occurs to me: one cannot live as collateral damage and not be damaged.” 
 The cognitive dissonance many residents find themselves wrestling with can be 
unbearable at times: to stay in a home or leave it when no renumeration is likely, to manage 
marriages and neighbor-to-neighbor interactions when there is fundamental disagreement about 
the role coal ash plays in their lives. Contentious issues of knowledge production materialize in 
conflicting official records like those Danielle got when she requested her home be tested for 
radon and other coal ash toxins. Danielle positioned the dilemmas she faced in our interview 
preceding the USCCR, the entirety of which was submitted to the USCCR federal docket:  
D: So, it’s just: at first we didn’t believe it.  
So, at-this-point: he [her then-husband]  
still wants to believe that this   
can’t be happening.  
Where-I’m-like:   
I have a CHILD. I can't take a CHANCE  
that this is what’s really going on.  
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And: if this is what caused me to have 
cancer??  What’s gonna happen to my 
daughter? [then 13 years old]  
Luckily, my son’s away at college  [then at NC 
A&T, which Danielle contextualizes later in 
the interview: “My son’s in classes where he's 
exposed to more than just Walnut Cove …
[Learning] some of the things that 
unfortunately the government has done… 
He’s more, he believes that it is possible for 
government, and big companies 
to keep stuff away from us, like they have done. 
Whereas before, I was kinda naive, like 
“They’re not gonna do that! That’s in the old 
days that they did stuff like that!”   65
but...  I just didn’t want to take any chances—
so now I’m staying here. Plus, we couldn’t 
afford to keep buying all that water! 
M: And that was a lot of money, to have to buy 
water [cooking, baths, people/pets’ drinking]. 
D: It really is! So that’s why I was like,  
we can’t afford to keep doing this.   
My husband kept saying “Well I grew up on 
well water!” and I was like—  
“Well this is not the same well water,  
ev-i-dently, that you [laughter] grew up on. 
[…] So what was weird about that—I had my 
water tested just by happen—well, it was a 
blessing. 
So technically I live near Forsyth County, 
I’m on the line. So I called Forsyth County 
Health Department.  
And at that time, I was on disability  
because I was doing chemo and radiation. 
So I had plen-ty of time  [laughter]  
on my hands [laughter]. 
M: And that is tough stuff [chemo/radiation]. 
D: Yeah, it is.  
So I called them and I was like, “I need my 
water tested.” So they send me all these 
papers to fill out. And I didn’t know what kind 
of tests I needed! [laughter] So I just checked 
all the boxes. The guy at the health department
—he-was-so-nice—he called me back and he’s 
like, “Are you sure you want all these tests? 
 Marsa (2016) continues in Newsweek “Why Geographic Cancer Clusters are Impossible to Prove”:  65
"More than 1,700 people, around a quarter of whom are below the poverty line, live within a 3-mile 
radius of the Duke Energy power plant and coal ash pond. 'If you drive down the road that leads to the 
plant," says local activist David Hairston, ‘in every single house, there's someone living with cancer or 
who has died of cancer.’ Yet in 2015, when the North Carolina Central Cancer Registry looked at cancer 
cases in counties with coal ash storage facilities, including Belews Creek, it didn't find the incidence of 
malignancies to be any higher there than in other parts of the state. 
Critics say there was a key flaw in the registry's study: It looked at county-wide numbers, a data set 
large enough to subsume and hide the high number of cancer-stricken residents living right near the coal 
ash pond. This deficiency is representative of a larger problem that characterizes most attempts to uncover 
what's behind suspected but unconfirmed geographical cancer clusters: Often, researchers can't get the 
granular data they need for proof. ‘With environmental exposures, it's much more difficult to measure at 
the individual level,’ says Hal Morgenstern, a University of Michigan epidemiologist who studies cancer 
clusters. ‘Even with people living in the same neighborhoods, some may be exposed while others aren’t.’"  
Note: 9,000-plus people live within a 5-mile radius of Belews Creek Steam Station, thousands more 
live downstream on the Dan River, e.g., in Madison in Rockingham County, where water must be treated.
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‘Cause it’s gonna cost a LOT. Of. Money. To 
get your water tested.” 
So I was like “Oh, no-ooo. I was thinkin’ like, 
twenty-five dollars [laughter].” He was so 
nice, his name was […], he said  
“…Um: so what’s going on, anyway?” 
So I told him where I live, and that my friend 
[Caroline] had told me she felt like because I 
lived so close to a power plant that might have 
caused me to have cancer. 
And so he arranged it—for D E N R [before 
name change to DEQ] to come test my water. 
For free. For Radon. 
And they tested it. And they found that there 
was Radon and contamination in my water. 
But THEN somehow—even though it was 
regular paperwork, [they] took care of the 
costs for me! 
…But the other person from DENR—she 
called me like “I’m coming to test your 
water…”And I was like, “Oh, someone’s 
already come to test!” 
And she was like “Well, I’m already out here. 
So I’m gonna go ahead and test it.” …And I 
was like “Oh okay,” [aside, softer voice] 
because I was like: “Well maybe if these 
people hooked me up, am I just supposed to 
play along??” 
And she found nothing wrong with my water. 
[pause and a look] 
…But she was also the same person who said, 
“I have to report these findings to Duke 
Energy” and “Was I okay with it? 
…And I was like, “Sure, I don’t care.” 
…I always thought that was weird, 
but I never said anything— 
because the other people kinda hooked me up 
by testing my water, 
and let me know, and they came to my house. 
They were like you need a filtration, an air 
filtration system put in, and: 
don’t drink the water 
don’t cook with the water 
and don’t take a shower longer  
than ten minutes 
and always have a fan going  
and the window cracked. 
So, just now, I’d rather be safe than sorry, so 
we just, me and my daughter [14 years old], 
stay back there in my [laughter] old 
bedroom.   66
Danielle emphasizes: “they know how to pick” and that their well water must not be the same as 
her spouse grew up on, “ev-idently.” Her subterranean critique, evidenced in the shady situation 
of home water tests, clarifies that science is a politically-situated form of measurement. PBCPH 
 Danielle’s childhood home in Baileytown. They stayed there for a few seasons before Danielle got her 66
own place again. See David Hairston's USCCR testimony, about families in the Walnut Tree 
neighborhood unable to sell their homes, and the strife of having to walk away from this lifetime of 
investment in themselves/their kids' futures and financial solvency, and Caroline Armijo’s testimony 
about families in Pine Hall like Danielle’s who must pay mortgages but cannot safely live in their own 
homes—nor do they feel it is ethical to rent to others.
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is a back-room phrase, one used at dining tables and in CEO suites (Binker 2016), in labs and 
internal policy memos (Ochsner 2017).  In naming it, Danielle solidifies her resolve to exit the 67
toxicity of housing, informational, scientific, and legal systems of racism—the kinds of banal 
abstraction logics that operate on “default mode” and in acronym codes.   68
 Some residents in coal ash sacrifice zones find the implications of their circumstances too 
disturbing to contemplate, or simply incomprehensible, sometimes to the point of denial. Their 
own or their family’s livelihoods may depend on Duke Energy, although the majority of jobs are 
currently performed by people who do not live within five miles of the Belews Creek Steam 
Station.  They may be, as Lerner (2010) notes across sites, sadly acclimated to inhumane 
conditions, concluding “this is just the way life is here.” But others cannot shake the fact that 
coal ash sacrifice zones put them in what Tracey Brown Edwards calls “a fight for our lives.” 
Many such residents never intended to be “activists" or “advocates” or to need to understand the 
science of heavy metals and the carcinogens found in industrial wastes.  They had hoped to live 
their lives in relative peace and quiet until it became clear that if they didn’t act on behalf of their 
community’s health in vigorous acts democratic self-representation, no one would (Lerner 2010).  
 A UNC-Charlotte engineering professor received funds from Duke Energy for research, was given 67
responsibility for recommendations to state regulatory bodies about coal ash safety—per waste pond 
risks, cap-in-place versus clean-up and excavation, and dam safety. He was investigated after journalists 
obtained emails in which Duke Energy “strongly suggested” a change to his draft regulatory 
rcommendations at 7am—his changes were made by10am and unequivocally in Duke Energy’s favor.
 Wynter envisions and urges “ceremonies which could wed the structural oppositions” thus “liberating 68
Black” from the terrorizing yet self-effacing “Chaos function”, to include “narrative representations, in art 
and ways of life, and in the laws of functioning of human behaviors which enable the autopoesis”—or 
what I understand to be collective self-determination and creativity—of each “mode” of humanity 
(1984:57). McKittrick’s rendering of plantation futures (2013:3) takes on a rural context here—such that 
for “those of us interested in addressing race, space, and premature and preventable death, plantation 
futures demand decolonial thinking that is predicated on human life.”
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On Mothering—Tracey 
Annie Brown's experiences—including her handwritten notes about neighbors' illnesses, 
(dis)abilities, and deaths within three miles of the Belews Creek Steam Station—were the start to 
an ongoing movement in Walnut Cove and surrounding Stokes County which eventually  
involved hundreds of local, affected residents just over the county lines in Forsyth and 
Rockingham Counties. Annie’s persistent, loving leadership has inspired people affected by coal 
ash across NC, the U.S., and Puerto Rico, and her driving question has echoed across hundreds 
of people’s mouths—“I love turning on my lights as much as the next person. But the question is 
At What Cost?” (“At What Cost” Appalachian Voices 2014). Given the strategic nature of many 
sacrifice zone sitings, location of a polluting facility at the border of at least three or four 
surrounding municipalities and/or different counties is common—as is the case at Belews Creek 
Steam Station—and often disperses residents' advocacy for themselves across dividing lines of 
political representation, and dilutes numbers of potentially measurable health effects across 
multiple zip codes (Lerner 2010, Wing 2016). Several participants in the oral history interviews 
helped piece together the start of Residents for Coal Ash Clean Up in Stokes County, in 
preparation for the USCCR hearing. Danielle spoke about how at Annie Brown's funeral, people 
assumed "the white guests" were "local politicians” who had come to pay their respects—since 
“Annie was friends with everybody" and “we did not yet know who they were.” But at her 
funeral, the larger Belews Creek region community got to know the members of Appalachian 
Voices who would later, based on residents’ vision, co-found the "statewide and unified" network 
of coal ash affected communities across NC, as ACT Against Coal Ash (July 2015). Tracey and 
Caroline Rutledge Armijo both told the story of Annie Brown’s friendship with Caroline’s mom,  
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Yvonne Rutledge, in their oral history interviews. Because Caroline had traveled back from D.C. 
and worked with various natural resources and environmental advocacy groups while away from 
her childhood home in Stokes County, she was alarmed upon return to find that many of her 
peers in their mid-30s and early 40s had been diagnosed with advanced cancers. Caroline 
reached out to Earth Justice to inquire about the potential dangers of coal ash, and sought out 
opportunities to advocate for affected residents, including her lifelong friend Danielle Bailey 
Lash who had gotten a stage IIIB brain tumor at 35, and her cousin who died of stage IV brain 
cancer in his 40s. Danielle told the story in dialogue with Annie and Tracey: 
D: And now here’s Mrs. Brown—she’s 
suffered with all these crazy ailments [partial 
paralysis of limbs, tremors and neurological 
issues, and Mrs. Brown eventually passed 
away with a heart condition at 63].  
Her doctors were like, ‘We don’t know what it 
is…’ That’s the scariest thing-in-the-world. I’d 
rather I got cancer than for someone to say ‘I 
don’t know what’s wrong with you!’ … So, 
she, she didn’t die in vain. Because there was a 
whole lot of conversation started just at her 
funeral.  
M: I get goosebumps. 
D: Well, I want Tracey to know that too.  
That her mother’s death was not in vain. 
Because it started some conversations. And 
people trust her.  
People were like, ‘Well if Mrs. Brown is 
meeting with those ‘en-viron-mental peo-ple’ 
maybe we need to see what she’s over there 
talking to them about…’  
And it started to happen—slowly people are 
trickling in. …Talking about fracking. They 
are connecting the dots [as discussed prior: to 
coal ash, cancers, reproductive health issues, 
neurological damage].  
‘Oh, I see what you were talking about!’  
In the second half of her USCCR testimony, Tracey Brown Edwards wept. She was on the first 
morning panel and spoke as one of the first three witnesses, between Rev. Gregory Hairston, of 
Rising Star Church, a primary site of coal ash clean up press conferences and prayer services 
since 2010, and Appalachian Voices’ then-field organizer Sarah Kellogg. Tracey was overcome: 
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her mother was her best friend; and they "lived for each other” just like Tracey describes "living 
for her 2 sweet children” now.  Annie and Tracey shared a sense of humor—sly, side notes of 69
jokes, whispered to friends with a touch-and-back-away for laughter—and a sense of elegance in 
their fashion style. Tracey and Annie lived across the street from one another, and Mama Annie’s 
abiding presence in Tracey’s and her children’s lives was pivotal as Tracey became a single 
mom, and as Tracey had to stop work that she “absolutely loved—you know me, I'm just a 
people person! I love people”—at the DELL computer plant in a nearby county after having 
multiple strokes and a heart attack in her early 40s, and going on disability from the physical 
effects of these health crises. Tracey remembers in vivid detail the morning her mom died from a 
sudden heart attack, even though she was slender and fit, at age 63. Tracey held her mom on that 
September day in 2014, and wept at her side. Tracey continues in her work in Annie’s stead, and 
 Glimpses:  69
When we spoke, the light in Tracey's living room was golden-brown, an earthy warmth in contrast to the 
freezing temperature at which she keeps her AC year-round. (She’ll laugh and offer you a blanket if you 
need). Tracey leans into her “you know” with a question-like curve—it’s not an afterthought filler-phrase, 
but a rhythmic return to tend connection. Her voice is warm even as she narrates profound loss and 
righteous anger: “How does it make me feel? Well, angry. To tell you the truth.” Tracey treasures the 
photos in her home and would reference or recharge by gazing at them as we spoke. bell hooks attunes to 
the archival power of photographs for Black families, especially in their homes and gathering spaces. This 
vital practice makes small dents in the ways Black histories are either un-memorialized or redacted 
through dominant white archives built on exclusive reign over what counts as history in the U.S. and 
beyond (see hooks’ Black looks: race and representation, 1992). Tracey’s use of photography helps her 
mourn unreconcilable loss, and also to regenerate her own energy. Tracey tells the story of her mom's 
model of Black joy, abiding love, and an elegant, self-assured sense of protection for and in community.  
Tracey records a vibrancy that cannot be calculated, a sadness that is so understandable and undeniable; 
her sense of purpose is steeped in the liberatory legacy of Annie Brown. hooks echoes this impulse (1994, 
In Our Glory):  
Photography is a “powerful location for the construction of an oppositional black aesthetic.  In the 
world before racial integration, there was a constant struggle on the part of black folks to create a 
counter-hegemonic world of images that would stand as visual resistance, challenging racist images.  
All colonized and subjugated people, who, by way of resistance, create an oppositional subculture 
with the framework of domination, recognize that the field of representation (how we see ourselves, 
how others see us) is a site of ongoing struggle.  The history of black liberation movements in the 
United States could be characterized as a struggle over images as much as it has also been a struggle 
for rights, for equal access” (1994:56-57).  
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for multiple years brought a printed, framed 1’ x 2’ photo of her mother’s grave surrounded in 
flowers to speaking engagements at the NC General Assembly, statewide DEQ hearings about 
coal ash pond risk assessments, and conferences like those hosted by the Clean Water for NC and 
NC Environmental Justice Network, for which Tracey was a much sought-after keynote speaker. 
Tracey would hold it up at the lectern: “I want no one else to ever have to visit their family 
member they love this way. Nobody.” 
As one of several film crews, the EPIX team was at the USCCR creating the America 
Divided TV series.  For one of their five locations across the U.S., the production crew traced 70
the advocacy performed by people like Tracey in close proximity to coal ash production and 
waste at Belews Creek Steam Station. Ultimately, the film suggested that Duke Energy's outsized 
lobby on statewide politics in the NC General Assembly and Governorship make North Carolina 
a "ground zero” in the U.S. for private money that influences public policy, voting rights  
 America Divided was a multi-part series produced by EPIX and Working Films, with support from EPs 70
Shonda Rhimes, Norman Lear, and Common. Host Zach Galifianakis, an NC native, traveled around for 
1/3 of the air time with Stokes County’s Tracey Brown Edwards, who narrated Belews Creek Steam 
Station and Duke Energy's effects on people’s health, home ownership, and family relations put under 
duress financially, physically, and spiritually, and their resulting expectations of government and industry 
neighbors for full excavation and safe, timely cleanup. 
Footage of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights held in Stokes County is included in the film, as is a 
profile of Moral Mondays’ emergence in NC, the annual HKonJ march, and the overarching Forward 
Together Moral Movement. Alongside residents Tracey, Danielle, Caroline Rutledge Armijo, and 
Appalachian Voices’ Amy Adams I consulted with the production team on storying community advocacy, 
key events, and background on the stakes of residents’ concerns about coal ash waste. Other episodes 
focused on salient struggles communities lead, e.g., the state of K-12 public schooling and racial 
resegregation in St. Petersburg, FL (Jesse Williams), prisons in Chicago, IL (Common), water in Flint, MI 
(Rosario Dawson). 
NC Episode (2016, 48 min): “Comedian Zach Galifianakis travels to his home state of North 
Carolina to explore how its been transformed by political spending into a bellwether for how the money 
of an elite few has come to dominate our democracy. While there, Galifianakis investigates allegations 
that the current government's policies benefit only its wealthy backers and the impact this has on the 
general public.”
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suppression, and the (lack of) transparency in guiding public health and safety regulations 
(America Divided 2016-17). 
Tracey speaks often—as she did at the USCCR, and as she does in interviews for the 
EPIX film—about the ways of life and “country living” that characterized her growing up in the 
shadow of the Belews Creek Steam Station and its fly ash.  In southern states where historic 71
Black land ownership is a feat, intergenerational home-places are a vital source of wealth, 
dignity, and belonging, as bequeathed by one’s ancestors or willed to one’s descendants.This 
includes both property and a way of life seemingly ensured by rural, idyllic beauty. Tracey 
Brown Edwards would speak often of “growing up eating from the fruit bearing trees” in the 
1970s and playing as a child in the dirt, while the Duke Energy Belews Creek Steam Station just 
 See “We Are In a Fight For Our Lives” (Wireback 2016).71
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Tracey in her childhood home, where she also 
raised her own two children, 2015.
Zach Galafianakis and Tracey Brown Edwards for 
America Divided, 2017. 
a little over two miles away rained down coal ash flurries onto the soil. These coal ash flurries, 
which landed for miles around depending on the wind that day, but were closest within a four-
five mile radius, chipped the paint from cars and discolored the sealant on all the neighborhood 
homes’ roofs. This was the case for families across Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd. that stretches 
between the Belews Creek Steam Station and the Walnut Tree neighborhood, where like so many 
others, Tracey and her parents, siblings, and several cousins live/d in stand-alone, modular, 
cabin, and trailer homes up and down the same street since the 1960s; most family members had 
lived in close proximity to this land across several generations.  Tracey would smile while 72
speaking of fruit bearing trees, but then would shift her tone, feeling betrayed by her own 
nervous system in puberty, and then in her adult life with strokes in her early forties, and ongoing 
mobility limitations in the lower half of one leg. The way of life Tracey loved, and wished for 
her children was taken from them and from her both as a mother now and, retrospectively as a 
child, as she learned that her own childhood had not been safe, despite the local public officials 
and company representatives’ assurances that coal ash was harmless, just like pollen covering the 
trees, nothing to worry about.  I share Tracey’s testimony at the hearing in full below, because it 
centered the real conundrum of coal ash and fossil fuel economies—that they come "at the 
expense of human life”: 
MS. EDWARDS: Good morning. On behalf of 
my community, I am here today to explain to 
the Commission what it's been like living near 
Belews Creek Steam Station, which we all 
 This reality stands in stark contrast to many fossil fuel lobby’s and compromised officials’ 72
characterizations of how sacrifice zones operate. The siting of heavy industrial pollution at the fenceline 
of residential communities means these lands are often rezoned and characterized in legal and municipal/
county terms that fit the industry’s wishes above residents’. People do not move to polluted areas once 
they are already polluted—enduring industrial pollution is not the fault of residents themselves, despite 
mischaracterizations to this effect. (See Commissioner Heriot’s USCCR rebuttal opinion 2016).
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know as Duke Energy. My name is Tracey 
Edwards, and I grew up in the shadows of 
Duke Energy power plant.  
As a child, I played outside all day long with 
the neighborhood children, just having fun as 
children do.· We grew up living off the land.· 
If we were hungry while playing outside, we 
would look for something growing on the trees 
or the vines that were plentiful back then.· We 
would eat the apples off the apple trees, 
muscadines,·blackberries, cherries, and 
oftentimes I would even eat ripened -- hot 
ripened tomatoes from my family's garden.  
…I even ate the red clay dirt from a bank next 
to my house, and it was good. [This is a phrase 
at which Tracey usually laughs and makes a 
side comment—“Well, didn’t you know kids 
who ate dirt? It tasted sweet, I tell you.” In the  
testimony, she gave only a slight smile].  
When the Duke Energy plant began its  
operations in the early 1970's, coal ash would 
fall off -- fall on our land, rooftops of our 
homes, and our vehicles, and cover them 
worse than·the pollen in the springtime around 
here.· We could write our names on the cars 
because it was just that thick.· It settled on our 
soil, and ·that's where the first point of contact 
began tainting our water supply and 
vegetation. Our families grew gardens on soil 
that was unknowingly contaminated. 
As a child, I had problems with my bladder.· 
My mother took me to different doctors to try 
to help -- to get me·help, because I wet the bed 
almost nightly. I·remember it very well, 
because when I was 10 years·old my mom 
didn't allow me to go on the fifth grade field 
trip to Washington, D.C., simply because she 
didn't want me to be embarrassed in case I wet 
the bed.·At that time, I was 10 years old, 1977.  
I am 48 years old now, and I've lived in  
Walnut Cove near the Duke Energy power 
plant all of my life.· My mother started having 
bad stomach ulcers in the 1980’s that kept her 
in pain for a number of years.· My mother also 
had neurological problems with her left hand, 
and eventually lost the use of her left hand and 
arm.· She also developed heart problems that 
ended up causing her death on September 28, 
2014, of a massive heart attack.  
In 2012, my life changed dramatically. I 
myself had to go to the emergency room 
because I had a series of three strokes which 
left me·paralyzed on my prominent side, 
which is my right side.·I was 44 years old at 
the time.·And I've also had stents put in, also a 
defibrillator.  
There have been numerous cases of cancer, 
respiratory illnesses, neurological problems, 
and heart problems within my community, and 
other communities living near coal power 
plants.  I stated many times that “we are in a 
fight for our lives.”· Our land and our water 
has been contaminated for years without our 
knowledge, and that is criminal.  
Our community has suffered at the hands of 
Duke Energy for over 40 years.· With heavy  
hearts, we want our loved ones that have died 
or have been sickened and unrecognizable due 
to illnesses from cancer or severely disabled 
from strokes at a young age.·  
We live in what we call the country,·away 
from city living, from smog from factories or 
fumes from the city buses and heavy traffic.· 
The only pollutant in our community comes 
from the coal-fired plant, which is Duke 
Energy. 
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If my parents or other families living in our 
community had known when they sold their 
property to Duke Energy in the late·60s that 
there would be a danger living within 10 miles 
around its perimeter, the families would have 
made conscious decisions to move further out, 
far from harm's way.· They would not have 
built homes here or raised their children here. ·  
Our -- our community is predominantly  
African-American, and it is rare that African-  
American families have land and property to 
leave their children that they worked so hard 
for their whole life.· Now we are faced with  
property values that are dropping because of 
water contamination from the coal ash ponds 
and mounds. 
I'm giving you the facts of daily living in·the 
Belews Creek area. There are so many stories 
that people have that has negatively affected 
their way of life and their health.· It's not just 
my community, but other Duke Energy coal-
fired plants around North Carolina.· There are 
cases of breast cancer, brain cancer, stomach 
cancer, just to name a few.· You can't drive 
two miles in either direction of the power plant 
without knowing a family that has dealt with 
such illnesses.  
I lost the most cherished part of me  
when I lost my best friend, the love of my life, 
my mom. ·She was an active part of informing 
our community of what was making us all so 
sick, and I will continue to tell anyone that will 
listen about how·Duke Energy promotes 
poison for profit at the expense of human life. 
What they have done is criminal, as I said 
before. Failing to inform the community of the 
hazardous emissions contaminating our water 
supply, which is vital to human existence.·  
Their failure to clean up their mess and deny  
responsibility for creating a toxic environment 
that we now have to live in. 
I can't help but wonder when my children may 
become ill because I prepared baby formula 
with tap water from my well.  73
It is not reasonable—unreasonable  
to demand Duke Energy to clean up  
their toxic waste because  
it is vital  
to our survival. 
 
Thank you all for allowing  
me to tell my truth.  
(Applause.)  
 See Goldsboro “River Story Round” from the Down East Coalition for Coal Ash Clean Up, in which 73
residents have also self-created an informal “illness registry” among their neighborhoods near the former 
H.F. Lee plant and current coal ash waste ponds. One person shared heartbreak that their grandchildren 
are not allowed to visit them at their house—the parents are afraid to sicken the infants and toddlers who 
might be bathed in the water. Planned/invited by gifted leader Bro. Bobby Jones with Down East CCAC, 
residents’ insights in Goldsboro built on the InterPlay methods story circle I co-facilitate among 
communities of cancer-affected participants. It is my hope that more of these can continue: importantly, 
the story circle workshop includes chance to witness in duos and the larger group to what people love and 
value about their community and where they live as well—intervening on the dismissal of banal 
abstraction in sacrifice zones. The State Senator who was present that evening indicated he was moved 
deeply, learned so much in a short time, and set dates for meetings and learning sessions so that he might 
re-commit to the community after a rushed bill (with many riders) went through that week that disbanded 
the Coal Ash Commission. Many NC politicians of both major parties are not aware of the contexts of the 
bills being pushed through or tagging on in the fine print via Duke Energy's pressure; the Goldsboro 
community made sure this elected representative would never be one among that uninformed crowd 
again.
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Tracey responds to sounds of concern and the sight of commissioners shaking their heads: "I'm 
giving you the facts of daily living in the Belews Creek area.”  In the question and answer period 
with commissioners, Tracey's call for environmental health justice communicates the concrete 
intimacy and regularity by which death is brought into ways of life in coal ash sacrifice zones: 
CHAIR LAZO-CHADDERTON: Thank you. 
Ms. Edwards? 
MS. EDWARDS: Living in my community it's 
been difficult the last few years because I have 
seen a lot of illnesses. I've seen a lot of death. I 
don't want the next generation to have to face 
the same things that we're facing now, with all 
the toxins that we're being affected by. To see 
the heartache in my child's face because she 
knows I'm sick, that's heartbreaking for me. I 
don't want other families to have to go through 
the same thing.  
I lost my mom. That was the most important 
thing in my life. She's my best friend. And she 
fought for the same things. She brought 
awareness to our community because she 
cared about people, and she did everything she 
did out of love. 
Like I said, I continue to do the same thing 
because I love people. I'm a people person! I 
care about others more than myself. And that's 
why I speak up and that's why I'll continue to 
speak up. Just for justice. Just for justice! The 
people in my community are somehow related, 
somehow.  
So we're all being affected. Thank you.  
Tracey has hosted many a sacred meal—simply and with loved ones, as a child playing under the 
trees, at a communion of what her mothering and mothered self lives.
 On Maundy Thursday in March 2016, residents of the Walnut Cove area and then un-
annexed Walnut Tree and Pine Hall communities gathered for a sacred and symbolic feast 
outside a state Department of Environmental Quality hearing on coal ash waste pond risk 
designation. Just weeks before the USCCR hearing, DEQ officials were slated to travel to the 
Danbury County seat and courthouse as one of several statewide events soliciting residents' 
feedback and priorities for coal ash waste cleanup, given enduring exposures to its toxins 
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through their water and air. Black and white, female and male ministers, and lay people of all and 
no faith traditions gathered in self-described “moral witness” alongside a panel of TV cameras to 
reimagine locally-known rituals of uniting flesh and sacred symbol in justice-focused prayer.   74
This ceremony was installed at the entrance to the Ronald Reagan Stokes County government 
building, where nearly 100 residents and supporters gathered for a vigil and feast and secondarily 
for a press conference. Inside the hearing, regional news stations’ and a documentary 
filmmaker’s cameras and residents’ phones-as-recorders were the only methods ensuring full 
documentation, as a DEQ representative took notes, thus rarely making eye contact with 
speakers, and periodically suggesting in full bureaucratic nonchalance to passionate speakers, 
“Do make sure to send that in to us as a written comment.”  
 On Maundy Thursday, Christians mark both Jesus’ act of invitation to a holy supper, and 
Judas’ act of selling his divine brother Jesus to be publicly harmed and killed by authorities of 
the state. Thus, in Stokes County, assembled residents prayed: “We cannot resurrect the physical 
bodies, or the health lost by our loved ones due to coal ash exposure. But we can resurrect their 
Spirit, as we hope to honor them by making sure no others have to face the illnesses they did.”  75
 See Chapter 2 for discussion of ritual’s role in performing witness and activating conscientious 74
collectivity in embodied health movements. 
 During both the 2016 Epiphany and 2016 Maundy Thursday—as with ongoing prayers—Caroline 75
Rutledge Armijo was called upon to lead communal practices of belonging and bodily redemption. Out of 
the broader regional coal ash advocacy she helped to jointly spur in 2009-10, and given her family’s 10 
generation deep relationship to Stokes County, Caroline’s contemplative visual art and writings are part of 
a litany of what she and collaborators understand to be timely, inspired prayers. Caroline tunes into the 
often astonishing ways that the Christian liturgical calendar has aligned with prominent coal ash hearings, 
vigils/press conferences, and publicly reported revelations of corruption between academic researchers, 
state legislators and regulators, the Duke Energy CEO having an unprecedented secret dinner meeting 
with the former governor and DEQ regulators shortly before a “sweetheart deal” ruling was granted in 
their favor, and the long-lasting effects Duke Energy’s prominent statewide lobby (see UNC-Charlotte 
scandal 2018). See appendices for USCCR testimony by Armijo (2016). Caroline, who otherwise self-
describes as shy, a peace-maker, and a “behind the scenes organizer” often synthesizes alongside lifelong 
friends and neighbors a provocative faith for reparative intervention.
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The metal pieces of change fell, handful by handful. “We call on you, DEQ, do not sell your 
beloved sisters and brothers in NC to be harmed and killed. We call on you, DEQ, to resurrect 
integrity, and right action. We call on you DEQ to drop the silver coins.” Between earth and 
heavens, participants were harnessing energies for transformation. Between community truths 
and the attempts others may make to trivialize them, residents set the record according to their 
own knowing. 
 Outside the hearing, Rev. Gregory Hairston held up and blessed a cup to honor blood 
shed—to include illnesses borne out over at least three generations in the community. Each of the 
speakers whose families were affected by illnesses they attribute to coal ash exposure sipped  
from communion cups poured from this well of agape love. In three gathered ministers’ hands, 
bread was ceremoniously broken, communion wafers offered to each speaker representing 
different health issues. A Christian communion meal is termed “sanctified host” and here it was 
blessed by clergy who themselves prophetically suffer/mourn/endure in the overlap of intimately 
situated racial, health, and environmental injustices. Reflecting those gathered around them, 
holding Clean Up All Toxic Coal Ash Sites signs, speakers stood at a podium with Would You 
Drink Our Water? provided by partnering capacity-building group ProgressNC, which takes its 
lead from affected residents on issues ranging from school quality to healthcare access to 
environmental justice and worker safety (Boyd et al 2012). Here, people facing illness were/are 
the hosts in place and purpose; alongside their fellow Stokes County residents, their welcome 
was offered openly to state DEQ agents, the Governor, and Duke Energy officials.  Join us at our 
table. See how it is set? Step lightly and listen. This is holy ground.  
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 Tracey sang at the vigil/press conference/community ritual one of her mom's and her own 
favorite songs: If You Aren’t Going To Help Me, Then Please Don’t Stop Me, In the Name of 
Jesus, Go On and Move Outta My Way.  As we transitioned from Tracey's song clergy neared the 
embroidered burgundy and silver tapestry, on a table foregrounded between news cameras, 
witnesses and the speakers, who themselves were surrounded by dozens of fellow residents in 
support; the table was encircled. At the table’s other end, was a black cloth with three more jars. 
The first held murky drinking water from a nearby resident's home in The Walnut Tree. It was 
lifted from the table—yet no one was invited to drink this. A second jar—the kind that might 
hold homemade lemonade—was tipped to its side, and stuffed with dollar bills to represent 
Tracey Brown Edwards’ question: Who wants money when you could have your health? and 
David Hairston’s charge: You can't drink money. A third jar was filled with black and gray sand, 
dust, and rocks, symbolizing the effects of mismanaged coal ash waste in residents’ lives. Next to 
the communion cups, the jars symbolized a choice:  that which was/is un-potable, shameful, and 76
yet convenient in the short term; and that which is collectively redemptive, renewing, and 
restorative for the longterm. In her testimony preceding the DEQ and USCCR hearings, Tracey 
emphasized the racism that seemed to feed experience:  
  This ritual symbol was made by decision of a local residents’ planning team in Alliance of Carolinians 76
Against Coal Ash. See appendix for “Clean Up Coal Ash: Clean Up Politics” and “Inviting the Governor 
to Dinner” reflection with ACT Against Coal Ash members in January 2016, following revelation on that 
year’s Epiphany calendar, that then-Governor McCrory had hosted a dinner with Duke Energy CEO Lyn 
Good and DEQ officials at his residence (the Governors Mansion), in an unprecedented move of holding 
official business meetings off the public record of appointments, and just a short time before a DEQ 
ruling that was termed a “Sweetheart Deal” for Duke Energy in the vastly reduced fines it was charged 
following the February 2, 2014 Dan River Spill in Eden North Carolina; this ruling had implications for 
ongoing legislation, adjudication, and regulatory promises being made to similarly affected coal ash 
communities in nearly a dozen sites across the state. 
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M: Right. What does it do to have, like in the 
action that happened at the Commissioner’s 
meeting, people standing in unity. People 
singing, doing their dance for social justice, 
what does it do to have that type of 
performance, in a way?  
T: That movement I felt like,  
showed a side of humanity  
that needed to be seen.  
That these are real people.  
These people are being affected in a BAD way 
and they need it to CHANGE! You know, they 
feel passionate about what’s going on around 
them. You know, they want them to hear us.  
See us.We are real people.  
We are not, like I said, just like  
a thought or an idea.  
You know, we are human beings!  
You know, TALENT. You know? 
And people not just gonna lay dormant,  
and let them just do whatever they want to.  
We wanna survive. You know? 
We wanna li-ive.  
And we matter.  
We def-in-ite-ly matter. 
With issues that are happening with African-
Americans, as far as the police, and different 
things like that: it’s seeming like nobody cares 
about us. It doesn’t matter what happens to us. 
But...they’re gettin’ CAUGHT! For one.  
We’re seeing things that we prob-ly wouldn’t 
have never seen if it hadn’t been for people 
with cameras, on their cell phones. You know.  
Bringing things to light, as to what’s 
happening all over the world, all over the 
country.    77
T: ...I know these things also happen to other 
races. ... But you know? It seems like it’s more 
in the African-American community than 
anywhere else.  
M: Yes. It does. 
 As residents in Chapter 3 situate their experiences in Stokes County and with Duke Energy, I think of 77
different but interconnected colonial histories that fuel racial capitalism. In Kwale district, Kenya (per 
footnote Chapter 2): residents’ fertile, rolling farm land was swapped for slanted, lowlying swamps; 
people were forced to move far from family and community with whom they conducted “harambee” 
rotating credit circles for school fees, hospital fees, and small business practices, distinctive to their 
homeplace’s traditions. Remaining families were isolated between swaths of large MNC extraction 
operations, and without land buffer or mutual protection commercial/subsistence farmlands and livestock 
were overrun by wild animals. Being displaced internally split across several existing minority ethnic 
groups' lands meant IDP families and children were often excluded local schools and economies—
exacerbated by histories of settler colonialism and direct British violence in Kenya versus proxy-rule 
imperialism (e.g., Tanzania), and thus strategic division sown between ethnic groups (Sahle 2010, 2002).   
Surrounding the Belews Creek Steam Station is low-lying valley land that used to be “Egypt” a 
majority-Black settlement (home to Hollywood composer Jester Hairston for Lilies of the Field with 
Sidney Poitier). Interviewees describe this and other local parcels as what was made available to newly-
freed Black residents after emancipation—many also took on enslavers’ last names, such as Hairston 
(since their lineage names were stolen along with their labor, and bodily/psychic freedom during chattel 
slavery). White families were also dotted through the region that Duke Energy bought out (see USCCR 
Doris Smith testimony), sometimes for 5-8 generations as well. Jester Hairston’s prophetic redemptive 
call was to honor his grandmothers’ hymns—sung for their survival amidst the spiritual-death grip of 
chattel slavery—by re/writing them into now globally-renowned Hollywood film compositions, and into 
the imagination of millions called to respect their beauty and vision (see Amen 1963). 
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T: You know? Um, it’s like: we’re not just 
gonna LAY DOWN and LET things happen to 
us ANYMORE. We’re tired of that. We are. 
We’re tire-d of it.  
Like you know? We just can’t let people get 
away with just doin’ anythang any-more!  
Not gonna get a-way with-iiit.  
Not gonna treat us ANY kinda way. And think 
we’re gonna sit back and let-you.  
That’s not how it’s supposed to be. 
  
But I DO believe in treatin’ people the way I 
wanna be treated. You don’t always get that. 
But mosta the time I do.  
M: And [breath] when you say people, along 
the lines of the Black Lives Matter movement 
[discussed prior by Tracey], have been saying 
you’re not gonna get treated any kinda way. 
How do you want to be treated? And how are 
you seeing people in Walnut Cove and Walnut 
Tree say they want to be treated?  
T: They. Don’t wan-na Be. Dis-respe-cted.  
They wanna be respec-ted:  
Treated the way you would treat any other  
hu-man be-ing walk-in’ this earth. FAIRLY.  
They wanna be in-cluded. Not ex-cluded.  
When it comes to de-cis-ions that’s gonna 
affect their life—livelihood, their families, 
their community. 
They don’t like the fact that they’re goin’ 
under-hand-ed and makin’ decisions based on 
a DOLLAR. And who is gonna GET IT.  
I mean you know?  
They’re not gonna share that money with their 
community...  
Like I said, they’ll get the money  
— and — run.  
If anything... I, …[letting that land]  
You know?” 
Tracey, like several other residents-as-rightful-experts testifying at the USCCR had become a 
beacon of light against many other shadowy forces in their community the last four decades. Her 
testimony at the hearing was prefaced by our oral history interview in which she os pointedly her 
reframed the fiscal investment in the steam station, beginning by reiterating “At What Cost?” and 
closing with her own response to “What is money?”  
T: Human life, you know?  Like my mom once 
said, you know, she’s all for having beautiful 
vegetation and animals, you know, living in 
our woods or whatever.  
…But you’re killing us off, and like she said, 
“At What Cost?”   
You know, at what cost?   
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I mean, you know, we value our lives.   
They don’t seem to have a value to it.  
It’s like we don’t exist and they’re just going to 
do whatever they want to do anyway.  
You know, they don’t relate how we live to 
what they’re actually doing to us. They don’t 
put those two things together, you know.  It 
seem like it doesn’t matter to them.  
M: And for a company, why should it matter?   
T: Well, for one – OK nine times out of ten 
you’re gonna have people who work for your 
company, you know, in the area.   
Who wants to come through and see funeral 
wreaths on their way to work every day? You 
know, who wants to see … just not seeing 
people, period? You know because they’re shut 
up in their home because of fear of what’s in 
the air, what they’re breathing in.   
You know …eh…they don’t care.   
They just don’t care.   
And the big wheels they don’t live close 
anyway so they really don’t care.  The 
shareholders..they’re in another state.   
They don’t care what goes on in that 
community that that facility is in.  They don’t  
care about that – long as they make that 
money.  That’s what they care about.  They 
don’t care about  
who its hurtin’, long as they’re profiting. 
M: What would you say to ask them, those 
people who just care about profits, to search 
their hearts, to shift the costs?  
T: If they would actually come to this 
community and see how people have suffered 
through the years it could possibly… it could 
possibly give them a change of heart.  
You know, let them see who they’re affecting 
are real people.  An idea, you know: 
[gasp, a realization, as if they finally get it] 
They are real 
living,  
breathing  
people  
that care about where they live!  
I mean, you know, I’m not saying, like I said 
everybody’s not poor here, you know?  
May not have as much as they do  
but we’re not poor, and what we have satisfies 
us, you know, our way of living.  78
 By the1900s, the Egypt area land was more cheaply available for low-income white families (see 78
USCCR Leslie Bray Brewer testimony) many also bought in and had farms that later edged Belews Lake. 
In the 1960s, many homes in Egypt were wooden and most were not removed completely, according to 
Tracey (also see USCCR Dana Dalton testimony). Tracey's family remembers Duke Energy “just flooded 
out the land” after buying people out, and this became Belews Lake, the cooling area for the Belews Lake 
Steam Station. Centuries before, the Dan River nearby had been the land of the Saura indigenous people. 
Assumptions about the “market force” economic “realities” for coal ash sites like Belews (see USCCR 
dissenting opinion, Heriot) cynically leave out the larger histories by which land is "more affordable” for 
polluting industries to purchase. Trusting markets built on displacement and (intra)colonial inequity hurts 
residents both Black and white, low-income and not. Thus, the majority opinion of the USCCR analysis 
turns to the unequal protections and clean up that majority Black and low-income communities get, even 
given distribution polluting coal production facilities that affect majority white communities elsewhere. 
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M: They’re [residents and neighbors are] 
working hard to make that happen.  
T: Exactly, all these honest, hardworking 
people matter!  
But to them [Duke Energy]  
…if they could see us, you know?   
I mean, I’m sure my house might  
look like a closet to them, you know,  
‘cuz I’m sure they’re super wealthy, you know.  
The ones at the top, they’re super wealthy, the 
shareholders are super wealthy, you know? 
M: [Nodding] This is a beautiful home.  
T: Thank you very much. 
M: Beautiful pictures of your family – so 
much love.  
T: Well thank you.  
That’s what means the most to me is my 
family.  That’s what means the most to me.   
You know, if my children get sick – what is 
money? What is money?   
That’s not gonna, I mean I’m not saying it 
can’t make ‘em well if I had it to take em to 
whatever specialist, but why should I have to 
just for everyday living?   
They shouldn’t get sick like that!  
I don’t want em sick like that.  
[Building up] 
And if I had known, if my parents had known 
that we were being exposed to something as 
toxic as the coal ash, you know? 
We wouldn’t  
still be here.  
Conclusion 
Mr. Tom Reeder, Assistant Secretary for the Environment, NC Department of 
Environmental Quality (DEQ), made these strong promises to the assembled community at the 
USCCR hearing: 
MR. REEDER: Here's what we're gonna do. 
We're gonna do a complete environmental 
justice screen for any permit for a coal ash 
landfill in North Carolina. We're gonna -- 
we're gonna have a public meeting. We're 
gonna have a public hearing for all new 
permits for coal ash landfills, and then we're  
gonna do a complete environmental justice 
screen in accordance with the Title VI laws 
that Ms. Taylor talked about.  
MR. REEDER: But then we're even gonna go 
further than that, because that's not good 
enough. We're gonna  take our environmental  
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justice screen and we're gonna give it to the 
EPA Office of Civil Rights, the U.S. 
Commission on Civil Rights, and the North 
Carolina Advisory Commission, and we're 
gonna let hem review that environmental 
justice screen, and we will not move forward 
with any permitting until that screening has 
been reviewed and concurred with, by those 
authorities. 
MR. REEDER:  That's our promise to you. No 
more disproportionate impacts from coal ash 
in North Carolina. It stops here. It stops with 
this administration. It's been neglected too 
long.  
His comments seemed a set-up for another round of discrepancy between “promises made” and 
“promises kept" by state regulators. The EPA’s involvement is far from sure; the communities 
surrounding Belews Creek Steam Station do not want their problem displaced to another 
community as was the case when similar promises were made in, for instance, Kingston, TN: 
coal ash was removed but to uncovered, unlined, appallingly unregulated landfills in the 
predominantly Black and low-income community of Uniontown, Alabama (Evans 2015). 
In testimonial narration: (1) memory clarifies intergenerational connection as a 
necessarily dynamic force that shakes the foundations of what is, and evokes what was, in hopes 
for what could be. (2) Testimonial narration attunes us to our own place in things—how to act, 
speak, move; in performance, it claims what already is common sense. (3) Testimonial witness is 
a performance of listening and a performance as listening that brings other types of origin stories 
into the fold of life/death; it brings death into life, and holds open the threshold between the two. 
Despite the uncertainties embedded in the sacrifice zone stories told here and at the USCCR and 
in preceding and subsequent NC DEQ hearings, these testimonies seem to have had a cumulative 
impact resonant with the power Toni Morrison attributes to remembering: 
“You know, they straightened out the Mississippi River in places, to make room for 
houses and livable acreage. Occasionally the river floods these places. ‘Floods is the 
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word they use, but in fact it is not flooding, it is remembering. Remembering where it 
used to be. All water has a perfect memory and is forever trying to get back to where it 
was. Writers are like that: remembering where we were, what valley we ran through, 
what the banks were like, the  light that was there and the route back to our original 
place. It is emotional memory—what the nerves and the skin remember as well as how it 
appeared. And a rush of imagination is our ‘flooding.’” — Morrison, “The Site of 
Memory” (1999:95). 
In the spring of 2019, Walnut Cove and regional residents around the Belews Creek Steam 
Station learned that Duke Energy would be required by the NC Department of Environmental 
Quality to fully excavate all of the coal ash and at Belews Creek Steam Station and a half dozen 
other waste sites under state review. In a remarkable outcome following decades of 
mismanagement and deceit/denial by private industry and government alike, the coal ash would 
not be permitted to be “capped in place" or put in a so-called “hybrid" amalgamation more 
dangerous than the cap. While requirements of cleanup are still being litigated by Duke Energy 
and spun in news media as a dilemma between clean up “costs" the company will bear and rate 
hikes threatened by Duke Energy for "the rest of the ratepayers”, the ruling by DEQ was 
unequivocal: the coal ash will and must be moved by Duke Energy to lined, above ground, onsite 
landfills. Two weeks after the ruling, in the Stokes County Middle School cafeteria, elders and 
children gathered to be blessed by interdenominational clergy and by R&B and funk music soul 
train dance lines. When Belews Creek Steam Station affected residents and H.F. Lee Station 
affected residents donned celebratory attire provided at the “Excavation Celebration”, a dance 
emerged that spread down the line in call and response with choreography to boot: Kick the coal 
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ash—Kick the coal ash! (right foot kicks across the body, then left), Spread the Joy—Spread the 
Joy! (each person makes one turn with arms circling toward the sky). Residents’ acts of memory/
imagination flooded the banks of injustice and found their way, if not back to an “original place”, 
at least to home. 
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Excavation Celebration! Dance Line with Joy Blessing. 
(L-R) Susan Dalton, Tracey Brown Edwards, youth 
leader Jayden, Kim Porter, Xavier Boatright, Sarah 
Kellogg. Video still, photo by Caroline Armijo 2019.
Revs. Alfred Warren, Leslie Bray Brewer join App 
Voices’ Amy Adams after processing down the dance 
line as clergy on behalf of all who died/could not join.
CHAPTER 4: STAGE IV BODY DISPATCHES  
Y’know, they notice I have a fabric wrap and hat,  
or that chemo-puff-skin, or I'm using a  
walker as a kinda-younger person, 
and so they’re doing it for me, but  
it’s also not just me. You can tell in their eyes.  
It’s like I am their sister, or wife or parent or 
child who has faced cancer. 
  
They get to be with that person 
by my being there… 
It’s—it’s such a sacred position, really. 
I get to be all these people at once […] 
— Barbara Bosma Garlock 
Stage IV cancer patient and health justice advocate 
Chapter Preview 
 In this chapter I ask: What are the distinctive kinds of stories relayed in cancer cultures 
about bodily being, becoming, and belonging? What is the difference between manufactured and 
emergent cancer narratives? How do biomedical, biosocial, and biopolitical aspects of cancer 
cultures interact in cancer stories? What in particular do the narratives that emerged in my 
interaction with Danielle and Barbara teach us about possibilities for creating health justice in 
the treatment of advanced cancers? 
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 I proceed by proposing an alternative body-health politics mobilized by underrepresented 
cancer stories about stage IV being, becoming, and belonging. Stage IV cancer story narrators 
trouble the contradictions that normalize healthcare injustices they experience as “winning vs 
dying/giving up” and surviving (individually) vs suffering/speaking up. (This is often refracted 
for peer narrators with life-threatening illnesses and (dis)abilities in the contemporary U.S.).  
 Mainstream biomedical and philanthropic approaches increasingly feature stage IV 
cancers as leverage to advocate for “additional research needed” in biotechnology fields. Yet I 
find that body-performances of otherwise underrepresented stage IV cancer stories through 
visual art/choreography and oral history interviews part of the Flipping Cancer performance 
project, and workshops with palliative care and stress management patient/caregiver/clinician 
cohorts may uniquely honor the multiplicity, power relations, and dialogic expressivity for which 
each group seeks witness and activation. Reframing the bodily, verbal, and visual vocabularies 
of cancer stories beyond policy scientism requires activating patient, clinician, and caregiver/
supporter subjectivities that circumvent U.S. cancer industries’ agendas. Emergent stage IV body 
dispatches creatively converge in calls for equitable quality and access in healthcare worlds. 
Dispatches 
 Listening in to reflections on life with advanced cancer feels increasingly urgent at a time 
when the U.S. War on Cancer is waged by and on behalf of “armies” of cancer patients and their 
professional and personal supporters conscripted for what many feel is a narrow notion of 
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victory: being/becoming/claiming life as “survivor.”  I cannot turn away from listening to the 79
wisdoms of persons facing advanced cancer in particular when political, economic, and cultural 
resources are funneled into the war against cancer as if it will be won by well-funded, publicly 
and privately supported biopharmaceutical/biotechnological advances alone. Such singular 
commitment unfortunately cuts off many valuable sites by which to promote health and wellness 
for all persons with cancers and especially those with stage IV—from universal/single-payer 
healthcare access to advocacy for healthcare quality that includes drug safety and efficacy 
protections (Rupp and Zuckerman 2016), from dialogic and reflexive clinician-patient 
encounters (Berwick 1999, 2003) to honest institutional re-calibrations that address harmful 
barriers like implicit bias and death-denying biases to hospice care (Becker 1991, Bowen 
Matthews 2016, Broyard 1992, Lightfoot et al 2014), and improved access to palliative and 
integrative care that reduces pain/inflammation and addresses quality of life for patients whose 
mental health (to include emotional and spiritual facets) and social health matter deeply to their 
physical health and wellness.  
 See Hawkins (1995, Reconstructing Illness: Studies in Pathography) who illuminates the different 79
archetypes by which illness' protagonists might conceive of their subjectivities. Branching off from 
Sontag’s troubling of Illness as Metaphor, Hawkins tunes into the implications for clinical care, cultural 
norms, and patient experiences with life-threatening illnesses in particular. (Becker writes about the 
“hero” archetype as a response to death, particularly amidst death-denying cultural cues). The organizing 
forms Hawkins suggests, which clarifies some of the “survivors only” logic I suggest in this chapter are: 
- Heroic Athletes in Competition: there are “rules on the field” and there is a game-like competition—
albeit with high stakes; there are valiant “winners” (and thus also losers). 
- Warriors in Battle: illness is to be fought and the body is a battlefield; people who diagnosed with 
illness thus become soldiers or warriors “in the trenches” and doctors are like commanders, 
communicators/educators are like the administrative staff within army regimes. 
- Stoic Sufferers: there is only pain and little gain, illness is a site of loss alone, and people who 
experience it are victims; they are strong when they do not communicate about their suffering but 
rather grit their teeth and bear it “nobly”; they persist. 
- Odyssey Goers: illness is a site of mystery and challenge, of richness and quest; the purpose is not 
known per se, but there “is one” and it is revealed over time ("trust the process”); courage and 
vulnerability occur side by side; saints and sirens crop up at key landmarks; advocates/guides and 
mentees/companions emerge to join.
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 Instead, I understand cancer to be embedded in larger networks of cultural codes and 
“cultural capital" (Singhal, Papa, and Papa 2000) capable of being mobilized in cancer-affected 
communities’ organizing for social change. Many advanced cancer patients seek to parse 
differences between patient-centered care and the types of policy-making and regulatory 
measures that, for example, prioritize lucrative business potential in disease-focused economies 
(Jain 2013, Rajan 2006, Rose 2007, Sulik 2011) which increase the financial toxicity of drug, 
treatment, healthcare insurance, and out of pocket costs born by individuals and families who 
face cancer in the contemporary U.S. (BCA 2017, NCHR 2015, PCP 2002). Addressing 
advanced cancers in particular may therefore require a deeper dive into the interlaced flows and 
formations of knowledge, power, and subject-making that constitute cancer as a cultural 
apparatus in the contemporary U.S. 
 Persons facing advanced cancers as patients, caregivers, and healthcare providers seem 
uniquely able to participate in multiple simultaneous realities, even those that may seem at first 
to have conflicting narrative arcs. These include: living fully and dying well (Staley and Brock 
2009, Broyard 1992).  Being a “good patient” and being an unabashed “patient 80
advocate” (Berwick 2005). Balancing the pharmakon—hurt you to help you—nature of 
contemporary U.S. cancer care (Jain 2013, Martin 2008), and discerning a willingness/
expectation to undergo chemotherapy and willingness/dedication to pursue complementary and 
 With a focus on what quality of dying-specific “quality of life” measures would reveal about patients’ 80
goals and guiding principles for how their physical, mental, social, emotional/spiritual wishes for 
wellness might unfold in ways that may exceed "health" (as “survival”) per se. See Brock “quality of end 
of life” adjusted scale (in Staley and Brock 2009). Many observers note the ways that the best hospice 
care becomes what many patients had wished the healthcare experience could be all along: a team of 
clinicians and caregivers who work in concert with one another through constantly reflexive inter-
professionalism that welcomes complementary and whole-person modalities a patient requests, and in 
consensus-where-possible and informed consent-based communication with patients who are asked 
questions at every turn about what they want from the care they receive. 
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alternative medicines simultaneously rather than in conflict with one another (Cornucopia 2017, 
Lorde 1988, NCI 2017). Noting/knowing the dangers of toxic industrial exposures and toxic 
traces in everyday products linked to cancers and noting/knowing how much is as yet unknown 
about cancer biology and the environments our porous bodies traverse (Carson 2017, EWG 
2018). Wanting to call out the inequities or corruptions perpetuated by many existing corporate-
funded cancer campaigns and wanting at the same time to be in community, to serve/lead as part 
of embodied and public acts of communion to campaign against cancer (Klawiter 2000). 
 The inquiries I have pursued alongside research partners who live with and communicate 
about advanced cancers trace power relations within personal and public illness narratives about 
disease in our material bodies. Mishler (2004) contends that analysis and response to many 
patients’ stories often characterized as “marginal experience narratives” tend to focus on 
improving patient-physician relations. However, beyond the “micro-ethics of ‘human care,’” 
such stories might instead function as “narratives of resistance” (Mishler citing Stone-Mediatore 
2003, Briggs 1996) which manifest a “macro-ethics of social justice’’ about “the impact of social 
and economic inequality on indices of morbidity and mortality, and access to care” (Mishler 
2004:432-433). 
 Further, I have found alongside narrators that stories about advanced cancer are not only 
acts of personal disclosure; they are often shared and exchanged as inherently political acts—
contraband insights whispered among patients in chemotherapy waiting rooms (how to navigate 
integrative medicine pursuits alongside traditional treatments) or among nurses at the computer 
bank by the patient window (how to negotiate coverage with recalcitrant health insurance 
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companies) or boldly proclaimed at rallies naming / re-naming cancer inequities.  Stories of 81
facing advanced illness can either slick up or disrupt flows of power; they can pulse through or 
tangle up lines of monetary profit in contemporary U.S. economies of disease and healing.  
 For example, philanthropic and cancer screening-oriented public service announcements 
have historically featured patient stories about facing cancers, and prominently position patients’ 
relationships with their family members or healthcare teams, to focus on changing particular 
health behaviors—see for instance, the American Cancer Society’s “Save the Birthdays” 
campaign (American Cancer Society: The Official Sponsor of Birthdays), or Komen’s “Stories of 
Inspiration” or American College of Radiology’s advertisement; “Be there for all the great 
moments. Mammography saves lives…one of them may be yours.” With increasing frequency, 
direct-to-consumer marketing of specific oncology drugs features the simulacrum—an image-
based substitute—of this pattern of cancer-affected persons’ stories, with emotional appeals to 
ask one’s doctor about a cancer therapy (see, for instance, Pfizer’s “Sometimes it takes more than 
medication” or Neulasta’s “Sisters” or Opdivo’s “Longer Life”).  Beyond this, almost every 
major biopharmaceutical firm has a “digital storytelling” campaign hosted for women with 
metastatic breast cancer, for example: Genentech’s  “Faces of MBC: Metastatic Breast Cancer 82
 In The Renewal of Generosity: Illness, Medicine, and How to Live, Frank proposes “moral non-81
fiction” (2004:77): medical ethics informed by “how ill and disabled people seek to create more generous 
representations of themselves and their conditions; how the ill seek to sustain their participation and to 
make society more generous in the forms of participation it values; and finally the generosity of of 
expanding personal health to health ecology” by which “the ill are remoralizing illness and its treatment.”
 Faces of mBC (Genentech) monetizes stage IV cancer stories and support networks, to imply its role in 82
hosting a "needed forum” for “awareness" of mBC (the company uses a lower case m). Videographers 
who support stage IV patients with documentary shorts are asked to spread the word across networks: 
“Please watch the Faces of MBC video to learn more about their stories. For every view, Genentech will 
donate $1 to breast cancer research programs. Oct. 13 is MBC Awareness Day. Please help us spread 
the word.” (Livingston 2011; Genentech's initiative for MBC is currently under a revamp process).
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Stories,” or AstraZeneca’s “My MBC Story: Personal Journeys. Personal Stories.”  or Pfizer’s 83
“Story Half Told: A focus on metastatic disease” (probably the most nuanced among the lot).  84
Or, as you can see during major television networks' commercial breaks or spanning the sides of 
public transport and sports arenas this season, PhRMA, America’s Biopharmaceutical Companies 
group, has recently launched a broad reaching, multi-media “GO BOLDLY” campaign featuring 
commercial themes “Do Not Go Gentle” and “A New Way to Fight Cancer,” and an online 
platform for a series of “I’m Not Average” video shorts. The series is part of the flexible 
reorientation of biomedicine and large-scale cancer outreach in response to—at least nominally 
and in public acts of representation—decades worth of people with cancers and other diseases 
communicating their aversion to healthcare experiences in which they become a number more 
than a person, then grouped into a register of statistics that obscures their own complex life 
unfolding/salvaged/ended. These ads appropriately parse the individual and the disease but 
remain ads linked to biomedical interests. In this sense, cancer stories have and sometimes are a 
kind of currency. In this chapter, I am more interested in what, following Mattingly (1998), I 
 My MBC Story (AstraZeneca 2019) invokes an empowerment model: in the act of sharing, you are 83
helping. “Empower others with your stories” hails participants to “join a community of powerful women” 
and to know “more about your disease” because that makes “the difference between living with MBC and 
living a life beyond pink” (I am still trying to make sense of that distinction). The distinctive shift titled 
“Beyond Pink: Sharing Our Metastatic Breast Cancer Story”—from the creators of National Breast 
Cancer Awareness Month upon which pink kitsch was built (Ehrenreich 2001, 2012 in Brown et al, 
Pezzullo 2007)—now offers tools for “your personal MBC journey” since the diagnosis “isn’t easy” but it 
helps “women with MBC and their loved ones” have the “tips, support, and proper knowledge” to face its 
challenges together (AstraZeneca 2019). Certainly, the resources offered are helpful; but/and in the 
meantime, the platform itself reflects key developments in U.S. cancer cultures’ market(able) politics-
through-life.
 A Story Half Told (Pfizer) features documentary coverage of incredible people/personalities with stage 84
IV MBC. Featured patients' advice about coping with the nonmedical difficulties and "new normal” of 
stage IV cancer across racially, culturally, gender-identity and age-diverse body-being may flow into 
viewers' sense that the company is also of course a trusted advisor. Metavivor’s Partners and Sponsors 
page (2019, discussed subsequently in this chapter) features developments from each pharmaceutical 
supporter of their work, and A Story Half Told (most are indeed legitimately rad personalities/people).
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have come to call advanced cancer emergent narratives. These narratives emerge in context, out 
of dialogue, both in and beyond clinical plots, and, rough as they may be, act to counter 
packaged forms of cancer stories-as-currency. 
Survivorship 
 Farquhar and Lock suggest that “the extent to which the embodied existence of one party 
is obscured can be linked to the discomfort or indignity of the other, more obviously embodied 
person”—healthcare professionals in authoritative or sanitary attire (white coats, scrubs) who 
interact with disrobed or otherwise exposed patients, for instance, or anthropological observers 
with capacity and mobility to shift away from the dangers and inequalities they document in 
others’ unavoidably everyday environments (2007:14-15). This is a hide-and-seek relation in 
which protection of some bodies is actually linked to the display of other, more vulnerable 
bodies—an especially alluring and also dangerous proposition when the obscured bodies are 
doing the “saving” or “treating” or “spreading awareness” on behalf of the more vulnerable, 
spectacularized bodies that suffer. Within the purview of cancer cultures, I would add to Lock 
and Farquhar’s account of body-to-body relations that of not only doctors and patients, or 
anthropological researchers and their subjects, but also many policymakers, biomedical 
technology workers, and philanthropic donors whose understanding of themselves is in fact 
predicated on the body-centered stories and intimate exposure relayed by persons facing cancer 
themselves or as caregivers. Framed, captioned, and circulated, persons living with cancer and 
their families’ narratives of suffering and triumph can give “fuel” to the work of technologists, 
legislators, and humanitarian fundraisers. This is not only about “finding meaning” in one’s 
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profession or avocation or volunteerism—in fact, the stories of persons facing cancer, and the 
embodied narratives they share, are often mobilized in ways that undergird public belief in 
scientists’, politicians’, and philanthropists’ tireless dedication to producing biomedical 
breakthroughs in research, legislation, and funding. Stories of suffering and surviving thus tend 
to legitimate professional and philanthropic interests.  
 Secondary effects accrue when pharmaceutical companies advertise the triumphs 
variously early or advanced stage cancer patients narrate—whether of organ systems fending off 
disease entirely or stabilizing against cancer metastasis, or of a mother with cancer learning to 
“live in each moment” as her children reach such milestones as elementary, middle, or high 
school graduations. The successes, whether physical or emotional, are not only reported by, but 
also articulated onto the company or enterprise that hosts the patient or caregiver’s narration. 
Watching and listening to so many of these cancer stories physically evidenced as such by their 
narrators, I hear not just one story but its call for others: this philanthropy stands for me—and 
thus “you, too could have medical/emotional victory over the disease if you join our cause”; this 
research group or hospital or company’s devotion to biomedical advances is on my behalf—and 
thus “you too could battle down cancer if your drugs come from this brand” or “you too could be 
a patient success if your care comes from this hospital.” Irrespective of the actual medical 
“triumph” of the individual narrator—on screen, the radio, the billboard, or in life—their/his/her 
story builds trust among a broader public of persons facing cancer and the companies/
foundations represented. Farquhar and Lock also posit that one “cannot really gaze disembodied 
upon another body; when we see or read about another’s pain, we are likely to experience 
vicarious discomforts; when we read about sex or food, we are likely to experience desire or 
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disgust” (2007:15). Variously called in by these sponsored cancer stories, viewers, participants, 
donors, advocates, patients, and customers see themselves—or their future selves and families—
represented, at least in part, in the body-centered narration the biotech firm or hospital system or 
multinational philanthropy purveys. These persons who “gaze” upon cancer narrators/narratives-
as-currency take in a series of implied concepts: biomedical care is a linear process; 
humanitarian and legislative fundraising for cancer care is most effective when funneled to early 
detection technologies/outreach and future cure technologies pursued through clinical trials; the 
causes of cancer are mainly luck-of-the-draw and based in genetic proclivity.  
 In the aforementioned and similar frameworks, all cancer stories seem to have a 
beginning, a middle, and an end, forming a contained arc that can provide closure, or 
straightforward identification of meaning/purpose. The beginning: diagnosis, often positioned by 
already heart-rending or admirable life circumstances. The middle/climactic twist: medical 
intervention, often rendered through heroic efforts (by any number of dedicated collaborators to 
the patient). The end: outcome in one of two forms, either a successful recovery of health and 
celebrated elongation of time lived, or a loss, that was nonetheless not in vain if positioned 
within the progressive, cumulatively successful pursuit of scientific breakthroughs. 
 Much of this returns to a notion of survivorship that is the tail-end of many cancer 
support programs, outreach initiatives and funding allocations in oncology worlds. Inadvertently, 
or willingly as a way to “reduce liability”, many of these programs omit stage IV cancer patients. 
Barbara speaks about how she attempted to enter into a cancer nutrition and exercise support 
program for women with cancer, but her multiple calls were never returned. Upon finally 
catching a liaison for the program by phone, she was told, “Oh. Sorry, we aren't enrolling people 
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with stage IV cancers right now.” When Barbara, surprised, asked why, the person on the other 
end of the line replied, “Well… they tend to scare our other participants.” In our oral history 
interview session in which Barbara narrated this moment, she followed it quickly—as I do when 
I re-perform it, by performing listening to it through my own body—with “I was like…. What!? 
… I am definitely ….[pause, then in a rush] going to call Oprah about this!” This is met by 
laughter in the original settings in which Barbara told it and it is also is often met by laughter in 
audiences for the Flipping Cancer production (See Appendix Barbara II).  
 After the most recent production, a director of statewide oncology support programs 
approached me to ask: “You wouldn’t happen to know the name of the program you mentioned, 
that wasn’t enrolling stage IV breast cancer patients, would you?” I paused—I never mention the 
specific name to audiences because “calling out” the program is not at all my prerogative; rather 
I wish to point to the familiar feelings that many in the audience may have as advanced cancer 
patients, or those who care for them, and the fact that this type of exclusion is common and could 
happen in any number of clinical care settings or hospital systems. When I explained this he 
asked with gentle persistence, "Well, I ask because I am the director of statewide cancer support 
programs in the office that oversees “[name of the program]”, and I wanted to make sure that 
this is no longer happening, and that this exclusion of stage IV patients will never happen 
again.” At this, eyes wide and hand to my mouth I nodded: yes, this was the exact program. He 
offered, “Perhaps this was because the program in a pilot stage did not have the appropriate 
modifications and support systems in place for people with stage IV cancers, so did not want to 
take on the risk. But I am deeply disturbed by this patient’s story and want to see to it that this is 
fixed moving forward.” I felt the power of story as an alternate kind of currency (almost 
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electrical!) circulate between us in this moment. Had I lampooned a specific program, we may 
not have had this interaction so smoothly; had I chosen another portion to perform that day, 
cutting as I usually must from a dynamic ensemble of material fit to each venue and theme, our 
interaction might not have happened at all. But I kept turning to humor amidst the ridiculousness 
(Boyd et al 2012), to the moments of response-ability and address-ability Oliver (2001) leans 
into as the dialogic space, the productive and sometimes even dialectic tension of sharing weight 
by showing up with our full selves, our full stories, and our willingness to both be address-able 
and to address, to be responsive, and elicit others’ responding. This program director and I spoke 
about what stood in the way of offering more appropriate and welcoming programs to people 
with advanced cancers, especially in rural settings.  He responded that the resources and 85
outreach for such programs “just were not there” yet, and that many providers were interested in 
giving their stage IV cancer patients more opportunity for integrative, palliative, and 
complementary care. As in his closing remarks at the conference, he mentioned again to me his 
dedication to seeing that physicians get the training they need, the skills and responsivity so 
many of them do desire to have, to build into their practice the cue to “each day, as I walk into 
 Based on this and other experience developed during onsite performances of Flipping Cancer, in the 85
future, I do hope to work with the statewide supportive care programs within UNC Cancer Network and 
beyond. In this vein, Cates et al’s “Practice-Based Communication” interventions and participant-
responsive design of gain-frame messaging provide a useful roadmap.  
While destigmatizing otherwise-taboo health-related decision-making and promoting previously 
under-utilized, beneficial healthcare (in their case for pre-teens’ utilization of HPV vaccines), facilitators 
included: (A) “compatibility”—fit with clinic’s values and larger regional health communication efforts, 
(B)“adaptability”—fit to existing clinician workflows and utilization of minimal costs/resources, (C) 
“patient need and resources”—awareness of patients’ health circumstances (i.e., need for such 
interventions), (D) clinic leadership to discuss intervention progress amongst staff, and 
(E)“implementation climate”—a shared culture of willingness and adaptability. Barriers were: (A) 
“structural characteristics”—centralized/bureaucratic processes in decision-making (if there were internal 
points of resistance), and (B) “cost/resources” alongside “maintenance/sustainability”—especially given 
some locations’ staffing limitations (Cates et al 2018:S86-7).
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the clinic, and before each patient I see, I place my hand on the doorknob, close my eyes, and 
take a breath”.   86
 The supportive care director’s questions reminded me of the many limits of 
“survivorship” as a principle that was originally intended to support cancer patients. In the 
mid-1990s, the National Cancer Institutes shifted their language to clarify that “upon diagnosis” 
each cancer patient would be titled “a survivor”, no matter the stage of the cancer they faced, the 
prognosis, or the shifting circumstances of the disease and their response to treatments. There are 
many potential reasons why this change in terminology was suggested and then enacted so 
rigorously by clinicians and philanthropists alike, but one seems to be the emphasis from early 
1990s cancer movements that sought to expand public opinions about cancer as “automatically” 
a death sentence.  
 In InterPlay methods healthcare storytelling and stress relief workshops that I offer both 
as stand-alone programs in hospitals and as events preceding Flipping Cancer, I have witnessed 
many stage IV cancer patients, especially but certainly not limited to breast cancer patients with 
metastases, clarify their sense of the ambivalent performativity embedded in “cancer survivor” as 
an identity categorization and interpellation. At Relay for Life (for all types of cancers), or at any 
number of half, one, and three day Race for the Cure (Komen™)  or Avon Crusaders events (for 
 As oncology provider “Dr. E” reminds herself to do, in an interview adaptation featured in the Flipping 86
Cancer performance. In a crunch of time-based pressures, electronic medical records (that in many cases 
seem only to expand “paperwork” time, not minimize it for clinicians), and insurance reimbursement 
structures that do not reward extra minutes spent with each cancer patient, “Dr E” takes this moment to 
renew her own sense of commitment to meeting each patient where they are, as they are. A focus on 
community-generated agendas is echoed in Papa, Singhal and Papa’s (2000) Organizing for Social 
Change, and what Singhal and colleagues call positive deviance or PD (2010). PD operates as a method 
of social support and systemic recalibration through local practices (P) that already work and can inform 
peer attitudes (A) to shift so-called community development knowledges (K). This represents a welcome 
reversal of the “KAP gaps” model, a formula by which outsider-experts’ official “Knowledge” is wielded 
to shift insider “Attitudes” and thus disseminate preconceived “(behavior) change” through networks of 
changed “Practice.”
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breast cancers), the rite of “Survivors Lap” on a track at an overnight relay, or the loudspeaker 
call for “Survivors Up Front” of multi-thousand person walks/runs, leaves them in limbo. Do I 
go? Am I technically a survivor, if chances are that this disease will be what kills me, eventually? 
Have I arrived—at “survivorhood” or whatever achievements earn me that exclusive title and 
sense of belonging?  “Cancer Survivor” is performative by its very nature; it is conditional—it 
needs proving, through action, through others' assumption/interpellation that you are in fact, the 
thing, the role, following the script—and it is cumulative—“cancer survivor" becomes all the 
more real when one claims it through embodying and speaking it, responding to its call. “Cancer 
survivor” is also consequential: deeply and personally felt, it is maintained by social norms, 
embodied and communicative cues, and forms of inherited knowledge. The cultural script in 
which the role is cast refers to a scene that has already been going on before you entered the 
stage (Butler 1991) but that is not wholly protected from subversion either.  
 In InterPlay workshops I conducted as a hybrid form of health communication and 
performance research,  several groups of patient and caregiver participants have generated their 87
own alternative terms to “cancer survivor”. Many appreciate the more open-ended term  
 InterPlay sources include InterPlay: What the Body Wants (2004), Having It All: Body, Mind, and Spirit 87
Together At Last (1999) and InterPlay Philosophy and Technique (1995), all by Phil Porter and Cynthia 
Winton Henry. See Appendix C. The major principles that inform storytelling, movement/stillness and 
vocal/breath practice in InterPlay workshops are attention to:  
(a) enjoying/allowing what the body can do, and relaxing into ourselves as we are—ease and affirmation  
(b) well-guided improvisational forms that allow playfulness to emerge—creativity, rest, and play are all 
three a human birthright (vital to people who deal with illness, overwhelm, systemic injustices, 
overwork in advanced capitalism/neoliberal orders) 
(c) taking things one small/intuitive step at a time, so-called incrementality—bodies love tangible, micro-
achievable elements that build one another organically 
(d) information and stress are physical, they accumulate, and we benefit from so-called exformation—
repeating satisfying, simple physical/non-verbal sound/breath actions that move this information out 
(e) having supportive presence of others helps us discern our own stories/access our bodies’ immediate 
data, patterned knowledges, and applied insights, and in simultaneous-solos, duos, or small groups, in 
witnessing and noticing practices—we do not have to name in order to have meaningful experiences.
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sojourner which seems to elicit respect for the unique threshold space in which they find 
themselves—the space of very much being alive until they are not, but of also living their lives 
in direct conversation with the possibility of death. Many workshop participants have asked over 
the years: “Why is there no such thing as heart disease survivor, or diabetes survivor, AIDS 
survivor, stroke survivor, pneumonia survivor?” We play with the answers through story, 
movement, and vocal/breath methods from the InterPlay repertoire. This tends to allow some of 
their subversive impulses the space they need to come out, and their inquiries to pour into 
emerging story/communication forms that may support them in more playfully yet purposefully 
asking their questions of others, after the workshop is done.   88
 At a recent MIT symposium for cancer research (MIT 2018), a seemingly “darling” 
patient of the program who was asked to serve on panels describing advanced cancer experiences 
frequently stood up on cue but seemed to challenge some of her stage directions: “I am not a 
survivor, actually,” she said, “I am surviving. Currently.” Some environmental justice and anti-
toxics advocates willingly re-phrase their status to “cancer victim”, as did Judy Brady, a longtime 
leader in Breast Cancer Action’s work in the Bay Area of California. But the call to another as 
cancer survivor is strong. It is normative and compelling beyond self-identity alone (“who am I  
 Also see Maria Lugones for a decolonial women of color feminisms approach to playfulness, in 88
Playfulness,’World Travelling’, and Loving Perception (1987). Some of my approach to play/fulness has 
felt similarly split across professional, research affiliation, art-making, and organizing worlds. Lugones' 
questions are sustaining across questions of play/perception especially in spaces where embodied 
presence/expression sinks participants (and me) more deeply into our fullnesses and complexities that 
make “world travel" across race, ethnicity, gender, class, sexuality, (dis)ability more risky and rich, and 
thus worthy of the call to respect. I find that InterPlay forms, when I allow their simplicity, get me to: 
breathe into silence or non-verbal sound, to notice myself/others/our surroundings/contexts with more 
ease and receptivity, to stay still between movement, and to revel more often in rest between active 
processes of creation and witness.
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and where do I belong”?), and because it extends into assignment (by institutions—a legal or, in 
this case, clinical status), roles (how do similar/different folks claim me or do not, how do I need 
to function?), and attribution (“look that is__!”) based on physical, behavioral, textual, mythic 
and power cues (Bornstein 1997). 
 At a recent statewide metastatic cancer event, a Black physician working in minority 
health and pink ribbon campaign funded research arrived wearing a bright pink Komen brand, 
embroidered silk jacket, and set up to speak to an audience populated predominantly by people 
dealing with stage IV breast cancers. She chirped out brightly over the crowd: “From the moment 
of diagnosis, I say to my patients that they are survivors. That they are surviving and thriving!” It 
landed flat, even if it was met with a few forced smiles from patients, and more vigorous nods 
from physicians who joined in agreement. This felt more like a label than an identity: like a 
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Workshop material, InterPlay methods with patients/
caregivers, Flipping Cancer rehearsals, 2018.
Cancer Is… External Authority (L) and Internal 
Authority (R) forms, for story / movement devising 
forced hand amidst power dynamics that were inherently uneven (at worst) and mythic cues that 
were meant to support but did not necessarily meet that goal (at best). The call to automatic 
“surviving and thriving” is not rejected out of cynicism or grumpiness—or even the very real 
experience of bodily pain that lowers one’s mood and capacity for dealing with others’ flubs or 
transgressions. Part of the discomfort for stage IV cancer patients and the people who love them 
is that survivor is, like many forms of binary gender-identifications, exclusive—you are or you 
are not—and there is little room for cross-over or inhabiting spaces that are inevitably uncertain, 
inherently un-claimable, or decisively unnamed or unnameable. 
 Because they are more rarely documented—or are otherwise featured in more or less 
flattened forms for corporate public relations and charitable fundraising initiatives (like those 
named above)—I am particularly interested in more open-ended narratives than say “cancer 
survivor” may tell. In my field, stage, workshop, and writing work, I attend to patients’ and 
caregivers’ stories offered on their own terms, and in our jointly-held dialogue about the messy, 
untied, and sometimes unraveling ends of their lives. In Healing Dramas and Clinical Plots 
(1998), Mattingly notes the often unattended gap between “(field) experience" and “written 
discourse” designed as its subsequent method of representation to future, other audiences. 
Mattingly argues that a “theory of emergent meaning” is needed in relation to ethnographic 
accounts of narratives about clinical and cultural experience of health crises, even and especially 
as they straddle realms of life and death. This moves beyond common attempts—and what can 
often feel like pre-set traps—to need to account for an ultimately indescribable “bombardment of 
the senses” in ethnographic writing, or, to the contrary, to adhere to a pre-structured set of 
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meanings based on existing theories and cultural scripts. Instead, rooting into the emergent 
nature of patients’ and caregivers’ stories is an approach that: 
• “recognizes the importance of cultural scripts but also the importance of immediate 
contexts” and 
• “acknowledges the powerful role of discourse in shaping meaning, but also attends to 
non-linguistic action” and  
• “accounts not only for the public meanings shared by a cultural group but offers a 
means for interpreting private meanings, the ‘inner landscape’ of an individual’s 
motives, desires, beliefs, and emotions” (Mattingly 1998:44).  
In conducting and relaying oral history with persons who face advanced cancer personally and 
professionally, I am committed to exploring the unofficial and often productive tensions that 
allow for emergent narratives. 
 Interviewees’ insights traverse both figural lines and sometimes literal lines of sight. 
Lines comprised, for example, through what Foucault (1973) distinguishes as the “clinical gaze,” 
now so continuously augmented by new biotechnological means to mark the bounds of disease 
and health; or through philanthropic ephemera such as eyeliners donated to cancer clinics, by 
which patients are quite literally “made up” in efforts to cope with cancer treatments’ side 
effects. In behavioral health and charitable campaign-based communication regarding advanced 
disease and cancer survivorship in particular, interviewees have also identified the dynamics of 
various deployments of cultural identification and performances of bodily identity whether tacit 
(e.g., one simply is a “cancer survivor” from the date of diagnosis until the date of death) or 
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spectacular (e.g., tens of thousands “racing for the cure” in full-on costumed sprinting/power-
walking). 
 As I document and reflect on narrative tactics that might unhinge or unsettle some of the 
prevailing patterns by which cancer-associated evidence bases accumulate and are actualized,  I 89
remain curious about their place in/beyond intertwined formations of biomedicine and 
philanthropy, and the values they uphold, regarding “logics of doing well by doing good” and 
familiar concepts like innovation and charity. The stakes of what I have come to understand as 
biopolitical relation to life-threatening disease must be more closely studied for their logics and 
effects, especially insofar as these efforts might illuminate perspectives and priorities of persons 
with advanced cancers. While their experiences are most dire, persons with advanced cancers are 
also most frequently silenced within prevailing, biopolitical cancer cultures (Hanson 2013, Lorde 
1980, Silberman 2014, Sulik 2011) that often focus on the life-oriented “victories” possible for 
 See Anatole Broyard’s insistence on “good contact" from clinicians, especially given advanced cancer 89
experiences of treatment or dying processes (1992:49): “…it doesn’t take much time to make good 
contact, but beyond that, the emotional burden of avoiding the patient may be much harder on the doctor 
than [s]he imagines. It may be this that sometimes makes [them] complain of feeling harassed. A doctor’s 
job would be so much more interesting and satisfying if [s]he simply let [them]self plunge into the 
patient, if [they] could lose [their] own fear of falling.” Broyard navigated identity/identification in both 
patienthood and whiteness/Blackness as fraught qualifiers in his own life as an awarded cultural critic 
with advanced cancer. He describes a clinical gaze that refracts Foucault's (1973): medical perception that 
burns into being the physical crisis before it. Jain (2013) likewise describes their cultural critic turned 
young cancer patient experience: in the shock of an almost-death as a clinician coldly communicated 
diagnosis/prognosis, seeking to locate their own body-as-odds on a graph of norms whose outer edges are 
death.  
    Broyard (1992:50) knows a medical gaze that toggles between interpersonal gloss and physical 
precision, a literalism abstracted by the pursuit of quantifiability that converts the personal to the figural: 
“Other doctors give you a generic, unfocused gaze. They look at you panoramically. They don't see you in 
focus. They look all around you, and you are a figure in the ground. You are like one of those lonely 
figures in early landscape painting, a figure in the distance only to give scale. If [they] could gaze directly 
at the patient, the doctor’s work would be more gratifying. Why bother with sick people, why try to save 
them, if they’re not worth acknowledging? When a doctor refuses to acknowledge a patient, [s]he is, in 
effect, abandoning [them] to [their] illness.”
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persons with early stage disease.  In what follows, my approach to issues of health justice tends 90
to circulate around three terms: the biopolitical, biomedical, and biosocial, with a vision toward a 
kind and degree of embodiment that exceeds all three. 
Advanced Cancer Clarities 
 Advanced cancer—as distinct from early stage cancers—is classified as invasive and 
metastatic; it has traveled from an original site to distant organs or bones. Variously referred to as 
“terminal” and “stage IV” (or sometimes an aggressive “stage III” with local metastases or 
 InterPlay participant Rob Morrell deals with stage IV cancer (colon metastasized to lungs) and has 90
worked as a primary care physician and as MD/MBA, a healthcare consultant and healthcare policy 
instructor. After particpating in “Light in the Tunnel” retreat and performance devising weekend (Raleigh, 
NC) and “Healthcare Storytelling and Stress Relief” workshops (Duke Cancer Institute), Rob joined 
Flipping Cancer’s participant performer group in 2016 rehearsals. After one workshop series, Rob and I 
got together for an interview. Rob frames cancer conundrums with his characteristic, wry frankness: 
The external experience: the narrative I give, as a Dad, is ‘this is gonna be okay.’A reassuring 
narrative. …I am ambivalent on whether I believe it to be true.  
Historically, a cancer diagnosis has not been one illness. But…Healthcare always feels they’ve 
communicated well when they personify something. / [Laughter] “Something’s arrived.” /  
Resist! I resist that. What a ‘gift’ my kidney disease is… I don’t think so. / Sure, I have received 
blessings. / The workaholic nature in me dropped. It is life-changing, transforming, but just because 
my life changed / does not mean that cancer is a blessing.  
….That does not sit well with me. / It’s a shorthand. 
Nor is it a ‘journey’, per se. / We have treatments for this—they tell us. They’re ‘less toxic than they 
used to be.’ / ‘This is a problem we can solve.’ / They start out that way.  / It is an invasion…the 
medical literature says. Invasive, it’s not yet reached this part or that part,  those areas of your body 
are not involved. […] So people are just anxious for tumors to be removed. Just want it out. 
We say it is an ‘equalizer’…But folks in marginalized communities have much poorer outcomes. 
We say we are fighting a battle. / It’s gotta be, it’s gonna be, a fight. (As an aside: A lot of dumb stuff 
has happened in the name of war in human history!) 
So the “War” metaphor doesn’t do it for me. Battle implies winning—and losing.  
Does congestive heart failure ‘win’?? / Huh. But cancer wins.  
We wouldn’t say TB or MERCA wins, or that someone is succumbing to_____.  
The prov-ision-ality of that is just the tip of the iceberg. 
Hospice is thus considered as ‘I’ve lost the battle.’ 
Versus hospice as another chapter in the process  / of living  / in the fullness / of this life. 
If we feel it is a win/lose situation, / well, we are gonna get-got. Versus, get out. At some point. It 
takes acknowledgement too, that an important aspect of healing is not getting sucked into detail. 
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expanse throughout a life-sustaining organ), advanced cancer is considered life-threatening. This 
is because cancer cells, if unchecked, can eventually interfere with the functioning of vital 
organs. For example, one of the primary catchphrases in metastatic breast cancer advocacy is 
“Women don’t die from breast cancer” (Metavivor 2017). No matter the original site of the 
cancer—e.g., breast, colon, ovary—if people with advanced cancers die from the disease, it is 
from metastases—e.g., to the brain, lung, or liver—or obstruction of other key organ systems, 
like bowels. Heart and liver failure in particular might be associated with either disease 
progression or with toxin-induced side effects of the high dosages of chemotherapies or radiation 
administered to treat cancer when it has spread. In all of these cases, the terrain of our soma (our 
physicality as distinguished from soul, mind, or psyche) is tricky territory, imbued with ethical 
questions of immense magnitude, such that diagnosis does not comprise the sum but the launch 
of a continuing series of challenges and possible traumas. As such, I am curious about the 
decisions advanced cancer motivates about living/dying, at the level of individual, health system, 
and contemporary cultural practices shaped by logics of biopolitics. 
 As one example, contemporary biotechnological provisions in cancer care operate most 
foundationally as the result of “evidence-based medicine,” or the accumulation of large sets of 
data about disease prevalence and interventions, from which clinicians can make 
recommendations about treatments or other forms of biomedical care. In the past, the “gold 
standard” of randomized controlled trials has been a necessary, multi-year exercise to bring 
particular drugs to market (Chul and Prasad 2015, Prasad et al 2017, 2018); or to promote 
particular frequencies and styles of tests to detect cancers (Kolata 2014, NCI 2016); or to more 
broadly mobilize health recommendations linked to cancer incidence, such as avoiding physical 
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inactivity or imbalanced consumption of red meats. Yet none of this is without background: drug 
approval standards shift under the heft of pharmaceutical influence (Rupp and Zuckerman 2016). 
The health-related decision making of persons at risk for or living with cancer do not occur in a 
vacuum of “lifestyle behavior” choices alone. Population-based knowledge production that 
undergirds cancer care recommendations can also function as a vector by which national, state, 
and municipal governments are held (un)accountable for regulation of any number of cancer-
associated toxic exposures. The mobilization of evidence (peer-reviewed studies, randomized 
controlled trials) can function as a direct refusal to, or as a more subtle dispersal of energies that 
would amend health disparities, at least as much as these forms of evidence are mobilized for 
scientific breakthroughs and improvements in ill persons’ quality of life. Most “cancer cluster” 
studies are too broad to determine the carcinogenic effects of industrial manufacturing or fossil 
fuel extraction, usage and waste (Lerner 2010, Wing 2016), yet continue to be cited as evidence 
that absolves redressive action by government or industry entities. 
 As has been discussed in the previous chapter, persons exposed to industrial toxins—like 
those associated with industrial coal production and coal ash waste—contend with particular 
challenges and inequalities related to the politics of life. As these conundrums overlap with 
cultural practices and concepts surrounding cancer in particular, I have found that the operations 
of biopolitics become subsequently apparent in both biomedical and biosocial realms. To clarify, 
I turn to an interview with Danielle Bailey Lash, a young mother living across from the Belews 
Creek Steam Station in Walnut Cove, in which she illuminates some of the stakes and patterns 
apparent in contemporary biomedical formations—the joining of biological and chemical 
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knowledges with the practice of medical sciences, and among other things, the health care 
decisions that occur as a result.   
Danielle Wonders About Expertise 
Danielle, when we first met, was a forty-two year old resident of Walnut Cove, North 
Carolina—or more specifically, of Baileytown, an unannexed majority Black neighborhood on 
the farthest edge of Walnut Cove from Duke Energy’s Belews Creek Steam Station and coal ash 
waste ponds. Danielle moved into her parents’ home in Baileytown with her adolescent daughter, 
to get out of her previous residence in Pine Hall, another unannexed neighborhood in close 
proximity to the coal steam station and multi-million ton waste ponds whose waters mask coal 
ash sludge that seeps vanadium, arsenic, lead, and multiple other carcinogens into area 
groundwater (Gottlieb, Gilbert & Evans, 2010). In the time since Danielle moved, fracking—the 
extreme extraction process formally called hydraulic gas fracturing—also became a threat to 
residents of Walnut Tree, who live in a majority Black, also unannexed neighborhood of seventy-
five homes directly on the town of Walnut Cove’s borderline (Walnut Tree residents thus could 
not vote for/against Town council members that invited fracking operations that directly abutted 
Walnut Tree homes). The community was selected in 2015 as one of four in the state of North 
Carolina (and the only residential site) to have test drilling in shale formations that could 
potentially produce natural gas; the then Governor, Pat McCrory, and the state legislature 
approved “fast tracked” testing applications and tax benefits to lure fracking companies to the 
state (FFNC 2014). Duke Energy also stood to benefit from additional fracking operations, and 
before the tests, had already invested in fracked gas plant plans in western North Carolina, 
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anticipating a future Atlantic Coast Pipeline imposition to transport fracked gas between states 
on the eastern seaboard (FFNC 2018, Steingraber 2014). 
Danielle and I sat in the living room of her new family home, as she reflected on the 
larger context of her stage IIIC brain cancer diagnosis. I was amazed by the combination of 
swiftness and lucidity with which Danielle spoke. In a rare combination of quick wit and 
contemplation, she proceeded with a kind of nonchalance about complex issues that might give 
others pause. Danielle tends to laugh into the middle of words—especially when she is 
describing something that is particularly problematic. In her bemusement/bewilderment, she 
finishes these broken-final syllables in the short gap before her next breath: 
M: Because this is for the purposes ultimately 
of a Civil Rights investigation, to look at the 
patterns over time, how do you identify 
racially?  
D: I’m Black.  
M: Are there health issues with you personally, 
or with your neighbors?  
D: Well, for me. Brain Cancer. Stage 3 
Astrocytoma.  
When I found out, that was in 2010. 
And they originally gave me a strange 
expiration date  
of: I could live three to six months. 
OR if there was a miracle,  
I would live thirty years.  
So: I’m going for the miracle [laughter]  
of course! 
M: Yes! 
D: Because, that was back in 2010, and I feel 
great now.  
M: You’re a miracle woman.  
D: I am! 
And, I’m officially in remission now—the 
only issue is,  
my skull is not in yet. 
Because they had left it out. [matter of fact, 
pointing to a side portion of her head between 
her temple and ear, where there is skin 
coverage, but bone missing] 
Because they told me that when you have,  
a stage 3 Astrocytoma, that those same cells 
will build up and cause  
another tumor ...and you’ll have to keep going 
in and removing the tumor.  
So I have like a—[showing the open skull scar 
on the side of her head]— 
I’m gonna show it to you again—I know you 
saw it in the video—but it looks  
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a LOT better now!  
 Than how it looked before.  
 [laughter] It was so GROSS— 
My daughter’s always like  
[“Moooom” eye roll]:   
“I can’t believe you showed that!!”  
And I’m like “I’m PROUD of this! I’m alive!” 
[laughter]  
But, um, I had like another scare. Right after 
that. So it happened in May of 2010, but then 
in September of 2010 —I have an MRI every 
single month, which is un-believ-ably 
expensive [laughter]—  
They um, said I had another tumor. 
but there wasn’t one in there, I had a brain 
infection from my first surgery.  
M: So many complications with this stuff! My 
mom experienced so many surgeries and side 
effects too when she was dealing with cancer.
[…] Within this conversation around illness, 
did you notice other illnesses among your 
neighbors?…When you were living over on 
Pine Hall, or any other areas?  
D: Well, yeah, there’s um—let’s see [pauses, 
then continues in quick succession]:  
Down the street, right across the street. We 
have a neighbor, a woman, her name’s Jan,  
and her dad has cancer.  
Then her children were born with  
all these deformities.  
And if you go on down the street,  
around the corner,  
...there’s like a little boy who had a brain 
tumor [at nine years old].  
It was just real... strange that so many people 
have cancer RIGHT there.  
…But nobody wants to talk about  
that they have cancer.  
And then if you go on down the street,  
there’s an older woman,  
she has cancer.  
Then some of my friends, who actually live in 
the Walnut Tree— 
we’re all around the same age,  
they—um—have like neurological    
problems, tumors, lots of breast cancer.  
It’s a lot of sickness for it to be such a  
small community. 
Because my oncologist has treated like five 
people from this area [one street that cuts 
through Walnut Tree neighborhood and Pine 
Hall near the Steam Station]. 
We’re ALL like—“Oh do you go to Dr.____?  
 Yep! [laughter] That’s my doctor.” 
But nobody really likes to talk about it.  
But what will happen is, when you go to all 
these little cookouts around here— 
 because we go to everybody’s funeral  
 we go to everybody’s wedding 
 we go to everybody’s little cookout  
 ‘cause it’s [laughter] country! 
That’s when you hear about,  
[shifts into a higher pitch]  
“Oh, so and so has cancer”  
…it’s just cancer,  
[back to her own, lower pitch] 
cancer, cancer.  
 So many people with cancer.  
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M: What types of things should or could 
doctors communicate about this, government 
agencies communicate about all this?  
D: It seems like there would just be a simple 
database. —I know [authoritative tone]  
Doctors-Are-Very-Busy.   
[back to her pitch] But like, the same way 
when you go to the doctor’s office— 
mine, all my doctors are connected through 
Novant, right,  
so I go to the oncologist and he’s typin’ stuff 
in. …My primary-healthcare-physician sees 
that same thing …as-well-as-the-  
hospital that I go to for my M-R-I’s, 
so everything’s connected.  
And it seems like it would be connected that 
same way and  
it would be just-a-little-box-that-says:  
THEY LIVE nine miles from  
a Duke Energy Plant. 
…Maybe not just Duke Energy, there’s other 
power plants too… 
And then: it should just connect.  
So, it seems like there should be a database, 
and I dunno, 
CDC or someone will be like,  
[shifts to deeper tone] 
 “Wow this is a lot of people” 
[now in her own voice] 
um, that have CANCER.  
That all happen to live 9 miles within a power 
plant. [shifts back into deeper tone] 
 “We need to shut that power plant   
 down. It’s causing cancer.” 
...It seems that simple. To me. 
But everything is always made so comp-li-
cated, and there’s these “experts” that come on 
TV and say [nasally voice]  
 “Wehll ack-tually. The cancer could be  
 caused by the UM_______. 
 The cancer could be caused by, you   
 know their parents had cancer  
 or ____.” 
[now in her own voice] 
It kinda just makes you feel like well: they’re 
always gonna-find-an-excuse.  
It’s like a paid expert witness in court.  
...there’s always some EXPERT. 
...and I don’t know how you get to be  
the expert, but uhmmm. [silent pause]  
That’s actually something I would just like  
to do, for Walnut Cove. 
If I could get them [fellow residents]  
to tell me…. 
If they’ve had an illness, 
and I could let them know: 
 We’re not gonna tell your job or   
 anything, but we need to know...  
Because I think that would be—[sigh]— 
you know the thing that I think would be   
 the most effective for the community.  
That would...be so powerful  
if I could get the information.  
 But people don’t wanna tell that  
 they were sick. […]  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So, who, exactly, is responsible for holding polluters accountable? Danielle at first bypasses the 
way the answer to this contentious question seems to fall back—as first, last, and often only 
resort—on the people bearing out the effects of unequal toxic exposures in their personal loss of 
health, or loss of land/property and thus, often, of community histories and connections, too. 
Why is it that the people already tasked with and backed up by state-of-the-art technologies to 
track and sync patients’ health information could not systematize this component of patients’ 
medical histories and records, too? 
Then, Danielle begins to feel the frustrations of running up against more multiply 
sanctioned sites of expertise that divert attention and resources, and even sometimes, willfully 
deceive listeners to shift public opinion or policy. In this narrative now emerging between us, 
Danielle returns to one of the core narratives of cancer cultures themselves: this disease is the 
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WC Town meeting 2016, unpotable water samples 
(downstream from Belews Station, Rockingham Co.) 
result of unavoidable genetic inheritance; this is related to environmental factors (external/
industrial toxic exposures, internal stress-hormones, nutritional consumption and physical 
mobility practices); or maybe this is some combination of the two. Danielle wondered if she 
might track illness prevalence—door to door, or electronically—if medical systems would not: 
“It kinda just makes you feel like well: they’re 
always gonna-find-an-excuse.  
Like a paid expert witness in court.  
...there’s always some EXPERT. 
...and I don’t know how you get to be the 
expert, but uhmmm. [pause]  
That’s actually something I would just like to 
do for Walnut Cove.”  
Our subsequent conversation was about how Danielle in fact is an expert, because she has lived 
knowledge, first-hand knowledge about her own and others’ health, about local and state 
advocacy practices, about the richness and history of her community and her family’s presence in 
it; this in fact, is expertise that can be the target of intimidation, but not denial. Danielle speaks 
from her positionality as a patient who also understands herself as part of a critical, clinically 
relevant demographic. She clarifies what she would prefer happen with this diagnostic 
information: it should be used to connect the dots in a systematic way to better understand and 
respond to environmental toxins and industrial pollution in fence-line proximity to vulnerable 
populations of all ages facing cancers. Danielle’s narrative underscores the biosocial 
determinants of health and their exclusion from biomedical analytics and protocols (Steingraber 
2010, Wing 2002). 
When I first performed this story as part of the UNC Medical School Intensive 
Integration curriculum keynote, some faculty voiced complaints relayed to them from students. 
They came to me in the form of a request: “If you perform this again, can you focus more on the 
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patient stories? Some people were worried the other stuff distracts us from that core 
experience.”  
Apparently, several medical students approached their faculty separately, however, with 
confusion about Danielle’s story within the larger work, as well as the relevance of the Pink Gala 
Lady. What did this have to do with medical provision of care? Faculty remembered the 
discontent: “One student said ‘People performing things like this, you know that is why T--p got 
elected.’ Now I don’t exactly agree with that, but another student was concerned too. ‘It’s not 
clear how I can learn to give better patient care here. Just because someone happens to be Black 
and happens to deal with pollution, and also just so happens to be a cancer patient.’ They are 
worried that this material, since we need to save time in the next round, is just a bit out of their 
purview.” While I welcomed feedback generally, in this instance it seemed to push back not so 
much on the performance per se but on Danielle’s (and others’) claims for their stories.  They 91
pressed against the “purview” to which the students wanted the performance limited. The re-
 Upon request for the next year’s program, gracious collaborators agreed to a reworked offering, a panel 91
“What does environmental justice have to do with clinical care?” for the clinical application year medical 
student body. Naeema Muhammad, Environmental Justice Network Director (ncejn.org), Snehal Patel, 
MD, Libby McClure an epidemiology PhD student, and I co-planned material with our hosts: Dr. Patel 
and Director Muhammad role played troubling vs. ideal patient-clinician interactions for a patient affected 
by hog CAFO pollution, and for situations such as what patients endured with Hurricane Matthew in 
Goldsboro NC where coal ash waste (what Duke Energy called “cenospheres” as if this was different) and 
hog/chicken farming waste lagoons overflowed into longstanding flood waters at 7 feet across the region.  
Dr. Patel (2017) clarified goals:  
“We can learn as medical providers what the work and life of our patients is actually like…but 
then being an expert on issues like coal ash, aluminum smelting, residual effects of Hurricane 
Matthew, expertise on all these fields is a bad way to approach it, within the patient encounter. 
Instead, ‘You're flooded, your health is affected by Hurricane Matthew. What’s going on in your 
house and where do you live?’ What is your goal in terms of your patient? Here are ways to ask.” 
Danielle shared her perspectives in an audio recording for the purpose of that years’ medical students' 
approach to patient advocacy (and her wish they not contribute to further cognitive dissonance and stress 
she had as a cancer patient):  
“Hm, well: if doctors would acknowledge—just, not deny what we’re telling them about our 
situations—and I do not mean this to sound dramatic—but if medical people just knew more and 
listened about pollution I believe fewer people would have to die.”
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performance of Danielle’s story expressly did not teach improved patient care within its 
conventional boundaries. She wanted those boundaries expanded, even busted open. In the end, 
this proved a conflict between two modes of embodied power/knowledge. 
With Danielle’s eruptive imperative in mind I now turn to Barbara Bosma Garlock. 
Barbara was diagnosed in 2006 with stage IV metastatic breast cancer. Barbara received what the 
students witnessing my performance that day would certainly agree was excellent, even 
exemplary patient care.  
Her primary oncology physician won awards for research and for the quality of care she 
provided, including national awards for “Patient-Centered Care”. Of course she could be so busy 
that an important question or its reply would be delayed in relay between her and our family 
regarding treatment or surgery decisions; or she might be unavailable for appointments, and thus 
send in Physician’s Assistants as professional proxies (one was excellent, one was definitely not). 
But when Dr. E was in the room, her humanity showed. Once, I remember, she reached out her 
palm to cradle Barbara’s cheek. Barbara was speaking about her mix of pain and determination
—I think it was something about fused bones in her back—and her will to see my brother 
graduate from high school. Dr. E looked into her eyes with a kind of unsentimental adoration that 
floored me. Dr. E was silent, a smile of knowing and of respect creasing up at the corners of her 
mouth; her eyes sustained the connection for several moments, before she left the room without 
uttering another phrase. No words were needed. Dr. E’s mother had passed away from breast 
cancer, launching her into this career undergirded by her own sense of determination. Alongside 
the scientific excellence she pursued in her practice, I frequently felt the presence of her 
relationship to her mother as she watched the ways Barbara and I spoke and interacted. For 
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medical professionals as well as patients, “institutions deny we have bodies, and […] life 
requires attention to these bodies” (Frank 1991:101). And to the stories that tell them, often far in 
excess of good patient care, encompassing the full material and discursive terrain cancer 
inhabits.  
Advanced cancer experiences and stories like Barbara’s are vital to those who share and 
listen to them as a form of subjugated knowledge—what is informal, unofficial, under-
recognized, but no less vital because it is suppressed by inherently colonial and exclusive 
archival prerogatives. In popular culture and broader public discourse, advanced cancer stories 
are also selectively valuable to corporate funders of philanthropic cancer initiatives and to 
biopharmaceutical companies lobbying and public marketing efforts. Advanced cancer stories are 
also vital to shifting the status quo of biomedical care, and the resources, policy, philanthropy 
and communication that surround its provision in the U.S., and increasingly, its transnational 
initiations in cancer detection campaigns and research. Among many other things, advanced 
cancer stories reveal and reorient our relations with the politics of what I have come to 
understand as healthcare justice. 
I will focus next on the body of stories Barbara told me as part of oral history interviews 
and workshops I conducted in preparation of the performance project, Flipping Cancer. As I 
have indicated, Flipping Cancer is an open format performance: I originally performed it as a 
solo montage in a black box theatre. In various settings subsequently—in clinical education 
keynotes, and medical professionals’ certifications and conferences—I have included as many as 
eight co-performers at a time (and a total of fifty additional co-performers across venues), 
changing the body of the script each time to adapt to and incorporate new circumstances, 
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opportunities, and perspectives. I always perform Barbara. By which I mean: I do not try to “be" 
her. I let her voice and experience reverberate through my own. I am and am not her, just as—in 
performance—I am and am not me. This performance aesthetic is redoubled in my performance 
of Barbara. She is my mother. She passed from side effects of treatment for metastatic breast 
cancer in 2013. She is with me constantly, in memory, remembering, performance, spirit, and 
body. I have chosen to feature her here as I do in Flipping Cancer as my most intimate co-
subject and mentor. Listening to her again and again in performance in particular is a 
continuously unfolding lesson in courage/vulnerability, but more to the point: in the power of 
story to convey and to “hail” us all, in its own counter-cultural way. 
Barbara, Center Stage 
VISUALS: White / Yellow Soft light. 
ACTION: Comes to a chair in center stage in silence. The crate contains all of the attire and art 
objects, props fo rate performance. Walks and sets bag at chair, sits slowly and delicately, leans 
into lap, holding onto chair. 
SOUND: Stacy Grove plays music, gong to begin 
You know the author Arthur Frank?    
[turning toward Marie, both nod] 
He says, it’s our job 
as people experiencing illness 
to share our experiences, on our own terms. 
To not let medical language 
be the only resource 
to describe ourselves. 
You know—to let our stories come out. 
But…? Sometimes it sucks—you know? With 
stage IV cancer, so much is different. 
How do our stories get over that barrier?   
        
How people just wouldn’t make eye contact 
with me when I was in a wheelchair,  
or they would lean down and yell—!?  
‘THE RADIATION ROOM IS DOWN THE 
HALLWAY TO THE LEFT!’  
[Marie and Barbara laugh] 
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…Like, because I’m in a wheelchair  
I’m deaf now too—!?   
[Marie shakes her head, Barbara laughs] 
Really though, it was that people just look 
right past you. Over you.   
[her gaze lifts] 
Or—uhhh.       
[shifting to authoritative voice] 
‘A protrusion?? Hm. Well.  
I don't feel anything.’  
Do you remember that? 
That rupture with my belly protruding? Eeugh. 
Like right at my solar plexus. A freakin’ shelf 
on just the top part of my stomach.  
It was ’cause in the hysterectomy I think it was 
a student doctor in training, just didn’t read the 
chart right. Cut the mesh that was on my 
stomach. So my intestines were poking out 
where it was torn. 
And the P.A. just dismissed it: ‘Well, no. I 
think you just gained weight.’ 
 Rrrrrrr.[a playful but pointed growl]   
 Oh—!!?  
Or how I ended up in the ER on Christmas Eve
—[sigh] e-lev-en hours in the Emergency 
Room, with a ruptured appendix.  
Yeah, from taking the Avastin. 
[side effect of a chemotherapy] 
Yeah [laughter] well—I kinda got in trouble. 
After the surgery, I kept scooting around the 
room— [laughter] 
‘Cause I still hadn’t wrapped my presents, and 
it was Christmas Eve!  
So I was running around the room  
with paper and tape,  
and—oops! The IV thing popped out 
[laughter],  
 blood kinda spurted, it wasn’t too  
 big of a mess… [laughter] 
It’s just. I’m not gonna lose any time, dammit. 
[laughter, we both get tears in our eyes] 
Or with my pain meds—they gave me a brand 
that didn't work, remember? 
 Some bad version of the oxycontin or  
 oxycodone— 
People all over the country 
were committing suicide. Seriously. 
Because their pain meds were not working. 
And I called in for a new batch—‘cause they 
weren’t working. 
And the PA contacted and wanted to report me  
for DRUG addiction.       
 [shaking her head, a long pause] 
It’s like the idea of the ‘provider’ or, the 
‘doctor’ and the ‘patient’—well, you’re here to 
receive. 
What-ever it is.  
Or, some people,  
 like you-know-who should just be in a  
 lab, not with people. 
So of course, we have to listen to ourselves,   
 and speak up— 
 But—  
[shifting in her seat, pause, a deep breath in] 
Then other times, 
it feels like a privileged position, you know, 
as people who deal with illness. 
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If someone holds the door open for me, 
Y’know, they notice I have a fabric wrap and 
hat, or that chemo-puff-skin, or I'm using a 
walker as a kinda-younger person, 
and so they’re doing it for me, but it’s also not 
just me. You can tell in their eyes. It’s like I am 
their sister, or wife who has faced cancer. 
Or parent or child or friend. 
  
They get to be with that person 
they love by my being there… 
It’s a privilege, a sacred position, really. 
Because I feel like—I get to be all these  
diff-er-ent people 
at once,  
just—by being me.  
This is the first piece in Flipping Cancer. After a recent production of Flipping Cancer, a woman 
who had been through a bone marrow transplant and dealt with life-threatening leukemia—and is 
a leader in oncology nursing professionally—said “When you came on the stage, the first person 
you performed, it felt it was me speaking. Like it was my story.” That was Barbara. The person 
responding to her presence, Jean Sellers, is currently leading a statewide initiative to train and 
place oncology navigators in rural and urban hospital systems, to address the challenging and 
intersecting aspects of cancer experiences beyond clinical administration of treatment. I only 
learned this when we connected about the relevance of Flipping Cancer for professional 
trainings and conferences about health equity. At the center of our immediate and subsequent 
interaction was this story. A story that mattered to Jean, an RN, MSN, clinical administrative 
director, and former cancer patient, as if it were her own. And, to the extent that it was as if her 
own, it matters also in the context of statewide, innovative response to the cancer crisis in 
culture. The Oncology Navigators Association trains former patients and healthcare 
professionals, and committed community volunteers to guide patients with cancer through 
emotional and social support resources, financial counseling, medical system barriers, English as 
a second language and clinical communication barriers, and “community barriers”—which is a 
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succinct way to say the racism, sexism, classism, trans- and homophobia, ethnocentrism, 
ableism, and geographic and transportation barriers that reshape provision of cancer care 
unjustly, and in so doing, harm health outcomes. 
 As I have approached new partnerships with hospital systems for Flipping Cancer in 
performance, I have felt something like nervousness about their potential responses to the 
content of the piece. It has a critical approach to issues of health justice that could make some 
administrators concerned about the potential for audience backlash. I have noticed that as our 
conversations proceed, and as the performance occurs with professional and pedagogical 
audiences gathered to focus on the ways cancer affects vulnerable populations in North Carolina 
and beyond, it seems a pressure valve is released. What people have already been thinking and 
feeling and knowing erupts. What they have been waiting to say, or holding in—for inter-
professional collegiality, personal reputation and general expectations of politeness—now has 
space in dialogue, like the one that began between me, Barbara, and Jean. Barbara instigated this 
dialogue, generating identification rather than backlash, particularly around the way hospitals are 
places where so many people do not seem able to hear patients’ stories.  
Body As Strategic System 
Biology is about recognition and misrecognition, coding errors, reading the body. 
Accounts of the biomedical and biotechnical body thus start from multiple molecular interfacings 
of genetic, nervous, endocrine and immune systems (Haraway, 1991 and 2005:242). Disease is a 
process of misrecognition, a transgression of boundaries of the strategic assemblage of self 
(Haraway, 2005:243). No objects, spaces, bodies are sacred in themselves, any component can be 
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interfaced with any other if the proper standard, proper code can be constructed for processing 
signals in a common language (molecular).  As a compound hybrid of technologies, organic 
embodiment, and textuality (discursive meaning generated by and about bodies in culture),  at 
the nexus of knowledge-power, the person with disease is thought of in terms of disassembly and 
reassembly. The organism and individual have not disappeared; they have been denaturalized. 
Clinicians'  professionalization practices in cancer-focused radiation and other diagnostic 
pedagogy also traces this biotechnical body and its disassembly along different, but no less 
disjointed lines.  92
Disease itself is a loss of predictability—learning to live with lost control, with 
experiences of contingency as a sustained state (Haraway 2005:318, Frank 1995). Disease causes 
other losses—incontinence or constipation and severe nausea, shortness of breath or memory, 
tremors, nerve damage, seizures, immobilities and other ‘failures’ of the sick body. Some ill 
people adapt to contingencies more easily, others experience a crisis of control; in fact, illness is 
about learning to live with lost control, shifting from ostensible predictability to certain 
contingency.  
 Piecing together slides, clues, and professional sense-making, Barry F. Saunders gives rich articulation 92
to the range of possibilities and professional positionalities that CT scans create (2008). The “slices” of 
medical gaze they render are not just the ephemera of daily work for clinicians, but also pedagogical and 
artful representations:  
“These posters materialize a vision of how science unfolds: in similar sized increments, with a modicum 
of aesthetic conformity. And at a regular pace: physician registrants earn Continuing Education credit 
for walking among the posters,” by swiping their Expocard every half hour, a rhythm of seeing-in-
scans which proves to be both compelling and “exhausting: I leave feeling as if I have been too long 
in a museum—or a shopping mall” (Saunders 2008:292-3).  
 At professional conferences focused on medical imaging technology, the mix of learning/networking and 
absorbing inhuman amounts of information typical to most conference formats (across fields) is amplified 
by sales reps from every major manufacturer of CT scanners: “booths become buildings and signs 
become billboards” and the med-tech companies repeat the slogans of optimization discourse at every 
scale; Saunders mirrors back the logic with exhibit slogans/titles: “Faster, Smarter, Better” and “Ensuring 
High Throughput with Consistent, High Quality Results,” and “Improving Your Outcomes” (2008:294).
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Barbara’s body is literally speaking back, erupting past its containable or preferred 
boundaries—in the occurrence of disease, her retelling, and now in mine. Her intestines pressed 
through their mesh lining. Her skin bulged at the offense of organs out of place—and in turn, a 
healthcare professional offered: “Oh, I think you just gained weight.” Barbara was embarrassed; 
she gathered flowing shirts and stylish top-capes to conceal her torso. She contorted her facial 
muscles whenever her hand hovered above her stomach as an indication; she reminded me: this 
was gross. A cancerous body became one form of what Bakhtin (2005) through analysis of 
Rabelais’ celebration of carnival describes as the "grotesque body”—a body that cannot be 
closed off, that "transgresses its perceived limits.” Unlike the "classical" body, which, like a 
classical sculpture, represents the body as an enclosed sphere, its contents contained and 
imperceptible within its seamless exterior, the grotesque body is composed of that which 
"protrudes, sprouts, bulges, or branches off” (Bakhtin 2005:95). Its boundaries are broken by sex, 
eating, defecating, disease. Accordingly the grotesque body is not only that which transgresses, 
but also that which can be transgressed against in the name of regulatory control and closure. 
What became an entry point in Barbara’s stomach, physically authorized a litany of institutional 
treatments/interventions, each of which could be considered an extreme effort to seal the body. 
 For Barbara, her body was revealed—and revealing. The protrusion was not from weight 
gain but from medical error during an oophorectomy to remove ovaries to which cancer had 
begun to metastasize. Mesh at her solar-plexus was set in place from a previous surgery which 
allowed her to avoid silicone breast implants post-mastectomy; half her stomach muscles were 
pulled up to replace the tissue removed from her breast. During the process of removing her 
ovaries and uterus, the mesh was erroneously cut, ostensibly by an assistant to the procedure, at 
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the teaching hospital where the operation was conducted. Yet, rather than seek an apology or 
renumeration for this error, she sought a remedy to the odd pain (Ofri 2010, Cravens and Earp 
2009). This is a frequent choice by persons who experience medical error as a part of care 
associated with chronic illness; in the absence of aggressive institutional efforts to deny the harm 
in fact, most persons simply seek reprieve and a simple acknowledgement of the facts at hand, 
rather than the exhaustion and expense of litigation (Earp, French, Gilkey, 2008). Chemotherapy 
treatments kept Barbara’s skin from healing after the oophorectomy; a belly-button sized hole 
remained in her stomach for at least a month, the gap of which was filled with thin gauze with a 
take-home tool for wound dressing. We often joked whenever I was home and could help my 
Dad with this daily task: I got lightheaded about blood/organs, mostly my own, and she would 
press, “You can go skydiving but not get an IV prick?!”; on the other hand, Barbara was 
extremely private about the shape of her post-cancer body, sometimes ashamed while getting 
dressed, even though I urged, “It’s just me, and I’m not looking!” Here we were, each facing our 
self-conscious trepidations given a reason outside ourselves to do so—Barbara relayed it as a 
relief not to have my Dad do this (when she relished any semblance of “romantic mystery” to 
hang onto post-cancer), and I appreciated the chance to attend to the site/opening carefully and 
thoroughly at her request (amidst so much that was uncontrollable, it was something tangibly 
helpful to do). 
 After a meditation workshop, Barbara and I sat together in her car. I was curious about 
her perspectives on inhabiting the gap between biomedical labeling of disease, and patients’ will 
to advocate for themselves as they navigate illness. As I placed the recorder near the gearshift, 
Barbara looked forward through the windshield, seeming to see each scene in front of her as she 
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rendered it in recall. She would turn toward me to emphasize particular moments or to visually 
locate embodied encounters through gestures of reference, when indicating her stomach, her 
hand rested on her solar plexus. When thinking through the ideas she wanted to connect, she 
might fiddle with a cup of tea in the drink holder. But usually, her hands rested on the steering 
wheel. Her fingers gripped more firmly relative to the intensities in which she located herself—
whether crude medical error, ironically hilarious circumstances, or the fleshy world of mis-
recognized bodies that so urgently called for patient advocacy. 
As I listened to Barbara, then and now, I think of my friend who lost her front tooth while 
in cancer treatment, amidst her daily practices of making “PicCollage” cartoon overlays of selfie 
photographs that she circulated online each day: dispatches from treatment, “Here at 6AM for 
scans at Dana Farber. Red lipstick on! Let your freak flag fly.” Doris Ann Price, who lived with 
stage IV breast cancer for more than a decade, always wore some combination of black, white, 
and red; and her favorite ensemble was a sweater knitted with “BREATHE” on the chest, a beret 
with a “CANCER SUCKS” pin (from Breast Cancer Action) on top, and makeup that she 
pointedly clarified was nontoxic (see Doris Ann Price’s post Poison Isn’t Pretty about Look Good 
Feel Better, a campaign Breast Cancer Action rolled out in 2016). I think of my friend in his 
mid-40s with cancer, and another friend— a physician in his 60s with cancer—and the chemo-
induced acne dotting their faces. I think of the skinniness of limbs no one would pursue as 
fashionable in their own right, despite the emaciated aesthetics of much mainstream beauty 
photography. I think of the bloated mid-sections and puffed, tender faces no one would crave for 
themselves as “voluptuously myself” in body-positive and fat-positive beauty media. I think of 
eyes without eyelashes, and the process of even these eye and nose hairs ridding themselves from 
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their follicles, sometimes at inopportune moments (like in mashed potatoes at Thanksgiving). I 
think of drowsiness that prevents driving and causes nausea and institutes a nearly unremitting 
regime of constipation—a condition that surprisingly and drastically shifts one’s quality of life 
and sense of time. In illness insubordinate bodies “speak back” in culturally situated ways. These 
are treatment side effects. (See Appendix Script, Barbara II and III). In illness, so-called 
“insubordinate bodies” (Klaver 2012) host distinctly cultural conversations.  93
Disease debilitations extend in still other directions. I think of many women with 
metastatic breast cancer with whom I have spoken or led workshops, whose spines are curved at 
the top from radiation therapy. I think of the slow gait that people with bone metastases to their 
femurs or spines must adopt, especially on concrete floors—which is most of the world of 
shopping, workplaces, and schools outside of one’s home. I think of brain metastases that affect 
speech, sight, saliva and swallowing. I think of lung metastases and end-stage disease of many 
forms to vital organs that require oxygen tanks with tubes attached to loved ones’ nostrils and 
routed down their wrists, to roll equipment that requires careful home and outing-based handling 
to prevent explosions. I think of fatigue and weakness of many types—in bones, muscles, 
tendons, blood—that require using walkers and wheelchairs for temporary or permanent entry 
into disability cultures including the social stigmas that affect treatment, pay, and promotions in 
 This resonates with the most searing forms of clinical gaze Foucault describes in Birth of the Clinic 93
(1973). In this vein, Klaver offers a philosophy for what is not usually named in health sciences fields, but 
deeply influences them: 
“Insubordination rather comes in the fact that the body is capable of ‘performing’ on its own, responding 
to or simply ignoring social constructs in its own material and often unpredictable ways. [...] Certainly, 
one could describe the history of Western Medicine as a game of playing catch-up with the wayward 
body. [...] Of course, one could protest that disease like AIDS, cancer, and perhaps even diabetes and 
Alzheimer’s culturally construct the living body by virtue of lifestyle effects, a sort of perlocutionary 
force of social imperatives. I would suggest instead that the symptoms of [so-called] lifestyle-related 
illnesses are the body’s dialogic response to culture and to what culture inscribes upon it” (2012:56-7). 
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workplaces, interactions among interpersonal affiliations, and regard by medical professionals. 
Cancer processes create grotesque bodies.  
Most people with cancer do not want to be known by their bodies-made-grotesque. 
Whether or not a person living with cancer hides a physical change that cancer or its treatments 
has caused, it stands to reason that some things on the side-effect list can be hidden, and others 
cannot; some can be incorporated into one’s new sense of themselves—a breastless chest, now 
tattooed, a bald head unadorned or joined only by earrings; others range from inconveniences to 
social embarrassments to harmful intrusions on daily quality of life. 
 Or they make a transgression out of the transgression. As Barbara did when commenting 
on her own experience with a wheelchair, and sudden invisibility: “It’s so interesting how people 
look straight over you,” she said. They don’t see you. “Then if they do, they treat you like, so 
oddly, they do this like yell at you, YES the RADIOLOGY OFFICE is DOWN THE HALLWAY 
and TO THE RIGHT!” My mom gives a side eye, “Yeah, because I’m in a wheelchair it doesn’t 
also mean that I am deaf.” In this instance and others she is the queen of clarifying humor. Here 
she turns the misrecognition back on the offending party and performs herself in excess of any 
one medical/disease category: cancer patient, deaf person, wheelchair-bound, she is none and 
beyond all. I am reminded of the claim Trinh Minh-Ha makes on the "greater aliveness” that 
comes “when armors and defense mechanisms are removed,” and that “[t]his is exciting and also 
very scary” (1989:36), in dialogue with Petra Kuppers’ performance provocations with the 
Olimpias collective and with cancer patients, people in hospice care, and adults with mental and 
physical (dis)abilities in the UK and New Zealand. Kuppers’ wish to represent participants’ 
bodily experiences to audiences was strategic in each case: armors and defense mechanisms 
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removed, but in excess of regimes of “visibility” that sought to capture the whole of the intimate 
narration and choreographies participants had shared with one another. The fullness of any 
(dis)ability or illness or life/death threshold experience is never legible in sum to external 
observers—and the reductiveness with which so many people find their bodies hailed makes this 
all the clearer. 
Metastatic Breast Cancer Network — Winning / Dying 
At the Metastatic Breast Cancer Network’s national oncology care conference for 
patients, physicians, and scientists in 2014 (held again in 2019 at UNC-Chapel Hill), I set out a 
booth with Breast Cancer Action materials I incorporated opportunities for a “Voicing Wisdom 
PSA”, in which participants were invited--if they so chose—to contemplate and then share an 
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MBCN 2014 with I Will Love You Everywhere 
Always, dedicated to Maleikka H. Williams. 
MBCN 2014 with “D.A. the B.A.” Doris Ann 
Price. Both photos by Rev. Stacy Grove. 
off-the-cuff Public Service Announcement style audio recording (30 seconds up to 2-3 
minutes).  I laid out slips of silver and cream paper on which people could alternatively (or 94
also) write their thoughts and place them in a large clear jar labeled “Voicing Wisdom 
AboutStage IV”. This developed in the vein of HIV/AIDS “Voicing Wisdom” booths at which 
participants shared their perspectives on what it would take to truly address HIV in their 
community. One participant at MBCN with metastatic breast cancer diagnosed at stage IV before 
their 45th birthday parsed the stakes of Survivors-Only cancer cultures undeniably:  
“Dying from cancer is NEVER about giving up. But rather you die from the anemia, 
pain, stress, frustration, debilitating fatigue, endless exhaustion, and mainly there IS NO 
CURE. So just because my health is failing quickly (which I have no control over), does 
not mean I'm giving up. And I will never lose the battle, cause when I die… so does the 
cancer!” 
Her reckoning is with, among other things, the terms by which stage IV cancer experiences differ 
from earlier-stage cancer experiences, especially in the U.S., where survivors-only logics are 
 (R, above) A Voicing Wisdom booth with BCAction and interactive reflection materials was set out at 94
MBCN 2014 by interfaith chaplain Rev. Stacy Grove and I. Pictured is Doris Ann “Let Your Freak Flag 
Fly” Price, among other participants/co-conspirators with stage IV cancers like her, or affected by them in 
their personal and professional lives.  
(L) MBCN participants pictured beaming with Renée Alexander Craft’s book, I Will Love You 
Everywhere Always, with visual art by Cosmo Whyte. Dedicated to Craft’s college best friend Maleikka 
Hardy Williams and to her two young daughters, the Everywhere Always book engages all-ages 
experiences of life-threatening illness (Williams got stage IV MBC in her 30s). Uniquely for its genre, the 
book both goes deep with hard truths and resides in thresholds of profound beauty amidst pain and death/
dying processes; it is neither negatively graphic nor tritely sanguine about serious illness like cancer, or 
about complex grief, loss, and multi-age renderings of unconquered, abiding love.  
Everywhere Always centers all Black characters in an extended family over the course of a cancer 
experience, and the child who guides it does so in ways evocative and resonant for adults, too. I find that 
many people actively (even adamantly) living with advanced breast and other cancers—and other life-
threatening illness, or who have lost loved ones—seek out the book at conferences, events, and in their 
cancer clinics’ resource libraries. Its storying of cancer hosts overdue, vital dialogue while filling 
significant resource gaps; but most of all it gifts new understandings to life/death done otherwise. Poetic, 
multi-textural art imagines otherwise across pages, and all the sizes and shades of hands that turn them.
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both possible, but also at this point entrenched. A survivors-only biopolitics is reflected in 
allocation of resources, financial and conceptual justifications which increase access to early 
detection screenings, as well as to experimental cancer therapies still in clinical trial stages or 
recently approved. Biopolitical cancer cultures and the survivors only logic are durable. They 
persist even as new information modifies prior conclusions about the utility of breast and 
prostate cancer screening detections, or about cancer treatments that make no discernible 
improvements in length of increased survival, reduction in treatment side effects, or increased 
financial affordability (NCHR 2016). The recuperation of behaviors around these prior patterns 
adheres/is undergirded by a “Winners!” logic that comes from Early Detection Saves Lives and 
from Aggressive Treatment is Effective Treatment slogans-become-clinical decisions.   
 Knee-jerk responses to death from or diagnoses of breast cancer expressed even at events 
like MBCN’s conference and the renowned Minority Health Conference hosted at UNC 
annually, tend to be "my mom got diagnosed with breast cancer, and luckily it was stage II,” or 
“my wife died from breast cancer metastasis” with the subsequent imperative: “so get your 
mammogram.” The emphasis on radiologic detection reflects an era in which radiation-scan 
mammography and emerging 3D mammography has largely replaced breast exams by physician 
palpation and even encouragement to conduct monthly self exams. The efficacy of doctor-
administered and self-administered exams is well proven, even while mammography is not 
(Kolata 2014, BCAction, Sulik 2011, Jain 2013).  
For many people with stage IV breast cancers, mammography is not what caught the 
cancer's presence or spread. I most starkly realized the extent to which aggressive, stage IV 
breast cancers present drastically differently than earlier stage cancers at the Governor’s Mansion 
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Metastatic Breast Cancer Tea, a function hosted by the First Lady Kristin Cooper, of NC. With 
More than 90 with stage IV MBC from across NC were invited to attend. They shared stories of 
diagnosis and prognosis around some of the tables as we got our drinks and settled in: many 
related how they discovered the cancer through a broken bone, or through the pain of splitting 
headaches, or abnormal bleeding. 
 Barbara knew she had stage IV cancer only when, at 46, a fused disc caught her in 
"throbbing, piercing pain" before it completely immobilized her. She was in her sixth week as a 
newly-enrolled Divinity/Social Work M.A. student with plans to create a Center for Patient 
Partnerships/Patient Support Clinic. A mammogram is not what detected either stage IV or an 
earlier Stage I breast cancer for which Barbara had gotten a diagnosis four years prior to 
metastatic presentation. Even though she got the procedure that she described as “smash your 
boob to a pancake, between two plates of glass so cold it burns your ‘nirnies’, all while everyone 
stares disinterestedly from the other side of the equipment”—as many begrudgingly did annually 
in the early 2000s after age 40, per pre-2009 federal recommendations—the scans had not found 
abnormalities. Breast cancers that present as stage IV are not shown to be effectively “prevented” 
by early detection, because the technology is simply not (yet) designed for analyzing the ways 
these fast-growing cancers affect tissues. It is often an upsetting "side story" at conferences or 
other gatherings that mammography is not what caught the cancer for them; but something about 
the durability of this “go to advice” as a result of breast cancer diagnosis/prevalence seemingly 
shuts down conversation about its drawbacks for people who are not served by it. This 
inadvertent but palpable silencing of critique around mammography's effectiveness isolates 
individuals who could genuinely benefit from learning from each other, and it supports funding 
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cycles and streams of revenue for cancer-focused NGOs as well as state, county, and federal 
public health programs directed toward mammography. To turn the ship around takes time, 
because it is a giant ship, with nearly thirty years of repetition at multiple levels. Mammography/
screening recommendations operate by three primary sites of authority:   95
• Clinical authority in interpersonal, institutional, and ideological terms, often relayed 
through consumer advertising 
• Humanitarian authority expressed in philanthropic messaging for participant-
fundraisers, their observing supporters/wider audiences, and direct-to-consumer ads 
• Archetypal authority in “savior/saved" narratives that follow a broadly predictable arc 
that begins with the conclusion, returns to the problem, then moralizes the cause-effect 
logic as a form of being saved. 
Behind The Curtain 
 In a selection from my interview with Barbara that I feature in Flipping Cancer she rips 
up authorized narrative pathways (as if ripping off a paper hospital gown or tearing a paperdoll’s 
clothes): 
From Harding’s Meditation Class --  to meet with triumph, and disaster,  
 The narrative clinical-humanitarian-commercial logic is elaborated with “c” first, followed by “a to b”. 95
(c) I am here experiencing this beautiful life event unfolding at present [child’s school graduation, 
grandkid’s baseball game, marriage of a young adult in the family; events that usually skew toward older 
demographics of people bent on savoring the ‘life they have left’]; because I was 
(a) diagnosed with cancer, which was a difficult shock, as you can see in this glimpse/flashback of 
situating details [shock for self, spouse/children/parents/family, coworkers, faith community, friend group 
or others]; but  
(b) I listened to this compass for action [inner voice, respected cultural/authority figure, ad like this one 
for an effective drug, or another person's ‘story like mine’ in a campaign/initiative for screening], and so 
got on track to achieve the health I need to live my best life, as I pursue/d this intervention for self and 
thus future others like you [got on this drug right away and had great reduction in or stabilization of the 
tumor; or got the mammography or went to ask my doctor about ____].
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and treat those two impostors 
JUST the SAME…. 
I feel judged by fate. 
I do.  
That old-guy who yelled at me in the parking 
lot—he gets to live a long freakingtime! 
…this guy is just screaming at me for taking a 
handicapped space. 
Uh: I’m dealing with cancer! I have a sticker, 
y’know it doesn’t look like it,  
because I’m in my 40s, but it’s hard 
to walk a long way. 
…and that guy prob-ly gets to-live  
a LOT longer than me. 
…There people who are just mean, angry, 
people who eat shit 
(y’know) people that jus-don’t enjoy  
being here. 
...I have a lot of things to work on. But geeze.  
I’m pretty good!  
But it’s all over my body now. 
Just…. Leave me alone!!!! 
This whole “BEAT IT!” thing. People are 
wrapped up, self-congratulatory. 
MMMmmm..... you may just not GET IT.   
...this concept of cure: cessation of disease, 
we can CONTROL this. 
....A lot of the time it comes back -- it spreads 
to OTHER places --  
Breast cancer doesn’t kill anyone, it’s when it 
spreads to organs.  
So really we’re talking about  
all advanced cancers..... 
So, to expect that it’s enough, that we see 
some AD of a grandmother with her small 
grandchildren,  
smiling, laughing because she made it that 
far, she had this brand of treatment, or  
she detected it --  
uh, the kinds of cancer that kill us, AREN’T 
helped by early detection, to date.  
but THAT’S seen as education.  
OR pharma reps in their FINE, finely tailored 
wool suits, with  
• their TIGHT little well toned asses, 
• name tags, briefcases, SAUNTERING 
to the front of the line past the patients 
• STINKING up the room with their 
VERY appealing perfumes, colognes,  
• which if you’re on CHEMO, make 
you want to WRETCH 
• FEEDING the doctor’s staff, taking 
over that [patient care] space to 
PROMOTE drugs. 
                 
I find it -- it’s all so VAGUELY troubling, 
wrapped in EXPRESSIONS of good intention 
 rather than, I believe 
 the reality. 
I may be a little bit cynical— 
...just because I’ve really seen behind  
the curtain [laugh] 
I’ve been invited to go places most people 
don’t get to go, with stage IV cancers, when 
many friends die from the same kind of 
cancer 
and I don’t know why I get to BE here. 
   …I’ve come to know many people 
with cancer, and really  
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most of them have died, 
    or are dying actively right now.  
So… I’ve SEEN things. What some of these 
treatments do to people.  
That treatment can be FAR worse than cancer  
-- I’m grateful for treatment on some level, it  
has slowed the cancer, I know.  
But another notion of ours is  
THE MIRACLES OF MODERN 
MEDICINE!  
you know euuuuh, 
the toll modern medicine takes on the  
REST OF THE BODY. 
Like my dear friend irradiated every 2 weeks, 
to monitor -- the progress of cancer  
but this beautiful young woman, 40 years old, 
three young kids, now has all these exotic 
unrelated-forms of cancer, a result of 
MASSIVE exposures to “diagnostic 
radiation” 
and it’s what they did to AIR QUOTES 
“TREAT HER” 
to- “ASSESS” her  …that killed her. 
So for us, you know, 
it’s HOLY SHIT    
[laugh laugh laugh laugh laugh laugh] 
literally: …pick your poison.  
Barbara is one of the least cynical people I have ever known. And yet when we started talking 
about the conundrums of cancer treatment, she qualified her critique as “cynical.”  Speaking on 
behalf of herself and many friends, she said: 
“I may be a little bit cynical— 
...just because I’ve really seen behind the 
curtain [laugh] 
I’ve been invited to go places most people 
don’t get to go, with stage IV cancers when 
many friends die from the same kind of cancer 
 I don’t know why I get to BE here. 
…I’ve come to know many people with 
cancer, and really most of them have died 
    or are dying actively right now. 
So, I’ve SEEN things. What some of these 
treatments do to people. 
   
That treatment can be FAR worse than cancer 
-- I’m grateful for treatment on some level, it 
has slowed the cancer, I know, 
but another notion of ours is THE MIRACLES  
OF MODERN MEDICINE!  
you know euuuuh, 
the toll modern medicine takes on the REST 
OF THE BODY.” 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Barbara’s Wizard of Oz moment here invites us into seeing what she saw: behind the curtain is 
“What some of these treatments do to people” under the name of “THE MIRACLES OF 
MODERN MEDICINE!” I had to put that in caps just to capture the way she did show-biz hands 
with an exclamation of this phrase as if it were words on a marquee.  It’s the name of the story 
we drink up, the way we see billboards of happy patients post-treatment, the after of “befores” 
that we never get to see. But Barbara sees it. She is insisting that loss and suffering are an 
integral yet silenced part of cancer. For me, she is also insisting that I see what she has seen. 
Barbara’s damning reference to “this whole BEAT IT! thing” combines with her critique 
of the performance of “pharma rep” and the fallacy of clinical “miracles” to focus how much 
well-intentioned, biopolitical cancer communication encourages patients, clinicians, and 
communities of caregivers toward an entrepreneurship of life itself (Foucault 1977:251). As 
Foucault argues, the biocitizen is thus oriented towards the body as commodity within systems of  
industrial interpellation of “consumers” construed as patients, physicians and hospital systems, 
and surrounding caregiving and advocacy communities (workplaces, family caregivers, faith and 
social organizing settings). This call to individuals to optimize their chances for greater rewards 
through informed risk-taking and “giving it their all” is emitted by pharmaceutical and 
biotechnology firms’ direct-to-consumer advertisements to patients (NCHR 2016, 2018) which 
usually follows the same “c then a-b” narrative logic of mammography campaigns (elaborated 
above). It is also emitted by philanthropic and biomedical arms of biopharmaceutical industries 
that carry out the function of ensuring widespread support (or at least the ambiguous imagery of 
best intentions) to surround truisms like: aggression of treatment signals efficacy (never mind the 
rare post-market analysis of chemo drugs’ side effects in the broader population) or the newer the 
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treatment the better (never mind the cost or level of study pre-market) to arrive at the implication 
that life is not optional for those involved in the heroic feats of facing off (especially advanced) 
cancer in the battle for survivorship.  96
Foucault explores the ways in which the body, as a force of production, need not be 
dominated by violence to be maximized through calculation. Power is exercised, rather than 
possessed, and the body is a strategy more than a property. Thus, in biopolitical formations of 
optimization, strategy shifts from docility to activation; calculability shifts to the realm of 
statistics and projections, through which the individual can measure herself and her potential 
actions/risks accordingly to a larger collection of norms and outcomes. Here, the patient or pre-
patient (one categorized as at-risk for cancer or other conditions), the caregiver, and the 
physician all have the potential to become “homo oeconomicus” — the individual who pursues 
 Rob Morrell, former family physician/healthcare policy consultant, and current stage IV cancer patient, 96
parses common advanced cancer care situations both in and beyond our InterPlay methods sessions 
(2017). Unreservedly, in a pithy-poetic tone, Rob addresses life/death codes to which Danielle and 
Barbara also speak: 
“Doctors [we do] communicate a bias to someone. Even though you’ve presented all the options. 
The provider’s will / is sometimes un-conscious-ly / imposed / on the patients. 
Sometimes that’s known by providers. / My sister was with me in appointments. She said “What if his 
heart stops?” I said, let her [the physician] tell me what that would look like. “Well, …they would 
crack your ribs.” …I was mindful of dissuading a friend of this [resuscitation order] once.  
[So] I realized I had a really unconscious bias”. 
Rob then zig-zagged across a series of contingencies: 
“But: because of the hope factor it seems people are grabbing / onto  / any ring /  tossed. 
If you don’t think it will help—do not TOSS! [laughter] 
But: there’s always this tiny little chance… 
But: the physician may know it’s past the point… and it doesn’t help anybody. 
It’s just beating up on this person. 
  So: Battle affirms some sense of paternalism. 
If we’re honest—honestly, give people advice and options, it’s powerful.  
I say—I interrupt and say: "If you were my grandmother, what would you do? 
Or my child, with a life to live?” These moments are moving. 
You can say, “I’m different from you,” but still leave the options on the table. 
My doctor / wants a combo of options: 
“Are you a gambling man? It does not sound like you are.” 
Within that frame, I already have a sense of him. Those [questions] are a container. 
[wry laughter] Here’s some options: drowning. Beginning to hang oneself. Is this better than that?”
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every aspect of life itself through an entrepreneurial lens of calculated cost/benefit decision-
making, both in self-relation and relation to their position within a larger population. She is the 
homo oeconomicus to the extent that all of her actions are read (by herself and others) through 
the frame of “market principles” such as exchange, maximization of profit, and dividends reaped 
from initial investments. This does not mean that every behavior is an economic (financially-
rooted) behavior, but that “economic behavior is the grid of intelligibility one will adopt on the 
behavior of a new individual”, and that “the individual becomes governmentalizable, that power 
gets a hold on [her] …only to the extent that [s]he is a homo oeconomicus” (Foucault 
2008:252-3). 
In the contemporary gig economy, the “entrepreneurship of life" comes in packaged 
imperatives for life and death, with potentially dangerous, and certainly demoralizing 
implications:  
• I am Survivor! (Fighter) or You are a Survivor! (So Inspiring) = take more risks toward 
aggressive and newer treatments (do not question side effects, disability or death if the 
tumor site itself is reduced in clinical trials, per literal-molecular focus—“biomarkers”). 
• Make the best of what you have, Never Give Up = Believe in a silver bullet future cure! 
• Go Boldly = hospice care when appropriate, or even palliative care alongside treatment, 
are signals of health professionals’ failure or patients’ lack of gumption. 
• Use technology to “hack life” (defy physics or time) = health is possible chiefly 
through high-dollar scientific breakthroughs and dedicated biotech companies’ 
innovations made in a spirit of courage and compassion.  
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 The survivors only logic takes shape in commercials sponsored by America’s 
Biopharmaceutical Companies and featured in high viewership settings like Super Bowl ads and 
in splashy spreads across high-traffic airport terminals. The campaign (see innovation.org) 
emerged from a consortium of the top biotechnology and pharmaceutical companies in the U.S. 
shortly after a slew of “bad press” from the Daraprin and Epi-pen scandals in 2016. A young 
executive bought up rights to Daraprin, an anti-infection drug, and raised the cost from $13.50 to 
$750 and refused to testify in Congress during national outrage about the issue. Similarly, the 
makers of the Epi-Pen changed the cost of this life-saving emergency allergy medicine from 
$100 for a two-pack to $600 (Szabo 2016). In ways that are astounding but not technically 
surprising, I first saw ABC’s advertisements bookended by fossil fuel companies’ proposed 
sheen. Preceding the Go Boldly campaign launch was a Super Bowl commercial for BP Oil and 
Gas advertising its “clean technologies” for fuel, reminiscent of Duke Energy’s advertisements 
calling its approach a Smarter Energy Future (Duke Energy 2017). Following it was a 
commercial for Monsanto and BASF, makers of RoundUp and even RoundUp Ready Corn 
among other widely used carcinogenic products. The commercial took us from the idyllic close-
up shot of a sunlit bee to a farmer on a tractor and a family on a front porch drinking lemonade 
and tea, with the promise of Modern Agriculture through vague promises of giving back by using 
resources more efficiently with less waste (Monsanto 2017). Below I choose just four GoBoldly 
campaign moments that would benefit from a bit of stage IV perspective on healthcare justice. 
Go Boldly #1: “I’m Not Average.” Sky-rocketing costs of “breakthrough” medicines are 
attributed to their quality. In one ad, a featured MBC patient who is a former U.S. Air Force pilot
—and thus likely has subsidized coverage—ends her celebration of new drugs with: 
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“Drugs are very expensive. But that’s why we have insurance. And we expect to be able 
to use that insurance when a situation happens, such as developing metastatic breast 
cancer. But I think it’s very important that every patient be given the chance to survive 
longer. The patient is an individual” (Go Boldly 2017a). 
The ad is bookended by an implicit call to not be average, to be better-than-average:  “I’m not 
average…But then again, I don’t consider anyone average. Everyone’s an individual.” Provided 
resources following the ad include Phrma.org “The Value of Cancer Treatment Today”, with a 
litany of graphics and charts about the value of cancer medicines, fronted by children and adults 
with cancer and the text Cancer Patients Say: I'm Not Average” (sponsors include the “Patents 
Protect: Protect Patents” lobby among others). These are not just advertisements but 
procurements of: institutional support, patient networks’ time and energy, and the impetus for 
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GoBoldly (2017) ad stills: 1) “Now's the time to put the 
accelerator to the floor.” Ad: Do Not Go Gentle poem.
2) When an indomitable will to cure / pushes resear-
chers / to find the unfindable / and cure the incurable
public action.  Metavivor (the subject of the ad is one of its co-founders) has recently been 97
photographed at the U.S. Congress, doing a "die in” (laying on yoga mats on the lawn) to 
pressure U.S. Congressional budgetary foci into further biopharmaceutical research that includes 
a "stage IV focus”. This type of “resistance" differs significantly from early ACT UP AIDS 
advocacy—that joined briefly with a small contingent of BCAction advocates in a civil 
disobedience at a research lab (see Chapter 2 chart, also Klawiter 2008). Where as ACT UP 
members sought out pharmaceutical and regulatory decision-makers of their own accord—to 
address early blockades and unequal access rooted in homophobia—the reverse is so with Go 
Boldly. Instead, the pharmaceutical lobby has sought its patients, curated participant stories 
specifically to their ends (see Dempsey 2009 on “communicative labor”), and promoted the 
lobby's own sense of what the potential field of action might be for the involved collective of 
 See Buchbinder's and Timmermans’ (2014) concept of “affective economies” by which cost-97
effectiveness considerations and public health priorities are obscured by “disease advocacy organizations” 
capable of shaping “legislation and funding priorities for medical research” (2014:6) by shifting public 
sentiments, crafting sympathetic audiences, and deploying the robust authority of “unquestionably good 
causes.” Metavivor promotes networks of patient support, vital peer to peer programs, and dignifying 
resources for affected communities, fundamentally promoting health and wellness. I do not wish to 
criticize the organization as much as to note the field of limitations it faces. Metavivor’s main mission is 
to promote “awareness of and research equity for stage IV breast cancer” (Metavivor 2019). Its legislative 
advocacy plan includes emphasis on stage IV specific breast cancer research via 7 strategic goals (2019): 
1) Expand MBC portfolio at U.S. National Institutes of Health 
2) Ensure Dept of Defense breast cancer research programs are funded and growing, and prioritize 
research opportunities for stage IV MBC 
3) Raise awareness of MBC and unique needs of individuals facing it on Capitol Hill 
4) Support efforts to improve access to quality, affordable healthcare and innovative therapy (includes 
ending waiting period for disability benefits for people facing terminal illness) 
5) Cultivate a “nationwide network of grassroots advocates” who will engage elected officials to “help 
advance the metastatic cancer agenda”**  
6) Participate in “community advocacy efforts focused on improving the drug development pipeline and 
facilitating treatment development”**  
7) Monitor and inform relevant policy via MBC participation in coalition advocacy, Capitol Hill events
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stage IV MBC and ovarian cancer patients (e.g, more public money to public/private research 
initiatives, and in some cases loopholes to FDA regulations).  98
 Well in the background of this commercial is the extent to which biopharmaceutical 
companies had come under fire in 2016 for the way in which cancer drug vial sizes add billions 
of extra dollars annually to healthcare systems across the globe (BMJ 2016). An interactive 
database on BMJ shows typical patient dosing and the typical vial size mis-match, searchable by 
drug (Wasting Away: Why cancer drug vial sizes cost billions). For instance, Bevacizumab 
(brand name Avastin), approved for indication in addressing colorectal cancer in 2004, is usually 
dosed at 350 mg per patient but vials are sold only in 100 or 400 mg sizes, thus wasting 50 mg 
per patient, with annual costs at $284.5 million in leftover drugs for this prescription alone. 
 Go Boldly #2: Advanced cancers reveal correlates in healthcare access, quality, and 
communication. Avastin is a colorectal cancer drug that was approved for use “off label” for 
breast cancers and rushed to market as part of the FDA’s “pay to play” system that requires 
pharmaceutical companies to run their own clinical trials.  In what is actually a very rare 99
“showdown” Avastin was taken off the market for recommended breast cancer use because it 
was originally put through a “rare diseases loophole” (where, breast and other cancers are not 
 Communicative labor in grassroots representation: Dempsey (2009:40, added emphasis) argues 98
“communicative labor" must be accounted for as NGOs mobilize “grassroots representation” in global 
development and foreign aid work, even when conducted by the most well-intentioned professionalized 
civil society groups (2009). I suggest that a similar process occurs whereby “grassroots” advocacy among 
stage IV cancer patients becomes a moralizing discourse that covers over the highly-curated and 
hierarchical nature of the communication campaigns featuring "participant stories.” Dempsey adds that: 
“communicative labor should be seen as going beyond simple processes of (mis)appropriation to include 
active processes of invention […]the discovery, invention, and promotion of particular stories over others”
 “Pay to play” refers to the system of pharmaceutical companies that must pay for the costs of their 99
approval processes, given the volume at which new drugs are patented. Especially in oncology, the 
volume increases due to new patents emerging when one ingredient changes, sometimes with an 
equivalent property replacing it, just under a different name (Rupp 2017). 
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rare diseases in the U.S.) based on pressure from patient testimonies in FDA hearings from 
people whose travel, meals, and lodging were paid for by sponsoring pharmaceutical companies 
and their subsidiary “patient advocate” arms. Because Avastin gave 7-8 weeks of increased life to 
breast cancer patients within one year of the clinical trial study, and especially because it reduced 
the tumor environment by a certain statistical threshold, the drug was rushed to market without a 
longitudinal study on longer term side effects of its usage.  Because so many side effects were 100
reported over its first years of use, evidence eventually accumulated that people who took 
Avastin for five years were more likely to die from the drug than from cancer, and more likely to 
die than from the control group taking an equivalent chemotherapy previously considered the 
standard of care (Zuckerman 2016). 
 This conundrum is explained well in the focus on “surrogate end points” debated in 
oncology drug approvals, where special attention is paid to the reduction in the size or growth  
rate of the tumor, but not to the overall lifespan of patients for more than a 1 year period of study 
(Schwartz and Woloshin 2011, 2013, Chen, Joshi, Tran, and Prasad 2018, 2019, Kemp and  
Prasad 2017). This has resulted in situations where patients have organ damage, organ failures, 
and other strange and previously unknown harms from drugs fast tracked for approval. This 
“molecular” view takes in the trees but forgets the forest. It focuses on the cellular environment 
of the tumor at the scale of nanotechnology, sometimes at direct (if inadvertent) cost to the 
“molar” human being’s bodily health overall. Under the “fast track” loophole for new drugs, and 
given the ways the FDA has been underfunded and pushed around by libertarian think tanks and 
 National Center for Health Research USA Patient Advocacy Network training 2016: “Did Avastin 100
actually work?” 1. Chemo + Placebo: Overall Survival = 31.9 months (p-value "Not significant”). 2. 
Chemo + Avastin = 30.2 months (p-value .98). Overall Survival worse with Avastin. (Zuckerman 2016).
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funders like the Goldwater Institute and the Koch Brothers (who fund the MIT Cancer Research 
Center and other sites), new initiatives are emerging like the “21st Century Cures Act”—U.S. 
Congress removed safety checks on getting new drugs to market contingent upon increased NCI 
and NIH research funds—and the proposed “Right to Try Bill” (Tillis-NC)—which allows 
desperate patients to pay out of pocket for experimental, unproven drugs in early phase clinical 
trials, despite most pharmaceutical companies’ refusal of payment for such early-stage drugs, 
usually given free instead in “compassionate use" cases. 
 Go Boldly #3: Big media often writes about scientists’ success stories, and titles with 
“new cancer drug” or “breakthrough medicine” can often function a thin level up from click-bait. 
The buzz of media coverage around cancer care innovation has resulted in a sharp increase in  
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Go Boldly (2017) 2 successive stills: personalized 
medicine, immunotherapy, genomics …Today’s 
breakthroughs / become tomorrow's medicines /   
…for all of us.
Go Boldly (2017) still: This is not a video game [or] a 
screensaver. / Welcome to the future of medicine / where 
researchers leap into the unknown / to pioneer 
tomorrow’ breakthrough cures / for all of us.
patients asking for “Precision Medicine” and immunotherapy when going in for cancer treatment 
(Zhao 2019, Chen et al 2015), even though only about 6% of cancer patients currently benefit 
from the gene-specific targeted therapies still in development. The advertised nature of these 
breakthroughs understandably creates much excitement among patients and families who wish 
for their loved ones or themselves that these treatments will make a difference in their longevity 
and quality of life.  101
 The “Cancer Moonshot” passed by Joe Biden in the name of his son Beau unfortunately 
falls into the same trap of “quicker approvals means quicker health for cancer patients.” Astutely, 
Vinay Prasad, MD, PhD at University of Washington, notes that simply changing the regulatory 
nature of how cancer drugs are approved without promoting rigorous and metered understanding 
of both their promising and limiting implications is like “promising to run a faster mile by 
changing the stopwatch that measures the runner” (Prasad et al 2017, 2018). Kaiser Health News 
author Liz Szabo has started a collection of investigative pieces on cancer drugs developed with 
an invited group of patients, advocates, and physicians in a social media group which I follow 
and participate in—called “Hope Versus Hype”. The silver-bullet and moonshot logic of 
survivors-only cancer cultures mandate a particular aggressiveness and charge that, however 
inadvertently, can create ruckus like that of a bull in a china shop. Most china plates are actually 
expensive because they do not break easily, but under a certain threshold of pressure, any vessel 
 See “Physicians’ Knowledge About FDA Approval Standards and Perceptions of the ‘Breakthrough 101
Therapy’ Designation” (Kesselheim et al, 2016)  and “Medical Marketing in the United States, 
1997-2016” (Schwartz and Woloshin, 2019). Misperceptions abound among patients targeted by adsabout 
drugs’ promises and limited safety reports—and also among prescribing oncology physicians who 
overestimate the rigors of contemporary FDA approval of cancer drugs by up to 40% (Kesselheim et al, 
2016). Oncologists self-report different decisions with more accurate understanding about overestimation 
of FDA approval as an assurance of safety, efficacy, or improvement on standard of care in a new drug.
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can crack. And too often, stage IV cancer patients’ bodies are left un-defended for when the 
“bulls” of Wall Street come charging. 
Emergent Narratives And Body Matrices 
 Following Mattingly’s sense of emergent narratives I suggest that the stage IV body 
dispatches in this chapter reflect “the importance of immediate contexts” and “the powerful role 
of attend[ing] to nonlinguistic action” (1998:44). In the warps of a survivors only logic and a 
politics through life in contemporary U.S. cancer cultures, the human body is often relegated to a 
million different dispersals: stage IV cancer bodies are at once a site of betrayal and yet also the 
only promise for optimizing one’s life trajectories.  
 Stage IV body dispatches rely not only on “public meanings” but also “inner landscapes 
of motives, desires, beliefs, and emotions” as part of clinical plots and bodily becoming 
(Mattingly 1998:44). Survivors only logics often treat so-called cancer patient’s bodies as 
conditionally-present and conditionally-valuable. The underside of this public meaning is the 
inner landscape.  Cancer patients often feel their bodies contorted outwards by mandates to “Feel 
Better” by “Looking Good, or to fit a pre-fab mold of warrior-hood (see Pink Gala Lady, 
Barbara II in script appendix, and Liz in Introduction). To the extent that an advanced cancer 
patient’s body takes up space in regimes of visibility, it is often considered “host” to disease and 
even a symbol of death rather than the central portal of life being lived as is, in all its 
uncertainties (see Patrick in script appendix, Barbara and Danielle in this chapter). Wherever 
stage IV cancer patients’ corporeal stories are sites of ongoing interaction in mainstream U.S. 
cancer cultures, they frequently become monetized while memorialized, to the extent that a 
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person with cancer may feel he/she is the future “chalk outline” by which a clinician works 
backward to know/see/describe a disease through signs and symptoms “burned into being” by 
the clinical gaze (Foucault 1967). Especially strange/alienating for many stage IV narrators is the 
presumption that their circumstances sign them on to a faith in scientific promises, and to 
avoiding critical questions about funding, outreach, and research allocations that are currently 
skewed toward future cures and citizen-armies for detection (see Shuntailya in Chapter 2, 
Danielle in Chapter 3, Sheryl, Barbara IV in script appendix).  
 How can cancer bodies be respected for more than the measurability or plausible 
deniability of toxic “body burdens”? In the process of telling messy, traumatic, often simply 
incomprehensible experiences, stage IV narrators begin to sketch new grounds for meaning.  
Between teller and listener, possibilities for new stories and cultural scripts emerge—sometimes 
with brute force, sometimes as an inkling of things to come.  All of the narrators whose 
“dispatches” I relay here perform-back cancer in at least three ways that promote holistic 
recalibration toward healthcare and health justice:   
(1) Underrepresented cancer bodies embrace multiplicity. They reject singularities and binary 
exclusions that exhaust people. Advanced cancer bodies make room for energy that is 
renewed by fluid states of being/belonging/becoming. 
(2) Underrepresented cancer bodies visualize power relations. They explore the effectual and 
ineffectual tangibility of cancer cultures’ prevailing and alternative interventions. Advanced 
cancer bodies reckon with unseen depths on their own terms—both within and beyond 
clinical modes of making or discerning what counts as actionable evidence. 
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(3) Underrepresented cancer bodies dance (scream, sing, speak) back. They are capable of 
rendering (and rending) multiple grids of intelligibility, especially when placed at the center 
of moral, medical, and economic decisions. Advanced cancer bodies are not problems-to-be-
solved as much as they are fonts of subversive wisdom—people whose bodily being/
belonging/becoming communicates untidy, emergent meanings that ask for attentive 
presence. 
 Barbara refused to perform life-entrepreneur. She welcomed innovation but was also 
wary of its discursive potential for exploitation when innovation was treated as an end in itself. 
While she fought for access to well-proven, innovative cancer treatments—such as proton 
radiation therapy—she also fought tooth and nail for coverage for herself and so many others in a 
state where Medicaid not only was not expanding, but where its lack seemed to be shrinking all 
manner of private and public health insurance approvals.  
 In the spring of 2013, Barbara went through a dark passage of yet another kind, this time 
with the intense stress of facing (seemingly needlessly) steep odds to get Proton Therapy 
approved as a far-less damaging form of radiation to address spinal cord metastases nearing the 
brain stem. Proton Therapy is available at a few locations across the U.S., and the closest to 
Barbara was Hampton University Proton Therapy Institute (HUPTI) at the beloved HBCU 
campus in Hampton/Hampton Roads, Virginia, a four and a half hour drive away. Blue Cross 
Blue Shield of North Carolina (BCBSNC) had a year earlier denied a similar request for Proton 
Therapy to a medical school professor at Duke University who had a similar case of cancer 
metastasis; this person had died with far more “social capital” than Barbara seemed to have. 
“State of the art” is a contextual term for Proton Therapy, because it had been proven as effective 
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with fifty years of evidence, given the primary use-case of spinal radiation near the brain stem: a 
room-sized radiation beam refracted down in a “to the millimeter” cut-out of the tumor itself 
prevented 40-60% of the radiation damage that would come from traditional radiation's exit 
beam. For a spinal cord cancer, Proton Therapy protects fundamental faculties of the brain like 
swallowing/salivation, speech, sight, hearing, and motor skills/mobility. But the costs for the 
therapy were rarely covered because the therapy was rarely on cancer patients’ radars beyond 
prostate and testicular cancer. The primary use by contemporary “customer-patients” was to 
maintain erectile function following tumors in male-bodied persons’ genitalia.  
 Barbara sought this therapy to address recent metastases that had been aggressive in her 
body toward the beginning of the cancer diagnosis but had, in recent years, not been so fast 
growing. She had lived with metastatic breast cancer for six and a half years by this time. A 
feisty family member of Barbara’s stepped in—perhaps making up for the anger and horizontal 
(rather than vertical) rage with which she mis-treated Barbara regularly in their youth and 
periodically in their adulthood. Their shared “bulldog” spirit for taking on Goliaths and tendency 
to emerge “victorious” on behalf of vulnerable others, led them to fashion a change.org petition 
(then a fledging platform) that sent each individual signatory’s name and note as a separate email 
BCC’d to the CEO and larger C-Suite team of BCBS-NC. My younger brother and I (we were 19 
and 26 at the time) were asked to put the petition in our names and send it out far and wide. 
Barbara added her favorite portrait of Hunter and of me, glimpses of our “inner-power” she said, 
because this is not a sob story, but is a rectifying of unjust policy which she hoped would assist 
others in similar straits. Close and broad circles of friends circulated the petition electronically 
and within 12 hours it had nearly 700 signatures. In less than 24 hours my mom, accompanied by 
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my dad, the self-described “lay researcher” of Proton Therapy, got a phone hearing with a panel 
of BCBSNC officials to review her petition case. 
 In the hearing, my dad, Deo, recalls a family medicine physician—with no specialty in 
oncology—saying, “We initially sought to deny the Proton Therapy Application because, given a 
stage IV cancer diagnosis, we do not expect the patient to live for more than 6 months.” Deo 
remembers clarifying on the call, “ The patient you are speaking about is on the line, I would like 
to remind you; this is a phone call, and we can hear you.” He remembers going on to say: Also, 
Barbara has lived this long, more than six years, against the odds of the stage IV cancer you cite. 
Perhaps, without the further added stress of this process--given your approval for this common 
sense treatment—she will go on to live longer than you can predict in your standard models, 
especially as indicated by all the literature I provided your team. I would also like to note that, 
as a lay-researcher—my field is healthcare administration, not cancer research—I was able to 
find prolific information about Proton Therapy’s benefits dating back five decades, which I have 
to imagine you too were able to find and review. If you tried?” 
 Barbara’s Proton Therapy was approved, as the first ever allowance under BCBS-NC, the 
primary insurer in the state, with millions of subscribers. Of course, upon her traveling up to 
HUPTI, Barbara became friends with the lead oncologist and the nursing staff. As Barbara 
thumbed through prayer cards while wrapped into place on the scanner bed, some nurses 
wondered what she was listening to, and asked if she wanted it played for the whole room of 
technicians. These were soundtracks I made to distract her from claustrophobia in the Proton 
Therapy sessions, and when I came to visit, several nurses high-fived me and said, You’re the 
artist daughter, I recognize your voice! (see “Circling the Patient at the Center” and “The Clock 
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Speaks” with FlyLo’s Camel in the Flipping Cancer script appendix). From the viewing room, I 
sat with technicians and nurses who watched the proton therapy machines do their work, 
jamming out with Barbara to the music she chose, which echoed even across the bank of 
computers in which we watched lights flash over the patient scanning bed and brain/skull scans 
emerge in real time on the adjoining monitor. 
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Barbara in a mirror picture—fabulous and ready to roll. HUPTI, nurse setting Barbara up, music on blast, 2013. 
Viewing room where beats/flash/scans reverb multiply.
 Dialing between her wishes for quality cancer care and quality of life, the drawn out 
denial/approval process was likely not healthy for Barbara in that season.  She and I often 102
shared anti-cancer articles of interest, some from a patient advocacy seminar she audited in 
which an ovarian cancer researcher emphasized the role of stress hormones on inflammation, 
physical pain, and expansion of the blood vessels that tumor environments treat as their “fuel” to 
grow (Lutgendorf 2005, 2011, 2013). Distress seems to coalesce when traumas are called up 
across eras, and a falling out occurred when her family petition and travel “sponsor” took the 
multi-hour drive as an opportunity to emotionally abuse Barbara while she was in a physically 
compromised and also “captive” state. People stuck in their own hurt can do shocking things. 
Barbara’s weekly travel and motel stay was then split between several of her closest folks. 
 At the same time as she advocated for "state of the art" medical care, Barbara also knew 
that the terms by which medical advances were valued and evaluated were complex, sometimes 
contradictory. Palliative care has been shown to increase life equivalently to, and in some cases 
for longer periods than many standard chemotherapies, among people with advanced and fast-
growing metastatic cancers; and is far more cost efficient (Nautilus 2017). Barbara was willing to 
"try anything” but not to try everything, because discernment about what her body wanted—what 
was good for it in the short and long-term—was a compass that she, like many of the feistiest 
and longest-living stage IV cancer patients I have met and known, would not allow to accede 
easily to external authorities and specialists each coming at the problem with their own 
 See Lutgendorf et al 2008, 2010, 2015, 2017, 2018 on stress hormones and life stressors increasing 102
tumor growth, increasing metastasis severity, and interfering with efficacy of chemotherapy treatments 
across a number of levels. Stress and ovarian cancer, social isolation, unmet depression and anxiety needs 
are Lutgendorf’s focus, with a resulting emphasis on the need for NCI and other entities to reallocate 
funds, energy, and medical/institutional authority toward supportive care at the core.
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professional lens. I can hear Barbara saying: “Don’t throw us in a ditch! Just because it’s 
desirable to many to find a ‘last ditch effort’ that could help ‘save’ us against the odds, while 
facing the biggest fear there could be—leaving the planet before you’re ready to. This wish to 
live our lives doesn’t mean we should be left out to dry, and in fact, often tortured along the way, 
for the profit of megaliths at the expense of the ‘little people.’” I know about Barbara’s own 
reluctance to leave the planet intimately. Three weeks into June 2013, Barbara died of liver 
failure, apparently an effect of the chemotherapy drug Gemzar (brandname for Gembcitabine). 
 This was an off-label use of the drug—a very common protocol in treating cancer 
metastasis, given that a drug has been on the market for several years, as a “second line” 
treatment when another drug has not or has stopped offering its proposed benefits. However, off-
label drug use does not build in the FDA capacity for follow-up trials for the new organ-location 
to which the drug is being targeted, or with any measure of oversight on the safety and efficacy 
of the drug beyond individual oncologists sharing their findings in professional conferences and 
papers.  After Barbara had been on Gemzar for four months, the oncology team said they “had 103
never seen anything like it”, and suspected the drug was the cause of fatal injury, because of her 
high Bilirubin levels, and the fact that she had only a few “small dots” of longstanding, slow-
growing metastases to the liver, which had stayed relatively the same size for the last few years. I 
recall accompanying Barbara to the appointment at which she was invited to choose Gemzar or 
another off label drug. We were both perplexed, as we tried to weigh the options. While I fell into 
a quandary about which seemed more attractive, Barbara pressed about what she saw as the real 
 See “Fatal cholestatic liver failure associated with gemcitabine therapy” (Robinson, Lambiase, Li, 103
Monteiro, and Schiff, 2003) and “Toxicities of gemcitabine in patients with severe hepatic 
dysfunction” (Teusink and Hall, 2010).
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question at hand: Why the heck is a cancer patient being asked to make this life and death 
decision about a drug's applicability to their disease? Doesn’t the doctor know much more about 
this? In a strange twist on the notion of "patient autonomy” (many patients do not wish for this 
particular, overwhelming choice, given that most are not specialists in pharmacology and/or 
oncology), cancer care teams placing the decision between two or three bio-equivalent drugs or 
treatment interventions into the patient’s hands after a brief review seems to be a regular practice, 
and a site of common anxieties among advanced cancer patients (Ensler 2013  and Bailey Lash 104
2015 ). This was also the case for Avastin (see GoBoldly) which Barbara had been given two 105
years earlier, and which resulted in her appendix rupturing, and an eleven hour, painful wait in 
the ER on Christmas Eve. Still, Barbara worried about getting all her presents wrapped “in time”, 
because of course she planned to be home the next day for Christmas. She was “not so sure about 
 Eve Ensler, In The Body Of the World (novel 2014, and a play 2018), discusses her experience with 104
stage III-IV uterine cancer and simultaneous expanse into work with Congolese luminaries shifting the 
terms by which rape was/is a tool of war in conflict mineral disputes like those over coltan, an element 
needed for every consumer and industrial electronics device ever made, 85% of which has ben sourced 
from Easter DR Congo over the last 2 decades. The toxicities seemed to blend even as they seeped out in 
many directions. Ensler (2014:71-72): 
“Is radiation more effective than chemo? ‘We don’t think so.’ Are radiation and chemo more effective 
together? ‘We are not sure.’ Is chemo more effective than radiation for uterine cancer? ‘Yes we know 
it is.’ Then why, I ask, are you even thinking of radiation if it could destroy my intestines and make it 
impossible for me to eat or poop again? He says, ‘It’s up to you. Only you can decide. We have given 
you the data.’ Implicit in this is my impending wrong decision. And I say, ‘What would you do if this 
were your body?’ trying to bring his body into the room. And he says, ‘Can’t say.’ And I say again, 
annoying him further, ‘But if you do not know if it will help, why are you putting me in the position 
where I have to choose?’ Then he says the mantra of the end of the world. ‘WE LIKE TO THROW 
EVERYTHING AT IT. That’s all we know how to do.’ And I say, ‘The only problem is that IT is 
attached to ME.’ And I swear, he doesn't flinch.” 
 In a 2015 interview, Danielle Bailey Lash recounted several instances in her first oncology care 105
experience where decisions were “put in her hands” by the clinical cancer care team, from drug choices to 
surgical decisions. She would press for advising based on the “evidence based perspectives” one of her 
physicians had otherwise leaned into in every other circumstance—including in refusing to say “one way 
or another” if the brain cancer Danielle dealt with, and the lung, brain, breast, bladder and other tumors 
her nearby neighbors dealt with, “could be related to coal ash” because “we just do not have the evidence 
on that.” Danielle recalls asking, “Well, what would you do for your wife or your daughter or yourself? 
Give me that.” She indicates more direct answers after that: “He's really good about it.”
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Avastin”; it had always made her a bit nervous from the time it was recommended by clinicians 
for off label use: “We’ve been hearing good things about the new applications of this drug.” Like 
many others across the U.S. who took Avastin and had ruptured organs or worse, the drug was 
represented in a good light in the clinical appointment where she agreed, while sensing herself 
between a rock and a hard place, to try it out. 
 When, on June 1 of 2013, her oncologist reported the results of tests showing visceral 
liver failure, Barbara had one question: “Will I make it to Marie and Andrew’s wedding 
celebration on July 20?” We had waited for 2 hours for the appointment together at the doctor’s 
office that morning and now I listened in by phone, rushing to teach a class mid-day. The 
physician was attending to emergencies, including how to clarify my mom’s situation. The 
oncologist asked if I was driving, and requested that I get off the phone. I knew the answer was 
“no.” I rolled up the windows and screamed at the top of my lungs as I drove. I felt my insides 
were falling out the entire time I taught my class at the university that day. My skin was hot and I 
half-lifted out of my own body with shock and grief coalesced; I somehow kept hosting a 
dialogue and writing key concepts in dusty white chalk on a small green board. I was wearing a 
black vintage dress with a skirt cut on the bias, perfect for twirling, and covered in a pattern of 
colorful confetti. It seemed ironic. Like all of me was blasting out of my frame—my best friend 
and “twin flame” was leaving the planet. Her first question to the doctor was utterly humbling, 
focused around her hopes for my life, and her part in sending me off. So many family members 
have these desires. So many millions of family members who face cancer as patients and 
caregivers. To see a child move from preschool to elementary school. To see a child or 
grandchild born. To reach a benchmark of contribution to others in professional leadership or 
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public service. Barbara’s other goal was to watch my younger brother graduate from high 
school; she’d reached that two years earlier. Her graduate plan to start a Center for Patient 
Partnerships was not entirely derailed by her health; she immediately became a volunteer 
hospital chaplain and emergency assistance coordinator. There are REAL reasons to want to stay 
alive, against the odds, to reach vital milestones, often interpersonally, in the lives of cancer 
patients. But this DOES NOT mean that they should suffer more, with hastened death or 
excruciating and debilitating side effects, when that can conceivably be avoided through 
common sense oversight. Oversight at the FDA, as it has currently been streamlined is decidedly 
not overreach.  
 Barbara died from a side effect of chemotherapy. There are currently no requirements for 
post-market studies about drugs’ side effects or off-label use in oncology once they have been 
debuted and patented by the U.S. FDA. From the place of reluctance that, for some, can quickly 
become desperation driven by entrepreneurial imperatives, patients may pursue unproven 
treatments.Expensive cancer drugs are already rushed through the FDA: cancer drugs that are, in 
the long run, not proven to increase overall survival or quality of life are already approved 
rapidly by the FDA and are so expensive that they bankrupt families and healthcare systems. At 
the same time, many health insurance companies willing to cover high-cost, experimental cancer 
drugs also frequently deny coverage of life-saving and life-improving care for stage IV patients 
that is already well proven but not part of an existing standard in biopharma support packages 
(e.g., proton therapy or palliative care measures).  
 Drugs like Avastin and Gemzar function in medical, insurance, and broader economic 
markets through a sort of desperation capitalism—persons with serious illness are more willing 
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to risk or undergo harm in the immediate provision of a treatment for the (potentially already-
bankrupt or potentially jackpot) promise of a prolonged quantity of living hours and days. To a 
certain degree, as with many consumer citizens (Grewal 2005, King 2006), persons who choose 
toxic treatments available to them think that by function of the product’s availability, they are 
protected from some of its built-in and most egregious harms.  However, again, due to loopholes 
in federal regulatory agencies’ processes of vetting—to include pre-market approval and post-
market evaluation—patients and consumer citizens’ grasp is too tight around the promissory 
notes that would indicate consumer product/production processes’ safety. The sweat of 
desperation for a fix—some fix—blurs the wording, which surely is: no responsible government, 
no accountable corporate entity would knowingly or willfully harm us with their product/
production process; the stakes are too high (especially for persons already contending with 
advanced disease); the logic too antithetical to survivor biopolitics. 
 The question becomes: by almost solely focusing on funding structures and subsequent 
cancer care necessities that continue to put inadequately tested chemotherapies through to 
market, what are we missing? What opportunities are we missing both in our healthcare systems 
and our cultural priorities surrounding cancers? (See Barbara IV: Am I All This? closing scene in 
Flipping Cancer, appendix). 
How could cancer care improve through a multi-pronged approach, possibly including (a) 
normalizing and funding evidence bases for integrative medicine in cancer care, and (b) 
grassroots patient advocacy (vs. just astroturf patient advocacy largely underwritten by industry), 
alongside the goal of better tested drugs? 
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Conclusion 
Barbara asked these questions throughout her life’s work as a patient, advocate, and 
health justice activist and throughout her dying process. In fact she did make it to my wedding 
(we adjusted the “threshold” to suit her body’s time), where she offered these words: 
Care for each other.  
She stood like a tree rooting into the ground in sage green—a color that complemented her close-
cropped red hair, and even, somehow, the gold of her skin as it jaundiced (otherwise an 
unpleasant site in the weeks prior). Like us, Barbara was surrounded by close family and friends 
in this small ceremony. Graciously, excitedly—standing up off of her rolling walker, even past 
her body’s limits in its last four days of human life—she agreed to our request to do a “moving 
mandala” of blessing around her, in gratitude. Barbara’s dance came second. She had always 
wished that cancer not “get in the damn way” of all of the fun and beauty she and her beloveds 
were slated to have together. (We described as a pair of “joy bandits”). Most especially she 
communicated her wish that glorious occasions like our wedding not be “sad” because of this 
extenuating circumstance. The moon was full and she glowed. 
Thank you, thank you, thank you. For loving.  
First, Andrew and I danced. We joined under our friend Jenny’s trees in her garden, strung up 
with twinkle lights. When what made me fall in love with him first happened again here—his 
twirl that lifts me off my feet, upside down, dress or scarves streaming, trust laid into each 
other’s arms and weight shared in embrace—I saw from the air, in a blur, Barbara’s beaming 
smile. Her delight was ours, and ours was hers.  
… Enjoy.  
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CONCLUSION: COURAGEOUS COMMUNITIES 
In this dissertation I have asked: (1) How does a politics of life infuse mainstream U.S. 
cancer cultures, and the stories they disseminate? (2) How might traditionally underrepresented 
cancer stories perform collective intervention into sites of healthcare and environmental health 
concern? And (3) Why perform health? Specifically: What resources does  performance-driven 
communication provide to broader communication praxis in U.S. cancer cultures, in the pursuit 
of health justice?  
In response, I have characterized performance as a field of embodied activation, one that 
attunes to the said and unsaid, organizes with the most affected communities in leadership, and 
matches public-facing events and tactical communication across media with behind-the-scenes 
solidarities that seek longterm change. I have also introduced the analytic framework of cancer 
as a cultural apparatus that shapes power, knowledge, subjectivity, and its ideological coordinates 
in logics of “survivors only” and “banal abstraction.”  
To mobilize some of the contradictions and fractures in prevailing cancer cultures, I then 
turned to performances that drive and iterate creativity content toward tactical biopolitics, 
narrative change, and bodily reorientation in performance languages that physically, verbally, 
and visually story cancer. At Moral Mondays events, in Walnut Cove, in interviews, workshops, 
public hearings, and in reiterations of Flipping Cancer, I discerned performance vocabularies of 
justice that artfully-analytically-activate for environmental health and healthcare transformations. 
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In doing so, it became clear that racial justice is foundational to new “redemptive 
prophetic” origin stories I see as necessary to the life of a pro-health planet. These stories are a 
vital means of intervention into colonial/bio-accumulation narratives that have destructively 
prioritized wealth accumulation and body-biology optimization as “virtuous humanities’” 
organizing ethic. In conclusion, I want to go beyond claims for health justice per se to consider 
transformative justice and the directions for further research to which it calls me. 
Transformative Justice 
The More Than Pink arm of Susan G. Komen for the Cure™ rolled out in 2017 as a way 
to combat a growing chorus of complaints about imperatives for survivors and mammography 
that fit early stage cancers but tended to exclude people with stage IV breast cancers. The 
primary co-creators of Pink itself claim: we are also MORE than Pink! A counter-chorus of 
celebrity actors, diplomats, scientists, and U.S. football star ambassadors to stage IV-specific 
treatment research seems to guarantee the commitment. If you recall my Pink Gala Lady, all of 
this will sound familiar. I recall her performance in order to distinguish from it the principles of 
transformative justice. Komen’s annual Race for the Cure™ outreach has focused on 
“UNACCEPTABLE” as its recent annual theme and refrain.  Recently, particularly emoji-filled 
twitter feed emerged from the Charlotte NC affiliate for Komen, whose top tier sponsors include 
Duke Energy, which is headquartered in the city:  
Breast cancer kills more than 41,000 people a year in the U.S. Tell breast cancer that is  
[clap emoji] UN [clap emoji] ACCEPTABLE.  
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Breast Cancer gtfo of here nobody likes you. Run away & never look back!! 
@SusanGKomen is going to make it happen [clap emoji x5, finger cross emoji x1] 
  
Who has time for breast cancer?! SHUT [yellow clap emoji] IT [clap emoji] DOWN 
[clap emoji] by tweeting your #BreastCancerClapback story @ItsBreastCancer  
— Komen Charlotte Twitter 2018 
Without a direct addressee, Komen’s clap back “anger” virtue-signals. It says more about Komen 
than it does to say, a legislative body. It has the ring of fashionable “bravery” but does not deliver 
the familiar, directed sting of even a clever “call out” meme. In organizing and coalition-building 
settings, occasional acts of “calling out” usually emerge in response to violations resulting from a 
deep lack of accountability or a violation of trust. Yet even when hyper-focused, calling out 
marks a target, changes little about it, and functions more like reprimand.  
 In the spirit of Lila’s claims to “stand for those who could not be here / as well as 
myself”, I have tried to apprentice myself to people making change—and I write here, now—
because I am frustrated with many forms of resistance that quickly reach the limits of binary 
reactivity. Insular personal announcements come at the expense of interpersonal organizing for 
more creative, substantive cultural production. Even some of the approaches that align 
themselves with paradigms of health justice can fall into this trap of reactivity. A health 
resistance form of organizing holds that perpetrators necessarily make victims. But victims of 
health inequity are also capable of being and belonging as leaders—and their hard-earned 
wisdoms are an invaluable resource to health justice approaches that organize toward lasting 
social change in healthcare and environmental practices. As guided by stage IV cancer stories 
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and sacrifice zone cancer stories, this project hopes to explore the potential for calling in and 
moving towards not only restorative but perhaps also transformative forms of justice. Emergent 
strategist adrienne maree brown clarifies the prerogatives of transformative justice approaches to 
harm: “1. Listen with ‘Why?’ as a framework. 2. Ask yourself/selves: what can I/we learn from 
this? 3. How can my real time actions contribute to transforming this situation (versus making it 
worse)?” (2015). For brown, transformative justice:  
• Acknowledges the reality of state harm.  
• Looks for alternative ways to address/interrupt harm, which do not rely on the state. 
• Relies on organic, creative strategies that are community created and sustained. 
• Transforms the root causes of violence, not only the individual experience. 
In this dissertation and the work it documents, I have primarily witnessed to those who 
acknowledge the complex reality of state and federal impact on discrete persons living with 
advanced cancers and on dispossessed communities. I have found in the radical performances of 
story and ritual alternate ways to address/interrupt harm. I have tried to honor the organic 
strategies that the residents of Walnut Cove and participants in such micro-communities as 
InterPlay workshops in clinical cancer care settings have created and sustained. And I have 
focused on how all speaks to the roots of cancer cultures as forms of violence that affect and 
implicate all of us, far beyond any one, individual experience. Indeed, my approach to story 
(especially as it is re-doubled in the body of my performance in Flipping Cancer or even as it is 
repeated to the point of exhaustion by Walnut Cove resident-activists) focuses on its collectivity, 
its evocation of encompassing social-cultural complexities, contradictions, and coalitions, 
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recognizing that any one body is a social body, and that primary narrators in this project 
comprise a chorus of necessary counter-narratives.  
 Models for what John O’Neal calls “storytelling for justice” (2012) and the circular 
promise of witness as/to action are embodied by Belews Creek Steam Station-affected residents 
who prophetically testify across national and local mediums: Tracey Brown and her mom Annie, 
Shuntailya Graves and her mom Stacey, James and Priscilla Smith, Ada and Willie Linster. What 
Cheryl Mattingly calls “emergent narratives” (1998) take form in uniquely intimate and yet also 
self-determined, public acts, their collectively emerges in turn in Flipping Cancer production 
residencies and InterPlay methods rehearsals where narrators share body vocabularies that 
exceed clinical and quantifiable—or even speakable—meanings for themselves and for one 
another (Beautiful Rising Collective 2017, Porter and Winton Henry 1995). Participants like 
Doris Ann Price, Rob Morrell, Danielle Gentile, Jesse Sorrell, Jerri Hall, Shay Greene, Sonny 
Kelly, Toby Rodney, and Nicole Damari perform what Center for Story-Based Strategy 
facilitators Reinsborough and Canning call “narrative power analysis”: a form of embodied 
critique that joins hearts and minds in a process of unearthing “the hidden building blocks” of 
“pernicious narratives, so that a narrative of liberation can better challenge them” and what 
legitimates them (2012:186). With clergy and ritual hosts like David Hairston, Caroline Rutledge 
Armijo, and the Reverends Alfred Warren, Leslie Bray Brewer, and Gregory Hairston, and 
alongside creative-officiants like Kimberly Dixon, Susan Dalton, Carolyn Martin, among many 
others, narrators of a tactically embodied life/death code flow in an ethic of redemptive 
performance. In search of what Wynter (2015) calls a redemptive-prophetic approach to origin 
stories that presses past the destructive limits of (white, colonial-imperial) “Man” as exclusively 
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human, I have also turned to creative co-conspirators and facilitators like Liz Lloyd and her dad 
David, like Rev. Stacy Grove and Dr. Baba Chuck Davis, and like Barbara Garlock and Danielle 
Bailey Lash.  
 With these narrators, leaders, and mentors, I have joined to co-create two performances—
the USCCR hearing in Walnut Cove which was really a constellation of performances 2015-19 
and Flipping Cancer, the protean workshop-narrative and movement-based project I have been 
touring 2015-19. I have included a full transcript of the USCCR hearing in 2016 and related 
materials, and the most recent script of Flipping Cancer performed at Coping with Cancer and at 
THINK: Treating Health Inequities with New Knowledge. These are only touchstones of the 
wide-ranging field, creative, and activist-allied research I have performed since beginning this 
project. They are also the ground of ongoing and further work. 
Directions For Further Research  
• Fusion Movements 
In chapter 2, I explored the power of creativity content within the Moral Mondays 
movement, focusing on the multi-faceted ritual of the processional/pilgrimage.  In further work, I 
would like and expect to explore: 
a.  The historical foundations and future directions of fusion movements like Moral 
Mondays. I want to focus on the contributions of SNCC, NC's Ella Baker and other radical 
educators, and their connection to contemporary HKonJ coalition members like IgniteNC 
and Youth Organizing Institute.  As Rev. Barber has often pointed out, it is also critical to 
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look back (and forwards) to the Fusion Party movement that rose in North Carolina well over 
a century ago.   106
b. Other concentrations of creative, performance action in the Moral Mondays/HkonJ 
movements that correlate with what are now national tactics in the Poor People’s Campaign. 
E.g., the HB2 “Bathroom Bill” interventions, including installation of the ValidNation 
project (artist Stacey L. Kirby) that surrounded the NCGA with performances of an alternate 
bureaucracy that provides Civil Validation “paperwork” to Trans* and LGBTQ participants, 
their families/friends and multi-faith clergy supporters, and SONG (Southerners on New 
Ground) installation #WeCameToSlay(HB2) that similarly surrounded the NCGA in 
rainbow-spray painted porcelain toilet props, gold-mesh banners about non-compliance and 
being free from fear as workers and LGBTQ southerners because, as emcees in ball gowns 
reiterated with their vogueing, who is going to tell someone THIS fabulous where they do 
and do not belong!? 
 Fusion Movement model: I suggest in Chapter 2 that key differences exist in fusion coalition models 106
HKonJ/MMM/PPC and their iterations at dispersed, emergent, and interconnected scales like those seen 
in healthcare access rituals, coal ash clean up and fracking prevention, and remediation of racist voter 
suppression. These are among more than a dozen intersecting issues of “racism, classism, excessive 
militarism, and ecological devastation” in the “The Poor People's Campaign: A National Call for Moral 
Revival” (Barber, Wilson-Hartgrove, 2019, 2018, 2016, Greer 2019, 2018). Three key distinctions: 
(1) Self-representation is possible when coalitions are led by affected communities who sync in parallel 
across similarly-affected locations and power dynamics--such as with ACT Against Coal Ash across 
coal ash affected communities in NC (and NC Environmental Justice Network).  
(2) When coalitions and fusion movements seek the input of affected communities, even as based on 
their (professional and peri-professional) organizational capacity, the key difference is the practice of 
following up on affected communities’ self-determination and identification of action-priorities and 
organizing tactics—rather than pushing through predetermined agendas.  
(3) Even given an ensemble of primary methods inherent to healthcare justice advocacy such as 
BCAction’s, the possible directions of annual campaigns like Think Before You Pink are directly 
influenced by a broad range of community-participants’ solicited input, and given coalesced decision-
making authority among BCAction's leadership and community-collaborative structure (Jaggar 2019). 
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c. The correlation of the Moral Mondays movement with other fusion movements, most 
importantly BLM. I want to ask: How are BLM activists engaging performance for ends 
consistent with those of the MMM? (In the U.S. south and also in global south solidarity 
initiatives). Is it possible that movements that have historically been divided by identity or 
issue (e.g. Working Class/Labor Struggles, “The” Women’s Movement, March of Dimes for 
Newborn Health) can in fact join or “fuse” (e.g. Oceti Sakowin, BLM, Occupy, #MeToo, 
RaiseUpFor15) to focus on collective health/body interests? 
• Nature of Public Narrative  
In chapter 3, I explored the creativity content of environmental justice narratives framed 
through policy hearings that simultaneously stage the stakes of inaction and promise future 
action on behalf of residents in sacrifice zones. In further work, I want to address: 
a. The role of public narrative as “evidentiary" in regions where cancer clusters are 
“impossible to prove” by virtue of zoning loopholes and under-bounding around pollution 
sites (Newsweek 2016, Wing 2016). Social imaginaries of “cancer clusters” also often fall 
prey to what might be called an Erin Brokovich- or Chernobyl-effect: spectacular publicity 
of infrastructural disasters like lead-contaminated water in Flint, MI and groundwater/water-
way and air-borne coal ash inundations (from NC to GA, TN, AL, and especially after 
Hurricane Maria, Puerto Rico) can leave the impression that remediation has been concluded 
with the news cycle. How can communities create deep enough solidarity networks with one 
another across similar forms of pollution to leverage their narrative power for healthcare cost 
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coverage and funded support systems for sustained attention to physical wellness and mental 
health? 
b.  Other constellations of creative testimony that might build on the coalition work of 
the Alliance of Carolinians Together (ACT) Against Coal Ash. Local leaders have expressed 
interest especially in the types of capacity building for coal ash affected residents that 
foreground communities’ own agendas above any one funding agency/institution’s 
conditionalities. I might first explore the likelihood of a network of university-level consortia 
capable of specific forms of divestment or boycott around Duke Energy and its subsidiaries; 
models could also follow initiatives spearheaded by medical students who put use-case 
clauses on translational science, and in the case of Duke Energy, for law and environmental 
economics data they may get from their funded centers at both the UNC-CH School of Law 
and Duke Nicholas School of the Environment. The goal is next to mobilize action on behalf 
of residents’ stories—to expand the networks by which narrative power is leveraged 
systematically. 
c. The role of Creative Place Making endeavors. Creative Place Making (CPM) 
positions site-responsive visual/performing arts as the hub for community development 
practices that highlight local histories and generate more livable futures by facilitating  
diverse constituencies’ collaborative cultural, educational, and economic (re)generation 
practices. How might CPM foster a sense of community that addresses coal ash waste 
directly and indirectly? The Lilies Project (explained briefly below) centers family-friendly 
arts and parks based programming and interactively highlights history-rich local contexts. 
How might programs like The Lilies Project serve as a model for other fossil fuel polluted 
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communities that seek what the Marian Cheek Jackson Center for Making and Saving 
History calls “Abundance-Based Community Development” (2019)? 
• Cancer Art and The Problem of Molecular Progression  
In chapter 4,  I explored the nature of clinical cancer care economies as they are 
described and understood by persons with stage IV cancers. I focused on bodily comportment 
practices that reimagine multiple modes of being/becoming/belonging that make room for 
quality of life/living and quality of death/dying in a processual, interrelated and destigmatized 
manner. Though I did not delve into this deeply within the dissertation, in the Flipping Cancer 
performance, the visual language of a molecular-clinical gaze is made tangible with art adapted 
from the Duke University History of Medicine Library’s “Flap Anatomies” archives. I engage 
multiple eras and geographies to document iterative scientific understandings (14th century 
Persia, 17th century Italy, 18-20th century Britain and U.S.). In further work, I would like and 
expect to explore: 
a. How the medical gaze might be reimagined whenever clinicians have the opportunity 
to see their practice “from below”, whether as patients themselves or through performance? 
How can performance direct attention beyond the kinds of “empathetic dialogue” that are in 
fact being taught in medical schools to the spatial, embodied, and contextual dimensions of 
health? With audiences of clinical professionals, I would like to continue to explore tensions  
between clinical and cultural imaginations about the human body and possibilities for 
performance to enable seeing from—and being seen by—the patient gaze.  
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b. The visual/embodied conversations that come up with Flipping Cancer audiences 
about “molecular versus molar” logics (Deleuze and Guattari 1986) that reverberate 
multiply throughout the piece. In Flipping Cancer I use printed, duplicated, and multi-sized 
copies of anatomical ephemera to play pedagogically with the ways a molecular gaze 
increasingly treats sub-scale parts of the body as interchangeable entities around which 
specialized knowledge accumulates. What happens to clinicians’ sense of their profession, 
and to patients’ sense of their care, when molecular logics tune in to ever-more-minute scales 
of organs, DNA, and drug and device interventions matched to genetic sequencing in each 
individual patient? One implication is that the tumor environment becomes its own distinct  
cell body/scanned body entity to document and treat. In InterPlay workshop formats and 
shorter performance excerpts, I hope to identify collaboratively the skills and resources 
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History of Medicine Library (Duke University 
Hospitals) Flap Anatomy 19th c. UK, photo 2011
HUPTI proton beam equipment, various patients’ large-
scale tumor cut-outs for radiation 2013 
necessary for inter-professional learners and colleagues to more successfully access a broader 
scale of the “molar” body as a coherent system.  
c. Visual/installation provocations in gallery settings. Jo Spence has long modeled  
“cultural sniper” for visual artists. Her photography dismantles stereotypes of shame and 
monstrosity by claiming her fat, femme, and eventually post-mastectomy cancerous body in 
its various forms of being and becoming (Kuppers 2004:37). Other artist-activators like 
Susan Harbage-Page (see Cancer Truths 2003, Lives in Flux 2004, Fear Embroidery 2004, 
Nipple Pillows 2003), and Ericka Hart, whose post-mastectomy, nipple-less breast topless 
speech as a Black, femme, queer, breast cancer-interpellated activist-body intervened on the 
Philadelphia Women’s March in 2017 have built a repertoire of live and still images of 
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fearless, grotesque bodies.  With their inspiration I hope to develop and interactively score 107
some of the visual art installations as a part of the Flipping Cancer as well as The Lilies 
Project projects. 
 Hart transforms the implicit exclusions circulated by what Kumi Silva (2019) calls “comfort 107
feminism" exemplified in The Women’s March and its invocations of consumer-style participatory 
democracy. Silva clarifies the expectation in white feminisms is to be consoled that it/they are good 
enough/doing enough rests equally on the imperative that people of color feminisms “put aside” their 
realities, priorities, and historical organizing to “join in." 
Hart at Philadelphia Women’s March January 2017 (speech excerpts):  
 “Who is this for? […] My experience living in this country is like into someone who has been 
emotionally abused: if I speak out against anything I am told to be happy, content, complacent that it even 
existed in the first place. I speak out against the co-opting of the Women's March. Black cis and trans 
women, femmes and non-binary individuals have been under attack against gross misogynoir, violence, 
and body terrorism.” 
 “We see it everyday, even at this march. […] I see a million hats telling the power of the pussy 
when some of you will never have to ponder the anti-Black origins upon which gynecology was built, 
[…] Sarah Baartman’s whole body, Henrietta Lacks’ cervix. If you want to talk about pussy, then you 
must start with the black pussy. The trauma of the pussy did not begin with Trump, it began when such a 
high premium was put on the power of the white one." […]  
 “No rallying of this magnitude happened for the 20 plus trans folks who were murdered last year, 
or the trans women killed already this year, or for Sandra Bland or Korryn Gaines. If this march was for 
all women it would look a lot different and would have happened well before the day after the 
inauguration.” [Applause] 
 “We won't be stopped. Stop ignoring black women. Who is this for? If you don’t like what I’m 
saying you might might consider you are not here for all women. […] For those who couldn’t find the 
words to voice their concerns against this March, I’m standing here for the people who have been 
sterilized against their will, I stand here for cis and trans women incarcerated under the new Jim Crow, I 
stand here with the indigenous people still fighting to not have contaminated water, I stand here for the 
people of Detroit still fighting for clean water. I stand here for the cis-woman who carries her mattress on 
her head across an Ivy League school campus so people would validate her sexual assault 
experience." [Applause]  
 “I stand here for the people who have had one two three or four babies before some presumed 
respectable age and are chastised for creating life in the process. I stand here for the little black girl 
thrown from her classroom chair by a police officer before being on her phone. I stand here for the folks 
who are misgendered just by participating in this march. I stand here for sex workers and women working 
in the in service industry for whom economic justice must be a reality.” 
 “I stand here for people for whom political activism is […] in their very continued existence. I 
stand here for the sexual assault survivors. I stand here for people with chronic illness and disabilities. For 
those who didn't want to be here and chose not to. I stand here for those who did not receive marches all 
over the country when their bodies were under attack. Those constantly on the front lines”: [Applause] 
 “Have you noticed who is not here? I ask that you notice moving forward and get intentional 
about inclusivity, start asking in all the spaces you occupy and take up Who Is This For? and then make it 
for them.” [Applause] — Ericka Hart (2017)
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Performance Iterations 
Listening in to narrators and workshop participants in Flipping Cancer residencies over 
the last several years has left me with some big questions. What if all of the energy, human hours 
invested, air time, and scientific and cultural impulses for innovation instead went to fund 
supportive care and universal healthcare insurance programs in and beyond clinical 
environments? How can clinical systems provide resources to meaningfully address pain 
reduction using opioid medications for extreme pain associated with stage IV disease but also 
using many effective, supplementary non-opioid interventions? (See Appendix, Barbara III from 
Coping with Cancer: Managing Cancer Pain During the Opioid Epidemic). What if physicians 
wrote prescriptions for every patient's preferences in psychosocial and interpersonal support, 
spiritual and/or creative/expressive reflection, restorative and stress relieving experiences? What 
benefits would arise from democratization of palliative and supportive care practices across race, 
socioeconomic class, gender, sexuality, faith practice, nationality and first-langauge, with 
insurance coverage/cost subsidies, especially for stage IV cancer patients, in low-resource and 
rural healthcare settings? How might Flipping Cancer participants’ insights expand ideas about 
how to combine cancer care and advocacy? In conversation with Flipping Cancer collaborators, 
I envision clinical approaches to cancer care that genuinely integrate medical and non-medical 
authority in a commitment to developing stress reduction practices (not tips), understanding 
nutritional health more holistically as food justice (not food choices), and appreciating one's 
body-in-community (through infrastructures from sidewalks in low income neighborhoods to 
undoing ableist stigmas in therapeutic and private industry exercise environments). I envision 
alongside co-performers the possibilities of cancer prevention approached through a “Child 
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Safety” lens aimed at removing environmental carcinogens and neurotoxins, developmental 
dangers, and endocrine-disrupting chemicals in the legacy of Center for Environmental Health’s 
Safer Chemicals, Healthy Families campaign. In transnational wind/water patterns and local 
accumulations that affect communities like those surrounding the Belews Creek Steam Station, I 
envision alongside Flipping Cancer participants a rigorous approach to toxics regulation that is 
not held up in weaponized bureaucracy. 
 Listening in to residents in Walnut Cove and surrounding the Belews Creek Steam 
Station, I have heard: How can we be sure that the coal ash waste will not be dumped on a 
community less-organized than we are? In what ways can the people of our fossil fuel affected 
communities stake our claim on this vibrant homeplace in which we live? In the face of massive, 
weaponized bureaucracies and a neoliberal mandate (Manji 2017), many Belews residents have 
responded with mutual respect, responsibility, and creativity. They have adapted fellowship, 
traditions, and exercised the power of beauty in song, narrative, dance/movement, and ritual to 
secure basic health rights in their community, at home.  
 In the place-making project in which I am currently involved, The Lilies Project, lead 
artist Caroline Rutledge Armijo and her team will build a meditation labyrinth in Walnut Cove 
cast from prototypes of safely encapsulated coal ash. The elaborately collaborative project 
advances the importance of arts and community-building, with special attunement to Black-led, 
youth-led and Holy Spirit infused creativity content in the Belews Creek health justice 
movement, ongoing (The Lilies Project 2018 and 2019, see Story and Song Workshop in 
Celebrating Courage Appendix). In this way, it may be the model for other communities and 
campaigns that the Belews residents have hoped for, offered in the spirit of the blessing Rev. 
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Leslie Bray Brewer gave on the fifth anniversary of the devastation of the Dan River by a Duke 
Energy downstream from Walnut Cove. On February 2, 2019, The Lilies Project Day of Prayer, 
Ms. Gwen Hairston and Carolyn Martin walked to the bank of the river in Stokes County, 
singing on time miracles, performing for the multitude, as we joined in ritual movement, 
contemplative song, and stillness. Rev. Greg Hairston and Susan Dalton then stepped to the sides 
of Rev. Leslie, as she raised her hands up: may we be conduits for collective, redemptive respect. 
May we reclaim and prophesy fellowship with our Black and white ancestors, with the Saura 
people whose home this was, for wisdoms ancient and renewed, asking for courageous and 
unlimited love. As part of The Lilies Project and as emblems of much work to come, we stood on 
the shore in anticipating a rush of pure, clean waters:  
 We wring out the toxicity. Upstream and downstream.  
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Dan River (photos by Meredith Branscome). 
The Lilies Project 2019.
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FLIPPING CANCER 
AN INTERACTIVE PERFORMANCE FOR HEALTH JUSTICE
co-created + performed by Marie Alisa Garlock, PhD
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+ incorporating participating patients, caregivers, healthcare providers at each site
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WHAT IS FLIPPING CANCER?  
Flipping Cancer is a performance installation in story/theater, dance/movement, live sound and 
visual art landscapes, developed from oral history interviews and participatory workshops with 
patients, family caregivers, and healthcare providers who face advanced cancers.  
WHO IS THIS FOR? 
Flipping Cancer tours to clinical education settings with material adapted to fit keynotes for summits 
and certifications, tailored to professional training curricula, community-centered initiatives, and 
continuing medical/professional education events. Audiences reached to date: 1900+ in performance 
keynotes, and 500+ in workshops and participatory residency programs.* 
WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS FOR MY EVENT OR INITIATIVE? 
Engaging for Professionals 
This is not your average keynote speech with powerpoint! Flipping Cancer holds the complexity 
of ethical, informational, and institutional conundrums faced by healthcare professionals, patients 
and families with tenderness, tenacity, humor, and integrity. Dynamic approaches to storytelling, 
visual and dance adaptation of research conducted in clinical cancer care settings make this a 
memorable experience for all types of learners and professionals.  
Under-represented Stories 
Flipping Cancer illuminates underrepresented cancer stories shared on patients’, caregivers’ and 
healthcare providers’ own terms, in interviews and onsite workshops that build skills for 
healthcare storytelling and stress relief, and for dealing with advanced cancers together with 
others. These stories are enlivened by performer-producer Marie Garlock, who has the eye of an 
artist, mind of a health communicator, and heart of a group facilitator.  
Patient Advocacy Models 
Garlock and her team approach clinical education about patient advocacy to improve healthcare 
quality and patient safety, reframe patient-provider communication, and to connect advocacy/
action opportunities across individual, interpersonal, organizational, and policy spheres.   
Cues to Action 
Flipping Cancer hosts vital insights from underrepresented/vulnerable populations facing 
cancers, and difficult but productive dialogues across health rights/healthcare fields. Tangible, 
experiential resources inspire creative, courageous responses to overlapping health inequities.  
CONTACT marie@itisinyou.org 919 607 5533, itisinyou.org/flipping-cancer  
*Healthcare Storytelling + Stress Relief Workshops that integrate palliative care methods can be 
booked separately or in tandem. Marie Garlock leads 60-90 minute workshops for affinity groups 
onsite: one for patients and family caregivers and one for healthcare providers and support staff, 
and/or one for trainees and one for faculty in degree, certification, or Continuing Medical Education 
programs. Interfaith Chaplain Rev. Stacy Grove provides live music in performances and workshops. 
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FULL PRODUCTIONS 
10th Annual Coping with Cancer — Managing Cancer Pain in the Opioid Epidemic 
host: UNC Cancer Network, MAHEC, rehearsal residency at ERUUF (Eno River UU) Oct 2018 
audience: 125 multi-disciplinary cancer care professionals (CME/CPE credit hours) 
co-performers: Nan Walker, Jen Richards, John Dinyari, Donovan Moran, Shawn Trimble ** + ^ 
respondents: Don Rosenstein, Supportive Oncology Care, Jean Sellers UNC, Cancer Network 
THINK Symposium — Treating Healthcare Inequities with New Knowledge 
host: Levine Cancer Institute, Atrium (Carolinas) Healthcare System, Charlotte AHEC Feb 2018 
audience: 125 multi-disciplinary cancer care professionals (CME/CPE credit hours) 
co-performers: Karen Williams, Liz Dalmas Lloyd, David Dalmas, Pavani Gingrich,  
  Danielle Gentile, Sonny Kelly ** + ^  
respondents: Mellissa Wheeler, Director Disparities & Outreach, LCI 
Clinical Pastoral Education, Statewide Cohort Certification Conference 
host: Association of Clinical Pastoral Education, NC Certification Conference Jul 2017 
audience: 150 statewide Pastoral Counselors’ cohort from clinical and community settings 
co-performers: Liz D Lloyd, Jesse Sorrell, Jerri Dorsey Hall, Shay Greene, Toby Rodney ** + ^ 
respondents: Katherine Higgins of ACPE, UNC Memorial Hospital Pastoral Care 
School of Medicine, UNC at Chapel Hill, Intensive Integration Curriculum Keynote 
host: Medical School of UNC-CH, Inter-professional Learning, Communication Ethics, Dec 2016 
audience: ~160 student body in statewide placements/clinical application, ~20 multi-field faculty 
co-performers: Rob Morrell, Nicole Damari, Sonny Kelly, Liz D Lloyd ** + ^ 
respondents: Amy Weil UNC Medicine, Jane Thrailkill English, Shay Greene Pastoral Care 
Louisiana State University Communication and HopKins Black Box Season 
host: Department of Communication, Health Communication + Performance Studies, Feb 2016 
audience: ~80 LSU and public participants in HopKins Black Box Performance Season 
co-performers: Shea Smith, Hal Lambert, Naomi Bennett, Bonnie McDowell, Stephanie Heath 
respondents: Patrick McElerney, Loretta Pecchioni, David Terry, Tracy Shaffer, Chris Collins 
Healthcare Humanities Symposium University of Calgary School of Medicine 
host: Healthcare Humanities Conference, Investigating Empathy in Medical Practice, Nov 2015 
audience: ~80 professionals from Canada and U.S. across fields of medicine, health humanities  
respondents: Tom Rosenal, MD, Jane Ogechi Nwaneri, RN, Univ. of Calgary School of Medicine 
North Park University Chicago, Communication Arts Program 
host: North Park Chicago, Comm Arts, Biology, Nursing, Psychology, Theater, Divinity, May 2013 
audience: ~80 NPU student, faculty, public participants  
respondents: Bob Hostetter and Mary Trujillo, Conflict Transformation and Communication Arts 
** MUSICIAN: With Rev. Stacy Grove, Interfaith Chaplain and sound healing music accompanist  
+ TECH CREW: Andrew Synowiez (sound/install/cues), Alex Maness (videography/lights) 
^ MEDICAL INTAKE: Production Assistant + pre- and post-show installation, artist Stacey L. Kirby 
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DEVELOPMENTAL RESIDENCIES (EXCERPTS/NEW WORKS IN PROGRESS) 
 
The Feminine Spectrum, Visual Art Exchange 
host: Stacey L. Kirby and VAE Gallery, Raleigh NC May 2018 
audience: visual art installation of FC ephemera for 400-600 on First Friday Events 
Intersectionality Curriculum in Women’s and Gender Studies  
host: Tanya Shields March 2018, Oct 2017, March 2017 
audience: ~250 (3x) undergraduates in Intersectionality and WGS Intro Super Courses 
Clinical Residency Program, UNC at Chapel Hill 
host: Intensive Integration Pilot Program Feb 2016 
audience: ~40 fourth year med students/faculty, residents, physicians at UNC Memorial Hospital 
co-performers: **Rev. Stacy Grove live music (as in clinical settings/home visits Stacy conducts) 
InterPlayce Oakland 
host: InterPlayce Oakland Arts and Social Change Residency Program Jul 2014 
audience: Arts and Social Change Leaders Under 40 cohort, public health and nursing attendees 
co-performers: **Rev. Stacy Grove music (as in InterPlay methods workshops we offer together) 
respondents: Sahru Keiser Outreach and Public Health Director, Breast Cancer Action 
Solo Takes On Festival 
host: Performance Studies, Department of Communication UNC at Chapel Hill Jan 2014 
audience: 50 (3x) members of public interested in performance, health communication/advocacy 
co-performers: ** Rev. Stacy Grove (optional sound meditation offered to entering audience) 
respondents: Joseph Megel Director of Solo Takes On and Performance Practicum UNC-CH,    
  Barry Saunders Social Medicine UNC-CH, Jules Odendahl-James Performing Science Duke        
  University, Kumarini Silva Gender and Cultural Studies UNC-CH 
Florida International University Art + Art History Program, MBUS Gallery Miami 
host: Art + Art History Department of FIU in partnership with MBUS Miami and Geraldine     
  Ondrizek Exhibition of Cellular: Inner Space Global Matter (Reed College), Nov 2012 
audience: ~30 (2x) members of Art + Art History and public, gallery performance + workshops 
respondents: Alpesh Patel and Jacek Kolasinski FIU Art + Art History 
Leeds University, Performance Studies International Conference 
host: Performance Studies International shift performance productions, June 2012 
audience: ~15 PSi participants at global symposium, building on Field Methods of Performance  
  Studies with Renée Alexander Craft and cohort 
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TITLE PAGE PHOTO by Andrew Synowiez. Cancer patients, family caregivers, clinical and supportive care 
providers rehearse in the green room before a keynote. (L-R) Donovan Moran, Shawn Trimble, Jennifer 
Richards, John Dinyari, Nan Walker, Sunshine Trimble. Foreground: interfaith chaplain/musician Rev. Stacy 
Grove, lead performer/producer Marie A. Garlock. InterPlay methods for healthcare storytelling support each 
participant’s insights and priorities, culled in 1-3 weeks of residency with public workshops and rehearsals 
SAMPLE PROGRAM (BELOW) for October 2018 Coping with Cancer Symposium performance production
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FLIPPING CANCER SCRIPT 
© 2019 Marie A. Garlock 
807 W. Trinity Avenue, #216, Durham NC 27701 
INTRODUCTION 
ACTION, VISUALS: Medical Intake Officer (Stacey Kirby) greets each audience member in persona and 
with installation of Kirby’s signature desk/typewriter and office kitsch, wearing a suit and passing out 
clipboards with paperwork to fill out. On the way in, audience members are often asked to fill out a half-
sheet “Medical Intake Form” pictured in appendices. Audiences are guided to write responses to questions 
we intentionally framed as absurd-but-relevant, building on Kirby’s Bureau of Personal Belonging 
installations.  
“Your medical history in five words or less” and “Physical Information you brought with you 
today: indicate with a circle or mark on Body Diagram provided”.  Audience members are given 
quarter sheet carbon-copy style “organ palimpsests” on which to write their reflections at the end 
of the production. These are archived after the production, and sometimes used in the production 
for “paperwork delivery” (Gail, RN). 
SOUND: Stacy plays music to make space welcoming as audience gathers, 10-15 minutes 
ACTION: Host gives introduction.  
E.g., Mellisa (THINK): Welcome everyone, back into the room. We just heard from Cornell 
Wright about the importance of innovation, and how the intersection of art and health is a piece of 
that intersection. The innovation that’s happening right now. And I’m thrilled to say that that’s a 
part of our conference today. You’re about to hear from Marie Garlock (bio, Flipping Cancer). 
 
VISUALS: White Soft / Yellow Soft light, all else empty on stage, as yet. Large crate/cage on stage, one 
end open: contains all attire, art objects, props for the performance. Chair center stage. 
SOUND: Stacy Grove plays live music before introduction as audience gathers. After host introduction, 
plays a reverberating gong/cymbal (soft hits, 4-6 times) to call Barbara in. 
ACTION: Comes to a chair in center stage in silence. The crate contains all of the attire and art objects, 
props fo rate performance. Walks and sets bag at chair, sits slowly and delicately, leans into lap, holding 
onto chair. 
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BARBARA (I) — STAGE IV CANCER PATIENT  
You know the author Arthur Frank?    
                [turning toward Marie, both nod] 
He says, it’s our job 
as people experiencing illness 
to share our experiences, on our own terms. 
To not let medical language 
be the only resource 
to describe ourselves. 
You know—to let our stories come out. 
But…? Sometimes it sucks—you know? With stage IV cancer, so much is different. 
How do our stories get over that barrier?   
        [Marie and Barbara laugh] 
How people just wouldn’t make eye contact with me when I was in a wheelchair,  
or they would lean down and yell—!?  
‘THE RADIATION ROOM IS DOWN THE HALLWAY TO THE LEFT!’  
…Like, because I’m in a wheelchair  
I’m deaf now too—!?   
[Marie shakes her head, Barbara laughs] 
Really though, it was that people just look right past you. Over you.   
[her gaze lifts] 
Or—uhhh.                [shifting to authoritative voice] 
‘A protrusion?? Hm. Well. I don't feel anything.’  
Do you remember that? 
That rupture with my belly protruding? Eeugh. Like right at my solar plexus. A freakin’ shelf on 
just the top part of my stomach.  
It was ’cause in the hysterectomy I think it was a student doctor in training,  
just didn’t read the chart right. Cut the mesh that was on my stomach.  
So my intestines were poking out where it was torn. 
And the P.A. just dismissed it: ‘Well, no. I think you just gained weight.’ 
Rrrrrrr.[a playful but pointed growl]    
   
Oh—!!? Or how I ended up in the ER on Christmas Eve—   [sigh] 
e-lev-en hours in the Emergency Room, with a ruptured appendix.  
 Yeah, from taking the Avastin. 
 [side effect of a chemotherapy] 
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Yeah [laughter] well—I kinda got in trouble. 
After the surgery, I kept scooting around the room—     [laughter] 
‘Cause I still hadn’t wrapped my presents, and it was Christmas Eve!  
 So I was running around the room with paper and tape,  
 and—oops! The IV thing popped out [laughter],  
 blood kinda spurted, it wasn’t too big of a mess…    [laughter] 
 It’s just. I’m not gonna lose any time, dammit. 
       [laughter, we both get tears in our eyes] 
Or with my pain meds—they gave me a brand  
that didn't work, remember? Some bad version of the  
oxycontin or oxycodone— People all over the country 
 were committing suicide. Seriously. 
 Because their pain meds were not working. 
And I called in for a new batch—‘cause they weren’t working. 
And the PA contacted and wanted to report me  
 for DRUG addiction.       
 [shaking her head, a long pause] 
It’s like the idea of the ‘provider’ or, the ‘doctor’  
and the ‘patient’—well, you’re here to receive. 
 What-ever it is. Or, some people,  
 like you-know-who should just be in a lab, not with people. 
So of course,  we have to listen to ourselves,  
 and speak up—but… 
          [shifting in her seat, pause, a deep breath in] 
Then other times, 
it feels like a privileged position, you know, 
as people who deal with illness. 
If someone holds the door open for me, 
Y’know, they notice I have a fabric wrap and hat, or  
that chemo-puff-skin, or I'm using a walker as a kinda-younger person, 
and so they’re doing it for me, but it’s also not just me.  
You can tell in their eyes. It’s like I am their sister,  
or wife who has faced cancer. Or parent or child or friend. 
  
 They get to be with that person 
 they love by my being there… 
 It’s a really, a sacred position 
 Because I feel like—I get to be all  
 these diff-er-ent people 
 all at once,  
 just—just by being me. 
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ACTION: Barbara stands. Walk and remove shiny silk, multi-color/black jacket, place on crate. 
 
ACTION: Gets pink bag, stuffed with items, to be revealed…throws hands in the air, throws hips out, 
walks around with big pageant arms opening wide to shout! 
SOUND: Short intro (15-20 seconds) from “She’s A Brick House” by The Commodores plays at full 
blast. Volume lowers after first stanza:  
“Ow, she's a brick house / She's mighty-mighty, just lettin' it all hang out / She's a brick house / That 
lady's stacked and that's a fact / Ain't holding nothing back / Ow, she's a brick house! / Well put-together, 
everybody knows / This is how the story goes…” 
VISUALS: Lights on pink/warm. SLIDESHOW is cued, and she has a CLICKER in hand, for every new 
object there is a slide with an almost (or definitely) overwhelming pastiche collage of pink items to this 
theme/effect. It just keeps growing.  
ACTION: Morph into Pink Gala Lady, with a full body smile. She reaches into the crate to throw a pink 
bag over her shoulder. It is stuffed with items, to be revealed… She throws hands in the air, throws hips 
out, walks around with big pageant arms opening wide to shout… Body movement like a sexy-classic 
Vanna White from Wheel of Fortune mixed with the silly-spunk of Cheri O’Teri playing ever-enthusiastic 
cheerleader next to Will Ferrel on SNL. The Pink Gala Lady joins in on the fun, and when the audience 
begins to laugh, she starts laughing too, glowing at their clear enjoyment. Accepting it as praise 
(success!), she takes it all in stride. VOICE gives a generous command of the space have the depth of an 
in-charge talk show host and beauty pageant emcee, peppered with peppy teacher of an aerobics class 
energy when things really get going, and an up-down question mark tonality. 
PINK GALA LADY — WITH PARADE 
“LET’S GET IT STARTED IN HERE!! 
[flips around on beat with Brick House.] 
WHO IS READY FOR A PARTY TO PICK UP THIS AFTERNOON? 
CAN YOU GIVE A ROUND OF APPLAUSE IF YOU ARE? 
[her own applause and cheers are echoed by the audience’s, as she gestures for more] 
That’s RIGHT! I love this crowd already.  
So, we are here today to CELEBRATE 
the world’s TOP brand of charity: 
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our pink ribbon campaigns 
for breast cancer a-ware-ness.  [emphasizes with hand gestures on each syllable] 
And so what I want to ask is for all of you to  
know that you are our honored guests 
today. Because we have met and exceeded  
all of our fundraising goals--! So you know 
there are gonna be some prizes for you. 
[Eyes widen, eyebrows raise]  
So!: everyone, can you look under your chair  
and see if you have 
something that might look like this?      [holds up laminated pink ribbon playing card] 
Reach right on under... 
 [in background: Isn’t that cute?, laughter, starts to unload 
  all the pink materials from bag on shoulder] 
Fabulous ok, everyone, hold ‘em up if you’ve GOT ‘em!! 
Pay attention to your number? Ok?  [starts slideshow of images of prizes] 
So when we gather for pink ribbon galas  
we need every type of support. 
Government partnerships— stamps, election signs,  
the White House across every administration.  
Our food programs... 
So who can hold up a number 3? 
Excellent! Your prizes today 
are pink ribbon fritos, doritos, lays and cheetos! 
[audience laughter] 
Fabulous, you can see us afterward—so do hang on to it  
for now, BUT we will definitely need all our pink cards  
back for our next fundraiser. In about an hour. 
[Joins audience laughter, says as an aside] 
We work hard, gotta keep Thank you.  
Ok, so this is our cleaning supply program But also,  
an extarra-special one. Who has a 4?’em rolling.  
Fabulous 4’s — ok, hold onto those — and we will s 
ee you in just moment 
with our safety supplies! 
We have pink ribbon pepper spray!! 
One of our new lines this year is 
the pink ribbon taser: 
just tuck THAT under the pillow 
to keep yourself safe at night. [audience laughter]. Zzzt!! 
Ok, who’s our number 5’s? Fives! 
This is one of our best campaigns—Buckets for Change.  
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KFC—because there’s no transfat or growth hormones  
in fried chicken, or anything. Just fine and good for you!  
‘No conclusive evidence.’ [Arms crossed, head shaking “No”].  
Go ahead, try it with me, turn to your neighbor  
and repeat after me,  
‘No. Conclusive. Evidence.’ [signals, repeats, audience echoes:]  
No Conclusive Evidence! 
Mmm Hmm!! 
So we’re glad to help fundraise 
for Breast Cancer awareness  
One of the best ways you can do that is to  
bring your loved ones to the life-sized bucket of change— 
you can write, “I love you mom!” [points to image where this is written] 
…“I LOVE YOU MOM!”  
and for you 5’s, FYI, this IS the  
LIFETIME SUPPLY that will be delivered TO your homes later today— 
so make some space! [audience laughter]. 
Next— 
We got some info that we needed to be 
more inclusive in our programs 
for people of different races and ethnicities.  
So we started this program in Chicago. 
Now it’s spread all over the country  
where we have pink ribbon... not only trashcans...  
but trash pick-up trucks in inner-cities. 
So what we have people do 
is walk. that. little. tush. to the curb. for change!  
[Prances/shimmies on tip top at each word, arm behind  
as if pulling that pink  trashcan right along behind her] 
1 in 8, yep. 1 in 8. [momentary sad pause] 
So because of that, what we’re gonna do now is 
 practice for our parade work! 
Because everyone here is going to  
play a key part for the parade:  
Some will be the audience, but we’re  
gonna need first some volunteers who are  
ready to come up and walk it out for pink 
if you come on up — we have all kinds of  
presents and attire for you 
[participating performers who are local patients, caregivers, healthcare providers  
join in passing out boas and crowns and capes from the contents of the big pink bag] 
WE have some excellent slogans, 
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for those of you who wanna just  
watch from the seats, that is just fine 
We’ll practice slogans. 
Turn to your neighbor and repeat after me: “Save a life!” “Grope your wife!” 
[Most get awkward, but say it and laugh. She is thrilled.] Exactly! 
Okay—next is our shopping line—which we’re going to see modeled in justa sec. 
….You know type “A and B” personalities?  
Well, we also think there’s “Type C” --  
people who don’t take care of themselves, helpers.  
Who always put everyone else first.  
So you know what fixes that? A shopping spree!  
[Participant performers help line up audience volunteers. She comments on the 6-15 people that 
usually join delightedly to get dressed in irridescent pink and hold products that have spilled from 
the bag].   
(side commentary:…OOOH go. That’s what I’m talking about. 
Shero Capes. Fuschia mama.  
The Banner is unfurled…watch out y’all.) 
We’ve got delivery in the Philippines, our Avon Pink Ribbon programs selling glitter pins at no 
commission and promoting mammography door to door (without clinics in the region--we still 
get the word out!) 
Then, our Susan G Komen For the Cure--™--who founded pink for survivors now has a More 
Than Pink program, in case, you know, it gets serious…[whispers]. 
But: that’s why we start them young—! 
Hooters is one of our best sponsors—they gave us the classic— 
Stop The War in My-Rack!  
[audience laughter - if so “Yep, write that down so you can use it too!” Images: Hooters 
employees join pink fundraisers in camo shirts with this slogan—a small child stands nearby a 
large motorcycle with a pink fairy skirt, sign is“Honk for Boobies!”] 
OH: are we ready for the PARADE walk across!?  
YES! We need at least 2 people 
to model each of our 4 product lines.  
[partipating local performers who helped dress audience members in pink parade gear help 
organize and escort behind them for 4 sequential parade / runway struts] 
AND: YES! Our first set in the parade are  
going to model our SEXY LINE. We’re asking you  
to warm up the PARADE by walking across the stage, they’ll escort you! 
[indicates with hand Stage Right to Stage Left, and points toward participant performers so 
audience volunteers feel comfortable in what to do and where to go] 
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And show us your ab-so-lute  
SEXIEST PINK CAT WALK  across stage!! 
Audience members, are you supporting them? Clap if so!  
[She claps and nods, and many audience members nod too] 
 Alright: SEXY PINK!!  
[audience members who volunteer cross stage model-walk and vogueing style. Seated audience 
goes especially wild with cheers if a male-presenting volunteer, who may be their colleague, gets 
extra with a hip sway, “sexy growl” or “hair shake”.] 
WORK IT. WORK IT. 
 [now on Stage RT volunteers stop, guided to stay by participant performers]. 
... I don’t know if you saw, but there’s actually a pink ribbon thong in this line,  
because when we want you to think about pink, we want you to think about sex, 
when you think about sex,  
we want you to think about pink… 
just great branding [draws a circle in the air with her pointer finger]! 
...Look, this thong says “I wear Pink for Mommy”.  
 [gestures to image to look closer.] 
Because that’s not weird at all! 
 [audience laughter, she joins: “Cute!”] 
As you know [refers to Sexy Line Paraders],  
in our programs we must continually strive  
to be culturally appropriate. 
In that spirit, THIS was a billboard in Kenya,  
in the capitol city Nairobi  
[giant probably augmented-by-surgery white bosom with manicured nails covering nipples 
appears, with pink cartoon font; audience tends to gasp or laugh] 
PERFECT right!? Since we know you’re on board; this was to fundraise for wigs for cancer 
patients, a fashion show at a Nairobi mall a few years ago:  
 “TREASURED CHESTS: IF ONLY WOMEN CHERISHED  
 THEIR BOOBS AS MUCH AS MEN DID.” 
Okaaay! So in that spirit, next UP  
is our DOMESTIC line.  
Because you know what Ladies? ...It also touches him. [gestures to image] 
The big him, right? (For all of us in straight couples!!) 
AND the little him—the babies. 
For all of us with breasts, so women,  
See that over there—babies. [pout/cute!] 
We have baking lines, our apron action.  
So many choices. 
Are we ready for our DOMESTIC line!?  
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[all start cheering, as participants chassé across while doing cleaning, cradling, or other 
gestures they tend to improvise]. 
 All scientific research succeeds with cupcake fundraisers, doesn’t it? 
 That’s why Pink has custom aprons and bake pans. 
 Thank you.  
[Domestic Line joins Sexy Line, pauses, in pink costumes waiting for what’s next, escorted by 
participant performers. She refers to them to introduce the audience volunteers yet to parade, 
stage left]. 
[As an aside walking by domestic line/girly line] Ooooh wait, did that pink cape really say 
‘healthcare coverage for all now--’ [trails off as eye catches handwritten slogan] mmm, we’re 
gonna need you to tone that down: gettin’ dangerouuuus! [‘Tisk!’ finger] 
ALLLLRIGHT y’all. This one is for all our GIRLY BABY-GIRLS.  
Because as you know: grown people love to be treated like little girls.  
Also--so weird--we tried to do this with prostate cancer—giving  
matchbox cars to guys at prostate cancer screenings and  
treatments—but it didn’t pan out. ...Not really sure why. [Moving on!] 
 We adore giving the fight like a girl shirts, teddy bears,  
 and teddy bears to ALL our grown patients,  
 AND our nursing and reception staff. 
So sweeties, are you ready to walk those  
girly girls on over here? 
[She cheers/claps and audience joins; people tend to improvise childish skipping, girly coyness, 
or mockingly “girl-punch” at the air and tip toes or curtsies] 
YES!! Little. Cuties. 
Claps— !!![makes adorable tiny claps in rapid succession, indicates eveyrone should join. Directs 
this to people who have done SEXY and FIGHT LIKE A GIRL] Oh: just to clarify, when you get 
your prizes later, you get teddy bears, and you get ...the “other” type a’teddy …right!! mmm: 
don't tell though [winks] 
AND NOW. What we’ve all been waiting for. The Ride. Or. Die.  
SURVIVOR CHICKS. 
FEARLESS CHICKS. 
Who have that FULL facade of STRENGTH 
no matter WHAT chicks. 
Alright—are we ready to  
KNOCK SOME PEOPLE OUT with these pink boxing gloves? 
[gestures arm across stage to indicate parade walk, whisper-sings to self to tune of LL Cool J’s 
Mama Said Knock You Out… audience cheers loudly and volunteers tend to kickbox and strut and 
flex their muscles] 
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THAT’S RIGHT: Let’s get ready to KICK SOME  
ASS. innnnn PINK HIGH HEELS!  
[She kicks high at the air, sassy and she knows it. This parade really has been SO fun and reflects 
the ways people are genuinely drawn in. Audiences of paraders and cheerleaders usually feel 
they are in on the joke/s at this point, with innocuous laughter. No one is the “butt” of this joke-
world, rather they are co-creators]  
Thank you Models, and you can take your seats now knowing you are JUST: SO FLY.  
[participant performers congratulate and help them take off pink gear, because it will be needed 
for the next event, but yes they did wear it best; and help audience volunteers find seats while she 
continues right on.] 
Well: SUPPORTERS while they get settled, preview this. 
The PROMISE ME perfume, designed for one of  
our Pink Ribbon campaigns actually had some “fragrance”  
in it with some um so-called “poisonous” chemicals like  
formaldehyde that are officially banned in  
cosmetics in the EU… 
BUT I’m here to share some GOOD news:  
those chemicals are allowed in the U.S.!!!  
Yaaaay!  
[Aside] 
But… UGH: Super-annoy-noy pro tip.  
Apparently a recent documentary film and campaign  
“Raise A Stink” came out saying there are  
“breast cancer linked chemicals” in the  
“Promise Me a Cure” pink fundraiser perfume.  
 So [eye roll/sigh] they had to pull it… [collects herself] 
 We have to be prepared.  
 Repeat after me: 
  “Not. Our. Studies.”  
  [adds waving hands to hold off questions present, past, future]  
 Your turn:  “Not our studies!”  
[audience members turn to each other and say this, usually mirroring waving hands too].  
You also saw our Estee Lauder line 
and our many nail polishes. There was also some  
thing about mainly East and Southeast Asian  
women immigrants, who have lower breast cancer  
rates in their home countries, working all day  
in nail salons once they get to  the U.S., and getting  
breast cancer at high rates--but [circles hands to cut it off]: 
We’re here to put the real polish on that. Hormone disruptors,  
neurotoxins, carcinogens in nail polish and remover… 
I mean...there is some evidence on each one individually  
but…who KNOWS what they do when all combined!? 
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Repeat it to your partner—“Not our studies!” Y’all got it!! Not. Our. Studies. 
  
YES: now for our pride and joy. The 
     Look Good Feel Better program. 
Some of you received these makeup bags already,  
I know...raise your hands?? YEP! Because you got  
them in our giveaways inside your cancer clinics!  
Heart-warming!  
Our sponsor for Look Good Feel Better is the  
Personal Care Products Council— 
 which exists solely to lobby Congress and the U.S. FDA  
 to have absolutely no regulation  
 on carcinogens in ANY makeups. 
 Do you know how awesome that is? 
There are NO requirements for ingredient safety for any cosmetics or toiletries  
in the U.S.! It’s up to each company. 
SO, because they still do DEFINITELY  
care about people with cancer, 
Personal Care Products Council  
got with our buds at American Cancer Society to sponsor  
free makeup give-aways in cancer clinics! 
[audience silence or whispers usually-- LGFB is popular in most cancer clinics, and often many 
folks are involved in ACS] 
Fabulous right!?  
So there’s PTFE—Teflon, but ground up as into  
makeup on your skin, PTFE is known as a  
chemotherapy-sensitizer which some people say  
makes cancer treatments more painful when the  
chemicals combine. It’s also a carcinogen, but remember 
...because chemicals usually aren’t studied together in labs,  
even though they combine in our bodies: No Conclusive Evidence.  
Preservatives with hormone disruptors like parabens,  
that apparently contribute to breast cancer pro-lifer-ation,  
in “animal studies” are in each of the top-selling make-up  
brands Look Good Feel Better gives as samples!!  
But since we haven’t seen real proof that hormones are  
related to breast cancer, ovarian cancer, colon, or prostate cancer, or anything ….  
Right!? : Not Our Studies!  
Also: you’re our cream of the crop, so a quick alert--there is  
a group that’s been trying to call out these well-meaning campaigns, with  
[mimes a wretching gesture] 
 “Poison Isn’t Pretty”. 
So WE are trying to get out there.  
And show them: 
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...how beautiful WE are.  
...People in cancer treatment need help because  
their faces are puffy, they have rashes. How can anyone say no to this?  
When these cancer patients are feeling so depleted and self-conscious?? 
Beauty is a RIGHT. Beauty gives you confidence. Confidence gives you belief. [Aside] 
(...whether that’s in yourselves or in our cancer charities, we’ll take it!) 
This next one is about strength. If you’re IN IT TO WIN IT,  
can everyone show your biiiig MUSCLES to the person next to you? [participating performers 
join in, and often audience does too, with laughter] 
...RRRR.  
So! The NFL had a little bit of a publicity issue … 
[whispers loudly] with domestic violence. Bit then with that  
whole flag thing [mouths “so controversial!!”]—so of course,  
what we do is PR, Public Relations 
and then PR—Pink Ribbons. PR, PR! 
Since things were not really being framed so well in  
terms of love of women,  
Pink said, we will be there for you.  
And we will be there as the NFL puts out potentially  
scientifically inaccurate information about mammography  
for the whole population, at all ages 
-- rather than those actually at risk. 
And for the whole “kneeling” issue...you know how it  
gets these days...people are JUST so divided. Well: 
Pink to the rescue. 
….Can we get some sirens? [particpating performers join in] 
‘Bweeuuuuu. Bweeuuu weeeuuuu.’ 
Aren’t they fabulous? 
This is our pink ribbon police line. 
Because we also wanted to help the police 
get a little softer—you know? 
[aside with wide eyes, “ICYMI”] 
There’ve been some comm-unity-rela-tions problems!  
Some …[eyes roll upward and directly back to audience] race relations... problems. 
So we decided: we've gotta HELP OUT… 
With our pink gun, pink hand-cuffs,  
and pink squad car lines. Exactly.  
And get this: an Ohio community got extra, which we love,  
and did a town-wide CUFFS FOR A CURE: a game where  
local police pretend to arrest participants who pay $100 “bail”,  
get a receipt and t-shirt to show their support for breast cancer fundraising!!! 
[“Vanna White” arms as slides appear, audience stares.] 
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[Really fast speech]: Sweet story for you. 
We actually got pink into juvenile detention.  
Guards in CT had some of the young guys paint jail  
lobbies pink for awareness 
[guard voice] “We hope when they're 30 they'll remember this period burned into their minds and 
the symbol will get them to donate... do something." Right. On.  
Which is super helpful (!!!) because women (and “women”) in jail right now  
who have breast cancer must fight for basic treatment  
with guards who tell them they’re faking their cancer symptoms.  
One inmate was returned to her cell post-mastectomy  
still bleeding …died… five months later, and so really remember guys, mammograms.  
Can you imagine if only she'd found it earlier? Like, ...before jail? 
[face shows confusion about why some people are disturbed; shrug: moving on!]. 
But don’t worry: because right when you think it can’t get better, guess what!?  
A NEW LINE!  
The Pink Ribbon DRILLING PROGRAM. 
You asked, and YES,  
we do have fracking drills!  
Can you give us a little “gzzzzzhhhhh!!!”  
[drilling as if jack hammering, participating performers join on stage] 
So here at PINK we went big: shared the trademark  
Komen color to go on the drill bit, travelling globally  
with these ten thousand custom orders. Because our  
fracking and gas drilling operations are global--and  
coming to a neighborhood near you! [whispers aside]  
(Get ready. So fun to have this in your backyard and next  
to your kids’ schools. Beautiful American vista!) [Hand to heart] 
Baker Hughes Oil and Gas 
gave several times at $100,000  
so we can research a future cure 
AND to show how much they want to fight cancer,  
BH is ALSO stuffing the pink fracking drill rig boxes  
with our mammogram pamphlets so that the 99% male rig workers  
can let the women in their lives know to get a mammogram.  
They too can make a difference, as they drill. I mean, full circle, how cool is that? 
SO appreciative of our gas and oil drillers. 
...You never know what will make a difference in the fight against cancer!  
But, because there are naysayers out there,  
let’s practice again: Turn to a partner for 1 last GEM … “Who’s to say!?”  
[shrugging gesture, says it warmly] ‘Who’s to say?”  
[repeats together with audiences, then an aside]: (A perfect answer to most things!) 
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I mean really because [speed growing in her speaking]:  
Who’s to say on fracking and drilling, with  
“hundreds of known carcinogens” they inject to  
explode the ground for gas, that then seep into  
ground water, that that’s linked to cancer?  
Or that the hormone disruptors in the wastewater  
cause to birth defects? Who’s to say that the 24 hour  
methane off-gasing that makes some people faint,  
have nosebleeds, and rashes, will result in future brain  
disorders and cancers? SO to help: We also have  
a fracking and drilling wastewater initiative,  
where drilling companies pressure the local water  
authorities to legally allow leftover gas drilling  
wastewater to irrigate crops--!  
[aside if people gasp, using “good thinking”  
gesture tapping finger to temple]: (Right, reuse is part of the 3 R’s!).  
Then the agricultural businesses that use the  
fracking wastewater to grow produce in  
California put pink ribbon fundraising  
on their packaging. Thank you halo oranges,  
thank you Bee Sweet company clementines: YUM! 
I mean, turn to a partner: ‘Who’s to say?’ 
[audience semi-joins, a bit reluctant]. 
As we wrap up, that brings us t 
o Duke Energy HQ. Right here in Charlotte.  
[Spells out “HQ” like YMCA letters]. HQ!! (What!! What!!) 
So, of course we are aware of water issues coming up  
in the media. “Do Not Drink” letters for people living  
near completely unlined coal ash ponds with 12 to 19 million  
tons at a time in 12 sites all over the state. I heard rumors  
about it seeping into groundwater tables, people’s drinking wells. Et Cetera!  
But as always, there is GREAT news!  
Duke Energy gave millions to UNC-Charlotte  
engineering professor to consult with the state  
about the lack of danger in the coal ash ponds;  
then their lobbyists pressured the state to make the safety standards more lax.  
So: memo!! you don’t have to clean up the water, you just  
have to remove safety regulations. It’s all legal! (Science at work.) 
Thumbs up for ethics!  
[gestures thumbs up, expecting some to join, most folks are getting quieter or grimacing]. 
RIGHT: Hundreds of tons of arsenic-lead-vanadium  
spill into the air from our state’s 10 Steam Stations  
to process coal for electricity. Virginia and South Carolina protect residents  
better than we do in North Carolina--but we have the pride of  
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Duke Energy’s head quarters in our largest city LIT UP PINK FOR THE CURE!  
That’s something we can count on for SURE!  
Because in the meantime: who is to say that high radioactivity  
found in homes across the street from coal production  
cooling lakes is a health hazard? Who’s to say it’s an  
issue that these coal cooling lakes are advertised for recreation,  
and tourists come from all over to swim, and fish,  
not knowing that the people who live across the street  
were advised not to drink their water, to shower for under 10 minutes,  
and to keep fans going so radon does not accumulate  
in the indoor air system? Belews, Norman, Hyco, and more… picture perfect lakes. 
Who’s to say it’s frustrating that science isn’t  
built to unequivocally prove which toxins cause which cancers  
when they’re all combined together anyway!? It’s just not our fault  
that humans don’t live in petri dishes, and are exposed  
to multiple forms of pollution--right!? So who’s to say which toxin is the problem!?  
Let’s do our throwback: No conclusive evidence!! 
...You remember? [Points to audience to cue--says it again, only a few, if any, join now] 
Because just like Duke Energy PR executives say, coal ash?  
You could eat it like cereal. Right?? 
[laughter] 
… This GENIUS method is spreading y’all!  
To our  GLOBAL programs. 
News reports like 10 years ago showed some of our sponsors  
like Waco and Victoria’s Secret bras “had formaldehyde in them.”  
Don’t worry--we mostly got it out. But again this past year,  
Aramark’s airline steward uniforms were causing similar  
rashes and fainting, because of being coated with formaldehyde--ooops!  
[Breath in, collects herself, palms together, explaining] 
...Sometimes you have to cut costs in sweat- shops: companies have much to manage. 
BUT! If any workers were to get cancer in the future  
from making formaldehyde soaked garments every day  
in places with  no safety rules about ventilation, well,  
we want them too to have  
peace of mind. 
In China, India, Indonesia, Phillippines, South Korea, Vietnam:  
the company or subsidiary they contract for is donating to  
research a future cancer cure! 
And not to be left out, in Tanzania, Ethiopia, Zimbabwe 
...Tech multinationals partner with Komen and PEPFAR,  
to involve all the Presidential first ladies in African Nations.  
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We’re talking BIG events for mammograms: 5,000 women at a time,  
whether or not they have follow up healthcare, or even more than say,  
5 oncologists in a country of several million. 
...PINK is global because as Nancy says,  
“There’s a coming cancer Tsunami in the developing world! We must be READY.” 
And, as our closing gift:  any 8’s? 
Oooh, you thought prizes were done!  
Silly, we want to take a special moment, because 
a lot of our folks try to be survivor-chicks--but the truth is,  
they may not succeed. Participation counts though. Two tiers.  
[Holds up a pink horse race prize ribbon]  
For #8s: IF you or your family member are a cancer survivor . . . 
On that survivor’s lap--you get that ribbon, you WINNERS.  
 [about to cry, holds out horse race ribbon: winning IS inspiration] 
But if you don’t um--make it--you know, if you lose the battle,  
“succumb”... Well, you don’t get the RACE RIBBON,  
but we ask your family—um, afterward— 
 to buy some candles.  
 To put on the mantle. 
 In memoriam.  
Right? Yeah.  Our fallen warriors.  
No matter what, we really want you to know—we’re here to support you, 
and your memory! 
Because. You know what?  
When we get together? 
We can CURE IT! 
We can!  
  [Pictures cycle quickly now, of monuments uplit pink in dozens of     
  countries around the world, runners/racers en masse] 
A cure is on the horizon!! 
What we want you to leave here knowing today is just that: keep believing. 
Because we won’t stop. We get 
tens of thousands of people together 
marching, well...walking and running...  
in every capital and major city, and Pink is in  
more than 100 countries around the world 
and ev - ery - sing - le year - we get  
10s and 100s -- of 1000s -- of people together, in -- the --  streets  
NOT to ask questions…! 
Not to advocate for policy change…! 
Not to ask why people are getting cancer, 
or how to improve treatments and healthcare 
But instead  
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to FUNDRAISE. 
...And isn’t that  
a beautiful thing? 
 
ACTION: Pink Gala Lady shakes her head while smiling, and nodding amidst what is usually a now more 
quiet audience. She walks off proud of the celebration’s success. The pink gear remains strewn throughout 
stage left and right where participating audience members left it. 
ANNOTATION: Works cited in Pink Gala Lady include (consistently updated): Breast Cancer Action’s 
Think Before You Pink Campaigns (ex: Eli Lily Is Milking Cancer, Ford Put The Brakes On, Poison Isn’t 
Pretty, Toxic Isn’t Tasty, Stop the Distraction, What The Cluck!? and more), as well as BCAction’s Should 
I Get A Mammogram?, Fracking and Breast Cancer, Think Before You Pink Action Toolkit, Legislative 
Action Toolkit, and resource/research papers Healthcare Disparities and Inequities, Health is Not Just 
Healthcare, Environment and Breast Cancer: What You Need to Know, DCIS: What You Need to Know, 
Advanced Cancer (new), Health Justice and Breast Cancer.  
Texts referenced include: “Welcome to Cancerland: A Mammogram Leads to a Cult of Pink 
Kitsch” (Barbara Ehrenreich 2001), Pink Ribbon Blues: How Breast Cancer Culture Undermines 
Women’s Health (Gayle Sulik 2011), Pink Ribbons Inc.: Breast Cancer and the Politics of Philanthropy 
(Samantha King 2006), “Imperial Charity: Pinkwashing and the Politics of Breast Cancer in the Middle 
East” (Samantha King 2014), Malignant: How Cancer Becomes Us (S. Lochlann Jain 2013),“The 
Cancer Divide: Tackling a Racial Gap in Breast Cancer Survival” (Tara Parker Pope, 2013), “From 
Private Stigma to Global Assembly: Transforming the Terrain of Breast Cancer” (Maren Klawiter 2000, 
also see Klawiter 2008), Toxic Tourism (Phaedra Pezzullo 2007), “Too Much Mammography” (Kalager et 
al, 2014). All screenshots/photos are taken from public websites/public advertisements, including a mix of 
campaigns by Pink-focused as well as broader national/international cancer fundraising and education 
organizations and sponsoring companies and institutions (not to “call out” specific groups but to offer the 
ensemble of cultural artifacts as an experience for audiences to discern their own points of inquiry). 
*All BCAction resources mentioned are laid out on resources table after the performance, along with 
books like I Will Love You Everywhere Always (Renée Alexander Craft, art Cosmo Whyte), and healthcare 
access, environmental justice, and palliative care and supportive care resources local to the area. 
VISUALS: CELLULAR begins, by Geraldine Ondrizek, film time-lapse, sound vibration overlay 
projected to specified 10’ scale behind on large screen/s  
SOUND: CELLULAR by Geraldine Ondrizek (with permission), and Stacy matches, amplifies 
ACTION: Dance/Movement Score — movement motivations and iterations described (in part) below. 
This movement piece follows as a chasm-inhabiter, bridging between the opening sections of Flipping 
Cancer. Pink Gala Lady was a lot, right!? In the spirit of “my-poor-little-desrious-of-whole-body …says 
enough…” the movement settles-unsettles.  
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(This is the first piece I created in the eventual ensemble of material that became Flipping 
Cancer. It emerged in 2011 for Making Memory Matter with Della Pollock, shared in The Power 
House in Durham, NC. A pink package drops from the ceiling or side stage, which is unfurled. 
Three tropes move across its pink wrapping, laid out on the ground: coy mermaid seated in a 
shell, sexy singer half-laid atop barroom piano (even as things get violent in the bar), sweet-
baby-laughter-girl on a blankey.  …Things turn inside-out, score unfolds in movement set to 
Geraldine Ondrizek’s time-lapse of healthy/cancerous cells’ sounds/movement vibrations. 
PINK PACKAGE: DANCE SCORE WITH FILM CELLULAR 
Physical Score / Motivations 
magnetized: 
Walk toward CELLULAR film—it is mesmerizing 
See PINK PACKAGE floating from ceiling 
neatly wrapped with fabric in gorgeous picnic-pastels, suspended by thin string—it was there 
the whole time!? (hanging from ceiling downstage LT / RT, or swings side-stage if wings) 
A DISCOVERY! A TREAT!? FROM THE SKY. FOR ME? 
wow, wow, wow (I, of all people, get this?): 
open package’s strings, SHAKE it -- bells sound inside and items, rustling pique curiosity 
…what mystery…bright eyes to audience...shall we see!? 
Rrrrrips open and flays out blanket, and UP and OUT flutter: 
poker chips that clatter to the ground 
handfuls and handfuls of tiny, MULTICOLOR sequins 
kodak picture slide cards of family memories and theme park trips 
children’s game cards and various miniature branded items in pink 
a tiny lid to a tiny box with a pink bow atop 
single pink feathers, pink monopoly money 
FLASHCARDS of multiplication tables and division problems for elementary school 
LAUGHS and bends over, loving what’s just happened: what a gift. 
then glamorous host: 
VANNA WHITE-infused walking around fabric with rippling arms 
fluid, graceful, the beauty queen host reveling in this treasure trove 
a sudden spin upon pink fabric so it balls under feet 
then clutch outta nowhere (it’s still totally ok, shows must go on when/if you're this dolled up):  
CLUTCH to solar plexus 
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bend knees and hinge back to ground 
slowly slowly, suspended on toes, body nearly horizontal before edging down 
shoulder blades touch ground first, then head, body goes flat, back down, face up 
spin in a wide CIRCLE IN PLACE one pointer finger on ground as centripetal grounding 
then confident vixen: 
breath, she emerges…. a VIXEN laying across a piano or line of male dancers  
smiling broadly, head leaned on one hand and elbow to ground, chest and hips tip, prominent 
with the other hand to hip, legs smoothly bent  
eye contact right to audience, ENERGY slithers, all hour-glass body, power-mama-smile 
then silly baby girl:  
on back laughing like a BABY GIRL, silly, silly sweet, giggling/gurgling  
[pink!!] — baby laugh-breathiness is audible to audience, 
body shifts playfullly under unseen tickling-tickling hands,  
eye contact up, ENERGY beams into legs/arms straight up in air, going wild with the fun 
then blushing mermaid:  
as if a MERMAID or a coy portrait subject, knees bent right under hips, both hands palm to 
palm and bent at elbow to rest on upward hip,  
head cocked to the side, demure (oh, you think I’m cute? stop, you’re making me blush…),  
eye contact half to audience, ENERGY pools up and out and is all blinks and dimples 
then clutch/geez. this is rough, huh?:  
spin arms up all at once 
one arm (RT) comes over head CLUTCHES eye (LT) 
it is hard, on a tender and vital area, and the clutch is not letting go 
eye contact is internal, searching, ENERGY struggle to free from that pesky, ow, ouch…. 
but, more?: one arm (LT) comes across chest and CLUTCHES breast (RT), hard. 
a bind. we are just…. all… tangled up…. aren't we!? … effort of attempt to undo presses legs 
in turn/twist on axis of knee (RT) still planted on ground 
until: pry arm free from its hold on eyeball/socket 
and with momentum of force arm (RT) flies/arcs above and goes straight to ground 
it tucks at the elbow and side of face (RT) plants alongside it 
for a full body INVERSION upside down, both legs bent, tucked in to chest 
eye contact and ENERGY pour unbounded into the ground 
from upside down: fall back UP-AGAIN to crouch position 
but argh, clutch is BACK… it flies to eye and quickly then to chest  
as if on a strong magnet, the clutch is strong and persistent now, 
body lifts-back pulls off through struggle, eyes and ENERGY are in the press and twist 
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straight to the return, we are in recuperation mode 
survivalist-vixen:  
breath, and body splays, redirects, fills back as if into factory mold to VIXEN  
laying across a piano or line of male dancers, smiling is forced, teeth gritted, lips fixed as if 
horizontal edges packed in by dentistry tools,  
eyes searching for anyone to like what they see, ENERGY is all grimace though 
in place of what was… this is not pleasing to the outside eye…  
fast transition to arrive as sick baby girl:  
on back laughing like a BABY GIRL, giggling/gurgling as if being tickled [pink], but this 
time breathless, tries but without sound coming out when it is supposed to, a cough at the end 
of the spasp-squirm, which is forced/compelled too, 
eye contact up, ENERGY a full body hoarse whisper of an almost-but-not-quite giggle 
almost a blur to land in mermaid-bubbles:  
as if a MERMAID or a coy portrait subject knees bent under hips, hand at hips, head cocked 
to the side, demure (really, you think that looked good? I was in pain…) eyes are rapid, 
uncontainable blinks,  
ENERGY in dimples held in place only by nervous fear 
as angularity gets fuller, at forceful pace of the inevitable:  
CLUTCH to eye  
and rapidly to breast, press-twist away is immediate, impulsive, this (body) cannot be! 
eye contact moves between frantic attention to clutch/claw/ground between what is next 
this is IT:  
momentary and full INVERSION, one leg tucked into chest and one leg straight up ENERGY 
is to ground but it propels back up to crouch, and back is turned to audience now with  
CLUTCH to eye, to breast again, it is so fiercely attached and clawing in 
press, press, it has to work, press, press up and out, and down again INVERSION to ground 
ENERGY up to crouch and knees on ground, but arms free so quickly they cannot be stopped 
or even paused, the CLUTCH AGAIN is on eye/breast,  
the struggle is brief but final to release one hand/clutch from breast, wrest it free and  
eye contact is still, straight out, ENERGY divided, let one arm FLOAT down very slowly 
no going back:  
the other arm emphatically stays on CLUTCH is unmoving,  
goes INTO eye 
arm/clutch contact, as if hook under elbow LIFTS  
the entire body up from socket 
turning around/toward:  
clutch eye, ENERGY is all smile,  
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saving face, ALL IS OK (it is clearly not ok) 
turn to side over shoulder (RT), the ferocity and acceptance/rejection is under the elbow now 
and it lifts the clutch off, if painfully, hand/claw from eye 
still remains in clutch shape/formation — the hand, the eye is a bit folded back,  
trying to regain what it may not, both eyes blink  
release arm from over head once turned to face back away from audience, 
let the other arm with clutch-hand FLOAT to elbow tucked toward ribs, walking away 
walk to upstage/backstage deliberately,  
whole body a clutch/spasm filling it from within 
clutched from without/within body is mostly-still but ripples subtly-tensely 
  in best attempt to be/contain itself 
  (as the CELLULAR sounds fade, and image continues to flicker) 
VISUALS AND SOUND: visuals attend now to intermixing movement time lapse/sound 
—> (sound recorded/live) vibrations healthy cells’ and cancerous cells’ movement 
—> (time lapse photography on loop) patterns of healthy and cancerous cells’ movement, til fade 
 
SOUND + ACTION: As Marie/Package walk in “clutch" upstage, back turned to audience, CUE ON—
Participant Performers come onstage in a group, usually from chairs just to side of stagefront in audience. 
They do "follow and lead” movements together with physical sounds (snaps, breaths, silly "oooh! aaaah!” 
sounds, whatever they create in the rehearsal process).  
PARTICIPANT PERFORMERS — EXTERNAL AUTHORITY 
“People Say”…. [THINK Symposium] 
Sonny: “People say: You should get more anti-oxidants. Or, should you really be drinking that?i” 
Danielle: “People say you’re supposed to get some kind of spiritual enlightenment out of the 
struggle, and everything happens for a reason.” 
Liz: “People say lemon juice will cure your cancer—thoughts and prayers. Bless your heart.” 
LIZ!! <3 
David: “People say: you look great! [Makes a face like—um, thanks, but I know that I do not 
happen to look great right now!!]. …People say: how long did they give you?!” 
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Pavani: “People say: it’s a journey., you must have hope” 
Karen: “People say: did you smoke? Did you drink? People say if there’s anything I can do…call 
me!” 
 
ACTION: Snaps off and “PEOPLE SAY" whispered to each other 
*** ON ROTATION ***  
*** Per audience and theme, the following section is reduced/lengthened or material rotated in/out. 
(A) In the Opioid Crisis and Cancer Pain Management conference, interview excerpts were inserted 
instead from this same oral history with BARBARA on pill siphoning and end of life decisions. Each 
represents a stark difference from opioid management for people who do not need the drugs as over-Rx: 
“People from work and school and church visiting, bringing meals and art—it was so humbling.  
 But there were some WILD-CARDS—that student who attached herself to me a liiiiittle too strongly  
 (she came up with the idea that she should shave her head on my behalf when we’d only known each other   
 for a month…ehhh, ummm, no thank you!? please don’t!?)— 
But especially our um, church friend. The pharma rep, this charming professional, well-loved guy. 
You remember when he came over—I’m laid out in the hospital bed, basically useless and BLAH.  
 He’s the youth activities director at church…but during his “visit” he stops my 12 year old son in the   
 hallway, just the 2 of them: “Look son, I've got a splitting headache. Your mom is resting. That pill bottle   
 [indicates oxycontin] has some pills that’ll help me feel better. Can you do me a favor bud, get me a few of   
 those? I don’t wanna bother your mom or anything.”  
… LUCKILY my husband was behind the door working and stepped in: You need to leave, immediately. Left a 
voicemail on their family line: Your family needs to know you need help. Never come to our house, ever again. 
But really—when you need those pills? They make you SO sleepy, but the pain eats up anything that makes 
others get ‘addicted.’ Even so, I always took the minimum I could to still function.  
Ya’know, I wanna be present for my like not zonked the whole time! [laughter]. 
 …That being said: it's really hard.  
 I made a plan with my friend Jenny—I think she didn’t know what the heck to do, poor Jenny— 
  this is so hard to say when you have a 12 year old at home to say this, but it's true.  
 Look, Jenny. If this pain. Does not. Get better: if I’m too weak to do it I can get someone's gun, 
 or we’ll find a pill, but I want you to just take me behind the shed at your house— 
 No one would need to see it. I just, I can’t put up with it if my body doesn't stop hurting like this. 
Luckily that didn’t have to happen—but I RESERVE the right, and I told my spouse and my oldest—I want you 
to know it’s not about you if I have to leave because of the physical agony. I would much rather stay.  
…You know, what messed up crap decisions—I don’t want my suffering to screw up my family. Ya’know?   
 They have to deal with all this fall out.  
 I hate that it’s gonna make the people I love SAD. They don’t deserve it. I wish I could protect them.” 
In the CWC performance and rehearsal process, one of the participant performers shared (on metastatic 
cancer at 36 with 3 young kids, a topic she had not shared with anyone publicly outside family): 
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 “To tell you the truth: docs gave me as many opioids as they could muster—too many in fact!  
 Easy access, no questions, you can't tell me it wasn't because I was a white, middle-class mom in the early 
2000s. So many people of color get under-Rx pain meds, their pain is just ignored!  
 I saw different treatment even of Black family members of mine that dealt with cancer.  
 Questions not even asked about their pain levels a lotta times. Whereas they’re just throwing drugs at me??” 
We later rehearsed a transition: “delivery of PAPERWORK” in giant wheeled-in boxes of 1990s printer 
paper, the kind sutured at top seams, and hole-punched on the vertical sides. Reams and reams spilled out 
and were tossed, walked, and twisted across the stage in 4-5 different lines by the PARTICIPANT 
PERFORMERS, speaking back to the paper-weight of cancer in a U.S. healthcare market. She added: 
“But when the BILLS come, nobody to be found! [wry laughter]. So I got pretty desperate and just decided to 
CALL THE BANK. I needed to delay a mortgage payment, because the treatment bills had just come in. Sorry 
ma’am we don’t do that—we can’t. So banks do cancer cure walks every year, but for a messy situation of 
someone WITH cancer who needed help: nope. I'm like: I’ve got PROOF! Just boxes of paperwork. To sort out 
the financial drain of cancer diagnosis as a single mom of 3.”  
(B) In earlier iterations of the piece, BARBARA shared about a friend with stage IV cancer:  
“There’s this idea of rage, and containment. 
      People want it to be manageable, 
      want me to be positive. …I feel this weird pressure to be upbeat. 
Makes me think of my friend in Pathfinders  
…you know, we got each other’s sense of humor! 
    She was cracking quiet jokes all the time -- (even when cancer spread to her mouth I think    
 from all the scans—she’d motion and slowly whisper something HILARIOUS in your ear). 
  but I'll always remember her 
  in a hospital bed in the family living room, 
 everyone trying to keep her kids cheerful — everything’s normal! stickers! holidays! 
 pink pink pink ribbon saying lining the shelves, everyone in their themed t-shirts: 
  and all she wanted was    the space to cry. 
to say, I am dying 
and I don’t want to yet.  
 I’m in my 30s I have 3 young kids, and I no one will talk to me about dying 
 …but THIS could be alarming, 
  [approach an audience member to pat them on their knee insistently, warmly as family]      
 so it was: no-no-no-no-no-      NO no No no NO no No no No-you’re     it’s OKAAAAAAY. 
  [aside, in transition] Maybe she just wanted to take her family dinner plate and — 
   [break plate—smash it by throwing against a pre-planned wall nearby].” 
           
*See Pathfinders program part of Cancer PBS documentary series (2014), and Staley and Brock (2009) 
SOUND: Flute in transition, flute continues to support throughout, softly 
ACTION: putting jacket on, pulling out a giant stack of literature from the cancer center, and a giant 
medical folder with x-rays from scans in it, dumping it onto the ground in a pile that does not stay neat, 
and makes a thud as it lands. …This double arm-load of stacks and STACKS of cancer literature 
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pamphlets includes: small booklets on clinical trials, and dealing with treatment’s effects on quality of 
life, specific to different types of cancers, support and transportation programs, a mix of racial and gender 
representation across titles like: “Blood Cancers: Your Guide to Clinical Trials” or “Ovarian Cancer: 
Top Signs” or “Pancreatic Cancer: What to Expect” or “Metastatic Breast Cancer: Your Journey.” An 
existing stack of clinical, cancer-related literature is added to with each performance, where 1 copy of 
every piece of literature in the host center’s library is requested from staff. 
BARBARA (II) — DETECT IT 
Do you remember  
that woman, who was a volunteer for the cancer center? 
When I had all the how to deal with chemo brochures:  “What’s next? What to expect.” 
She said… “You know! These days breast cancer is just like the common cold. 
Everybody’s getting it. 
You know, you go through radiation, or you get a lumpectomy  
and it’s not fun, but you get through it!” 
It’s like [laughter/gasp] ok, wow. She really does not get  where I’m coming from 
Because uh, I tell ya. 
 [Reaches into brown folder to get brochures about dealing with chemotherapy  
 from NCI, and holds them up] 
Chemotherapy: 
there’s [1 by 1 lifts, begins letting each brochure fall to the ground in a pile as it’s read] 
appetite changes 
sexual and fertility changes in men 
anemia 
hair loss 
sexual and fertility changes in women 
skin and nail changes 
nausea and vomiting 
swelling and fluid retention 
bleeding problems 
feeling weak and VERY tired 
infection 
urination changes 
whew… pain 
—and then they give you pain medications, and those cause constipation, 
and then they give you secondary medications for the constipation, 
and let me tell you  
constipation really messes you up 
it’s like one of the most un-fun things you could imagine!— 
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they have a whole brochure about it! 
constipation 
memory changes 
nerve changes 
mouth and throat changes 
so…. [sighs, flute continues] 
I mean next time you come with me to the Dr.'s office 
come with me to the little library 
and pick up some of those little nutrition books: 
 Eat whipped cream when you need added calories on chemo. 
Mmm. Effin’ GREAT idea. 
sugar and fat with added hormones. yeah.  
it’s not like those things feed cancer processes! 
Great, thanks. 
There are so many things that are about dealing with the side effects of the medicine 
but not actually addressing what feeds the disease in our bodies… 
For me—I’m trying to get my stuff together… 
So I called the new hospital program—on nutrition and exercise 
for women with breast cancer 
and the woman never called me back— 
 so I called again, left several voicemails 
 and—I finally got her and she said,  
 “OH. We’re not …. enrolling women with stage IV cancer right now…” 
And I was like, “What?” 
She’s said: “Yeaaaah, we’re a new program, and they tend to scare the other women.” 
I was like, [shock] 
  I am  
  definitely… ! ! !  
  going to …. call… Oprah about this... ! ! !                             
Cause it’s like: You need to be in charge of your health  --I’m TRYING! 
but the way we produce our food, you know stripped of nutrients, amended with chemicals, for 
one aspect of something appealing 
- shelf life 
-- it causes all these toxic downstream effects,  
INHERENTLY promotes disease in Americans 
and maybe it’s just the steroids I’m on…but it upsets me! 
I think about some     poor   cow 
— the traaagic existence for this sentient being 
or pigs, which, apparently, are as smart as dogs 
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or chickens, these chickens with giant gazonga breasts so big they can’t even walk -- all   
pumped up with hormone chemicals 
this is quite apart from the crap in their feed,  
medicines to deal with the living conditions, and 
these poor creatures have a brief existence all  packed in,  
 disrespected from the start 
 treated inhumanely from the start 
filled with chronic stress, chronic lack of control, chronic toxicity 
      
 Oh my God I'm going to cry 
     how is that any different from the way we live? 
Guess what?  … how’s it any different? 
   
Is this making sense to you?? Maybe it’s just the steroids…. but I feel like it’s important to see…  
so, ANYWAY. [laughs] 
… you know, up to 11% feces is allowed in all factory-farmed meat… 
 So how, I mean, it’s not really that surprising 
 the translation of that to our bodies, is   inevitable -- 
It’s like: 
 Love begets love. Neglect begets neglect.                                        
 Maybe I should ask Oprah to do a special about that.   
[breathes with this, looks to materials on stage] 
‘Cause y’know, nobody’ll say this 
quite-so-directly, 
but it's supposed to be a gift  
that is given to you 
in this pretty little package -- I’m supposed to learn from it, gain some self-worth from it,  
become a better faster prettier lighter woman, mother, wife,  
patient, worker, fighter! Survivor! 
part-of-that is this AWARENESS message 
a Particular narrative 
of how to fight cancer in the body 
by DETECTING it 
get a mammogram  
(y’know the science behind that says it doesn’t work for everyone,  
especially advanced cancers to date, but [makes “bucks” symbole] to be made…) 
and it’s as though suddenly, the cancer SUDDENly appeared! 
when in fact it has been in process for-many years, prompted by many   
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defects of our             
way of living 
unfortunately, environmental forces, social forces, advertisingchoices, things that are foisted upon 
us, racism, sexism, STRESS-ful living, all kinds of things happen, and eventually the poor little 
hard working desirous of whole-little-body 
goes, okay, I can't stop it, I tried, there's just too great an onslaught 
you know, so it's the external world that says  
that we are ill persons 
but in fact the world is ill -- !!! 
and it made, it's showing up in us 
and WE have to DETECT it:  
…it’s like we are canaries in the coal mine  
ACTION: Removing jacket, letting it slip down arms, and laying atop crate. 
SOUND: Recording, James and Priscilla singing together “If your soul’s not anchored in Jesus, you will 
surely pass away… [James] ‘I can’t get there…’” 
ACTION: Putting on blue button up shirt, lightweight for summer, but formal and crisp. James indicates 
presence of an oxygen tank wheeled over nearby. The feeling of a living room in our conversation. Turns 
to side to make eye contact with wife Priscilla to begin. He sits in a lounging-recliner chair with burgundy 
plush fabric, she is in a smaller chair angled two feet beside his. Mid-day light. His voice is raspy and 
long breaths on oxygen are sometimes necessary; James has a rounded kindness but persistent clarity, he 
knows what he is talking about. 
VISUALS: Power lines criss cross, sunset clouds behind. During song, James. Priscilla on Porch (photo). 
JAMES — CANCER CAREGIVER AND COPD PATIENT 
Well from the coal ash and stuff here…  
I’ve been here ever since, for 40 years.   
So I’m pretty sure it had some kinda  
bearing-on my health… and everybody else’s.  
The way it spread and it’s in the breathing air. 
I have COPD, she has lung cancer. 
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No, we were here when they [Duke Energy] bought … and built the power…the dam…  
Well, come to think of it, [that’s when] we started having problems with the water too.   
Then we first stated hearing about the coal ash… 
 I would like to see the change made where everybody is equal, or   
 Especially where the source of our water and air is coming from … 
  Well, one:    
  because God gave us water freely and …  
  everybody deserves  
  clean water everywhere.   
  That’s my opinion about it. 
All I can say is even though  
WE LIVE HERE and  
WE OPPOSE 
COAL ASH, FRACKING TESTS 
they still try to throw it-down your throat.  ...They try to put it on you anyway.   
Say I’m SICK, and I know I’m sick, and I KNOW what it’s coming from.   
— Then I’m trying to get it across to everybody else and those in charge. 
We are needed—real bad. 
Simply because: If I don’t speak out about it,  
then who will know? 
(Under breath): Ok, Priscilla wants us to sing you a duet.  
(Song in performance became “Love in my Room” for multiple or no faith traditions).  
James and Priscilla duet:  
JESUS IN MY ROOM (adapted from original in multi- and no faith tradition settings to “Love”) 
Come on in my room 
Come on in my room 
Jesus (Love) is my Doctor 
and he (Love) writes me all of my prescriptions  
and he (Love) brings me all of my medicines  
In my ro-om 
Well there’s Love 
in my ro-om Love 
in my ro-om 
Jesus (Love) is my Doctor 
and he (Love) writes me all of my prescriptions  
and he (Love) brings me all of my medicines  
In my ro-om 
2nd verse: 
Well there’s 
Hope 
in my ro-om Hope in my ro-om 
Jesus (Respect) is my Doctor 
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and he writes he all of my prescriptions  
and he brings me all of my medicines  
In my room 
Come on 
in my ro-om 
Come on 
in my ro-om 
Jesus (Respect) is my doctor 
and he writes all of my prescriptions  
and he brings me all of my medicines  
in my room 
in my room. 
SOUND: Stacy plays piano following song to transition in participant performers 
ACTION: Clapping on in rhythm with one another, follow and lead. [Ex at THINK: Liz coming on with 
walker, Sonny, as cue-leader, waits for this]. 
PARTICIPANT PERFORMERS — INTERNAL AUTHORITY 
[THINK Symposium] 
Sonny: Here is what I know. Cancer is a lightning rod for grace. 
Danielle: Cancer is a Grade A straight-up JERK. 
Liz: I can tell you what it feels like to have stage IV metastatic breast cancer for over six years. 
David: Cancer is cruel. 
Pavani: Cancer is uncertain. 
Karen: Cancer is always worsened by stress.  
Sonny: Cancer is not God’s judgment on my body! 
Danielle: Cancer is not something that people ask for, or they deserve, no matter what their life 
has been like, or what their health behaviors have been. 
Liz: With cancer, it’s okay to give up. 
David: Cancer is not non-discriminatory. 
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Pavani: Cancer is not karma. 
Karen: An invitation! Next time you hear someone say something thoughtless or inappropriate 
about cancer, consider offering the kind of response that my family uses. We say, “That sounded 
really good in your head, didn’t it?” 
ACTION: Snaps snaps snaps while walking/rolling off! 
*** ON ROTATION ***  
*** Per audience and theme, the material in the following section is reduced, added, or re/moved. 
PARTICIPANT PERFORMERS: in their seats at side-stage/down-stage facing in, ready their own paper 
airplanes as Patrick gathers his patient gown and stands on a chair.  
VISUALS: Blue Light 
ACTION: Gets patient gowns from within cage. Sets many down right outside it, and picks up one on top 
that stays folded and is tucked under his arm. Gets one paper airplane (made of graph images) from inside 
cage. Patrick stands on top of a chair, center stage. He clearly has something to say about all this. He is 
small-medium in stature and a slightness of frame is counter-weighted by his grounded personal energy. 
He is going to say it like it is, even when it is self-deprecating as well as when speaking about what sucks 
about cancer. Patrick’s style: tattooed and fiercely observant, brave and steadfast, but at gentle volume. 
[ At the time of our original conversation, we just saw something astonishing together that brought up 
Patrick's teenaged experience with cancer (he was then mid twenties). One of his classmates (San Jose 
State University) had testicular cancer at ~20 (the year prior) and performed a piece in the seminar I was 
attending while in an artist-scholar residency. The piece ignited “STAGES OF GRIEF” that are very 
much not linear (per Elizabeth Kubler-Ross). By pairing together loud music in his headphones with his 
relationship to a wooden chair center-stage, the performer-creator shifted through each stage including: 
- walking out and coming back in, tipping the chair over then righting it again (shock, denial)  
- breaking the chair to smithereens (extremely, extremely satisfying experience, done completely 
unreservedly; anger) 
- pieced smithereens and wood parts of the (former) chair into a pile in middle of room (bargaining), 
- responded to its reality as is (what a shit show, depression), tried to sit down on it at chair height 
(bargaining/denial on repeat), then fell because it was not there; from chair height right onto wood 
scraps (ass in the mess, even worse than I thought?, looking at chaos, then an idea; …testing). 
- picked up some of the wood pieces and chucked them with all his might against the wall (anger 
looped again, testing), falling further/deeper into the pile as he moved 
- by the end he circled most of the wood scraps into a circle around him in the center of the room 
(imperfect but a shape; acceptance, dynamically) 
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The performer we witnessed continued moving over these “stages” in different iterations—and the 
song ending is what ended the action, as not an arrival per se. He stood, took his earbuds off and let 
them drop to his sides, and walked out like a worker clocking off the job (nothing “accomplished” 
more to do the next day). 
Patrick’s story emerged after we both witnessed this piece, we sat outside together at a picnic table. ] 
PATRICK — YOUNG ADULT PATIENT 
So, I’m a sixteen year old dude 
     [throws a paper airplane] 
Sitting in the hospital room with my parents 
This guy comes in the morning, 
he works for the hospital 
he’s like  “Uh, 
      [Unfurls patient gown with both hands once atop chair.  
      A bunch of hand-drawn paper graphs unfurl and flutter]  
  there’s about an eighty… 
  to eighty five percent chance 
  he’s not gonna make it.” 
And I was like ….”What the!?!!?!”  
Who the f— are you to tell me I’m gonna die!? 
      [now all PARTICIPANT PERFORMERS begin to throw   
      paper airplanes from downstage/side, they punctuate   
      each of the next 5-6 sentences, fluttering down] 
I was pissed. PISSED. 
I mean, I was like:  I do ALL of my homework!!  I go to school every day. 
…[Laughs] I was really acting out, mainly upset at my parents.  
[head shakes]   
I AM NOT DOING MY SCHOOL WORK ANYMORE. 
Guy leaves. I’m starting to freak out. 
Then: this woman physician came in 
and: she took my hand.  I still remember that. She took my hand like: 
      [steps down from chair and walks forward, as if to take   
      hand; if close enough to an audience member, takes one   
      person’s hand, otherwise stand in place or kneel slightly] 
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… “Uh, he shouldn’t a done that. Said it that way. 
  Those are the numbers. … But you are not a number. 
  And: I can’t promise you anything. But… let’s see what we can do 
      …. about you being in that 15-20%, since someone has to be.” 
      [Picks up two paper airplanes and throws] 
  And uh—yeah.  
  That really shifted things for me. 
ACTION: Steps down from chair 
SOUND: Stacy plays dinging sounds like beeps in hospital, mixed with calm elevator music 
VISUALS: Blue light 
ACTION: Stepping around or down from chair and over paper airplanes, laying patient gown down. Shift 
now into business walk: goes to cage to get and put on name badge and begins adjusting/twirling security 
guard keys. Sheryl picks up two or three airplane graphs. She unfolds one or two graphs during the 
section, if she remembers to, smoothing them. Speaks straightforwardly but with familiarity, like talking 
to an old neighbor. 
Sheryl (pseudonym) works in a nationally-known hospital in its Brain Cancer care ward. It is 
nighttime, and we speak beside a photography exhibit of black and white portraits with handwritten 
notes on lined notecards—from the late 1990s and early 2000s—from patients in the brain cancer in-
patient and out-patient programs. Sheryl (pseudonym) refers to the photos / people behind her often, 
and seems to see / be inside the experience of some of the patient situations she describes seeing. 
Sheryl has seen a LOT and has a matter-of-fact way of connecting structural issues to intimate ones. 
SHERYL — CANCER HOSPITAL SECURITY GUARD  
[Big breath in and out and begins as if already in the middle of a sentence] 
Yes: Everybody in this journey matters. 
All those people that come 
in the hospital room 
I see it ‘cause I’m in security 
so I see the 
late night stuff 
you know  
people being woken up in the room all the time 
And what I can tell you 
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is that each person who comes into that room 
for the patient, matters 
So some of these healthcare professionals—are coming in 
[snaps and swipes hands to signify a quick exit] 
just to spend the time to do the job, 
and some of them are comin’ in to spend their time 
with the patient. 
Yyou -know I see these family caregivers  
oooooh: they’re tired.  
You know 3-4 times 
honey can you get me some water 
honey can you … 
“Ooooh, couldn’t you’ve asked me while I was already up?!” 
Or these little kids 
you see the children:     [ as if one of these kids, it’s urgent ] 
  “Mommy, mommy, mommy! I gotta get the sneakers for my baseball 
  game on Saturday 
  How am I gonna get the sneakers?! 
  Who’s gonna take me to the practice?” 
And she’s just like, “Wheeeeeeeew. Just got this shot. 
All I’m tryin’ to do is BREATHE  right now.”  
But she takes that time and figures it out. 
…Because those little lives keep going too. Like, 
  “Mommy, mom: can I get you some water? Can I help you with anything?” 
The main thing that I see: 
that I think people don’t talk about 
is how people come in here worried 
how am I going to afford 
  to be ill? 
How am I going to pay these hospital bills? 
People not only stressed out by being sick 
but how they’re gonna pay for being sick 
and let me tell you  
what I have seen—stress… 
Stress?  
Stress’ll kill you. 
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ACTION: Lets that really land—head nods and dips with the weight of “Stress’ll kill you”, an okay now, I 
mean right? Isn’t that a shame?  
SOUND: Stacy with punctuated/plucky music, stacatto 
 
*** ON ROTATION ***  
*** Per audience and theme, the material in the following section is reduced, added in, or re/moved. 
Prior to SHERYL’S and a few other interviews incorporated into the script, I included an excerpt from Dr. 
“Bwana” Alphonse Sinyamene Mutima, a cancer caregiver to his wife with stage IV blood cancer.  
[ Bwana Mutima is a Swahili instructor and longtime mentor/confidant/encourager; he is from DR Congo, 
and spent much time in Tanzania and southern Kenya along the Swahili coast,as a part of his career in 
multi-lingual pedagogy. … He responds during an in-person conversation in his office; we both share the 
experience of being caregivers to a beloved with advanced metastatic cancer. Palpably I travel with the 
peaks and valleys of his storytelling, because Bwana Mutima has has always, consistently spoken in 
parables, proverbs, and stories—a mode I especially enjoy, and one that makes the most sense in East 
African cultural contexts, so is a gift to be amidst anytime it comes in the U.S. We join/revel in getting to 
center by narrating the circle of what encompasses it.] 
SOUND: Stacy plays flute in a quicker but steady rhythm, this motivates a long trek. 
VISUALS: Blue light 
ACTION: folding up patient gowns 
BWANA MUTIMA — CANCER CAREGIVER 
So: there is this season in your life. 
Heh:  
there were many seasons I was like a bird. 
Freedom, you are healthy, no problems to solve 
You are on top of the world 
  and that season kind of,  
  goes away.  
We are in the season, the one we are in now 
it is kind of a task 
We are going to the doctor with my wife, she is in the treatments, for cancer-spread to blood, you 
go, go, she’ s going to treatment because you have to 
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You know, it is kind of like: 
When I was a boy, I needed education fees, for school 
My father was working so hard, but did not always have them. 
      He said, go to your uncle, you know, the-Uncle-With-Money 
    so, I set out. 
 I am walking, walking, 14 years old, maybe, walking for 14 hours of the day 
  and it is on the path, but....not really on the path…! You know, through many    
forests and by that I mean (the) jungle.      [laughter because it is true] 
            … A lion, or a tiger, heh?, might get me: no one will know.   
       
 I could be very afraid 
 but this voice, it came to me: [grounded, clear] 
 YOU DO NOT NEED TO LOOK BEHIND ON THE PATH (YOU ARE SAFE) 
                ...I got to a valley, (and) by that I mean a VALLEY  
  really, wide-wide-wide, a river. 
     My uncle’s house is on the other side, I needed the fees for education:  
  I must cross. 
                I went to his place, maybe 3 o’clock, I am turning back there is a valley --  
  and now it is dark, by that I mean no lights, no houses, 10pm at night,  
  I am alone-alone. 
  Water up to your neck: 
    but you cross. 
   …I had school the next day! 
  My mom, I got home, “Heh, where have you been!?!? 
     You crossed the valley!?” 
But school was my only option: so YOU GO.   [seamlessly here/now] 
I go to the treatments with my wife, the doctors, they said  
 — once she was done, 
 “You know --  
 if THIS had not worked, she would not have made it. 
 …I did not know the cancer was back, in such a way!  
You can imagine, HEH!, I am surprised. 
But they said, we wanted to see if it would work, and then to tell you.  
[the many complications with this are summed up in a long inward breath, head shaking] 
Heh:  Everybody has fought against the forces of darkness. 
Exhaustion. 
Overwhelming— so many appointments, 
So much not knowing. 
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In the face of it all: it is easy to be mundane -- it is the easiest thing you can think of! 
But it is our task  
To look somewhere beyond: 
to submit to the idea of challenge.  [shifts to seeing this view at her side] 
       
 I was driving with my wife 
 early morning  
 to an appointment 
 We crossed over the crest  
  of highway to see streams of cars 
  people on their own way 
  seamless, merging-merging into one another 
  and the line of the trees, a perfect arc above this 
  symphony of movement and purpose 
  I started crying 
  tears tears ! 
  down      [gets quiet, then a quick shift] 
  She looked -- heh -- why is     he     crying? 
  I looked to her face — and cried some more! 
  I said, “it is so beautiful. This life. With you.” [taps chest with hand] 
        
So you are both keeping faith     
       to go in the times of freedom and beauty and challenge 
       you are with each other      tuende kuishe. 
ACTION: Piecing together some of the graphs that fluttered, brief but deliberate way of making a bit of 
sense in all the chaos. 
VISUALS: Yellow/orange light 
ACTION: I could tell you about… Absurdities of cancer. Formation is Trios — top then bottom of stage. 
Form (InterPlay) is GESTURE CHOIR 1 steps up into V, others refract/amplify movement in flock 
simultaneously, front of V point person rotates back and another steps up until all 6 speak/move 
SOUND: Stacy on flute, entrance is body response to absurdity (hand to face, shaking head with hands on 
temples, temper tantrum walk, any forms of EXFORMATION most satisfying/real to participants) 
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PARTICIPANT PERFORMERS — I COULD TELL YOU ABOUT… (I) 
Sonny: I could tell you about a staircase that somehow turns into a mountainside every time you 
try to go up it. 
Danielle: I could tell you about all of the diets I’ve been told to try to ward off cancer. 
Karen: I could tell you about covering my entire head with a henna tattoo, because every wig that 
I tried on made me either laugh out loud or want to cry. 
Liz; I could tell you about being so dizzy last week that I took a bath and then I proceeded to fall 
into the litter box! 
David: I could tell you about a needle, spring-loaded, so large a …bullet…could go in, every four 
weeks, for six years. 
Pavani: I could tell you about all the patient materials that are too high to read. And when I look at 
them, I feel like I have to act as Google Translate. 
ACTION: … “I could tell you about…” all repeated amongst each other as exit, eye contact  
SOUND:  Stacy gongs—repetitive like you are being called to the front desk 
ACTION: Walks out, with hand on shirt, papers underneath. Gail has a deep voice and is no-nonsense. 
Gail always wants to get to the point of things, because there is too much unnecessary stuff in the way of 
what really matters. Open face, eyes squint when thinking, gravelly voice.  
GAIL — ONCOLOGY NURSE 
SO….Some of you are in the wrong waiting room.  
So, can you come up here please? 
At least six, seven of you need to transfer. 
 [PARTICIPANT PERFORMERS go and get 1 willing, interested audience member each] 
Thanks. We’ll let you know when you’re ready.  
Well: when we’re ready for you to be ready.  
Thanks, yep, thanks: Just WAIT here. 
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ACTION: Goes to sub-waiting room to turn on music. 
*** ON ROTATION ***  
*** Per audience and theme, the material in the following section is reduced, added in, or re/moved. 
Prior to other interviews about environmental justice incorporated into the piece, Gail would go behind a 
curtain and leave it open; an upright piano was there, and people in the “sub waiting room” on stage (as 
well as those in the larger “waiting room” of the audience) would be audience to the music between, a 
live playing of Regina Spektor’s song CHEMO LIMO. Plucky piano and driving if steadily so. Voice 
curves and warbles, sometimes almost beat-boxing, talk-singing, in high and low registers. Fiesty. 
CHEMO LIMO 
ACTION: (SINGING—LIVE): I had a dream / Crispy crispy Benjamin Franklin came over /  
Baby-sat all four of my kids / Then in my dream / I told the doctor off / He said if you don't wanna 
do it / Then you don't haveta do it / He said the truth is / You'll be okay, anyway / Then in my 
dream / Crispy crispy Benjamin Franklin & the doctor / Went & had a talk with my boss / Some-
thing about insurance policies / They kept the door closed at all times / I couldn't hear or see / 
When they came out they said /You'll be okay, anyway / I smiled cause I'd known it all the while 
RIPPING /  YELL-TALK-SINGING DEEPER:  No thank you no thank you no thank you no thank 
you / I don't have to pay for this shit / I couldn't afford chemo like I couldn't afford a limo / And on 
any given day I'd rather ride a limousine / No thank you no thank you no thank you no thank you / 
I ain't about to to die like this / I couldn't afford chemo like I couldn't afford a limo / And besides 
this shit is making me tired / It's making me tired / It's making me tired / You know I plan to retire 
some day, / And I'm gonna go out in style / Go out in style / This shit it's making me tired / It's 
making me tired / It's making me tired / I'm-a gonna go out in style go out in style 
SINGING: When I woke up / My kids were being quiet / I knew it was a dream right away / I 
called the limousine company / Then I got dressed / I dressed the kids as well / The limousine 
pulled in / And we piled in / The doctor he asked which way we were headed / I said, Sir, let's just 
go west and he listened obediently, / Sophie only wants to listen to radio BBC / Michael sat on my 
knees and whispered to me / All about the meanies / Jacqueline was being such a big girl / With 
her cup of tea looking out of the window / And Barbara / She looks just like my mom / Oh my, 
Barbara / She looks so much like my mom 
RIPPING repeats then: WAVERING / BEAT BOX (different modality for each pronunciation of 
STYLE): I-Said-I'm-a gonna go out in style go out in style / Style / Style  / Style / TT. Dvvv. Tst 
Tata Tsttst. //  Style. / Style / Style / Style. TT-ttt DVV — Tstst patta Tst Tst — STYLE. 
ACTION: Stands and returns, as GAIL 
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ACTION: Gail gets out a giant stack of organ papers—from all different eras and locations, in the “flap 
anatomy” style that moves through layers of the human body for educational and visual representation 
purposes, one layer at a time, like a PAPER DOLL. Art pieces are from the Duke History of Medicine 
library, and include 14th century Persian anatomy, 17th century Italian anatomy, and 19th and 20th 
century British and US anatomy representations and art. Gail gestures with her hands in precise ways, and 
has a deep voice, and kind but no-nonsense, do-the-best-job-possible persona through which 
thoughtfulness and a grounded calm emanate]. 
PARTICIPANT PERFORMERS: move pink material over for organ paper material, get people to start 
sorting paperwork on stage—usually those that feel invited to come up genuinely want to be helpful and 
start helping sort the many papers right away that Gail has dropped in chunks/piles. 
GAIL 
Uh, I’m gonna need a little help with this, actually. 
I’m trynta’ make sense of UH 
the paperwork here…. 
If we could just get that in order then we can take you back! 
    [all on stage start organizing, with PARTICIPANT PERFORMERS] 
Yea: I got into nursing  
because it’s about, how do you provide the care that is best thing for the patient  
But you know, these days it feels like uh, 
the decisions being made are all about what’s best for the insurance company 
I got into this because my Dad  had a brain tumor— 
passed on when I was 21 
It’s ok, thank you, yeah.       [moves quickly from this] 
 We’re in this struggle that I’m getting sick of— 
 I spend hours of my day on the phone 
 when I could have been with patients!     [Sigh] 
  Embarrassed: I’m crying at work. 
  “If you don’t approve this treatment 
  they’re not… gonna make it.” 
And this is proven treatments here. 
I, I just—we’re just up to our necks in all this paperwork 
To just get the right care covered  
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This   constant   tug  of war 
And no one is asking:                  why? 
                [does a split across all of the organ papers on the ground] 
ACTION: In the in-between space of Gail into Barbara, Marie does a split, slowly, each foot on one of the 
papers beneath her -- this tug of war that splits time and talents and institutional foci and even bodies / 
care directions. Then looks around [Partcipant Performers bring people more closely in]. 
PARTICIPANT PERFORMERS: Bring all to walk into a “U” shape around Marie, peer down. 
VISUALS: Camera projects movement transition onto projection screen across back of stage. 
ACTION / MOVEMENT TRANSITION: Movement, tense and release with people looking down on 
patient. Then stillness. In movement, camera placed into her hand. Moving into Barbara, takes camera 
and points it up at people looking down on patient as if in medical environments around a patient bed, in a 
surrounding U. Just peering. Their faces projected to screens to the sides of them or behind them. The 
“patient’s eye view.” 
SOUND: Stacy on Xylophone, rounded tones, calling people in.  
BARBARA (III) — ORGANS 
          [camera is rotating and showing the U of people from ground-up,   
    patient’s view of each different—usually concerned, attentive—face   
    peering down; this projects to large screen] 
From Harding’s Meditation Class --  
to meet with triumph, and disaster,  
and treat those two impostors 
JUST the SAME…. 
I feel judged by fate. 
I do.  
That old-guy who yelled at me in the parking lot— 
he gets to live a long freakingtime! 
…this guy is just screaming at me for taking  
a handicapped space. Uh: I’m dealing with cancer!  
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I have a sticker, y’know it doesn’t look like it,  
because I’m in my 40s, but it’s hard 
to walk a long way. 
…and that guy prob-ly gets to-live  
a LOT longer than me. 
…There people who are just mean, angry,  
people who eat shit 
(y’know) people that jus-don’t enjoy  
being here. 
...I have a lot of things to work on. But geeze.  
I’m pretty good!  
But it’s all over my body now. 
Just…. Leave me alone!!!! 
    [points camera in on flap anatomy, within shirt, begins flipping through,   
    revealing.. ribs … organs… black and white and in color, paper doll   
    layers one after other, pointing camera to chest/solar plexus, as projects]  
   
This whole “BEAT IT!” thing. People are  
wrapped up, self-congratulatory. 
MMMmmm..... you may just not GET IT.  
        
...this concept of cure: cessation of disease, 
we can CONTROL this. 
....A lot of the time it comes back --  
it spreads to OTHER places --  
   [hands camera to fillmmaker to film down on action now:  
   starts searching inside clothing,  
   pulls out a folded up paper organ behind neck, on its own, may be folded] 
Breast cancer doesn’t kill anyone, it’s  
when it spreads to organs.  
So really we’re talking about   
all advanced cancers….. 
    [continues and finds another, another, behind arm and knee, hip, unfolds, 
     shows to people in observer U, looking down; film projects to screen] 
So, to expect that it’s enough, that  
we see some AD of a grandmother  
with her small grandchildren, smiling, laughing  
because she made it that far, she had this brand of  
treatment, or she detected it --  
uh, the kinds of cancer that kill us, AREN’T helped  
by early detection, to date.  
but THAT’S seen as education.  
    [stands and saunters, full tush-swish, a beautiful person ready to charm] 
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OR pharma reps in their FINE, finely tailored wool suits, with  
• their TIGHT little well toned asses, 
• name tags, briefcases, SAUNTERING to the front of the line past the patients 
• STINKING up the room with their VERY appealing perfumes, colognes,  
• which if you’re on CHEMO, make you want to WRETCH 
• FEEDING the doctor’s staff, taking over that space to PROMOTE drugs. 
                 
I find it -- it’s all so VAGUELY troubling, 
wrapped in EXPRESSIONS of good intention 
 rather than, I believe 
 the reality. 
     [weaving between people in U, putting organs in their palms] 
I may be a little bit cynical— 
...just because I’ve really seen behind  
the curtain [laugh] 
I’ve been invited to go places most people don’t  
get to go, with stage IV cancers,  
when many friends die from the same kind of cancer 
 and I don’t know why I get to BE here. 
   …I’ve come to know many people 
with cancer, and really  
most of them have died, 
    or are dying actively right now.  
     [unfolding some organs in people’s hands, if they did not]  
So… I’ve SEEN things. What some of these  
treatments do to people.  
That treatment can be FAR worse than cancer 
-- I’m grateful for treatment on some level,  
it has slowed the cancer, I know.  
But another notion of ours is  
THE MIRACLES OF MODERN MEDICINE!  
you know euuuuh, 
the toll modern medicine takes on the  
REST OF THE BODY. 
Like my dear friend irradiated every 2 weeks, 
to monitor -- the progress of cancer    
but this beautiful young woman, 40 years old,  
three young kids, now has all these exotic  
unrelated-forms of cancer, a result of  
MASSIVE exposures to “diagnostic radiation” 
and it’s what they did to AIR QUOTES “TREAT HER” 
to- “ASSESS” her  …that killed her. 
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     [another organ paper pulled out, uncrumpled,  
     quickly handed to someone in observer-U] 
So for us, you know, 
it’s HOLY SHIT      [laughing] 
literally:  
…pick your poison. 
SOUND: Stacy, ringing more throughout entire transition 
ACTION TRANSITION: Rips up the organ papers, slowly in half, then quarters, then eighths 
with people in U behind, looking on. Takes the pieces crumpled, and puts them into the palms of another 
person in the U. All of this is filmed from below by filmmaker on stage and projected onto screen.  
MEDICAL INTAKE OFFICER — WITH AUDIENCE 
*** ON ROTATION ***  
*** Per audience and theme, the material in the following section is reduced, added in, or re/moved. 
  
 (Stacey Kirby in role she originated as Medical Intake Officer if present;  
 stays Marie-in-transition if not) 
“Please look under your chair, you will find something that looks like THIS there”  
[black and white organ paper] 
“You can decide what to do with it, make a decision how you want to hold it.” 
PARTICIPANT PERFORMERS: Walk on with two jars of water, brownish in color (dyed with black tea). 
Guide people in audience to make a choice with the organs. (Will they keep them? Put them in the water?)  
…Marie-in-transition PUTS ORGANS IN WATER. Tears some of them up for people who are hesitating. 
SOUND: Recording — DECLARE INDEPENDENCE for 20-25 seconds by Bjork: portion has lyrics at 
2:57, “ Declare independence! / Don’t let them do that to you! // With a flag and a trumpet / Go to the top 
of / your highest mountain! / [x6] Raise your flag!” 
ACTION:(Chorus) Declare independence! / Don't let them do that to you! / Declare 
independence! / Don't let them do that to you! x 2  //// Start your own currency! // Make your own 
stamp // Protect your language // CHORUS and  [x4] Make your own flag!  [x6] Raise your 
flag! // CHORUS // Damn colonists / Ignore their patronizing / Tear off their blindfolds / Open 
their eyes // Declare independence! / Don’t let them do that to you /// With a flag and a trumpet / 
Go to the top of your highest mountain! // [x6] Raise your flag! / CHORUS / Raise the flag! 
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VISUALS: Two jars are walked through the audience (at least first few rows) by participant performers. 
They can decide what to do with the material. They are then set on a table at front of stage (usually level 
with), and by the end of this, the camera projecting live to the screen is set on a small tripod peering onto 
stage / performance THROUGH the water jars with organs. 
ACTION NOTE: Some audiences keep organs and are reticent (UNC Medical School ripped but mostly 
kept, or were very deliberate in sharing their conflicted feelings, often keeping one half of it while 
submersing the other half of the paper organ put in their palms). Some audiences have a majority who rip 
them ALL up at once (THINK audience ripped all of theirs at once).  
*At THINK Liz reached in for the organs that were somewhat whole still. Liz pulled them out and 
squeezed the water out of them unfolded them, held them. (This was Liz’s third performance as a 
patient with stage IV cancer in the Participant Performers group). 
ACTION: White coat on, and hands palm to palm. Dr. E is dignified, warm, and approachable even in her 
expert-status. You trust her. She also wants to trust herself, so reflects on how to be reflexive, how to stay 
above water when it can feel like treading. 
SOUND: Stacy brings in softer xylophone to calm and regroup energies 
DR. E — CLINIC THRESHOLDS 
      [takes one of the jars and turns it, camera is peering   
      directly onto organs in glass]  
For me, as a physician, 
I have to ask myself, everyday: 
“Will I let my scientific rigor replace 
my ethics?” 
      [filming rests against glass jar with organs, projects to   
      screen, seeing Dr. E through it] 
Because there’s this hope we have that we can 
treat people until that treatment runs out 
  and we can get the next 
  and the next, and the next 
   and for me— 
   it’s not just about the length of life, 
   but the quality. 
Everyday, I remind myself, at the threshold of the clinic 
and at each exam room I place my hand on the door 
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before entering to see the patient, 
  and I say to myself: 
  “In Shallah: God is Watching You” 
Sometimes…I must remind my patients: 
  “You know, 
  you don’t get a gold star 
  for enduring pain, 
  without telling me about it.” 
  “Palliative care is not  
  for when you give up. 
  It’s for everything you’re experiencing, 
   alongside treatment, 
   so that you can be well. 
  And where it fits,“If you need hospice, we’ll talk about it.” 
So I remind myself every day 
at that threshold 
before I walk in the door 
for each patient, I take that breath 
        [Filming zooms out] 
ANNOTATION: Dr. E. defers from typical archetype of physician as God. Even as she places herself 
positionally as physician as decision-maker on behalf of patients, she sublates herself to a higher sense of 
decision-making, not just of a faith practice per se, but of rendering each interaction within the patient’s 
reality. This includes misconceptions about cancer care and insistence on life as success, on continued 
treatment for a patient as measure of “efficacy” in care provision. Dr. E is sensing that conundrums exist: 
● In between scientific and ethical principles in practice  
● In between decisions about treatments that prioritize length and quality of life, or quantity versus 
quality of life 
● In between palliative care—a way to respond to pain and care for the whole person whether 
offered within or outside the oncology practice—and hospice, an end of life care process (days up 
to 6 months) providing care for comfort and meaning, courageously marshaling healthcare’s best 
resources to attend to patients’ goals within quality of life, even as mysteries of how far away a 
definitive “end” may be are negotiated with necessary uncertainties and lack of predictability. 
SOUND: Kenyan (Wadigo) Healers’ Music starts, a sound recording from Kwale District. Flutes and 
drums, singing. Percussion and ululation. Wind blowing through the tall grasses and reeds on the cliff 
overlooking the Indian Ocean with Mombasa in the background.  
In Kwale district, a rural gathering from a beloved Sheikh in the area, who housed one of our 
homestay students (University of Nairobi and UNC-Chapel Hill program). In this healing ritual, the 
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person who was ill sat—and danced, and sang, yelled, spoke, screamed, created—at the center of the 
circle, surrounded by matriarch dancers-healers who sang in reverberating response and blessed the 
person with illness with herbs and holy water; the men were at the sides playing music, community 
gathered and all took cues from the person who dealt with illness. 
VISUAL: Alex / Filmmaker films reverb of Marie (and sometimes willing Participant Performers) 
encircling, dancing, throughout. Angle of the camera, pointed at projector screen with dance unfolding 
between creates a mirrored refraction/layered fractal effect. Depending on lighting, the performance is a 
loop or infinitizing of itself, in blue-reds or in gray-yellows.  
The angle of each movement in the dance, that pierces the air or lands emphatically to earth or 
punctures up and swoops in a jump, echoes outward and back in as videographer moves responsively 
to dancer, as dancer moves responsively to music, music and story move responsively to the audience. 
MARIE - CIRCLING (PATIENT AT THE CENTER) 
      [walks forward, nervous (for the scans upcoming and   
      wish that the treatment will go well, and be as un-painful 
      and un-scary as possible), also open-chested—this is an  
      accompaniment, a sound and love talisman to hold/hear  
      while being scanned, later played by nurses on speaker] 
I made this playlist for you: 
for when you’re going inside 
the radiation and proton therapy machine 
I know you have to stay really still 
and I know it’s going into your spine, 
your middle brain 
…I know the treatment is to help with your speech, 
   your eyesight, all those things that make you you 
And I made this recording when I was in Kenya, 
and there’s this practice 
that I want you to know about:  
All of the healers get together 
and the person who is sick  
is at the center of the circle 
And the whole community 
surrounds them — 
And they dance      [begins to dance, in perimeter of a circle] 
  And they sing  
  And they SCREAM back 
 at the circumstances of ILLNESS.  
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And the person who is sick      [moves to center of circle] 
at the center of the circle 
doesn’t just sit there  
passive 
receiving 
quiet 
They dance BACK! 
They sing 
and they scream BACK at the circumstances 
of ILLNESS …           [music continues throughout] 
So when you have to be so still 
 in that machine 
I want you to know 
that 
we are all there  
WITH you 
dancing too, 
listening, turning to  
you at the center of the circle 
[laughter together, tenderly]  
  wouldn’t that be great 
  if that’s how we did things, for patients, 
  here? 
      [allowing movement to echo, reverberate through body, 
      off toward crate/cage in transition] 
ACTION: Dancing off in presence-power, visual reverberation/echoes as music recording fades. 
Participant Performers enter. 
SOUND: Audio of interview recording during processional plays 
ACTION: Marie gets patient gown, and PARTICIPANT PERFORMERS COME AND EACH GET A 
PATIENT GOWN (or each gets from underneath their chairs, blue/white patient gowns and yellow patient 
gowns/coverings for doctors, staff, patients, and visitors coming into a room where yellow coverings 
provide sanitation).  
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PARTICIPANT PERFORMERS — PROCESSIONAL 
 CHOREOGRAPHY / IMPROVISATIONS with PARTICIPANT PERFORMERS: 
PARTICIPANT PERFORMERS walk through stage in ritual/processional with patient gowns.  
HOLDING: They choose, as they are differently moved, divergent forms of holding the patient 
gowns in ritualized procession layering with Carolyn’s words.  
PROCESSING: The line, moving forward, sometimes stops, it is an uneven and hiccuped walk, 
circling back at the edge or front of the stage.  
Laid over their arms or front of their walker, draped as if carrying a person who is no 
longer within the patient gown; or held out at arms length, as would-be person in front 
of them, empty.  
Some participants decided to cradle the gown to their chest. Others drop the gown to 
ground deliberately and scramble to pick it back up.  
Some wrap themselves in the empty gown like a hug, others wrap it like a cape. Others 
drop the gown to the ground, and pick it back up again—hurriedly, or carefully, 
straightening it out.  
Others shake it as if to free it from dust, make it available for their own or a loved one’s 
usage.  
Others hold it in stillness, examine it, fold it, like a flag in a military ceremony or altar 
object in a religious practice.  
We process. At least doubled. 
We lay out the gowns on the edge of the stage, with precision and care. 
SOUND: (THROUGHOUT MOVEMENT ABOVE) Recording plays of Carolyn Smith, at Moral 
Mondays funeral procession through NC General Assembly building with caskets, instrumentalists, 
people processing 2 x 2 to embody the effects of the legislature’s refusal to enact Medicaid Expansion 
under the Affordable Care Act roll-out. 
 (Yara Allen singing; Freddie Greene on saxophone;  a young drumline muscian brings up the 
back): “Hold on, just a little while longer. / Fight on, just a little while lon-ger.  / Fight on, just a 
little while lon-ger. / Everything will be al-right.  / Go ‘head on and march on, just a little while 
longer.  / March on, just a little whi-ile longer.  / He-ey, March on, just a litt-le whi-le long-er.  / 
Eve-ry-thing wi-ll be al-right.” 
VISUAL: Moral Mondays pictures are up on projection, funeral procession through NCGA, nurses, 
physicians, and family caregivers. Carolyn is front and center in second picture. 
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CAROLYN SMITH — ONCOLOGY NURSE, MEDICAID PROCESSIONAL 
“My name is    Carolyn.    Smith.  
I know first ha-nd what lack of healthcare does.  
I am a retired R-N,  
worked in healthcare for over forty oneyears, 
 and I’ve se-en first-hand: 
       people wait.  
They know something is wrong.  
They don’t have any way to PAY for it. 
They don’t want a BIG BILL.  
They will wait until it’s TOO LATE.  
I’ve asked a lot of people. 
Especially with the breast care—the breast cancer.  
  I remember one lady, 
  … she came in.  
She was like middle-aged, and she had a HUGE,  
  a HUGE-lump in her breasts.  
  And her arm was swollen up and every-thing.  
So I ask-ed her, I said,  
  [in a higher tone, exasperated at the problem  
  and worried for the person] 
‘Well, WH-Y did you wait so LONG before comin’ to     
 the doc-tor??’ [in a quick meter, a matter of fact response] 
And she said, ‘Well, honey,  
…I didn’t have any way to PAY for it.’ 
And that has stuck in mind for ye-ars.  
And so that’s why I am out here: 
because I know that  
the State could DO somethin’ about it. They WON’T.  
They want people to be 
 poor.  
 And bare-foot-ed. 
If you’re sick, you can’t work—it affects  
         ev-ery-thing.  
So that’s why I’m out here.” 
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PARTICIPANT PERFORMERS’ ACTION: Place patient gowns on edge of stage with ritual intent, laid 
out, stay with them, keep one point of contact (hand, usually, placed atop 
 
*** ON ROTATION ***  
*** Per audience and theme, the material in the following section is added in, switched, or re/moved. 
SOUND: Drumline from a protest through and around the Governor’s Mansion of NC for healthcare 
coverage expansion. 
VISUAL: Pictures up of Moral Mondays casket procession at Governor’s Mansion, Raleigh, NC. Silver 
caskets have black and white signs reading: “EXPAND MEDICAID NOW!” 
ACTION: Walk to front of stage, deep voice, very pointed and precise physical gestures with arms and 
hands, useful when giving a speech to a large crowd. 
DR. VAN DER HORST — WHITE COATS COALITION 
“If SOMEONE were holding a 
GUN 
to our patients’ heads 
we—we— 
as Doctors 
would intervene! 
We would step in— 
We are here to remind the Governor and Our Legislators 
of the IMPACT of  
their decision NOT to expand Medicaid 
At least ONE THOUSAND of our patients have died needlessly 
every year 
Medicaid Expansion has NOT been passed in our state 
Five Hundred Thousand People are Waiting. 
That is WHY all the white coats are marching. 
The Governor is HOLDING A GUN to our PATIENTS’ HEADS!” 
 
SOUND: Xylophone, Stacy, softer than prior voice in transition. 
*** ON ROTATION ***  
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*** Per audience and theme, the material in the following section is reduced in part, or its order switched. 
VISUAL: Walnut Cove, NC, Belews Creek Steam Station Power Lines, black/white jacket for Danielle 
ACTION: Leaning forward, Hand rotations, upright posture, and warm demeanor. Danielle is poised—
and quietly hilarious—and goes deep, while sometimes laughing through to the end of her words and 
phrases. She cuts into the core of dysfunction and oppression so neatly and nicely, a listener may hardly 
realize they are in the muck with her, until she slings it off. This past decade has been about dealing with 
coal ash health effects in her body, with neighbors, family.  
DANIELLE BAILEY LASH — STAGE IIIB/IV CANCER PATIENT 
Stage IIIB Astrocytoma at age 35—they 
  gave me a strange expiration date 3-6 months.  
  OR if there was a miracle,  
  I would live thirty years.  
  …So I’m going for the miracle [laughter] of course! 
I’ve been in remission, the only issue is, my skull is not in yet  
        [lifts hair and shows where it is bare] 
My daughter is 14, she’s always like: 
“Ewwww, MOM. Groooooossss. I can’t believe you showed that!?!” 
And I’m like, you know, “I’m PROUD of this! I’m alive!” 
  Stage IIIB Astrocytoma. I’m just glad to be here. 
  But I gotta be careful at restaurant booths and stuff,  
  I can’t sit on the outside, 
  because it can’t get elbowed or anything 
But for me, living near Belews Lake, with all the coal production and lagoons 
I started to realize, at this house: like neighbor whose dad died of cancer,  
  her children born with all these deformities, 
  around the corner a little boy who had a brain tumor, 
  down the street another woman with cancer, friends my age (late thirties early forties)   
  with neurological problems, tumors, lots of breast cancer…  
…My oncologist has treated like five people from this area [small street]. 
  That seems like a lot for such a small town. 
  We’re all like—“Oh do you go to Dr. ______?  
  Yep! That’s my doctor.” Too.      [laughter] 
I was like, this is kind of strange, the couple that bought the house out of the blue perfectly 
healthy normal woman, neurological disorder, that crippled her, her husband started having 
prostate issues,that the man who owned the house before them, he had cancer. 
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  Then I moved here and found out five years later the first brain cancer: 
  At first we kinda joked like:  
  is the house cursed? 
  But now we’re like, “It’s not cursed…it’s um, by a steam station.” 
It’s one thing to be in denial 
you know how like a woman’s in denial that her husband’s cheating-on-her 
“Oooh, I’m sure it’s not that.” 
But also: if we have to believe this,  
    then where are we gonna go? 
 like, my house is not paid for 
 so I’m still paying for a mortgage over therrre 
  and I don’t liiive over-there 
  and I can’t sell my house to someone and then, you-know 
  rest easy at night and be like 
  …  “Oh. by. the. way. there’s-(really high) radon-in-there.”  
 It seems like there would just be a simple database.  
 —I know        [authoritative tone]  
 Doctors-Are-Very-Busy.   
[back to her pitch] But like, the same way when you go to the doctor’s office— 
all my doctors are connected …the oncologist he’s typin’ stuff in.  
 …My primary-healthcare-physician sees that same thing  
 …as-well-as-the-hospital that I go to for my M-R-I’s, 
 so everything’s connected.  
And it seems like it would be connected that same way and  
it would be just-a-little-box-that-says:  
 THEY LIVE nine miles from  
 a Duke Energy Plant. Or other power plant or facility…  
 A simple database: um wow, this is a lot of people um, that have CANCER. 
But, I guess, [laughter] 
That’s sorta how they pick 
where to put these toxic sites 
you know if they tried to put it at 
  Stratford Road, that’s where all the doctors and dentists 
  happen to live, they would be like, 
  “Well, first of all, my cousin in the so and so of such n’ such.”  [hoity-toity voice] 
…I don’t know, it’s like they have a map or something 
Maybe it’s not quite so direct as a map— 
but it’s like an acronym— 
  PBCPH 
  “Poor Black Community, Put Here.” 
I just want there to be some department in the government, 
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just someone who says, 
  “We can’t be bought off. 
  We are for the people.” 
  Because—I’m people. 
   My children are people. 
    My neighbors are people. 
It’s just so disturbing  
to think someone would say: 
“Let them get sick  … over there.” 
ACTION: removing black and white jacket, placing beside crate/cage carefully 
SOUND: Stacy in flutes, flowing to encourage breath 
VISUAL: White/Blue light 
ACTION: Performance Chorus comes in, driven by what they want more of—what is lacking, and what 
they envision can take shape in the place of misrepresentation, miscalculation, misunderstanding about 
advanced cancers. These are each member’s dreams of what they hope can change about contemporary 
cancer cultures, given their experience as patients, family caregivers, and healthcare providers.  
They speak, and do a gesture with a final, closing word. Then at the end, each of the six repeats their 
final phrase of envisioned change, and embodied gesture that speaks their intention in a different and 
memorable body-vocabulary—and has the audience reflect back these visions. 
PARTICIPANT PERFORMERS — I COULD TELL YOU ABOUT … (II) 
Sonny Kelly: I want more putting their money and might where their mouths are—accountability.  
   [hand chopping across 1 palm, “Accountability”] 
Danielle Gentile: I want more culturally competent care. Showing that you respect people’s 
differences, you honor them, and you reach out to accomplish that.  
   [reaches out to hold the hand of the two PC members next to her]. 
Karen Williams: I yearn for the day 
when each person in treatment for cancer 
benefits from present moment tools 
that not only heal their bodies, 
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but heal their minds and their hearts and their spirits 
as well.  
   [prayer gesture, palm to palm, at chest and solar plexus, a bowed head]  
Liz Dalmas Lloyd: I want to see knowledge quell fears 
and the ignorance of cancer.  
   [brings her walker back in to her body, it clanks on the ground]  
David Dalmas: I want great, local care, for everyone. 
Pavani: I’d like to see more reasonable patient education materials. For everyone at all levels. 
Sonny: Now, we’d like to invite you to join our chorus. We’re going to do a call and response. In 
movement, and word. So we’ll call out like by saying, “Accountability” (with movement), and 
you’ll respond by saying, “Accountability” (the group of 6 then mirrors this movement phrase and 
verbal from Sonny., and the audience begins to do the same). 
Danielle: Reaching out. [grabbing hands of neighbors] 
Karen: Present moment tools. [palm to palm at chest] 
Liz: Knowledge to quell fear. [lifts arms in the air, high above her head this time, all join]  
David: Local care, for everyone. [hands in, almost interlocking with “local”, to elbows at side, 
palms wide and spread horizontally at “for everyone.”] 
Pavani: Accessible education for all. [moves hands, palms facing down, up and down at different 
levels, intermixing] 
Sonny: Now look at a neighbor across from you, and I want you to share with a neighbor what 
you want to see as far as change in our cultures of care for cancer. 
 AUDIENCE: Sonny indicates for people to turn to each other and begin sharing back and forth in 
 partners for 1-2 minutes 
SOUND: Stacy begins gonging / playing symbols and bowls to ring people’s attention back in. Marie 
moves items on the stage for a clear center, unhooks part of the crate that is a side opening so only the top 
remains ajar, and pulls the cage/crate to the center of the space.  
SOUND: Stacy’s gonging and ringing of singing bowls in concert. Crinkling of the PATIENT 
BELONGINGS bag. 
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VISUAL: Alex/filmmaker prepares for this final piece. Barbara’s coat is a silk black with embroidered 
red, blue, and gold patterns, her patient belongings bag has materials inside which are visual focus. 
ACTION: Pulls out a folder and a graph on white paper, clips it to a top right corner of the cage. Shifts 
the cage’s angle and positions it forward to center stage. The entire cage is now empty (the performance 
prior has claimed each bit of attire, and the objects/ephemera inside). Walking forward with a full bag, 
white plastic with a blue label: “PATIENT BELONGINGS.”  
Beginning to pull out what’s inside while starting to speak, and the mess from within the bag is pulled 
out until the bag is empty, with the starting cuss words. The green pill bottles of varying sizes (12 or 
more) clatter to the ground from chest height, where the bag is held).  
BARBARA (IV) — AM I ALL THIS? 
Shitty shitty fuck-shit fuck-shit 
Bitchy ass SHIT! — ! 
Bitchy ass shit poop, poooop: daaaaammma. 
     [people in the audience giggle, she sees them after laughter,  
     as contents of envelope were all-consuming. “Oops, language!”] 
SORRY. I reserve all of my cuss-words for cancer. 
Well, most of them. 
I just got my tumor marker numbers back in the mail, and the voicemail confirming them. 
…They’re UP.  
There’s so much riding on these numbers 
Is it sky- rocketing, plummeting?  
Circulating tumor counts, 
so stressful. [breath sigh] 
You feel it in your body, 
just revving up  
(I’m becoming these effing numbers). 
And so you have to calm yourself down, 
and ask: 
     [deep breath with palms circling lowering the pace: turns   
     around to survey all that is now strewn across stage, taking it in] 
 Am I this?! 
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Is this me? Is all this me? 
And : what does that do if it’s true? 
So many people just don't understand that cancer— 
it’s causes and its healing that stretch across every aspect of the way we live 
It’s like that woman who said that breast cancer is like a cold 
  everyone is getting it! Y’know she just doesn't understand.  
  And I forgive her.     … I mean, I don't wanna be her friend, but I forgive her! 
Cancer warrants a profound, pervasive change  
not just in my body  
but in America’s body 
and the way America treats the world  
the way America treats our workers, each other  
Our earth, our water, what we value beyond  
  just limitless profit,  
  ya’know? 
How we love ourselves, how we treat our children --  
how do we treat other people's children as if they are own own, ya’know? 
so they do not have fear of being beaten or shot --  
so many unacknowledged forms of unacknowledged stress  
that affect our health 
  if we can create an environment that  
  leaves children feeling loved and loving,  
  AND with healthy bodies and minds 
  those future adults are much less likely to — to be in conditions  
  that promote cancer 
  y’know? 
They'll feel strong within themselves. Respect this earth. Appreciate their bodies (I know I’m still 
embarrassed sometimes. But I finally learned to love mine.)  How do we ask: 
Do I value myself enough to not have to work so hard  
to impress strangers all the time 
  ….why the heck do we do that? [laughter] 
How can we care for ourselves and the people we're responsible for  
and not feel the need to ZIP through fast food 
because it’s convenient -- or it’s the only thing in the neighborhood so there is no choice 
How can we love ourselves enough 
  to not accept a job 
  that will take a chunk outta ya? 
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      Y’know I worked very hard.  
   And I learned  
          that  no amount of money   
                       was worth all that I gave. 
         I gave too much. 
    …And I forgive myself for that. 
...But I DO feel a responsibility to say, 
   I see now   —   things I didn’t see before. 
   Much more clearly. 
   
And I’m not trying to be defiant 
it’s just I’ve always been a rule breaker —  
it’s how I spent most of my life [laughs] 
  y’know like when I go to the bookstore  
  and they’re about to “close in 2 minutes” 
The woman’s like, “It’s 8:58! We close at nine.” 
And I’m like, “Yeah! Exactly it’s 8:58, let me in.” 
She's shocked: “….”  
I'm like, “Well, those rules are for people who, um, 
listen to you.”         [audience laughter] 
  So she just walks away 
and I sneak in the door— 
because I wanted to find the book I was interested in!  
I knew exactly where it was, 
… I could see it from the window!           [laughter] 
In that way, we’ve got beliefs, the dominant thoughts we're living by. 
  Despair: I am going to die soon, and nothing you say will help.  
  Denial … anything beyond what I believe is patently FALSE. 
  Hope: If you do remove the certainty  
   of anything, hope is what’s left over, right? 
   
  We get trapped in this weird place with cancer -- between false hope 
   and false hopelessness. 
  But we really misunderstand—it’s not fluffy.   
  Hope is not the absence of hardship, but a deep, deep, deep 
   deep conversation with it.  
     
  Hope is like a remainder—What’s left over after all that is certain has been ruled out.  
  
And, I dunno. For me— 
it’s this question  
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of, if I am all of this 
what does that say? 
  I think what I’ve learned is that 
  hope is not just contained 
   in my body, but 
 …that remainder 
beyond what is certain— 
does extend past my physical body, my life    too. 
So I have to ask: is this me—or am I more than all this? What then? 
ACTION: begins releasing the plastic “Patient Belongings” bag from palm, where it’s been clutched, and 
is sweatily sticking—lays it on the ground next to everything else strewn around. Begins to turn and 
survey the space, at once more above it or detached from it now, and irritatingly still claimed by its role in 
her life. Walks toward cage, climbs atop, one foot and arm at a time, into the largest side rungs. Lowering 
down in, close the lid. 
 
SOUND: FlyLo (Flying Lotus) Camel underlaid with spoken word, The Clock Speaks 
VISUAL: Inside the crate, moving, dancing, with filmmaker using iPhone live-feed through to projector, 
films intersecting lines of crate/cage, so its details and the movement inside it are more clear to all in the 
audience. Movement begins to refract against mirrored images on projector screen/s, as piece unfolds. 
ACTION: Dance/movement, what it imbues it. Sometimes its anger/rage, its un-containability, its 
unwillingness to be kept or “done" by the circumstances, to be viewed through any one constraining 
intersection of the crate/cage’s bars alone; and other times its tenderness, all that has come before it that 
exceeds it—following the reality-as-construed, and what is real.  
[ With Marie, Barbara (and with Barbara, Marie) cries—sometimes through or with laughter. When it is 
needed, Barbara is willing to touch the vulnerability at the core of strength—her own and others’. Barbara 
sometimes spins from what is devastating to what it puts in stark relief: the connectedness she maintains to 
beloveds and to art/delight, to health justice movements and to her spiritual practices, sustained by her 
levity/clarity of heart, insatiable curiosity. Hers is a mix of intrepid good naturedness and sarcastic wit, 
even/especially in the face of obscenity. As one example, two local snapshots, per the real-life trope of 
newspapers and network news stations featuring people with cancer for “inspirational stories.” 
— Upon winning a local newspaper’s "dress Beyoncé" arts contest alongside her mother and then 
cancer caregiver Yvonne, Barbara was pictured in a glistening blue-purple-silver head wrap, committed: 
“Barbara Garlock, of Raleigh, is 46. She says her participation in the contest was part of her goal to have so 
much fun that the cancer will go away.”  
— On Christmas two years later, Barbara was pictured above the fold on the front page of a local paper, 
inside a “big box” store, a handful of gift cards fanned out in her hands. Wrapped in a bright crimson shawl, 
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she beamed right into the lens (almost elfin-excitement). Religion journalist Yonat Shimron wrote: Barbara 
Garlock, of Raleigh, uses St. Francis UMC Emergency Assistance funds from congregants to purchase gift 
cards for families in poverty-related crises this season [without housing, running from domestic violence, 
sudden debilitating illness/injury, job losses]. Local journalist Beth Hatcher wrote: A single mother of four 
evicted from her apartment. / A brain cancer patient who must decide between paying his mortgage and 
covering a medical insurance premium. / A rural job seeker who needs a ride to an interview. / These are 
just some of the scenarios members of local [churches and service agencies] discussed at a daylong summit 
in Cary […] Bread for Our Neighbors. Barbara Garlock with Saint Francis helped organize the event 
because she wanted [interfaith agencies] to learn [from each other] about all the different services offered 
in the county so that they could better help people in need. Barbara’s approach sought systemic solutions as 
well as short-term assistance partnerships with people who suffered and were isolated during such crises. 
She cited this “sanctuary-making” and collaborative resource re-allocation (“Really it's a sacred practice, 
listening to what people are actually saying”) as a source of human connection that improved her health 
and well-being throughout dealing with stage IV cancer. 
 As Barbara lived it, fun does not preclude screaming (sometimes at the top of one's lungs), at the 
circumstances of illness. Dancing back and with these circumstances of illness, Barbara guided and guides 
others in her invocation and constant request, “God please use me. May my life be of service to others. I am 
open.” Dialectic frustrations unfold, as she narrated it: at 53, she wants to keep holding/being held by the 
adventure that is life, by the horizons she feels expanding at any given moment. She also does not plan to be 
in a body if she is no longer in that body, due to excruciating bone pain from cancer’s effects, organ failure 
from treatment side effects— or her greatest fear of brain metastases or other compromising positions that 
would put her in a slow physical decline while others care for her in confused, personality-less, or 
unresponsive states.  
  Before burnout, Barbara’s career as a healthcare lawyer (and mentor of other young-mother 
lawyers), was in advising hospital systems, policymakers, and families on ethics in two avenues: patients’ 
bill of rights (early HIPAA emergent during HIV/AIDS stigma of early-mid 1990s) and end of life care 
(patients’, families’, hospital or state protocols’ contrasting desires/obligations). A steeping-in the 
conundrums of life/death liminality, its complications, and the types of resolutions that promote integrity 
and dignity with patients at the center. In this realness with complexity, allowing for beauty and tenderness, 
for spirited confidence that is never contained by the clinical, cultural, and very-human impulse to seek 
quantity over quality, Barbara/we face down physical and emotional pain shaped by symbolic codes of life/
death, especially in threshold spaces. ] 
CAGE / CRATE “AM I ALL THIS?” -- DANCE/MOVEMENT SCORE 
POETRY SCORE (set to Flying Lotus’ Camel, by Marie Garlock) 
—————————————————— 
the clock speaks   
—————————————————— 
there is something beyond this time 
between the secondhand 
stopped short 
a moment 
I sit poised on a frame of concrete and 
blocked. 
fixed frames 
your doorway 
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between seven minutes* 
and counting— 
sharing curiosities 
with the careful careless 
breeze 
of diagnoses 
swept in 
like a storm, 
in a breath 
curving and carving apart 
your bones 
from their flesh. 
tumultuous, 
my linear line 
stopped at the fracture point 
the fraction 
of months and days 
normalcy’s median, maze. 
…you found it rather tough to 
navigate? to balance inculcate with  
propagate, the healthy cells with  
their nemeses, 
found wanting 
by these/your very premises 
of divine and divination 
of reify and recalculation 
we don’t have it right 
nor do we hope to 
…your precision is the mid section  
between correct and death, 
when carcinogen carcinoma angiogenesis  
is the term marker of instance immediate  
beyond itself.  
constancy, onlooking, falls beside itself 
with surprise: shocked and willful eyes, 
fair, to fully observe 
the witness 
from the seat 
of consciousness—unconscious 
curiosity, which does not hear  
(its) limits, but (its) prophecy: 
that reverberating, time 
is responsive, 
recalcitrant, Divine 
—the excess interior 
infolding at feedback,  
loops the channel,  
red and parting 
to reveal the ulterior motive 
who bears no markings of the rules, but 
only  
the cogency 
to live 
not defiant 
just creative 
as the resonance exceeds 
unit, united measurement 
of intensity unbound 
of virtual autonomic, antinomic, 
double function, double body, double time  
(myth and symbol are not exhausted,  
the signifier’s just not mine) 
in a moment of relations 
between motion, and rest, 
emergent 
deleterious 
material, 
ethics 
unreduced 
ethereal— 
it is not a war 
dialectic, 
but tension between 
the released 
and the venture, 
the unresolved 
potential. 
knowing you shall die 
how then shall you live, 
knowing you shall live, 
—how then? 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CAGE // AM I ALL THIS? // DANCE-MOVEMENT SCORE 
if this is true?:  
 moves crate to center stage, lifts up atop its tallest opening, toward the ceiling 
looped in:  
puts a white cord, looped at the end, around one shoulder;  
stretchy, made from compression hose, knotted together in a 5 foot length 
puts foot through the other cord, with tulle attached to end of knot made of compression hose; 
some ETHEREAL texture, mixed with the ELASTIC, CORRECTIVE medical material,  
and the INELASTIC FAMILIARITY of the exceptional-made-mundane with disease 
places hands at top of crate, one leg now placed inside,  
a foot HOOKED IN an upper metal wiring portion of the crate;  
so the energy SPLITS, legs part at 180 degrees, the other leg toward the ceiling, toes up,  
it drops down at the knee, before entering, too 
entire body now inside the crate, closing the top door above head 
viewing room / breathing re-calibration: 
feet BALANCED between squares on either side, then lif hands to top of rectangular-cube, grip,  
whole body suspends to FLIP feet toward top of the crate/cage 
now UPSIDE DOWN, face toward audience, hands and feet PRESSED against top of crate/cage, 
head floating above the bottom of the cage/crate,  
steady BREATHING in and out, deep breaths pointed at each end with sound out and in  
turning head ON ITS AXES to peer at the audience, flipped 
very much seeing while seen 
lower one foot (LT) down and keep head below waist, other foot (RT) stays above waist,  
start to SPIN on axes of heel at base of crate/cage, body-being GETTING TANGLED now 
the chase: 
notices and pulls a GRAPH in the shape of “the median is not the message” bell curve 
from edge of crate/cage, where it is pinned/clipped.  
FIERCE reclamation: What is this!?  
(carrot in front of me / death-ish notice / promissory note / 2-D rendering) 
promptly RIPS the graph in half 
CRUMPLES and with one half STUFFS into chest area of dress/bra;  
the other half of prognosis graph is crumpled inside of mouth, CHEWS vigorously  
while doing so, NOTICES glass jar with a gold lid outside the crate/cage,  
pulls it inside with nearest hand, through a large square opening in one of the sides of the cage 
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SPITS this half of graph in glass jar that now resides within the crate/cage, screws on lid tightly 
sets jar down, sometimes it rolls out the back of the crate/cage;  
others it stays inside the cage with most of movement, rattling-tumbling in what’s next 
get another angle, we have to get another angle, we have to get:  
begins to turn entire crate/cage around from within it,  
energy fo SHIFT / LIFT / HOIST and jumping, edging the crate/cage around  
with each tension/elevation of entire body within crate/cage,  
until the 1 of 6 sides with largest squares faces toward downstage (LT) diagonally 
feet lift and wedge body POISED again,  
somehow FLOATING above the bottom of the crate/cage,  
the cords are twisted now, a bit around neck and chest, sometimes limbs,  
holding with one (RT) leg and arm at opposite edge of cage/crate,  
the other (LT) foot and half of leg, hand and half of arm press outward, face following them 
whole self SUSPENDED against GRID of criss-crossed thin bars, emerging/outward facing from 
within cage/crate to break threshold of space extending past it;  
palm FLEXED hard, foot flexed hard, the face joins in a silent scream, pressed against edge  
recovering from the untenable: 
breathing, deeply in this suspension then flowing organically, intently,  
lifting body back into cage/crate, still GRASPING tightly to its edges with hands, legs come out 
of the larger squares, feet first, ESCAPE efforts begin, HINGED at hips against bottom few bars 
rocking, ROCKING, rocking back and forth, entire body poured down to this hinge  
to tip the cage/crate (sometimes this takes 1 try, sometimes 3 or 4 or 8, each growing in intensity 
to get the momentum to pivot on the floor-edge of the cage/crate so it tips) 
clearly, perhaps uncomfortably, this is not pretty/easy 
once the cage/crate flips onto upper legs now resting on ground through it, rests on back 
legs, in an UNGRACEFUL yet INTENT way are  
freed from the weight of cage/crate atop them 
breath-breath allowed, as hands first EMERGE, torso and head emerge from side/top door of 
cage/crate SWUNG OPEN with the momentum of the climb/fall/fall-out of crate-cage;  
seems almost to have made some progress!  
…but still hooked in by cords tied to edges of the cage/crate internally, around wrists, legs, 
twisted across from all that precedes 
reclaiming or undoing or?: 
intentionality continues—places head and hands on the floor, and REMOVES torso from cage in 
an INVERSION to shift and kick cage back (breakdancing/modern dance style),  
lifting legs out, hinging hips now outside and fully atop cage 
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this WON’T WORK so one foot (RT) spins to corner of cage, with red sneakers on, moves cage 
around with toes, while UPSIDE DOWN, leaving toe at corner as cage/crate flips again on its 
axis, OVER and away, yet still always attached 
legs SPLIT while head and torso rest on ground, propped up by hands/elbow in body inversion 
with MOMENTUM, one leg (LT) lands beneath body on ground,  
torso and head flip upward, RT heel is still on the cage, with LT knee on ground, torso and head 
UP and arms now reach to spin the cage back, if needed one arm flings itself to  
indicate AWAY energies to what is nevertheless indicated 
one way, or another, it will:  
standing, lifting cage at same time, onto hip, HORIZONTALLY now CARRYING it,  
edging steps outward, still attached from within 
back leaned over hips with the weight of it 
torso TWISTING so cage is now ATOP back 
with cord around torso and arm, HEFTING it like a boulder or a bag of gravel on one’s back 
stepping, (sometimes slightly shaking) with weight,  
pathway OPENING, toward downstage (LT), carrying the whole thing now,  
poised and pointed out within two arms and atop back and hip 
twisting cage as it (sometimes) FALLS with opened doors but still attached to body,  
onto the stage, slips off of back, TIPPING onto its horizontal axis from the vertical-diagonal 
rubberbanded-back, lays atop cage, hand still attached, LT leg shoots in air,  
from weight sharing on the cage, before lifting it up again,  
with momentum from this duo dance, onto stomach, torso,  
to GO DOWN stairs, and/or around precarious objects on the stage 
out and about: 
now LUGGING cage behind, once in less breakable territory (sometimes around chairs or 
conference tables with plates/glasses, or around objects on the stage with water in them, etc) 
ALLOWING cage to be on ground, even dragging it  
through (clear and undangerous) parted spaces/openings 
from the internal cord attaching body, PULLING it,  
elasticity NOT giving in to break apart despite will/fullness 
now backing up, cage at hips, lifting it out, cord WRAPPED  
around body, ENTANGLING with each new movement to PULL body and cage off stage, 
viscerally past audience members and participant performers 
in the trajectory a chance DIS/APPEARING, through black  
curtain or door frame  (sometimes with different lighting/dark/sun/night outside the venue),  
where cage stops and STAYS in place, but mover EXITS, untethers while unseen 
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absent/present TUGGING at cage continues in the process 
the cage/crate will not come through the entry, subtly, subtly 
until released out of sight of audience 
curtain closed around edges of cage, cords still-there  
or light spilling through doorway in which cage is lodged, empty 
ACTION: music of FlyLo and poem continues and fades out per timing of dance score at venue, Stacy 
continues ringing bowls in frequency of song, til fade, quiet 
ACTION: Hands held with Participant Performers for Curtain Call / Bow 
CURTAIN CALL — PARTICIPANT PERFORMERS, PRODUCTION TEAM 
Marie: Thank you! Huge thank you to our participant performers (name) and hosts (name) and our tech 
and artist crew: Alex Maness on film/lighting, Andrew Synowiez and Monte Evans on sound/installation, 
Stacey Kirby production assistant and Medical Intake Officer, Rev. Stacy Grove as sound healing 
musician, and pastoral counseling support for participants.  
*AUDIENCE PERSONAL REFLECTIONS 
(1) You have some papers on your table that are layered organ imagery.  
(Adapted Duke History of Medicine Library, frames how we understand our bodies and health over time). 
You’re each asked to write any reflection from this immersion the past 75 minutes.  
Is there a key question that remains with you? What you’re troubled by, if anything inspired or sparked 
something for you, anything you plan to carry forward with you.   
Reflection papers look like [hold up]. There’s 2 layers, so do take 1 layer home with you. Deliver the 
other half  to ___ at the door on your way out. We’ll put them up (no names) to see folks' responses. 
(2) Ex: Lastly, it is our dear friend LIZ Lloyd’s BIRTHDAY today! [Liz and Marie Laugh]  
Just wanted to give her a round of applause. [Felicitous cheering from entire audience].  
[Someone starts “Happy Birthday To You” song, and Sonny chimes in with “cha cha cha!” and Liz 
beams, dad David at her side standing in awe of/with her, with other participant performers] 
*OR PANEL DISCUSSION:  
(1) We’re going to take a moment to reflect on what matters to you and to your professional life from 
here, within this experience. [ See 1 above. ] Before our panel, let’s take 1-2 minutes’ quiet reflection to 
write your questions, noticing, what may have mattered most to you for your profession, or otherwise. 
(2) “Turn to a neighbor model” inspired by Theater Delta and Dr. Ben Saypol: facilitation to have people 
find a partner, share for 1-2 minutes each of your key questions or thoughts: “Why did___happen? What 
was going on when___ How can I ___?” Bring whole group back to ask some of these Q’s.  
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(3) Host moderates, participant performers and collaborating artists join Marie on stage to respond to 
audience inquiry/reflections. All take their “medical intake form” (arrival) and “organ palimpsest” carbon 
copy to the desk, keeping one half of the latter for themselves, and viewing others' responses as they are 
posted up (Medical Intake Officer, or host staff). 
AUDIENCE RESPONSES 
Organ palimpsest papers — see selection of audience responses from facilitated dialogue or installed 
table for reflections after performance (depending on venue needs), attached in appendices. 
Hosts’ reports — brief selection fo responses from online evaluations or spoken by hosts. 
•  [Deep breath, found a quiet place to share]. “The cage piece reminds me of my wife’s experience with stage IV. 
She died 3 months ago. This wrestling with body and limits, the agitation, the grace, the mystery of this process. 
Pain that comes, and peace that comes. Tangled together.” (a host, in person) 
•  “As we start the new year, I want to say the THINK and Flipping Cancer experience was the highlight of my last 
year. Thanks for giving me this opportunity.” (THINK electronic note10 months later) 
•  “Why did I have to travel five hours to see this awful performance in the middle of the day? The time could have 
been used otherwise.”  (CWC online evaluation) 
•  “Wow!! Good job on getting this speaker! I mean, this was AWESOME!!” (THINK online) 
•  “Patient’s BODY IS SPEAKING. GIRL: Your body was speaking! Up there. I sure hope other people were 
listening. I couldn’t do anything BUT hear it… Ok, we need to work together.” (In person, CPE) 
•  “THANK YOU for “I Will Love You Everywhere Always” book and materials afterward.” (in person) 
•  “I'm an ER social worker. The issues are so real that you performed. We providers need permission for more 
honesty, and for a more full circle approach for patients. I’d love for colleagues to see this so we can understand 
more of what’s surrounding the people that show up to us in crisis.” 
•“Driving home, I was still thinking about the piece. I probably will for a while. Honestly? I didn’t get it right away. 
But alone in my car, it just hit me. There is so much we don’t normally talk about, or want to, I guess. Patients’ stage 
IV experiences need much better support. [Pharma rep with booth at event, longtime supporter of CWC, other 
similar statewide programs’ funding].” (host shared after phone call)
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APPENDIX B:  USCCR Report + Transcriptions 
USCCR Hearing at Walnut Cove Public Library 
“Examining Health and Environmental Issues Related to Coal Ash Disposal in N.C.” April 2016 
• Full Transcript of USCCR Hearing in Walnut Cove, NC (Legal Media Experts) 
—> bit.ly/usccr-in-stokes-transcript  
• Full Audio — split into segments per panelist, Q & A from commissioners to each, public comments 
—> bit.ly/listen-to-NC-testify 
• Oral histories to federal docket  1
—> bit.ly/oral-histories-submission  
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights Final Report to U.S. Congress and Office of the U.S. President 
“Environmental Justice: Examining the Environmental Protection Agency’s Compliance  
and Enforcement of Title VI and Executive Order 12,898” September 2016 
• Full Report of U.S. Commission on Civil Rights 
—> bit.ly/usccr-fed-ej  
• See North Carolina analysis, recommendations: Pp. 190-203 
• See Federal analysis, key recommendations: Pp. 89-94 (also see Pp. 1-10 EJ as a civil 
right, 51-59 what is coal ash?) 
• See Commissioners’ majority opinion remarks: Pp. 95-112  
• See Rebuttal: Pp. 113-140 
 Oral histories of 3 narrators submitted to federal docket: Danielle Bailey Lash, James and Priscilla Smith, 1
Shuntailya Imani Graves. 
Oral histories were also conducted with: Lydia and Tony Prysock, David Hairston, Ada and Willie Linster, Caroline 
Rutledge Armijo, Rev. Gregory Hairston, Tracey Brown Edwards, Rev. Leslie Bray Brewer (informed by intercept 
interviews, participant ethnography 20+ local press events, planning group, organizing meetings).  
Many thanks to Pat Clark + Nancy Devreaux for transcription/format help in Durham NAACP office, and to then-
field secretary Laurel Ashton for planting mighty seeds (now with PPC)!
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Films,  of Interest + Collaborations 
1. Understanding environmental, racial, health justice surrounding Belews Creek Steam Station 
• “At What Cost?” by Appalachian Voices featuring Annie Brown, Danielle Bailey Lash and others, 
3.5 min, 2014 —> bit.ly/at-what-cost-belews  
• “Climate Listening Project: The Story We Want.” by Dayna Reggero featuring Tracey Brown 
Edwards, Caroline Rutledge Armijo, 7 min, 2017 —> climatelisteningproject.org/north-carolina  
• “Why Geographic Cancer Clusters are Impossible to Prove” Newsweek Magazine, Marsa, rotating 
cover story, 2016. —> bit.ly/newsweek-cancer 
• “Coal Ash: America’s Multi-Billion Ton Legacy” 2015 —> bit.ly/multi-billion 
2. Research Consultation for Film and Television  
• “With EPA Rule Change, Worries Linger for Those Near Coal Ash.” CNN with Dr. Sanjay Gupta 
featuring Danielle Bailey Lash, 6 min, 2018 (research consultant to producer Nadia Kounang)  
—> bit.ly/danielle-cnn 
• “America Divided: Private Money in Public Policy.” Working Films with EPIX featuring Tracey 
Brown Edwards (DP Lucian Reed, co-produced by Common, Shonda Rhimes, Norman Lear; host 
Zach Galifianakis), 60 min, Fall 2016 (research consultant to production team) 
—> workingfilms.org/nc-stands-up-to-gerrymandering/ 
Sampling of Values / Initiatives 
ALLIANCE OF CAROLINIANS TOGETHER (ACT) AGAINST COAL ASH  —  Unifying Principles 
RESIDENTS FOR COAL ASH CLEAN UP  —  What We Are Working Towards 
WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?  —  Coal Ash Dumps in NC, Coal Ash Toxicants + Human Health 
COAL ASH FACTS  —  Earth Justice, excerpted as shared by The Lilies Project 
APP-VOICES + NAACP STOKES + RCAC OUTREACH  —  Local meetings, press, votes (mixed in) 
WHY CAP IN PLACE IS NOT SUFFICIENT TO ADDRESS COAL ASH IN NC   —  AppVoices  
PPC: ECOLOGICAL JUSTICE ORGANIZING TOUR  —  Litany for a Healthy Planet and People 
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12864 Federal Register / Vol. 81, No. 48 / Friday, March 11, 2016 / Notices 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The 
purpose of the meeting is to: 
1. Elect the Chair and Vice Chair, 
2. Review submitted Title II project 
proposals, and 
3. Make project recommendations for 
Title II funding. 
The meeting is open to the public. 
The agenda will include time for people 
to make oral statements of three minutes 
or less. Individuals wishing to make an 
oral statement should request in writing 
by April 1, 2016, to be scheduled on the 
agenda. Anyone who would like to 
bring related matters to the attention of 
the committee may file written 
statements with the committee staff 
before or after the meeting. Written 
comments and requests for time for oral 
comments must be sent to Gala Miller, 
RAC Coordinator, 10600 NE 51st Circle, 
Vancouver, Washington 98682; by email 
to galamiller@fs.fed.us, or via facsimile 
to 360–891–5045. 
Meeting Accommodations: If you are 
a person requiring reasonable 
accommodation, please make requests 
in advance for sign language 
interpreting, assistive listening devices, 
or other reasonable accommodation. For 
access to the facility or proceedings, 
please contact the person listed in the 
section titled FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
CONTACT. All reasonable 
accommodation requests are managed 
on a case by case basis. 
Dated: March 4, 2016. 
Angela Elam, 
Deputy Forest Supervisor. 
[FR Doc. 2016–05524 Filed 3–10–16; 8:45 am] 
BILLING CODE 3411–15–P 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
National Agricultural Statistics Service 
Submission for OMB Review; 
Comment Request 
March 7, 2016. 
The Department of Agriculture has 
submitted the following information 
collection requirement(s) to OMB for 
review and clearance under the 
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, 
Public Law 104–13. Comments are 
requested regarding (1) whether the 
collection of information is necessary 
for the proper performance of the 
functions of the agency, including 
whether the information will have 
practical utility; (2) the accuracy of the 
agency’s estimate of burden including 
the validity of the methodology and 
assumptions used; (3) ways to enhance 
the quality, utility and clarity of the 
information to be collected; (4) ways to 
minimize the burden of the collection of 
information on those who are to 
respond, including through the use of 
appropriate automated, electronic, 
mechanical or other technological 
collection techniques or other forms of 
information technology. 
Comments regarding this information 
collection received by April 11, 2016 
will be considered. Written comments 
should be addressed to: Desk Officer for 
Agriculture, Office of Information and 
Regulatory Affairs, Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB), New 
Executive Office Building, 725 17th 
Street NW., Washington, DC 20503. 
Commenters are encouraged to submit 
their comments to OMB via email to: 
OIRA_Submission@omb.eop.gov or fax 
(202) 395–5806 and to Departmental 
Clearance Office, USDA, OCIO, Mail 
Stop 7602, Washington, DC 20250– 
7602. Copies of the submission(s) may 
be obtained by calling (202) 720–8681. 
An agency may not conduct or 
sponsor a collection of information 
unless the collection of information 
displays a currently valid OMB control 
number and the agency informs 
potential persons who are to respond to 
the collection of information that such 
persons are not required to respond to 
the collection of information unless it 
displays a currently valid OMB control 
number. 
National Agricultural Statistics Service 
Title: Cold Storage. 
OMB Control Number: 0535–0001. 
Summary of Collection: The primary 
objective of the National Agricultural 
Statistics Service (NASS) is to prepare 
and issue State and national estimates of 
crop and livestock production, value 
and disposition. The monthly Cold 
Storage Survey provides information on 
national supplies of food in refrigerated 
storage facilities. A biennial survey of 
refrigerated warehouses is also 
conducted to provide a benchmark of 
the capacity available for refrigerated 
storage of the nation’s food supply. The 
data will be collected under the 
authority of 7 U.S.C. 2204(a). This 
statute specifies ‘‘The Secretary of 
Agriculture shall procure and preserve 
all information concerning agriculture 
which he can obtain . . . by the 
collection of statistics . . . and shall 
distribute them among agriculturists.’’ 
Need and Use of the Information: 
USDA agencies such as the World 
Agricultural Outlook Board, Economic 
Research Service, and Agricultural 
Marketing Service use this information 
from the Cold Storage report in setting 
and administering government 
commodity programs and in supply and 
demand analysis. Included in the report 
are stocks of pork bellies, frozen orange 
juice concentrate, butter, and cheese 
which are traded on the Chicago Board 
of Trade. The timing and frequency of 
the surveys have evolved to meet the 
needs of producers, facilities, 
agribusinesses, and government 
agencies. 
Description of Respondents: Business 
or other for-profit. 
Number of Respondents: 1,378. 
Frequency of Responses: Reporting: 
Monthly; Biennially. 
Total Burden Hours: 3,965. 
Charlene Parker, 
Departmental Information Collection 
Clearance Officer. 
[FR Doc. 2016–05508 Filed 3–10–16; 8:45 am] 
BILLING CODE 3410–20–P 
COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS 
Notice of Public Meeting of the North 
Carolina Advisory Committee for a 
Meeting To Hear Testimony on the 
Civil Rights Implications of 
Environmental Justice in North 
Carolina 
AGENCY: U.S. Commission on Civil 
Rights. 
ACTION: Notice of meeting. 
SUMMARY: Notice is hereby given, 
pursuant to the provisions of the rules 
and regulations of the U.S. Commission 
on Civil Rights (Commission) and the 
Federal Advisory Committee Act that 
the North Carolina Advisory Committee 
will hold a meeting on Thursday, April 
7, 2016, beginning at 09:00 a.m. for the 
purpose of hearing testimony regarding 
the issue of civil rights implications of 
environmental issues in North Carolina, 
particularly as it relates to coal ash 
disposal. 
This meeting is open to the public, 
and will take place at the Walnut Cove 
Public Library, 106 5th Street, Walnut 
Cove, North Carolina 27052. Members of 
the public are invited to make 
statements during the open comment 
period beginning at 4:00 p.m. In 
addition, members of the public may 
submit written comments; the 
comments must be received in the 
regional office within 30 days following 
the meeting. Written comments may be 
mailed to the Southern Regional Office, 
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 61 
Forsyth St., Suite 16T126, Atlanta, 
Georgia 30303. They may also be faxed 
to the Commission at (404) 562–7005, or 
emailed to Jeff Hinton Allen at jhinton@
usccr.gov. Persons who desire 
additional information may contact the 
USCCR, Southern Regional Office at 
(404) 562–7000. 
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Records and documents discussed 
during the meeting will be available for 
public viewing prior to and following 
the meeting at http://facadatabase.gov/
committee/meetings.aspx?cid=266 and 
following the links for ‘‘Meeting 
Details’’ and then ‘‘Documents.’’ 
Records generated from this meeting 
may also be inspected and reproduced 
at the Southern Regional Office, as they 
become available, both before and after 
the meeting. Persons interested in the 
work of this Committee are directed to 
the Commission’s Web site, http:// 
www.usccr.gov, or may contact the 
Southern Regional Office at the above 
email or street address. 
DATES: The meeting will be held on 
Thursday, April 7, 2016, from 9:00 a.m. 
to 5:00 p.m. EST. 
ADDRESSES: Walnut Cove Public Library, 
106 5th Street, Walnut Cove, North 
Carolina 27052. 
Agenda 
I. Introductory Remarks by Chairman: 
9:00 a.m. 
II. Panel 1: Government Officials, 
Community Leaders/Advocates: 
9:10 a.m.–10:20 a.m. 
Questions from Committee Members 
Break: 10:20 a.m.–10:30 a.m. 
III. Panel 2: Environment/Health Issues: 
10:30 a.m.–11:50 p.m. 
Questions from Committee Members 
Lunch: 11:50 p.m.–1:20 p.m. 
IV. Panel 3: Coal Industry Executives 
and Advocacy Groups: 1:20p.m.– 
2:30 p.m. 
Questions from Committee Members 
V. Break: 2:30p.m.–2:40 p.m. 
VI. Panel 4: Coal Ash Activists/
Advocates: 2:40 p.m.–4:00 p.m. 
Questions from Committee Members 
VII. Open Comments Period: 4:00 p.m.– 
5:00 p.m. 
Questions from Committee Members 
VIII. Adjourn Briefing: 5:15 p.m. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Jeff 
Hinton, DFO, (404) 562–7006 or 
jhinton@usccr.gov. 
Dated: March 8, 2016. 
David Mussatt, 
Chief, Regional Programs Unit, USCCR. 
[FR Doc. 2016–05476 Filed 3–10–16; 8:45 am] 
BILLING CODE 6335–01–P 
COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS 
Sunshine Act Meeting Notice 
AGENCY: United States Commission on 
Civil Rights. 
ACTION: Notice of Commission Briefing 
and Business Meeting. 
DATES: Friday, March 18, 2016, at 9 a.m. 
EST. 
ADDRESSES: National Place Building, 
1331 Pennsylvania Ave. NW., 11th 
Floor, Suite 1150, Washington, DC 
20245 (Entrance on F Street NW.) 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Gerson Gomez, Media Advisor at 
telephone: (202) 376–8371, TTY: (202) 
376–8116 or email: publicaffairs@
usccr.gov. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: This 
briefing and business meeting are open 
to the public. The public may listen on 
the following toll-free number: 1–888– 
572–7033. Please provide the operator 
with conference ID number 6194124. 
Hearing-impaired persons who will 
attend the briefing and require the 
services of a sign language interpreter 
should contact Pamela Dunston at (202) 
376–8105 or at signlanguage@usccr.gov 
at least seven business days before the 
scheduled date of the meeting. 
During the briefing portion, 
Commissioners will ask questions and 
discuss the briefing topic with the 
panelists. The public may submit 
written comments on the topic of the 
briefing to the above address for 30 days 
after the briefing. Please direct your 
comments to the attention of the ‘‘Staff 
Director’’ and clearly mark ‘‘Briefing 
Comments Inside’’ on the outside of the 
envelope. Please note we are unable to 
return any comments or submitted 
materials. Comments may also be 
submitted by email to municiapalfees@
usccr.gov. 
Meeting Agenda 
I. Approval of Agenda 
II. Briefing on Municipal Policing and 
Courts: A Search for Justice or a 
Quest for Revenue 
A. Opening Remarks: 9:00 a.m.–9:20 
a.m. *Please note that the time 
frames and panels provided herein 
are approximate and subject to 
change. 
B. Panel One: National experts and 
legal scholars, who will speak about 
the historical context of revenue- 
generating practices in the 
municipal court system, how they 
have evolved, how pervasive such 
practices are across the country, 
and possible solutions.—9:20 a.m.– 
10:35 a.m. 
Speakers’ Remarks 
• Vikrant Reddy, Charles Koch 
Institute 
• Thomas Harvey, Arch City 
Defenders 
• Nusrat Choudhury, American Civil 
Liberties Union 
• Emily Napier, Center for 
Community Alternatives 
Questions from Commissioners 
C. Panel Two: Community leaders and 
advocates that have work directly 
with individuals from low-income 
communities of color and will 
describe how the deliberate of 
generating revenue through the 
municipal courts has negatively 
impacted their lives both directly 
and indirectly.—10:35 a.m.–11:50 
a.m. 
Speakers’ Remarks 
• Starsky Wilson, Co-Chairman of the 
Ferguson Commission 
• Bennie Small, NAACP Hillsborough 
County Branch 
• Kelsey Antle, Brennan Center for 
Justice 
• Mitali Nagrecha, Center for 
Community Alternatives 
Questions from Commissioners 
D. 11:50 a.m.–12:05 p.m.—Break 
E. Panel Three: Scholars and criminal 
justice experts who can 
demonstrate empirically how the 
practice of generating revenue 
through the municipal court system 
has impacted low-income 
communities of color.—12:05 p.m.– 
1:20 p.m. 
Speakers’ Remarks 
• Joshua House, Institute for Justice 
• Janene McCabe, National 
Association of Public Defense 
• Alexes Harris, University of 
Washington 
• Karin Martin, John Jay College of 
Criminal Justice 
Questions from Commissioners 
F. Adjourn Briefing 
III. Lunch: 1:20 p.m.–2:20 p.m. 
IV. Business Meeting: 2:30 p.m.–4 p.m. 
A. Program Planning 
a. Discussion about moving the 
December 2016 Business Meeting to 
December 2, 2016 
b. Discussion and Vote on the 
National Voter Registration Act 
Report and Findings and 
Recommendations 
c. Discussion and vote on Uniontown 
Town Hall 
a. Advisory Committees 
b. Management and Operations 
• Staff Director’s Report 
c. Other 
d. Discussion and vote on follow-up 
letters on issue of denial of birth 
certificates to U.S. citizen children 
in Texas 
V. Adjourn Meeting 
Dated: March 8, 2016. 
David Mussatt, 
Regional Programs Unit Chief, U.S. 
Commission on Civil Rights. 
[FR Doc. 2016–05616 Filed 3–9–16; 11:15 am] 
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APPENDIX C: INTERPLAY METHODS 
I. Workshops in Cancer Care Settings 
II. Curricula and Performance Forms — ex. from performance retreat weekend (extended format) 
III. Clinical Spaces Flyers — InterPlay for Cancer Care Settings (short format) and Call for Artists for 
open rehearsals guided by InterPlay forms toward participant performers’ roles in Flipping Cancer 
IV. Environmental Justice Workshop Flyers — NCEJN Our Bodies/Stories, TLP Celebrating Courage, 
Journey for Justice teach-in with Stokes Co., Warren Co., national Selma to DC pilgrimage walkers 
V. Some InterPlay Principles — and a few participant evals 
I. Workshops: InterPlay Methods for Cancer Care Settings 
Per the below, I have facilitated the following performance research workshops in hospitals, medical 
schools, at symposia, and community centers. Recent title: Healthcare Storytelling + Stress Relief for___. 
In each, I am joined by Rev. Stacy Grove, an interfaith chaplain and practitioner of live sound healing 
music which Stacy uses in palliative care settings to promote pain reduction, relaxation, and ease tension. 
(on hand: orchestra of Tibetan singing bowls, keyboard/piano, xylophone/chimes, Lakota + other flutes) 
Workshops are separately offered for patients + caregivers, and healthcare professionals / providers. 
Unless noted, groups of 25 or less participate (25-35 may be an employee unit, e.g., radiation oncology 
department at a host institution), and workshops are 60-120 min (unless a retreat). 
• Cancer Centers of NC: co-leadership with Harding Birkhead, CK Lee, Rev. Stacy Grove 
• Art Launch: Love Always Book Union Art Gallery workshop on cancer, dying, grief-in-
community, reading by Renée Alexander Craft, mindfulness meditation by Nancy Huslage 
• Duke Cancer Institute: with Rev. Stacy Grove, Rob Morrell, recreational therapy programs  
• Performance Retreat Weekends: co-leadership with Ginny Going; themes on Cancer 
(Raleigh NC), Life Threatening Illness (Asheville NC) with public performance at end 
• UNC Memorial Hospital: with Rev. Stacy Grove, 3 stand-alone, prior to Flipping Cancer  
• Lineberger Cancer Center: with Rev. Stacy Grove, 3 stand-alone prior to Flipping Cancer 
• Clinical Pastoral Education Cohort (region + statewide): with Rev. Stacy Grove, 3 stand-
alone, prior to Flipping Cancer; 1 full-conference onsite workshop for 100 participants 
• Levine Cancer Institute: with Rev. Stacy Grove, 3 stand-alone, prior to Flipping Cancer 
• Coping with Cancer Symposium / ERUUF Care Teams: with Rev. Stacy Grove, 2 open 
rehearsals with participant performers, preceding Flipping Cancer 
InterPlay forms were created by: Cynthia Winton Henry and Phil Porter interplay.org, this community 
of practitioners has grown over 30+ years, in U.S., India, Canada, Malawi, Australia, UK, EU + more. 
InterPlay forms are facilitated in public and intimate gatherings, workplaces, schools, hospitals, jails, 
recovery centers, group homes and shelters, faith venues, performance venues. On-line resource sharing, 
livestream/meetings, and in-person summits gather people who train in forms of benefit to communities 
they are a part of, and their own well-being. 
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I trained via: 
• Art + Social Change (2 week Life Practice for leaders under 40, Oakland CA): Cynthia, Phil, Soyinka 
Rahim, Agnotti Benedict; later co-creation with Massankho Banda (Lilongwe + Salima, Malawi) 
• Leaders Training (Washington DC, Raleigh NC): Ginny Going with Tom Henderson, Janina Graves 
• Theater of the Oppressed + InterPlay Co-Lab (Chicago IL): Nati Abdou, Rehana Tejpar, Agnotti 
Benedict, Corey Palmer, Dan Dilliplane, Jason Jedruzciak 
• Life Practice Leadership: for adult learners, online + weekend components, with Phil, Ginny, and Ken 
Miller, advising mentees Theresa Cunningham, Ellen Condenelli (gratitude to all 14 participants) 
Glimpse (CCNC):  
In one InterPlay workshop, a man who dealt with brain tumors and dizziness stood, avoiding his 
social worker’s attempts to keep him still. Before anyone could stop him, he emerged from the 
bathroom, at the moment our music turned on, to dance. He spun in a circle, one hand to an ear, he 
kneeled on one knee, arms outstretched toward his wife, Karlene. Participants were asked to dance—
to locate in one’s body—a time of overwhelm in their cancer process, to let it live as its own set of 
gestures, or a singular body sculpture they held in stillness. They were then asked to find its opposite
—through movement as their vocabulary first. Not to conceptualize “what has the opposite of 
overwhelm been for me?”, but to literally find the opposite type of movement in their bodies. As 
music played, all were given time to melt and morph between the gesture of overwhelm and its 
opposite, playing with ordering and tempo and breath in their own space. Having taken a bathroom 
break when his group was preparing to perform their series of movement and stillness, in deliberately 
spaced relation to one another, he heard the burst of music and met it with his own grand entrance. 
The opposite of overwhelm was remembering how he had proposed to his wife on the phone when 
they were young. She knew what it was immediately when she saw it, she laughed, tears in her eyes. 
It was true, he needed to be watched in order not to fall. But no helper could have given him wide 
enough, fluid enough parameters to do his spins unencumbered by their doting presence. Due to 
dizziness from the treatments and surgery side effects, a few weeks later he fell on a driveway and 
died from the impact to his brain and spine. He was dizzy. He was also kneeling at his life partner’s 
chair, in a grand, humorous gesture. In his self-deprecation at the silliness of the original act, and his 
joy at remembering it, Andy that night was spinning, instead of spun.  
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II. Sample Curriculum (Performance Retreat Weekend) 
Saturday 1/31 Activity Connections
9:30 – 9:45 Gather / check in participants
9:45 — 10:00 Introductions   GINNY & MARIE 
—   Name/gestures & what is IP - GG 
—   Class focus (from notes)  - MG 
—   Invitation to Easy Focus tool  - GG
Building community 
Intro Easy Focus
10:00— 10:15 Warm-up & Walk/Stop/Run  GINNY & MARIE Building community
10:15 — 10:35 Babbling – 4 rounds   MARIE 
1) generic words; 2) description; 3) made up word; 4) how you got 
here.  NOTICE
Intro to storytelling 
and Noticing
10:35— 10:45 One hand dance (lying on floor or seated)  GINNY 
Connect with Exformation tool, releasing anything that nee
Intro to solo dance 
Intro Exformation
10:45 -  11:10 Solo dance tools   GINNY 
1)   1) One hand move thru space; 
2)   2) shape & stillness  thru space 
3)   One-minute solo dance on behalf of someone who has shown 
a light in the tunnel; swearing in ritual
Solo dance 
Claim they are 
dancers
11:10 — 11:35 Inner-Authority / This is What I Know form  MARIE 
— flip chart – taught about cancer/know about cancer 
— describe internal / external authority tool 
--- Partners: “This is what I know:……” 
--- Walk/stop/run with “this is what I know” statements 
     (divide group, do form opposite ends of room)
Access their 
wisdom about 
cancer journey. 
Practice “This is 
what I know” form
11:35 — 11:50 Short Break — bathroom, water; give access to other bathrooms 
on 2nd floor
11:50— 12:15 “I could tell you about” with a partner  GINNY 
New partner: tell one of these stories 
New partner: same story in 3 sentences 
Then DT3 
—   begin with movement; 3 sentences about your cancer 
—   journey; repeat 2 more times 
Marie demo
Access stories 
about cancer; 
practice brevity; 
combine movement 
& words
12:15 — 12:25 Hand to Hand Contact   MARIE Making 
connections; 
Learn the form
12:25 Tone Prayer; break for lunch    GINNY Spaciousness / 
nonverbal,m having 
your sounds
1:30 Gather
!3
 
1:35 — 2:15 Following and Leading + 3 sentences    MARIE 
—   Q about what’s the most funny, absurd, ridiculous; 
—   Respond with a partner back & forth 
—   Teach following and leading 
—   Teach follow and lead with 3 sentence stories 
—   Groups of 5-6; One person initiates follow/lead; each 
—   Person tells 3-sentence story, initiates new movement, 
—   makes sure group has it, then goes off
Silliness and 
seriousness not 
mutually exclusive
2:15 — 2:25 Gibberish/fake language story    GINNY 
— think of a pet peeve on cancer journey 
— demo gibberish story about a pet peeve
Exformation -- 
moving information 
that accumulates in 
the body out
2:25 -  2:55 Gesture Choir       MARIE 
--   walk around  complete sentence, “I’ve had more than 
enough of ______ “ 
— Reminder of Exformation tool 
— what are you grateful for? with a partner 
— Introduce & demo  Gesture Choir, 
—   two Gesture Choirs w/witnesses 
—   about either “I’ve had enough of” or “I’m grateful for”
Principles of 
witness (non-
evaluative 
feedback, rather 
noticing what is 
coming up for you 
as witness in your 
body/self, allowing, 
staying present)
2:45 — 3:05 Shape & Stillness with Hope poem    GINNY 
—   Form 2 groups; practice group shape & stillness 
—   Read the poem; notice word/phrase 
—   Share word/phrase in your group 
—   Two shape & stillness dances with words/phrases 
—   with witnessing
“Swearing in" 
process as 
dancers-movers: 
people finding, 
acting upon how 
they want to move/
rest (afterward)
3:05 -3:35- Talking Stick sharing circle    GINNY/MARIE 
— Introduce Body data/knowledge/wisdom 
— What do you most want to share with others about your 
journey? 
— group sharing first (1-3 sentences)
Noticing — space 
for what's coming 
up — non-
evaluative, speak-
from I; body data/
knowledge
3:35— 3:55 Chair Dance     MARIE 
— Introduce dancing in a chair 
— Chair dances with word chorus on your journey 
— 6 chairs and 3-5 chorus members 1-sentence 
— Two dances with witnesses
Multi-ability and 
(dis)ability 
movement 
potentials
3:55— 4:05 Short break, water, bathroom, snacks
4:05 — 4:20 One Breath Songs    GINNY 
Lullaby to Each Other 
— being at home in your body
Comfort, finding 
ways to be in / 
receive
4:20 — 4:30 Closing – announcements, principles of real-life affirmation Noticing the good
!4
 
 
Sunday 2/1 Activity Connections
1:00 — 1:30 Gather, Welcome, Warm-up into WSR BIBO Soyinka R. 
breath practices
1:30 — 1:45 Babbling     MARIE
— End with a 3-sentence story
story arcs, playing 
with pithiness
1:45 — 2:20 Physicality of Grace into Dance/Talk 3     GINNY
— stress — what it feels like in our bodies, naming
— then naming (group) what the opposite of these body 
experiences are (not what is the opposite of stress, but 
what is the opposite of “eye twitching” or “heart racing” or 
irritability” or “lethargy”) 
Allowing body to be 
a “first way in” to 
knowing -- concept 
of body intellectual 
(Porter)
2:20 — 2:45 Following & Leading with 3-sentence stories with theme 
MARIE
exceeds S/hero 
bootstraps culture to 
enjoy lead-follow duo 
that's always fluid
2:45— 3:00 Short bathroom break, water
3:00— 3:40 Contact Solos       GINNY Playing with simple
3:40 — 3:50 Gesture Choir   MARIE Rotation
3:50— 4:00 Shape & stillness dance    GINNY Allowing stillness too
4:00 — 4:15 Getting on stage practice   GINNY
4:15-4:50 Move to “green room” for break, snacks, performance 
prep
— Performance structure
— What do you want to give to our audience?
— Dance on behalf of person/phenomena of yours
Preparing so all feel 
supported

Centering so each 
feels presence/ease
5:00 — 6:00 Performance with friends and family
Themes
Stress Wisdom (Body Data, Knowledge, Wisdom)
Stuckness Grace (Physicality of Grace)
Overwhelm Mystery
Prescription vs. choice Inner authority, strength/assets
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Some questions
 
•   What were you taught about having cancer, what do you know?
•   What’s the biggest surprise you’ve had on this journey?
•   What’s the funniest—most absurd, weird, ridiculous, hilarious—thing you’ve had happen in care?
•   What helps you get through the toughest, darkest places on this journey / trek?
•   Key turning points: i.e. “I could tell you about” (day got diagnosis, day knew there was no going 
back, friends’ responses, family’s responses, when I let someone help me / letting people help me 
versus doing it all myself …)
•   What have you had more than enough of?  (which things are you sick of being “told to do”? … 
where do you feel the most stuck? — connect to exformation)
•   What do you want more of in your life?   (what makes you feel most alive, most wanting to be alive 
in this moment now?, what do you miss that you want to welcome back into your life?)
•   What are you most grateful for, what are you most humbled by?
•   What do you just wish other people could know that you’ve learned (the hard way) on this 
journey?
•   Is there anything that feels easy to you now that used to feel hard?
•   What do you wish other people could remember / know that you feel so grateful to know now?
•   What do you most want to share with others about walking through the tunnel, facing cancer?
 
Articulating Class Focus
Practicing InterPlay
— Practicing InterPlay forms for fun, discernment, creativity — human birth rights
— Practicing InterPlay forms for experiencing community together — versus feeling 
    isolated/overwhelmed
— Practicing InterPlay forms for sharing our open-ended, ongoing stories, our insights 
    and our body knowledges and body wisdom from facing cancer in the ways we have
 
Performance
— offering our open-ended stories, our insights, our questions and our body wisdom to larger 
    community through informal performance
— letting go and allowing the moment to be, as we practice and build skills to be with our bodies 
    just as they are, and revel in this moment, the surprises it will bring as we try out new 
    performance experiences together
 
Skills
— InterPlay allows us to practice affirmation, easy focus, when both of those things can seem     
     far away
— InterPlay gives us chances to go (travel, experience, witness) with each other versus in 
     isolation / overwhelm that can result from serious illness experiences, to discern and make
     room for more of what we want, have fullness—big and small, incremental (our body-
     selves love step-by-step experiences, and celebrations along the way)—including kinds that 
     do not have to be named to be “had” or noticed 
**More information available at: itisinyou.org/workshops and itisinyou.org/doctoral
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PERFORMANCE FORMS
 
1          WALK, STOP, RUN                                      
           
                        “This is what I know” / “I could tell you about” statements built in                 
                        (moving, all experience speaking, good intro, everybody’s insight gets out there)
 
 
2          CONTACT SOLOS IN SPOTLIGHTS
 
                        “On Behalf Of” — Caregiving
                        “On Behalf Of” — Finding spaciousness where it seems absent
 
 
3          SHAPE & STILLNESS GROUP DANCES
 
                        5 people, music
                        Reading Poem in moment
                        Include a chair dance
                        (easy for people to do, feel like successful, movement is where you are)
 
 
4          FOLLOWING AND LEADING — THREE SENTENCE STORIES
 
                        Following and Leading Movement
                        — simple, repetitive movement, 3 sentences, then next initiates movement
                        — person speaking makes sure group has the movement, goes off once they do
 
 
5          GESTURE CHOIR
 
                        Topic, word, from audience
                        — leading, bump / rotate leaders
  * Other form options: Lazy Susan (gibberish, exotic chair dance, opera)
 
6          DANCE / TALK 3
 
                  — Some solo stories — pick themes and people come up in structured improvisation
 
 
7          AUDIENCE / CLOSING
 
                  — Hand to Hand contact, turn to a person next to you 
                  — Can partner with people in the ensemble
      — Thank you’s, connections
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Contact: Marie Garlock, marie@itisinyou.org, 919 607 5533  
Feb 2016 Guest Artist / Scholar, LSU Dept of Communication Studies 
Schedule at HopKins Black Box: 
 
 
 
 
WHO: Are you a patient, family caregiver, or healthcare provider with current 
or past experience facing cancer? Do you have experience with advanced 
cancers or other life-threatening illness in your profession, life, or research?
WHAT: OPEN CALL FOR ARTISTS / PARTICIPANTS ACROSS 
DISCIPLINES, who want to contribute to a public performance project with a 
guest artist / scholar; and who want to explore cellular, clinical, and cultural 
worlds of cancer.
HOW: Flipping Cancer is a live performance installation in story, dance / 
movement, and visual landscape. It is developed in ongoing research 
partnerships to honor patients, caregivers, and healthcare providers. 
There are 2 ways to participate:
1. MOVEMENT CHORUS: The Movement Chorus of 2 to 6 members 
will participate in 3-4 key moments in the live performance, each lasting 
several minutes. Participants will help guide audiences into the space 
for interaction. They will develop simple movement / dance and theater 
images in rehearsal, based on InterPlay improvisation methods 
designed for all bodies. People in active treatment and all levels of 
physical energy, pain, mobility are welcome, as are people who do and 
do not self-identify as artists! Accommodations for chairs / wheelchairs.
2. MUSICIANS: 1 to 3 musicians will provide music / soundscapes for 
transitions in the live performance. These can be improvised or existing 
compositions. The Flipping Cancer installation has previously involved a 
sound healing musician (singing bowls, gongs), with experience working 
in clinical settings. But any and all percussive or orchestral musicians 
are welcome—drummers, cellists, basists, etc. Across musical styles, 
you are invited to participate! 
More Info: HopKins Season bit.ly/1T3TNQD + Flipping Cancer bit.ly/20fcdNF
Wed Feb 24, 6:30pm Workshop for Participants / Artists 1.5 hrs
Thurs Feb 25, 7:30pm Dress / Tech Rehearsal 2 hrs
Fri Feb 26, 6:30pm Call Time for Performance with Reception 3 hrs
Call for Artists and Participants 
Flipping Cancer 
a live performance developed with patients, caregivers,  
and healthcare providers facing cancer 
Friday February 26 at 7:30pm 
LSU HopKins Black Box Theater, 137 Coates Hall
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APPENDIX D:  PEOPLE’S AGENDA 
I. Selected Moral Mondays film clips (Pp. 1)  
II. HkonJ 14-pt People’s Agenda (Pp. 2-5)       
III. 14 Steps for Forward Together: toward the Poor People’s Campaign  (Pp. 6-8)     
IV. Pp. 9-12: SNCC, Fusion legacy with 2 transcribed event excerpts (Pp. 9-12) 
Selected Film Clips — Healthcare and Environmental Justice 
Ecological Devastation Moral Mondays 
• 2018 Belews Creek Press Conference: VP Al Gore, Rev. Barber, Stokes residents/interviewees Rev. 
Alfred Warren, Amy Adams, David Hairston, Tracey Edwards, Rev. Leslie Bray Brewer, Elijah Bray  
• —> bit.ly/belews-press-conference-gore-warren  
• 2018 Mass Gathering: Somebody’s Hurting Our People, Yara Allen dedicates to Annie Brown, Tracey 
• —> bit.ly/for-annie-brown   see 1hr:39-42min and 1:45-50 
• 2014 Original Moral Monday amidst Fracking Imposition and Coal Ash Concerns, Stokes County 
• —> bit.ly/dan-river-yara   see 6:30 part 4 
Healthcare Access Moral Mondays 
• 2014 Healthcare Justice: (a) McCrory 11 Sit In: Expand Medicaid, Ban Fracking, Clean Up Coal Ash 
at NC Old State Capitol — (b) Pungo Hospital, Belhaven NC — (c) The Coverage Gap Documentary 
• (a) —> bit.ly/moral-monday-mccrory-sit-in       
• (b) —> bit.ly/o-neal-i-am-a-republican 
• (c) —> bit.ly/al-jazeera-coverage-gap 
• 2013-18 White Coats Delegations, (a) Moral Mondays with Physician Protest, (b) (Dis)ability lay-ins 
(U.S. Congress), (c) Funereal Rites (Dozens of state houses starting with NC, and at U.S. Congress) 
• (a) —> bit.ly/drcharles-vdh   
• (b) —> bit.ly/dis-ability-disobedience   
• (c) —> bit.ly/callie-greer   
!1
Read below for: failure / promise of law, re-narrating life/death and its symbolic codes, cultures of action, 
creation amidst destruction and contradiction, intersecting fusion approaches that activate social change. 
HKonJ Coalition Principles 
14 Point People’s Agenda  
HKonJ.com —> Moral March —> The 14 Points 
1. All Children Need High Quality, Constitutional, Well-Funded, Diverse Public Schools. 
NC must meet its Constitution’s requirement of adequate and diverse schools by fully funding Leandro with 
transparent accountability and creating special leadership teams in its failing schools. Action Steps: 
• Stop trends of resegregation 
• Fully fund all programs designed to aid at-risk, disadvantaged students 
• Enact specific reforms targeted at reducing the dropout rate and the number of student suspensions and 
expulsions by, among other things, implementing fairer student discipline policies and assuring that every 
at-risk child has a Personal Education Plan. 
• Provide adequate state appropriations to fully comply with the Leandro guarantee of a sound basic 
education for all children 
• Appoint a Joint Legislative Committee on Constitutional Education 
• Hire Special Leadership Teams of 3-5 experts in each school found in violation of the Constitution to 
reengage young people and their parents in the educational process 
• Freeze university tuition rates 
2. Livable Wages and Support for Low Income People.  
NC must provide livable wages, make sure no person goes hungry and ensure that everyone in need has 
affordable, accessible childcare.   Action Steps: 
• Raise the state minimum wage and index it to inflation 
• Require state contractors to pay all employees a “living wage” plus benefits 
• Continue to increase the state earned income tax credit 
• Dramatically expand Food Stamp outreach and eliminate asset limits for recipients 
• Provide the funding necessary to eliminate the state childcare waiting list 
• Ensure that all workers have access to workplace benefits such as paid sick days 
• Require business incentive recipients to pay a living wage with benefits 
• Enact improved housing and workplace standards for farm and factory workers 
• Increase funding for worker training and education programs by 50% 
3. Health Care for All.  
NC must provide its people with health insurance and prescription drugs, while funding public health 
programs to treat social diseases that plague Black and poor communities including HIV/AIDS, diseases 
caused by environmental pollution and warming, drugs, domestic violence, mental illness, diabetes and 
obesity.   Action Steps: 
• Reject efforts to repeal the national health care reform law and fully implement it in NC 
• Preserve state funding for Medicaid, Health Choice and other essential programs 
• Act immediately to address the crisis in the treatment and placement for persons with mental illnesses, 
developmental disabilities and substance abuse problems 
• Triple funding for the Office of Minority Health and Health Disparities and state HIV/AIDS prevention and 
treatment programs 
!2
4. Redress Ugly Chapters in N. C.’s Racist History: The overthrow of the bi-racial 1898 Wilmington 
Government, the sterilization of poor, mainly Black, women from 1947-1977 and the 1979 
Greensboro Massacre.   Action Steps: 
NC must implement the 1898 Wilmington Riot Commission recommendations, pay damages to the people it 
forcibly sterilized and confront hate groups that would violate human rights. 
• Enact recently recommended legislation that would pay $50,000 to each victim of forcible sterilization 
• Re-constitute the official 1898 Wilmington Riot Commission to oversee the implementation of its 15 
recommendations 
• Construct a Monument Honoring African Americans on the grounds of the state Capitol 
• Establish a “Truth and Reconciliation Commission for North Carolina” modeled on previous efforts in 
Greensboro and South Africa 
• Double state appropriations for the state’s nonprofit, minority community economic development 
“package” 
5. Expand and Improve Same Day Registration and Public Financing of Elections.    
Action Steps: 
• Defeat discriminatory proposals to mandate photo ID for all people exercising their right to vote 
• Expand early voting and same day registration hours and locations and improve oversight of voting rights 
protections 
• Expand public financing of statewide elections to additional offices and enact a pilot program for selected 
seats in the General Assembly 
6. Lift Every HBCU. 
NC must financially support our Historically Black Colleges and Universities to develop equitable 
infrastructure and programs with doctoral-level leadership for today’s challenges. Action Steps: 
• Reject any proposed tuition hikes 
• Establish an HBCU Development Commission with staff and a long-term mandate to increase public and 
private funding for the HBCUs as well for need-based scholarships, higher faculty salaries, better 
recruitment programs and stronger curricula 
• Establish the principles of “construction parity,” “salary parity” and “graduate program parity,” for all 
universities by adequately funding HBCU capital needs and salaries and providing new funding for HBCU 
doctoral programs 
• Double need-based financial aid for HBCU’s 
• Increase and enhance HBCU academic programs to address the critical needs of minority and poor families 
including high quality teacher education programs for teachers in low wealth schools and cutting edge 
environmental science programs 
• Increase funding for capital improvements, maintenance, and recruitment and develop more professional 
schools at HBCU’s 
• Protect students of HBCU’s and other institutions of higher learning that serve predominantly poor 
populations against predatory lenders and others who burden students with high student financial 
indebtedness 
7. Document and Redress 200 years of State Discrimination in Hiring and Contracting.  
NC must commission historical documentation of its contracting practices with racial minorities to justify 
constitutional redress.   Action Steps: 
• Fund an independent study of the state’s historical record in contracting with and hiring racial minorities 
that will report its findings to the General Assembly and make specific recommendations for remedying 
past discrimination 
• Establish special support centers at Community Colleges and HBCU’s throughout the State to help 
minority-owned businesses and contractors take full advantage of new business opportunities 
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8. Provide Affordable Housing and Stop Consumer Abuse.  
NC must adequately fund the state Housing Trust Fund for low-income renters, provide vouchers for veterans 
who cannot find decent housing, expand tax breaks that keep seniors in their homes, and strengthen 
protections against predatory lending and foreclosures.   Action Steps: 
• Appropriate $50 million to the N.C. Housing Trust Fund 
• Expand appropriations to the N.C. Home Protection Program 
• Continue to reject efforts to legalize new high-cost loan products and proposals to allow the garnishment of 
wages for debt owed to private creditors 
• Pass the Homeowner and Homebuyer Protection Act (passed August 2010) 
• Promote fair annexation policies for low-wealth communities 
• Prohibit mandatory renter’s insurance 
• Ensure that new public transportation projects do not displace (and are accessible to) low-income people 
9. Abolish the Racially-Biased Death Penalty and Mandatory Sentencing Laws; Reform our 
Prisons.   Action Steps: 
• Reject efforts to repeal the Racial Justice Act 
• Pass legislation that would ban executions of persons with severe mental disabilities as a precursor to 
repealing the death penalty in its entirety 
• Enact the reform recommendations of the N.C. Sentencing Commission 
• Fund alternative sentencing programs 
• Dramatically expand services to prisoners re-entering society 
• Enact a moratorium on the construction of new prisons 
• Raise the age for adult prosecution from age 16 to age 18 
• Establish a joint NAACP/Department of Correction program to promote literacy, strengthen ties between 
inmates and their families and communities, and aid the re-entry process 
10. Promote Environmental Justice 
NC must fight all forms of environmental injustice, promote green jobs, and establish an Environmental Job 
Corps that will employ young people who did not graduate high school and re-engage them in public service.   
Action Steps: 
• Establish a state “Environmental Justice Youth Board” and fund youth employment in environmental 
protection 
• Enact new policies to prohibit the concentration of pollution sources near low-income and minority 
communities 
11. Collective Bargaining for Public Employees and Worker Safety.  
NC must repeal the state law that prohibits public employee collective bargaining and toughen laws that 
regulate workplace safety. 
• Enact legislation to repeal the ban on collective bargaining contained in G.S. 95-98 
• Expand and improve state regulation of workplace safety – especially in the meatpacking and poultry 
industries 
• Assure that all graduates of North Carolina high schools are eligible for admission to state universities and 
community colleges at in-state tuition rates 
• Call on federal lawmakers to adopt responsible, comprehensive immigration reform 
• End state and local law enforcement participation in the federal 287(g) deportation program and reject the 
use of local law enforcement to enforce non-criminal immigration violations and/or to deny due process to 
persons because of their immigration status 
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12. Protect the Rights of Immigrants from Latin America and other Nations.  
NC must provide immigrants with health care, education, workers rights and protection from discrimination.   
Action Steps: 
• Assure that all graduates of North Carolina high schools are eligible for admission to state universities and 
community colleges at in-state tuition rates 
• Call on federal lawmakers to adopt responsible, comprehensive immigration reform 
• End state and local law enforcement participation in the federal 287(g) deportation program and reject the 
use of local law enforcement to enforce non-criminal immigration violations and/or to deny due process to 
persons because of their immigration status 
13. Organize, Strengthen and Provide Funding For Our Civil Rights Enforcement Agencies and 
Statutes Now.   Action Steps:  
• Enact a comprehensive N.C. Civil Rights Act that is clear to employers and employees, landlords and 
tenants, property sellers and buyers, with effective disincentives for proven discrimination 
• Establish and adequately fund a single, unified state Department of Human Rights that is empowered to 
investigate, conciliate and adjudicate cases of alleged discrimination 
14. Address Physical, Mental Health of Troops, Families. (Bring Our Troops Home from Iraq Now.) 
NC cannot address injustice at home while we wage an unjust war abroad. (A victory on the Agenda! The 
U.S. President withdrew all troops from Iraq as of Dec 31, 2011.)    Action Steps: 
• Establish a study commission to examine the mental and physical health care available for returning troops 
and their families in North Carolina and to make specific recommendations for programmatic changes that 
will assure the availability of essential services 
Coalition Members / Areas 
Immigrant Justice — Youth Organizing — Labor and Worker’s Rights — LGBTQ Rights 
Healthcare — Women’s Rights — Economic Justice/Development — Democracy, Civil & Human Rights 
Environmental Justice — Peace Advocacy — Faith & Religion — Fraternities & Sororities  
Justice in Education — Police Reform/Criminal Justice — Voting Rights — Islamophobia 
Press & Communication — People’s Assemblies 
Sample Values / Initiatives   
Homepage (8/2019) for hkonj.com  +  naacpnc.org (route to same site):  
“We envision a society where ALL individuals have EQUAL rights  
and there is no racial hatred or racial discrimination.” 
50th Anniversary of Stonewall Uprising 
Free Dontae Sharpe, in prison for 23 years for a crime he did not commit (with ColorOfChange) 
 NC NAACP Stands in Full Support of LGBTQ Methodists  
76th Annual State Convention: When We Fight, We Win  
NC Continues to Fight Voter Suppression & Gerrymandering 
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14 Steps for Forward Together  
in The Third Reconstruction: How a Moral Movement is  
Overcoming the Politics of Division and Fear 
 See “Appendix for Organizers” (Barber 2016:127-130) 
“America’s Third Reconstruction depends on a moral movement, deeply rooted in the South, emerging state by state 
throughout the nation. No single leader or organization can orchestrate such a movement, but we who have seen the 
power of fusion organizing in NC in 2014 established an education center, Repairers of the Breach, to share the 
lessons of Moral Mondays and invest in equipping leaders for other state-based coalitions. In order to move forward 
together, we’ve outline fourteen steps to mobilize in the streets, at the polls, and in the courtroom.” 
1. Engage in indigenously-led grassroots organizing across the state.  
• There is no end run around the relational work of building trust and empowering local people. 
• Crises will bring out crowds and draw attention, but a sustained movement depends on local people who 
know one another and are committed to working together for the long haul.  
• “Helicopter” leadership by “national leaders” will not sustain a moral movement. Equip and resource small 
groups of people who will meet regularly in their home communities to talk about the coalition’s concerns. 
2. Use moral language to frame and critique public policy, regardless of who is in power. 
• A moral movement claims higher ground in partisan debate by returning public discourse to our deepest 
moral and constitutional values. Any moral movement must study Scripture and sacred texts  as well as 1
state constitutions.  
• We cannot allow so-called conservatives to hijack the powerful language of faith; neither can we let so-
called liberals pretend that moral convictions are not at play in public policy debates. 
• Every budget is a moral document—or it is an immoral one. We must reclaim moral language in the public 
square.  
3. Demonstrate a commitment to civil disobedience that follows the steps of non-violent action and 
is designed to change the public conversation and consciousness.  
• A moral movement draws power not from its ability to overwhelm opposition but from its willingness to 
suffer. The Second Reconstruction brought large-scale nonviolent direct action to America through the 
Montgomery bus boycott.  
• A Third Reconstruction depends upon escalating non-cooperation in order to demonstrate our capacity to 
sacrifice for a better future. 
4. Build a stage from which to lift the voices of everyday people impacted by immoral policies.  
• A moral movement must put human faces on injustice and amplify the voice of the voiceless.  We do not 2
speak for those who can speak for themselves. 
• We do not create a platform for politicians to speak for those who can speak for themselves.  
• Directly affected people are the best moral witnesses. Our movement exists to let their voices be heard. 
 Understood across all faith traditions and no faith tradition, where shared threads/deepest values are “truth, justice, 1
love, and mercy”. Barber stories this many ways, one of which is: “Not long ago I was a guest on Real Time with 
Bill Maher, with one of America’s most prominent atheists. Wearing my clerical collar, I realized that I stood out 
among his guests. So I decided to announce to Bill that I, too, am an atheist. He seemed taken aback, so I explained 
that if we were talking about a God who hates poor people, immigrants, and gay folks, I don’t believe in that God 
either. Sometimes it helps to clarify our language” (2016:xv).
 Or put another way: people whose voices are being systemically un-heard. “We must change the agenda. To 2
change the agenda we must change the narrative. How do you change the narrative? By changing the 
narrators” (Barber 2018, at Poor People’s Campaign launch in Washington D.C.).
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5. Recognize the centrality of race.  
• America’s First and Second Reconstructions sought to heal the wound of race-based slavery, America’s 
original sin. Our Third Reconstruction must likewise be decidedly antiracist.  
• Some will ask, Is the real issue today race or is it class? We answer: Yes, it’s race and class. 
• Our class divisions cannot be understood apart from a society built on white supremacy. Our moral 
movement must be committed to the long-term work of racial equity. 
6. Build a broad, diverse coalition including moral and religious leaders of all faiths. 
• All faith traditions are not the same, but the common ground among faiths is a firm foundation upon which 
to stand against the divide-and-conquer strategies of extremists.  
• We must be intentional about reaching out to marginalized groups in our states. Though they are a minority 
in this country, our Muslim sisters and brothers are essential to the Third Reconstruction.  
7. Intentionally diversify the movement with the goal of winning unlikely allies.  
• Often the groups most impacted by injustice have been convinced that they are enemies.  
• Fusion politics is about helping those who have suffered injustice and have been divided by extremism to 
see what we have in common. We do this by bringing people together across dividing lines and helping 
them hear one another.  
• We have no permanent enemies, only permanent issues, rooted in our deepest moral and constitutional 
values. 
8. Build transformative, long-term coalition relationships rooted in a clear agenda that doesn’t 
measure success only by electoral outcomes.  
• We must be clear: Fusion coalitions are not about simple transactions where I support your issue if you 
support mine. We must learn how our issues intersect in a comprehensive moral agenda that demands 
transformation of everyone—not least, of us. 
9. Make a serious commitment to academic and empirical analysis of policy.  
• Nothing is worse than being loud and wrong. Our coalitions must include activist scholars and we must 
commit ourselves to a serious consideration of data.  
• Moral issues are not impractical. They can be translated into policy that is sustainable and that produces 
measurable positive outcomes. 
10. Coordinate use of all forms of social media: video, text, Twitter, Facebook and so forth.   3
• Mainstream media outlets are often unable to tell a story that doesn’t fit within the established narrative. 
• We must tell our own story. Social media afford us multiple outlets for the consciousness-raising that 
movements have always depended upon. Use them all. 
11. Engage in voter registration and education.  
• The political power of fusion coalitions is based upon a diversified electorate that recognizes common 
interests. Extremists understand this. They have invested heavily in restricting voting rights and dividing 
potential allies.  
• We must engage voters in each election, educating them about how candidates have voted or committed to 
vote on issues that are part of our shared moral agenda.  
 E.g., tactical media coordinated across platforms, especially to share narratives, facts, and analysis not frequently 3
shared on mainstream outlets. But most importantly, find dialogic, popularly available forums in which to share 
counter-narratives, and underrepresented stories.
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12. Pursue a strong legal strategy.  
• A moral movement rooted in constitutional values needs a strong legal team and a commitment to 
mobilizing in the courtroom.  
• The future we imagine and embody in the streets must be established in our state houses and affirmed by 
our courts. We cannot neglect this piece of our common life. 
13. Engage the cultural arts.  
• A moral movement is only as strong as the songs we sing together. Study the history of cultural arts in 
freedom movements,  and bring music, the spoken word, storytelling, and visual arts into your organizing. 4
• Make sure the images in your art and actions convey the same message you are proclaiming with words. 
Speak the truth, sing the truth, and use art to help people imagine the future they cannot yet see. 
14. Resist the “one moment” mentality; we are building a movement! 
• No one victory will usher in beloved community; no single setback can stop us.  
• We are building up a new world, moving forward together toward freedom and justice for all. 
Poor People’s Campaign: A National Call for Moral Revival  
Launched 2018 
“The Poor People's Campaign: A National Call for Moral Revival is uniting people across the country to 
challenge the evils of systemic racism, poverty,  the war economy, ecological devastation, & the nation’s 
distorted morality.” —> poorpeoplescampaign.org  
A joint project of 
Repairers of the Breach: Building a Moral Movement —> breachrepairers.org  
Kairos: The Center for Religions, Rights, and Social Justice —> kairoscenter.org 
• Moral Budget 2019 —> poorpeoplescampaign.org/budget/ 
• Poor People’s Campaign Launch 2018 —> kairoscenter.org/next-phase-kairos/  
• Fundamental Principles —> poorpeoplescampaign.org/fundamental-principles/  
• Leader in War on Poverty Opens a New Front: Coal AshPollution —> bit.ly/coal-ash-poverty  
 The history of cultural arts in freedom movements also includes dance—as protest, as joy, as collective/spiritual 4
practice (see P-O-W-E-R circle in HKonJ recordings of youth dance circle, her name is ____(person calls their 
name), she comes from _____ (home), and she’s got the power ‘cause she does-it like-this (person dances, and whole 
crowd mirrors their movement, saying ‘cause we do it like this. P.O.W.E.R. we’ve got the power cause we do it like 
this…. do it like this. Participants can then call out an issue that matters to them in place of name. Each participant 
who jumps into the center of the circle then calls the next person in.  
Or, see the joyful practices of dance, e.g., “LGBTQ Sparkle Dance outside VP Pence’s home for anti-LGBTQ 
legislation” (2017) and practices especially in anti-apartheid South African and Black Consciousness movements 
that brought dance as collective strength, in defiant and dedicated presence building on traditions of understanding 
dance as a conduit for divine presence.  
Or, see the practice of dance in/as prayer in the U.S. (even in churches and temples), with groups like UIC in Stokes 
County, and with dancers featured in Breach Repairers and other justice movements’ programming. Communities 
making space and time for embodiment without words—of bodily movement and bodily stillness, just as with music 
and with shared silence—is a core practice of contemplative presencing, imagination building, and offering a spark 
of energy to participants and witnesses alike amidst long-haul social change and justice struggles.
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SNCC as an organizing legacy in HKonJ, FTMM, and PPC 
 Based on formal interviews, informal conversations, critical participant/performance ethnography 
with organizing leaders in each (most richly 2014-2019, but within informal community participatory and 
action affiliations from 2007–), I want to suggest that the HKonJ coalition, much of the contemporary 
NAACP NC and its Forward Together Moral Movement—as well as the Poor People’s Campaign: A 
National Call for Moral Revival that sprung from it, have unfolded most in the lineage of SNCC 
(Southern Non-Violent Coordinating Committee), founded in 1960 at Shaw University, an HBCU in 
Raleigh, NC. (See contemporary Youth Organizing Institute and others, based on Ella Baker’s wisdoms). 
1. Ella Baker, a SNCC “elder” and NC-born luminary sets forth a mobilizing principle:  
• “I use the term radical in its original meaning--getting down to and understanding the root cause. It 
means facing a system that does not lend itself to your needs and devising means by which you 
change that system” (1969).  
• Per group-centered leadership and emphasis that “the movement was concerned with the moral 
implications of racial discrimination for the ‘whole world’ and the ‘Human Race’” see: “Bigger 
than a Hamburger” by Ella Baker (1960) on SNCC actions 
• —> historyisaweapon.com/defcon1/bakerbigger  
2. What is an organizer?   
• “A radical organizer wants to get to the root of things, and [an organizer] knows that getting to the 
root of things means getting to people. [An organizer] knows that because [they] know that at the 
root of the problems of America is the fact that a very few people make most of the important 
decisions for most of the people.” —Mike Miller, 1964  
• Miller builds on Ella Baker’s definition of “radical” and of organizing that asks questions, listens 
most of all, and is always trying to get people talking to each other, because an organizer likes 
people—all kinds of people—and trusts that people in affected communities know best about what 
they need. See: “What is an Organizer?” by Mike Miller (1964) of SNCC  
• —> crmvet.org/docs/miller-organizing.pdf 
3. Fusion Movement principles—two sites of reference (transcriptions, among now 100s of options). 
(A) HKonJ keynote 2017, Rev. Dr. Barber (transcribed from crowd) 
“The radical ideas of one generation become 
common sense for the next. I dislike spontaneity as 
a description of our movement. THIS has a, we 
have deep roots,  
seeds sown by people who have long since left the 
earth  but are blessing us from heaven.  
Artists, activists, everyday people. It is important 
for us to have an analysis.   
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…Y’all [here] will stand anywhere, anytime and in 
front of anybody. In extreme weather or not, you've 
been standing together against extremism ever 
since abolition. You're the moral movement 
together.  
Battles waged by people who may never see the 
victory in their lifetime. They persist nonetheless. 
It will come. 
Race always seems to have a new code language: 
states’ rights, neighborhood schools, law and order, 
entitlement reform. You don’t need the n-word, just 
do it that way.  
Break UP Black-white-Brown coalitions. Lock the 
south, the rust belt, the suburbs in the north.  
This wasn’t top-down, but “local”—bottom on up. 
School boards. And county commissions. State 
legislatures on up. Wealthy oligarchs know they 
cannot hold onto power in truly democratic 
elections. Foreign and domestic, that is the 
pressure on the heart of democracy. We must 
reconstruct it, be the moral de-fib-rill-a-tor! Shock 
it back to life. […] We have to have an analysis: 
race, income, health, labor, gender, immigration, 
education, voting rights.  
We must have eternal dissatisfaction with poverty, 
racism, militarism, suppression.  
From abolition—Quakers and Blacks and others 
came together, a coalition, fusion movement.    
Women voting—Sojourner Truth spoke what 
brought Elizabeth Cady Stanton, what brought 
white women and Black women together for 
women’s voting rights, that being told ‘it’s not the 
time to address it’ was what white women were told 
by men to suppress their votes. […] 
Members of legislative bodies are mortals,  
not God. We know that bowing down to them  
is not an option.  
 How do we handle the guilt of the past?  
 How do we smile when our heart is broken?  
 Stand-stand!!! Through swamps of racism,   
 rain, pain, hurt.  …Stand!  …Stand!”  
[10x building call/response—then band plays Sly 
& Family Stone Stand! live, people cheer and 
continue this in dancing in place, turning to one 
another in fellowship and response].  
(B) Dec. 2016 civil disobedience at NC General Assembly. (transcribed from Fusion Films livestream) 
 Background: Dozens are trying to get in to proceedings on the legislative floor on camera, hundreds 
had gathered outside just before this. The door is locked. In what should be public sessions, decisions are 
being made behind closed doors by a gerrymandered-into-power, “unconstitutionally constituted” 
legislative body that has built itself a “super-majority”. Their proceedings have included: blockading the 
substantive redrawing of voting maps the U.S. Supreme Court ruled necessary because of the “almost 
surgical precision” with which racism was instituted into districting; stripping the new governor of 
capacity to appoint; making the state court system—which relies on visage of “neutrality”—partisan after 
an unexpected win for a Black judge at the state level. Spontaneous remarks, among the crowd of people 
installing themselves on the second floor, looking in. 
REV. BARBER: “They are NOT powerful.  
If they were powerful, they wouldn’t be doing this. 
We wanna win living wages, these officers gonna 
get some more money.  
 
…Some of them don’t want to do this. Some may 
be sick of tired of them using you to arrest people.  
Following the constitution, yes, but not arresting. 
Some have refused to handcuff us. 
Like John Lewis: sit down on the floor in there. 
Refuse to be okay with it. 
Let us be clear—we are not the weak ones here. 
We are not the weak ones. They wanted to do it in 
the dark. Wanted to do it without the lights of the 
cameras. They didn’t want the cameras here, but 
they’re here. The state is blowing up with people 
saying, this is ridiculous. It gave us the ability to 
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organize one of the biggest, one of the most mass-
ive moral marches on Raleigh (2016: 80,000+) 
You are actually experiencing Christmas.  
Right now. It’s not about a tree. But about a battle 
between good and evil. About a political struggle 
between the politics of love and justice, and the 
politics of hate and revenge. … Herod wanted to 
manipulate the system. Go against the people’s 
will. You are taking your place, continuing  
 to stand up, that IS Christmas.   
….How many of you say:  
I am here and I refuse to Shut Up. Not going to 
move as long as they are in session. They can try 
to move us out of here, but we won’t move from 
fighting, going back, keeping on organizing. House 
in session?  
Line up at every door, everyone that will, knock on 
the door: Let the people in, this is the People’s 
House. ALL POLITICAL POWER DERIVES 
FROM THE PEOPLE. Doesn’t derive from 
anybody else.”  
POLICE: “The glass is thin, it’s subject to break.”  
BARBER: “Well, it shouldn’t be locked to start 
with. Lawyers advised you they are out of order. 
House, Senate are not in session.”  
POLICE: “If you do you have, you…! [inaudible]” 
BARBER: “[To police] You Cannot pre-medit-
atively arrest us, that is called profiling. [To crowd] 
Don’t get DISTRACTED. That’s a distraction.  
Listen, you paid for everything in here. You don’t 
have to knock on the glass. That’s not going to 
break. Start knocking on the doors, the floors.  
This is the thing I want you to hear today. This is 
strategic—arrest the loudest and get the leaders. I 
want to step back, but to make sure you 
understand: this is the People’s movement.  
Understand this today. Not about any 1 person. Not 
about any 1 person. … SO, when the time comes.  
They’re creating rules. “You can’t be here.”  This 
fell before in court. This will fall in court. Creating 
other rule now. This is not the officers—this is 
Berger and Moore. This is fear.  
Never in the history of this building have they put 
up these red partitions [red velvet ropes on gold 
stands block doors, windows of 2nd floor where 
people normally sit to watch public proceedings].  
They are SCARED to see you, scared to see your 
signs. Because you’re convicting them.  
The Governor has the right to appointment of his 
staff. …Fear!  They are afraid of the possibility of 
living wages. It doesn’t please the oligarchy 
supporting them.  
Medicaid. “…I vote and I get healthcare!?”   
…They’ll never stop voting!  [crowd laughter] 
A majority of people in the state want healthcare. 
79% of NC wants to vote on a living wage.  
They are OUT OF STEP with NC, with morality, 
with our constitution.  
Walk this way, line up on this door. LET US IN. 
We are not gonna let you knock on the door.”  
POLICE (1): “You Will Stop. You will stop!” [— 
really freaking out —]    
BARBER: “Wisconsin stayed in their legislature of 
weeks. …This young man, he said: “I’ll go, I 
served my country for 20 years. I believe in 
Democracy.” You can’t arrest somebody in 
advance of what you think they’re going to do.  
A veteran—he fought too hard. 22 years. Don’t try 
to block him from the door.  
You can’t tell him before he does something.”  
VETERAN: “I fought in Afghanistan, Iraq, I 
fought for freedom all around the world.  
…And for me to come back home to this???   
 That’s not freedom, that’s fascist. 
When I knock on this door, I am knocking on the 
door for the millions of people who voted    
in the state of NC. For a Governor, for him to be 
able to have his power.  
To be able to make the best decisions for 
education, healthcare, welfare, for housing.  
I didn’t defend my country for somebody to tell us 
we can’t exercise our constitutional rights. I knock 
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on this door for freedom—for democracy, for 
North Carolina.  Let Us In.”   
[A young/40s man, Black, powerful-calm presence, 
he is unafraid yet in shock at how intense it is.] 
POLICE (2): “Do you know you’ll be arrested?    
GRAMMA: [An elder woman, self-proclaimed 
“Gramma” white, turns and knocks.]  
BARBER: Arrests Grammas.  1 is crying.   
  Shame. Shame. Shame. 
GRAMMA:  [She is crying, tears streaming, her 
body shaking she is so upset/moved] [in 
background: I guess there is a decimal level on the 
first amendment?] 
   
BARBER:  Of your own free will and accord — 
as Fannie Lou Hamer, Ella Baker said When the 
people see the light, they don’t need the leader. I’m 
nobody special, I’m half crippled, Arrest me, Put 
me under the jail but this movement ain’t gon’ stop 
These are not tr—p-ites, it’s not a personality cult   
[laughs in disbelief] 
Y’all [to crowd] should be offended if they are 
trying to suggest that 1 old country black preacher  
…can make y’all leave your job! 
Hope has 2 daughters — anger, and courage. …
Angry? Got any courage? …Get louder, and 
maybe they are going to arrest you. They would 
not allow people…Hundreds of people, refusing to 
back down to totalitarianism, the characteristics of 
fascism. But do not allow them to think that if I go 
you go.  The truth of the matter is “We The 
People.” “We The People.” Let them, as we sing — 
at Moral Monday — Let them Hear You. 
Do what is on your heart to do—as long as it is 
nonviolent and within your constitutional rights 
…The constitution does not say ‘Protest but ONLY 
if you do it delicately enough. …But: do it quietly 
enough. …Well then let your voices be heard! 
BARBER: My Latino Brother. [To police officer]. 
— I see hate on your face. You have been through 
a lot of training to deal with this, But still you 
cannot. I see hate on your face.  
POLICE (3): “No I am stressed,  
     trying to stop a fight.”  
BARBER: No, I see hate on your face.  
SOMEONE NEARBY: “Where are you from?” 
POLICE (3): “From here, from Raleigh.” 
BARBER: Grammas, Veterans, Mothers, Young 
People. Challenge them. 
 Profiling people before they have ever  
 done anything.  
…Scared of a moral movement, scared of us 
coming together. Didn’t even stand up for his own 
people, Berger, when coal ash spilled in. 
He can smile, but he’s bad as Tr—p’s lies and 
loudness. Or Moore—blatant, meanness. [These 
policies seeking] Apartheid, fascism. 
 People are  simply trying to get access,  
 so they can listen to deliberations! 
They won’t even let media in to listen to    
deliberations. The constitution is clear:     
secret societies a bad thing for our government.We 
are tremendously bothered by what we are seeing
—be sure, this is my last comment.  
They are doing this out of fear.  …We stand for a 
politics of Christmas—of love, good will, justice. 
The Politics of Herod will not ultimately succeed.  
Fight in courts will happen—this is ugly. Telling 
them how loud they can be, then arresting—it’s …
unconstitutional. There’s no decimal level on your 
ability to protest. …The business they are doing 
here today is unconstitutional — immoral. 
Medicaid Expansion: there are thirty thousand 
veterans who’d otherwise be covered.  
You tell our story. Not Black vs. white vs. Brown 
vs. gay vs. straight vs. Republican, Democrat.  
This is Right vs. wrong.  The Majority of the 
people that would get Medicaid are—56% white. 
The very people that voted for [Moore, Berger]. 
POLICE: Multiple warnings have been given about 
noise complaints. For the House and the Senate. 
CROWD: Booooooo [ much louder and drowns 
out yelling into megaphone.  Police start pushing 
camera. Knocking continues on brass door/window 
frames. People keep walking up, past red velvet 
partitions on gold stands, continuing to knock.]
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APPENDIX E:  Patient Partnerships for Activation 
I. Center for Patient Partnerships / Patient Support Clinic Vision 
II. Democratizing Palliative Care Resources 
III. Breast Cancer Action and NCHR Support Materials 
I. CPP / Patient Support Clinics — Barbara’s Big Dream! 
Background: Barbara narrates the nature of the Center for Patient Partnerships vision, both as a former 
healthcare lawyer (and attempted M.Div. with social work certification) and as a patient and advocate 
facing stage IV cancer. (2009)  
• —> bit.ly/barbara-dream (5 min)  
Interviewer (I): Alright so tell us—describe one 
of your big dreams.
 
Barbara (B): One of my big dreams is to start a 
Center for Patient Partnerships.
I would love to have practitioners of all different 
kinds of disciplines—like law, medicine, 
psychiatry, social work, theology—to gather 
together to help people negotiate the healthcare 
system.
 
So I’m—as I envisioned it, it could be headed up 
by practitioners, kind of mentoring students.  
Kind of a practical clinic thing—maybe they 
could get credit for it, you know, tied into the 
university. And, you know, they would have the 
opportunity to work with someone who's really in 
crisis, and help them figure out how to make it 
through this really challenging time in their life.
 
For example: social workers tend to help only 
certain groups of people [based on legal 
designations or other limits to services rendered 
per federal poverty level], and there are lots of 
people who need all kinds of help.
 
A lot of times, with respect to the theology piece 
of it, people are not always honest with their 
ministers, pastors, spiritual leaders, about how 
they're really feeling. They won’t sometimes, 
always, express the fear, doubts that they might be 
having about their situation. And, so, to have kind 
of a neutral third party they don't even know yet, 
to bounce it off—that may be great practice for, 
you know, people being
trained in that area.
 
And then, certainly, law students would have lots 
of fun fighting with insurance companies for 
really good reasons. You know it could have 
affects in communities in a positive way.
 
So I would love to, again, just see, you know, 
some kind of a center where people come together 
to help people who are in tremendous need. And I 
think it's gonna happen!
 
I:  So, what’re some things you have in place?
 
B: Well. With this with this dream—I was a 
healthcare lawyer, and I started on a, another path, 
began for a while, Divinity School and the School 
of Social Work, with the idea of creating this 
dream. But then, I got sick, um, I got stage IV 
cancer, and now I really like,  
 I REALLY know how hard it is  
 to negotiate the system.  
And I have to say that practical experience is 
tremendously helpful.
 So, I also have connections at Duke University, at 
UNC, not, not deep connections—I know some 
people—but I’m hoping that, you know, if I could 
get in with the right people, maybe we could 
really get this … So, I have motivation, desire, 
you know, and there's a tremendous need.
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I: So what are some of the things that you still 
need to make this dream happen?
 
B: Well, I think I need to meet the right people in 
order to get the buy-in from universities, you 
know, the people in power, to buy into this idea, 
and then certainly money to make it happen.
 
I’m thinking there could be grants, maybe from 
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, or you know, 
different kinds of health-related entities, just to, 
you know, keep it up and running. It’s not ever—
it would be a non-profit—it would never be a, you 
know, money-making kind of thing, but just 
enough to be sustaining.
 
…So, I need relationships, and if anybody has 
done anything like this, I'd love to have their 
guidance on how to do it—what works what 
doesn't work. And, in particular, also how to, I 
would like to know more about how to motivate 
students to be really excited and really committed 
to participating in this process.
 
I: Why, why is this dream important to you?
 
B: Um—because I, I’ve seen so much suffering, 
really. I have been doing volunteer counseling for 
a number of years, and it was healthcare. Where, 
when you are sick, you don't have the energy, or 
the resources to fight for yourself— or against 
people saying “No” or, you know, just to learn 
what's out there, you know, in terms of the help 
that you need.
 So, I mean, I have seen the need and then again, 
you know, when I got sick. WOW, you know, that, 
that practical reality. 
…I was very fortunate to have an advocate in my 
mother, who would work for me—I was just too 
sick to mess with the insurance company. She did 
it for me. I really appreciated it. I mean, I can't 
begin to tell you how much.  
Or, you know, just to serve as a go-between  
and communicating with caregivers and that sort 
of thing.
 
So, tremendous need, that’s why I'm really 
passionate about it.
 
I: Why is it important for people to go after their 
big dreams? Now, after living the life that you’ve 
lived, so why is it important?
 
B: Well, it is absolutely vital to do that because 
it’s essential to, to, life you know, to have a 
meaningful time on the planet. You know, we’re 
really privileged to be here any day,  
and [we] should make the most of each and every 
day—and find ways to help each other.  
And one way to do that is by living fully who we 
are and encouraging others to fully live who they 
are. And if we all do that? It will be a much better 
experience for all of us.
 
I: Thank you.
B: Thank you!
______________________________ 
II. Next Steps 
Next steps fold in to Barbara’s dream above, our many conversations on this topic, and my learning in 
Flipping Cancer and Environmental Justice Communities of Concern alongside current patients, 
caregivers, and clinicians. U.S. healthcare market participants must gain radically democratized access to, 
communication about, and funded support for multiple, layered, and high quality palliative/supportive 
care resources and emergency assistance advising in underserved settings. This is especially vital for 
persons with advanced illnesses, for patients enduring (and clinicians enacting) implicit racial bias that 
harms health, quality of living/dying, and for persons in the healthcare insurance “coverage gap" or in 
environmental health “sacrifice zones” or in situations such as escaping gendered violence, living in sub-
par housing/concentrated poverty, or working in low-wage jobs where it is impossible to make ends meet. 
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A.   Models for Action — Center for Patient Partnerships or Patient Support Clinics 
• NCONA: Addresses medical system, social inequity barriers via oncology navigators, ncona.org 
• Center for Medicine, Health, + Society: Vanderbilt U., per structural competency, vanderbilt.edu/mhs 
• Medical-Legal Partnership + CO Health Equity Project: Dayna Bowen Matthew (Just Medicine 2016, 
“Medical-Legal Partnerships and Mental Health”), co-founder: “Colorado Health Equity Project—a 
medical legal partnership whose mission is to remove barriers to good health for low income clients by 
providing legal representation, research, and policy advocacy.” 
• CAARE Durham, NC (Dr. Sharon Elliot Bynum legacy): Center for Accessible, Affordable Health, 
Research, and Education, caareinc.org  
• SHAC, Student Health Action Coalition:  med.unc.edu/shac + HHIVE + Complex Cases Rotation 
• Supportive Care at Cornucopia House:  cancersupport4u.org  
• UW Madison: Center for Patient Partnerships (well, name taken!), Med School,  patientpartnerships.org 
• Smith Center for Healing + the Arts (Washington D.C.), smithcenter.org 
• Pathfinders: stage IV cancer resources addressing clinical, spiritual, familial, social aspects 
• Medical Legal Partnership of Legal Aid of NC (Durham): “an alliance between health care providers 
and lawyers to benefit low-income and at-risk residents of Durham and surrounding counties. It 
provides an opportunity for medical providers to refer patients for legal assessment in situations where 
a non-medical obstacle is impairing the overall health of a patient.” bit.ly/medical-legal  
B.   Values / Directions (a small start…) 
• Structural competency (beyond cultural competency, per structuralcompetency.org and Metzl et al): 
• “Structural competency calls for a new approach to the relationships among race, class, and 
symptom expression. It bridges research on social determinants of health to clinical interventions, 
and prepares clinical trainees to act on systemic causes of health inequalities.” 
• Bring multiple sets of resources—institutional, interdisciplinary—to bear on behalf of patients.  
• Past specific hospital system, insurance coverage silos — and geographic, financial barriers.  
• Multi-disciplinary framework that exceeds impulse to instrumentalize patient “stories” for 
sponsoring entities’ benefit. How stories activate—beyond awareness, or even advocacy or 
activism that waxes and wanes (if taken alone)—necessary change and reflexivity. 
• Reimbursement structures for artists, body workers, complementary and alternative medicine 
practitioners 
• Usually not salaried as clinicians or academicians are, so cannot sustainably offer in volunteer 
or one-off (also gives continuity to patients, caregivers, healthcare providers benefitting) 
• Such offerings are highly valued by patients and should also be by funding and authorizing 
institutions whose goals of improved health outcomes and patient wellness are improved 
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• How might a CPP/PSC act as a “one stop shop” to address multiple intersecting issues? This is 
especially vital as many injustices arise from and are revealed by advanced illness, health crises.  
• e.g., job loss or reduced hours, shifting (dis)ability experiences, home foreclosure or late rent, 
stress on marriages, stress on schoolwork, stress on parenting, threats to fertility from health 
crisis/treatment, crises of faith / community belonging / sense of meaning, transportation and 
food desert issues, physical or emotional abuse issues within family compounding, potential 
bankruptcy due to healthcare bills, navigating difficult conversations with clinical care team 
and with family, dealing with overlapping effects of adverse childhood events (ACEs) 
• Palliative care and supportive care must be valued as central in cancer experiences (and beyond) 
• Imperative for advanced illnesses — uncertainty around overall survival, disease/treatment 
progression and side effects, and financial toxicity/stress of affording healthcare. 
• Social isolation, exhaustion, understandable and yet under-treated depression, anxiety 
(which, when unaddressed worsens disease severity via inflammation, stress hormones, 
insomnia, and interferes with treatment efficacy; and when addressed, improves health 
outcomes—see Lutgendorf et al 2008-2019, IOM 2003). 
• Adapting resources to all mobility, pain, fatigue levels—e.g., not vigorous yoga but gentle 
tai chi, not full band with amplifier but sound bath/music meditation, small group/duo 
opportunities for people to connect with one another without having to do so in front of a 
large group (this turns many folks off of so-called support groups) 
• Healthcare providers should also benefit at a systemic level from palliative/supportive care 
resources—especially if working with persons with advanced illnesses and their unique stresses.  
• Beyond rhetoric, institutions must shift funding/time structures (even slightly) to promote 
use of more palliative/supportive care opportunities by clinicians and staff, onsite and off.  
• Wellness promotion can be supported across a range of participant-elected opportunities, to 
uphold inextricably physical-mental-emotional-spiritual-social aspects of jobs/personhood. 
• Incentivize via CME credit hours for providers to seek wellness resources for themselves. 
• Programming on implicit bias in medicine—proactive and responsive 
• Racial, gender, class, and other implicit biases that cost lives can be regularly offered through a 
CPP / PSC model for clinical providers, staff, and others (CME hours) —> proactive 
• “Open walk-in” advising for patients, family caregivers, healthcare providers concerned about 
implicit bias affecting healthcare —> responsive 
• Programming on taboo issues, confidential dialogue + resources, e.g., 
• Death/dying processes—for people in all stages of life and health/disease challenges. Goals for 
healthcare, goals for end of life and ideal vision for quality of dying. Familiarizing patient and 
caregivers with legal, spiritual, emotional, interpersonal preparatory steps and opportunities. 
• Sex and sexuality while dealing with health crises 
• Parenting and kids’ resentment at parent being sick; many adolescents / teens experience this 
• Humor and illness / health challenge — laughter and jokes about difficulties, being real 
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• Familiarizing with practices across cultural difference in health/healing modalities, crisis 
response, dying processes and death, mourning and individual/communal roles 
• Direct advocacy + activation opportunities for people who face advanced illnesses 
• Advocacy and acting / working / servant-leading on behalf of others is 1 of many forms of 
making meaning, connecting with sense of purpose, ongoing life within community, and 
affirming one’s talents and capacities. It boosts self-confidence, social support circles, and 
positioning self and circumstance of advanced illness in wider context with similar others. 
• Give space for activation: beyond awareness, and even beyond advocacy in the abstract (e.g. 
policy petitions online), and beyond activism that pops up/back for frontlines-only visibility. 
Allow for a range of intersectional organizing approaches beyond just health-philanthropy models 
• Develop advocacy resources at local, regional, national, global level for persons facing life-
threatening illnesses and health crises to peruse; ideally have quarterly group facilitation to 
discern site-specific participants’ evolving priorities for how they most want to use energy 
• Locations ensure ease of access for patients, caregivers, clinicians networks of distributed action 
• e.g., 1x a month in rural areas, transportation deserts, and other underserved areas in a public 
library—not a hospital or place of faith, or other territories that would keep some from attending 
• Meet to confidentially share with trained professionals who will help connect you to resources, 
practitioners, and options to choose from for next steps, based on the overlap of your particular 
issues. Ongoing check-ins in model of oncology navigation, but democratize this type of 
“guidance” resource for navigating healthcare systems and illness terrains—beyond 1 disease or 
particular healthcare system, per se. Tele-health options, but priority is in person guidance even if 
tuning into a tele-health resource developed to share across multiple rural/underserved networks. 
____________________ 
III. Breast Cancer Action Resources 
A. Breast cancer is not just personal it is a social justice issue and a public health epidemic. 
• Health inequities + social justice in breast cancer  
 principles       health is not just healthcare —> bit.ly/inequity-bc  
 webinars on racial justice diverse drug trials —> bit.ly/clinical-inclusion    
      race/place matter —> bit.ly/race-place-matter 
 webinars on workers’ health: firefighters —> bit.ly/bc-fire-fighter     
      nail salons —> bit.ly/bc-nail-salon-workers  
       with ca-hns —> cahealthynailsalons.org 
• Universal healthcare: principles, webinar (physician advocate + patient) 
 principles: healthcare coverage    —> bcaction.org/universal-healthcare   
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 webinar: healthcare coverage    —> bit.ly/bca-uhc-webinar 
  principles: health equity    —> bit.ly/bc-disparity 
   
• Quality Treatment in breast cancer  
 principles of informed consent, literacy via treatment terms glossary    —> bit.ly/new-bc 
  webinar on think tanks seeking to gut/circumvent  FDA regs    —> bit.ly/RTT-v-false-hope  
  webinar on being “priced out” by high cost of cancer drugs    —> bit.ly/priced-out-drugs  
• Environment, Fossil Fuel Economies and breast cancer 
 knowledge sharing: carcinogens in fracking operations  —> bit.ly/do-not-frack-with-health 
  
 principles: breast cancer and the environment  —> bit.ly/bc-environment  
   
• Mammography over-simplification 
 knowledge sharing: over-treatment without reducing mortality   —> bit.ly/mammography-bc  
 knowledge sharing: DCIS and stage “0” (non) cancers   —> bit.ly/d-c-i-s  
• Metastatic Breast Cancer 
 principles (just out in summer 2019 per community requests) —> bit.ly/bca-mbc  
  knowledge sharing: human gene patents  —> http://bit.ly/gene-patent-bc  
B. Think Before You Pink — addressing pinkwashing 
Resources for Critical Consumers + Walkers + Activators 
1.  4Q’s to Ask Before You Buy Pink       2.  4Q’s to Ask Before You Walk for Breast Cancer 
3.  Think Before You Pink ® Toolkit  4.  History of the Pink Ribbon   —> bit.ly/TB4UP-resources 
       
TB4UP Campaigns since 2002  —> thinkbeforeyoupink.org   
____________________ 
National Center for Health Research Resources 
—> center4research.org   —> usapatientnetwork.org  
BCAction in Coalition — As an NC / East Coast liaison for Breast Cancer Action, I have attended two 
PCORI-sponsored trainings (Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute) NCHR curated and hosted.  
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Participant advocates from across the U.S. gained literacy to equip us, as public participants in processes 
to improve and hold accountable the private industry players in FDA drug/device approval, regulation, 
and knowledge production. The goal is to do so in more grassroots ways—versus astroturf sponsorship by 
pharmaceutical companies’ (necessarily) biased interests. E.g., majority of patient testimony has been via 
biopharma lobby that sponsors patients' travel, lodging and other costs/perks to testify for the drug in a 
curated, often emotionally-charged and “I am the exception who should make the rule” approach—and 
thus protected from questions/critique, see “Affective Economies” (Buchbinder and Timmermans 2014). 
Solidarity — It has been an incredible boost to know that we are not alone as patients and/or caregivers 
affected by adverse events or side effects from drugs and devices that remain understudied for their 
unintended consequences. Many are now a part of the self-formed USA Patient Network via alumni of 
these trainings. I am moved by our connection across a huge range of otherwise silo-ed health issues and 
diagnoses on the common themes of policy and private industry accountability, funding transparency for 
who stories the stakes, and making central otherwise underrepresented patients’ will, wellness, 
knowledge, and safety. 
• Issues — NCHR         —> center4research.org/speaking-out-on-health-issues 
• Enhancing study diversity—gender, ethnicity and race—in clinical trial populations as a 
federal requirement in FDA approvals, versus pharmaceutical companies’ opt-out  
• Post-market studies and advocacy for recall of dangerous or ineffective medical devices and 
drugs with emergent data that is not currently required to be tracked by FDA 
• Research on surrogate endpoints and accelerated pathway approvals that undermine health 
while rushing cancer drugs to market, in particular (through “rare disease” loophole—
unfortunately cancer is not a rare disease) 
• Constructive critique of trends that may harm patients, diminish physician-patient 
interactions, e.g., informed consent, direct to consumer marketing of newly patented drugs 
• News media resource for more nuanced health communication and healthcare journalism, 
through analytic research publications, offering expert opinions, connecting affected patients to 
narrate their own stories           —> center4research.org/our-research-training 
• Organizing support resources for affected patients and clinicians, online and in person 
• Issues — USA Patient Network        —> usapatientnetwork.org/tools  
• UPN areas of interest: “Effective Cancer Treatments — Safer Medical Devices — Essure 
Complications — Prescription Drug Use and Abuse — Rare Disease — Patient Centered 
Treatments — Improved Research Design — and many more” 
• Goal: “The USA Patient Network consists of patients, caregivers, and their friends and family 
members that are united by a common goal:  to make sure that medical treatments are as safe, 
effective, and as affordable as possible.”  
• Representation: “Representing individuals from across the United States, we are educating 
ourselves and others about the treatment standards that are most important to us, including 
improving quality of life, and the symptoms and health outcomes that matter most to patients.”   
• Transparency, avoiding COI (conflicts of interest): A major aspect of our work is to provide 
patients’ perspectives to federal agencies and medical and public health researchers. Unlike 
most patient groups, the USA Patient Network does not accept funding from pharmaceutical or 
medical device companies, or insurance companies.” 
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____________________ 
A coda of sorts — Barbara addresses the “domain of the 
unspeakable” in cancer communication. This was a follow-
up to her change.org petition to receive insurance coverage 
approval for proton beam therapy. In the loop and aggregate 
of similar “themes” this arose in my box, and Barbara 
responded thus, cc’ing close family:  
Subject: Re: "F Cancr" 
Date: April 23, 2013 
Once again a team effort!: (Join in if you haven't!) 
What's the F-uss? Stop F-omenting F-oolishness and F-ulminating F-rustration: This plate is not F-
ilth! (How F-ar-F-etched!) Cancer is a F-reaking menace in the lives of so many innocent F-olk, and 
expressing one's self about cancer's F-rustrations can be very healing. F-or anyone F-acing cancer, 
Nick's F-ervor is a cause F-or F-estive celebration. Even if Nick uses "F" differently than I might in 
expressing my F-eelings, I believe he has that right as a matter of F-ree Speech! C'mon, be F-air; this 
is a F-ine young man F-ighting f-or Life -- let him have F-resh F-un and F-eather his cap with victory 
over this scourge! Lighten up - let Nick have a little F-arsical F-un! F-atigued by Oklahoma's F-
eckless F-astidiousness, we F-ighting cancer wish well and pray F-or a F-ine F-uture f-or Nick. His 
license plate has a F-lair f-or expression, so please be F-lexible. Do not make him F-ret about your F-
lawed F-iat. Do not F-orce him to eFF-ace his plate. F-orgive. F-orbear!  
Oklahoma Tax Comission: Renew Nick Williams' License Plate! 
By Nick W., Pauls Valley, Oklahoma 
 “My name is Nicholas Williams. I'm a 32 year old dad and husband who is fighting brain cancer. Over 
the last 2 1/2 years I've survived chemotherapy, radiation treatments, and a surgery that left a scar running 
the length of my skull. My health isn't perfect, but I'm feeling pretty good about myself and my situation, 
and I still have a lot of fight left in me. 
 Which is good because now I'm not just fighting cancer -- I'm also fighting the Oklahoma Tax 
Commission. Two years ago they granted me a vanity license plate that reads "F CANCR". But the F 
doesn't stand for what you think it does -- to me, it means FIGHT.  
 But now the Tax Commission says they've gotten a few complaints about my license plate, so they 
want to revoke it. So here I am trying to fight cancer for my life and also the Oklahoma Tax Commission 
for something I already have -- something that represents me FIGHTING a deadly disease. 
 I just don't understand why they would give me something and then try to take it away from me. I'm 
going to F this all the way. If we can show the Oklahoma Tax Commission that I've got many more 
supporters than detractors, maybe they'll finally let me have my license plate and stop trying to kick a man 
while he's down. Thank you for your support.    Nick's Petition —> bit.ly/unspeakable-fc 
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Would you eat oranges grown with oil 
wastewater? Well, you might be already, 
without even knowing it.
Bee Sweet Citrus and Wonderful Citrus, the 
U.S.’s largest citrus grower and the company 
behind Halos® mandarins, are using leftover 
wastewater from oil companies to irrigate 
their citrus—while also using pink ribbons to 
sell them. 
The use of oil wastewater for food irrigation is 
expanding rapidly in California—the U.S.’s 
third largest oil-extracting state, which also 
produces over 1/3 of the nation’s veggies and 
2/3 of its fruits and nuts. Oil corporations are 
increasingly supplying their wastewater to 
California-based agricultural companies like 
Bee Sweet and Wonderful to use for food 
irrigation during an historic drought. As this 
type of irrigation is set to expand, we believe 
this is an urgent public health issue because 
of the potentially hazardous chemicals 
associated with the oil extraction process.
Oil companies use hundreds of chemical 
additives during the oil extraction 
process—to drill, maintain and clean their 
wells. In addition, the oil extraction process 
releases chemicals that are trapped 
underground. So when oil is extracted from 
underground reservoirs, wastewater comes 
back up with it and can contain all sorts of 
chemicals. Oil wastewater used for food  
irrigation has been found to contain the 
chemical benzene, a known human 
carcinogen linked to breast cancer. The 
Environmental Protection Agency’s Maximum 
Contaminant Level Goal for benzene in 
drinking water is zero, which means “there is 
no dose below which the chemical is 
considered safe.”
Current tests of oil wastewater used for food 
irrigation only look for some of the chemicals 
used in the oil extraction process. Because of 
the gaps in testing and treatment, an 
independent council of scientists 
commissioned by the State of California 
recently recommended that wastewater from 
fracking operations should not currently be 
used to irrigate our food. But the potential 
public health risks of the chemicals in oil 
wastewater are not limited to the fracking 
process, and the report extends the 
recommendations to include wastewater from 
any oil operations. We, along with other 
public health groups and scientists, believe 
that wastewater from all oil extraction 
processes should not be used to grow our 
food, to protect both farm workers and the 
public from potential public health risks that 
have not been adequately studied.
CAMPAIGN AT A GLANCE
These agricultural leaders can do better for 
women’s health everywhere. Send a letter to 
Bee Sweet Citrus and Wonderful Citrus to 
tell them to stop pinkwashing. Tell them to 
stop irrigating their produce with oil 
wastewater and to use their power to ensure 
that oil wastewater is not used to irrigate any 
of our food.
Using oil wastewater to irrigate our food has 
not been proven safe—neither for the health 
of the public nor for the health of farm 
workers, who are exposed firsthand to these 
chemicals. In fact, an expert panel is currently 
reviewing the potential health risks associated 
with using oil wastewater for food 
irrigation—while the state is still permitting 
this type of irrigation! A growing body of 
scientific evidence demonstrates the role of 
our everyday exposure to toxic chemicals in 
increasing our risk of breast cancer. We need 
to put the brakes on this process 
immediately.    
In August 2016, our members joined with 
350,000 concerned people who wrote to 
California Governor Jerry Brown, urging him 
to end the use of oil wastewater for food 
irrigation. To date, he has failed to do so. In 
the absence of strong government action, 
we’re calling on Bee Sweet Citrus and 
Wonderful Citrus to stop using oil wastewater 
to irrigate their crops while using pink ribbons 
to sell their citrus—a practice we call 
pinkwashing.  
Instead, these two companies, which are 
huge players in their local water districts, 
should stand up for women affected by 
breast cancer. We believe they have the 
power not only to stop using oil wastewater 
to grow their own citrus crops, but also to 
stop the use of oil wastewater for growing 
food altogether.
PINKWASHING ISN’T
SWEET OR WONDERFUL
Companies use pink ribbons to gain customer 
loyalty and increase their sales. After all, pink 
ribbons are profitable. But companies shouldn’t 
put their profits before our health.
Bee Sweet Citrus puts a pink ribbon on their 
Sweetheart Mandarin labels “to achieve 
prevention, and find a cure for breast cancer in 
our lifetime.” And Wonderful Citrus 
participates in an in-store cause-marketing 
promotion called Pink Ribbon Produce, aimed 
at “uniting the produce industry in the fight for 
breast cancer.”
Both of these companies claim to care about 
women with breast cancer and are using pink 
ribbons to sell their products—all while failing 
to protect farm workers and the public from 
the potential health risks of using oil 
wastewater to irrigate their citrus. We call this 
pinkwashing.
TAKE ACTION: TELL THEM
TO STOP PINKWASHING
Visit http://www.bcaction.org/ToxicIsntTasty
to learn more and take action.
Breast Cancer Action takes on pinkwashers: 
corporations or organizations that peddle products 
linked to breast cancer while claiming to care about 
women with the disease. We’ve been doing it for years, 
and we always think it can’t get worse—until it does.
Recently, some of our members living with breast cancer 
drew our attention to the cosmetics used in a program 
for cancer patients called Look Good, Feel Better®. 
Look Good, Feel Better is run by the cosmetics 
industry’s largest trade association, the Personal Care 
Products Council, and the American Cancer Society, 
the largest cancer charity in the U.S. They hold free 
workshops that give beauty tips and complimentary 
makeup kits to women in cancer treatment—support 
that some women understandably value while facing 
a cancer diagnosis. 
The downside? Many of the products in Look Good, 
Feel Better kits, given to women with cancer, contain 
chemicals linked to increased cancer risk, including 
parabens, Teflon, and formaldehyde releasers. As if 
that’s not bad enough, some of the chemicals in Look 
Good, Feel Better products may actually interfere 
with breast cancer treatment. 
Women deserve better than this hypocritical 
pinkwashing.
We’re telling the Personal Care Products Council 
and the American Cancer Society that “Poison Isn’t 
Pretty.” Join us in demanding these multi-million 
dollar industry giants stop pinkwashing and start 
protecting women’s health.
Now that would really make us feel better.
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TAKE ACTION
All of us—cancer patients, workers, consumers, EVERYONE—deserve safe personal care products that don’t 
increase our risk of breast cancer or interfere with breast cancer treatment. 
UÊ Sign our letter to the Personal Care Products Council and the American Cancer Society to demand they 
stop pinkwashing! Demand they refuse to allow any corporation that uses harmful chemicals in their 
personal care products to participate in their Look Good, Feel Better program. This is an important first step 
in showing they’re really willing to protect patients and prevent cancer.
UÊ Share your personal story about why you want these pinkwashers to start protecting women’s health. 
UÊ Spread the word about our campaign in-person and through social media.
CAMPAIGN
AT A GLANCE
Visit http://www.bcaction.org/poisonisntpretty to learn more and take action.
WHAT’S IN THE LOOK GOOD, FEEL BETTER MAKEUP KITS? 
Member companies of the Personal Care Products Council, such 
as Avon, Estee Lauder, and Mary Kay, donate their cosmetic and 
personal care products for the Look Good, Feel Better kits given 
to cancer patients. Outrageously, many of these donated products 
contain chemicals linked to increasing cancer risk or interfering with 
breast cancer treatment, including:
UÊ Parabens: These chemicals may increase breast cancer risk by 
mimicking the hormone estrogen. And methylparaben, which 
was found in the kit, may also interfere with the effectiveness 
of a common breast cancer treatment, Tamoxifen.1
UÊ Formaldehyde releasers: Chemicals like diazolidinyl urea 
and DMDM hydantoin slowly and continuously release small 
amounts of formaldehyde, a known human carcinogen.
UÊ Fragrance: The term “fragrance” often hides ingredients that are hormone disruptors and carcinogens, as 
well as sensitizers that can trigger uncomfortable side effects for women undergoing treatment for breast 
cancer.
UÊ Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE): Commonly known as Teflon (yes, that Teflon), this ingredient can be 
contaminated with the possible carcinogen perfluorooctonoic acid (PFOA), which is known to modify 
mammary gland development.
WHO IS AT RISK OF TOXIC CHEMICAL EXPOSURE IN COSMETICS?
UÊ Patients: Look Good, Feel Better workshops are offered to women who are in active treatment for cancer. 
Cancer patients may be especially vulnerable to chemicals, which makes it especially unconscionable to 
offer them products with ingredients that can interfere with their treatment or increase their cancer risk. 
UÊ Workers: The program’s products aren’t just putting cancer patients at risk, but also the program’s volunteer 
cosmetologists. A recent report2 found that breast cancer risk for cosmetologists is five times higher than 
the general population.
UÊ All of us: The toxic cosmetics found in Look Good, Feel Better kits are the same products commonly found 
on our local store shelves. Currently, the regulation of cosmetic products is a sham and the Personal Care 
Products Council spends millions of dollars lobbying against cosmetic safety regulations. 
Visit http://www.bcaction.org/poisonisntpretty to learn more and take action.
year s
WAIT, AREN’T COSMETICS 
REGULATED FOR SAFETY?
Unfortunately, the personal care 
products industry is one of the 
least regulated industries in the 
U.S. Companies are not required 
to demonstrate a product is safe 
before it lands on store shelves—or 
in makeup kits.
BREAST CANCER ACTION  TEL: 415.243.9301 EMAIL: info@bcaction.org  WEB: www.bcaction.org  www.thinkbeforeyoupink.org
© 2015, Breast Cancer Action
1 Colliver, Victoria. “Study: BPA, methylparaben block breast cancer drugs.” The San Francisco Chronicle 13 Sept. 2011.  
2 Breast Cancer Fund. Working Women and Breast Cancer: The State of the Evidence. San Francisco, 2015.
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APPENDIX F: THE LILIES PROJECT 
Addressing Coal Ash Through Arts and Parks 
ArtPlace America — Creative Place Making Fund 2018-2020 
Background: Alongside community members shaping The Lilies Project, the below represents initiatives 
in which I have thus far taken part in a design, facilitation/leadership, or interviewer/documentation role 
since TLP’s launch in January 2018 (programs run to July 2020, with several plans in the works for 
ongoing projects stemming from it). I am humbled, grateful, and in awe of resident-leaders, luminary 
colleagues, and their families, with whom it has been the gift of a lifetime to partner, including in this role 
of storying and co-hosting community-building events with The Lilies Project team. 
—> Facts about Coal Ash: theliliesproject.org/the-facts  
—> Duke Energy Coal Ash Pond Closure Plans: theliliesproject.org/final-closure-plans  
• Dan River Blessing  
 —> theliliesproject.org/day-of-prayer-222019 
• Day of Prayer, Dan River, 5th anniversary of coal ash spill downstream, Feb 2019 
• Facilitation / shared ritual hosting of river blessing with clergy, affected community 
• Celebrating Courage: Holy Spirit Story + Song Workshop; PPC with Gore + Barber 
 —> see pg 3:  bit.ly/holy-spirit-story-song-with-tracey   
 —> theliliesproject.org/celebrating-courage 
• Co-led with Tracey Brown Edwards at The London School in honor of John L. Hairston 
• 65+ participants, multi-racial, intergenerational, interfaith, from across Stokes as well as 
Hairston family alumni from across U.S., Aug 2018 
• 2-hour workshop in InterPlay methods, and local story-song practices, focusing on: 
• (a) school teachers, principals who change social, personal, historical paths 
• (b) open-ended, dialogic discernment (individual, duo, and small group) about each 
participant’s spiritual gifts for leadership in social change areas that matter to them 
• (c) “river round” story and song circle in large group to share collective, group 
knowledge about what brings sustenance when most needed, supports the whole person-
in-community over the long-haul of locally-generated justice movements 
• See pg. 1 APPENDIX D, Belews Creek Steam Station-affected community hosts VP Al Gore, 
Karenna Gore, Rev. Dr. Barber II 2018. Press events at Belews Lake, Rising Star. Coverage 
in NYT “Coal Ash Pollution and Fight on Poverty” —> bit.ly/coal-ash-poverty  
• Community Booth for DEQ — True Costs of Coal Ash + Shine Your Light 
 —> bit.ly/deq-respect-belews color portraits + transcript excerpts PDF (20 participants) 
 —> Photography initiative designed, implemented by/with WillWarasila.com, Duke MFA/ED 
• Community effort / vision to clarify the situation for regulators, with Residents for Coal Ash 
Clean Up, ACT Against Coal Ash, The Lilies Project, artist-collaborators, Jan 2019 
• PDF above created for review specifically by NC DEQ Asst. Sec. Sheila Holman, DEQ staff 
ruling on Belews and other sites for ash excavation decisions Feb 2019 
!1
• Epiphany Press Conference  
 —> bit.ly/epiphany-presser-1-2019 (part 1)   —> bit.ly/epiphany-presser-2-2019 (part 2) 
• 10 community members clarify costs of coal ash, their visions for full excavation + safe, 
lined, above-ground storage on Duke Energy property with buffer upon pond closures 
• At request of RCAC/AppVoices hosted opening invocation for press conference on residents’ 
visions for ethical public policy + industrial practices, Jan 2019 
• Excavation Celebration! 
 —> bit.ly/we-made-history-belews    Belews Poster, Apr 2019 
 —> bit.ly/kick-coal-ash-spread-joy    Dance Line 
 —> bit.ly/certificates-community      Celebration Certificates to Deborah (Buck), Tracey   
                (Belews), key community leaders/visionaries across sites 
• Amen Launch — Celebrating Jester Hairston, from Egypt in Belews Creek 
 —> bit.ly/jester-hairston-launch Community dialogue + visions for what is ahead, Jan 2018 
• Fall 2019: Future Creative Place-Making Celebrations 
• Local Arts for Justice Series in several parts, builds on quarterly workshops and on bi-annual 
weekend long convening format 
• Circuits — later events will gather 1900s-1960s Stokes Co. Chitlin’ Circuit music history 
• Annual Gymnastics + Dance Show — Sept 2019 events will build on intergenerational, 
multiracial, joyful carnival festivities in legacy that joined 1st students in integrated schooling 
in Stokes Co. 1970s-1980s. (More here —> bit.ly/lilies-gymnastics, 1st reunion Dec 2018) 
• Much-anticipated Gymnastics Show events packed the house at local public schools 
and brought together youth, families, and fans in a spirit of celebration and appreciation 
1973-1987, and remain a highlight of many residents’ memories and local lore 
• Dancers and alumni from Walnut Cove joined each year, including in the mid-1980s 
with celebrated dance-phenom Ms. T. Gail Martin (Rouse), then a young company 
member with Dr. “Baba Chuck” Davis and the African American Dance Ensemble  
• Wellness Workshops— learning and experiential sessions in creative arts mixed with TLP’s 
impetus to democratize wellness modalities for stress relief, and pertinent health information 
for local residents affected by coal ash waste. (Similar to what artist Massankho Banda and I 
called “restoration of self in community” approaches and InterPlay forms in a 2018 
partnership with CHRR and UNC AAAD in central Malawi with persons facing economic 
violence and burn injuries). TLP treats arts work as an intervention toward health, addressing 
the psychological weight when “one cannot be treated as collateral damage without being 
damaged” (Theoletta Monet, 2016). Proposed sessions curated or co-facilitated: 
• (a) drumming as palliative / creative / expressive modality for people facing illness and 
under duress/overwhelm, led by chaplain Rev. Stacy Grove, Sherylyn Pitt, LCSW 
• (b) all-abilities dance forms and story + movement forms that build on local line dance 
practices, e.g., flocking, gesture choir  
• (c) planning ahead for future, larger ritual event with dance, music at site of Dan River 
Blessing—building on the first event as a model, with community vision for next 
choreographies 
!2
• Future 2020: Proposed play development / performance initiative with Stokes Co. Stories  
• Building on recent and past legacies of arts-based, multi-racial movements inspired by 
Black-led freedom strivings: 
• Saura Native Americans and African-American collaborations in the 1600s/1700s (in 
and out of freedom), according to members of the Hairston family and local residents’ 
histories passed down 
• African-American and Quaker collaborations for abolition of U.S. chattel slavery in the 
1800s 
• Amidst Jim Crow and tragically unjust “integration” in most of the U.S., Walnut Cove 
Black students’ direct action march on Main St. in 1968 to save The London School 
and the jobs of beloved Principal John L. Hairston and his teaching staff, and to 
desegregate local businesses 
• Environmental justice that has continued to find inspiring, transformational paths in the 
1990s-2010s in this particular place, as response to imposition of coal ash production 
and waste storage/seepage, fracking, voter disenfranchisement, unjust zoning, and 
government abetting private industry efforts to obscure toxins’ role in health harms; 
instead joining in multiracial collaboration, intergenerational presence and redemptive 
vision 
• Performance material may include: 
• Joining in music — from Jester Hairston’s Hollywood film compositions (African 
American spirituals adapted as he was taught by beloved grandmothers who were 
enslaved on the same land), to chitlin circuit memories, to music in local organizing, 
e.g., Tracey and Annie Brown’s songs at hearings, rituals, press conferences, meetings 
• Oral histories — conducted in neighbor to neighbor initiatives, USCCR preparations, 
and from intercept interviews at key events, oral history will guide all script material 
alongside primary research from historic events in Stokes, local memories 
• Movement/dance, visual arts — e.g., multi-media visual artist Caroline, Danielle, UIC 
dancers, and as sourced from Lilies quarterly community workshops 
• An APPLES service-learning course — an experiential education credit course will be 
proposed for a cohort of students to join the play-devising process, and based on funding, 
share an early version with and potentially co-create alongside Stokes community members. 
APPLES has indicated their interest in including a Spring Break trip to Stokes Co. for the 
enrolled students, and establishing an annual program to return in service toward TLP goals. 
• Future 2020: Labyrinth site from encapsulated reused coal ash (A&T prototype) and potential 
greenway path to Solar Farm in-the-works at The Walnut Tree Neighborhood 
• Labyrinth from encapsulated coal ash models — A meditation labyrinth from encapsulated 
coal ash Caroline’s epic vision, coming to life. Reuse composite: —> theliliesproject.org/
aandt-project. Hopefully, it will be in a site that overlooks beautiful rolling hills in the area. 
(Alternate land site in the works). Labyrinth design + surrounding colorful sculptures adding 
shape and hue to Jester Hairston’s harmonies —> theliliesproject.org/the-main-art-concept  
• Restorative spaces — Many people across health crises, and in various interfaith and 
contemplative traditions turn to labyrinths as a source of re-centering and rejuvenation. 
See UNC Memorial Hospital’s Labyrinth, installed thanks to Rev. Patricia Cadle of 
Lineberger Cancer Center —> bit.ly/unc-labyrinth 
• Solar Farm at Walnut Tree — David Hairston, a local visionary/organizer for coal ash 
cleanup, is also President of The Walnut Tree Association (annexed in Feb. 2018 into the 
Town of Walnut Cove after 46 years of advocacy across generations, and with gratitude to 
UNC Law School’s Center for Civil Rights which must regain its litigation capacities to help 
!3
similar NC communities with similar challenges in the future). David recently secured initial 
plans for “what will be the state’s largest solar farm” directly across from The Walnut Tree 
Neighborhood, just over 2.5 miles from the Duke Energy Belews Creek Steam Station!  
• Local jobs — David built into the contract process that 90% of jobs generated by Solar 
installation/maintenance will go to residents living in The Walnut Tree 
• Potential greenway — a greenway could be added to create a multi-use community space for 
walking between the labyrinth (set for June 2020) and the solar farm (date TBD in next 2-3 
years). Ideally the Greenway could act as the “stem” of sorts connecting the “root/source” 
labyrinth and the “bloom” of solar panels; a land-sized vision of Caroline’s early plans for 
site-specific TLP public sculptures with beneficial coal ash re-use and safe encapsulation as 
“the base” of what would have risen into solar panels as the “petals”. This expanded scale 
lends itself to Caroline’s primary goal after TLP: to create a safe coal ash reuse co-op to 
support local jobs and model remediation/reparation approaches for similar coal ash sites 
• Connecting across divides — A greenway link would cross several historically Black 
and historically white local neighborhoods to implicitly connect them; offer 
ecologically-sound enjoyment of the local “Town Fork Creek” area, and bring life back 
to The Walnut Tree playground area/basketball court taken as an ETJ by the Town in 
the 1990s, demolished and turned to a auto-disposal lot, also nearby the central water 
piping site that has been a multi-decade source of concern. (David + community started 
fundraising in 2016 with local nonprofits to build a new playground for Walnut Tree 
kids, construction completed 2018: “Let the world see kids here deserve play, too”). 
• Reclaiming sacred areas — There was also concern that the fracking test site in the 
ETJ abutting The Walnut Tree in 2015 was disturbing what is thought to be an ancient 
Saura burial ground based on local historical understandings. The Greenway could 
bring loving attention to these areas and democratize resources to (eventually more 
safe) outdoor presence, play, and community time in nature for generations to come. 
Future “history stops” with signage, QR or phone call codes for “audio tour” elements, 
and play/picnic areas for families could be installed. 
The Lilies Project Team consists of a rotating ensemble of creatives, scientists, historians, and residents 
including, but not limited to:  
• Caroline Rutledge Armijo (ArtPlace Project Lead) 
• Danielle Bailey Lash, Johnny Hairston (advising on Art/Park + programs) 
• David Hairston (The Walnut Tree Community Association) 
• Amy Adams (Appalachian Voices) 
• Tracey Brown Edwards (ACT Against Coal Ash)  
• Rev. Leslie Bray Brewer (The Well and UIC) 
• Rev. Greg Hairston (Rising Star Baptist, NAACP Stokes) 
• Patti Dunlap (Stokes Historical Society) and Eddy McGee (Stokes Arts Council) 
• Dr. Dana Dalton (Forsyth Tech, now Fayetteville State Univ. V. Chancellor for research) 
• A team of artist-collaborators including story-hosts like Princess Hairston (documentarian, Tracing the 
Hairstons film), Marie Garlock (It Is In You), marketing designers like Kimberly W. Moore (NC Mutual 
Life), and still and motion-picture photographers 
• Scientists Kunikar Shivakumar (NC A&T Coal Ash Reuse Modeling), Wade Brown, Josh Ball 
• Resident advisors including: Mary Kerley (Frack-Free Stokes), Kimble McEachern (county Board of 
Elections and ACT supporter), Ada and Willie Linster (Walnut Tree, Stokes Arts and local education 
advocates) and more.   —> theliliesproject.org/team  
• Inspiration at   —> theliliesproject.org/hear-our-stories   —> theliliesproject.org/stokes-county-stories 
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